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12v18Ah SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES,
new and boxed, unused pack of 4 £39.95 ref
CYC7 or £16 each ref CYC6
AUTOMATIC CHARGER For realarxelaries crepes
2 at erce care awe ratearee =wiry, 6 how charge E10 ref CrC.°

A new range of 12v to 240v
INVERTERS

IV400S (400 watt) £89
IV800S (800 watt) £159

IV1200S (1200 watt) £219
ECG MACHINESysv 10AH BATTS/24V BA TX Ex
gamer: rant Er..G maaLtm; treas.:res. 2.90A320412Crem art bbl
erni dre commis for son spud sari delay. scan made. bads d
corettra on tne rear =tom] :mil at et: On Metro4 parei are
heo C:!; soma's for cernectog the body sensors to Sensors rct
caced.:.sae 2 r c 10.e.H mead Sal acid toms (generate' not in

goal ceratcri), pcida and a BA' 24v terrodai transformer trans n)
said as sexes, ray rare one re nvo broken ;mobs eft due to pax
storage £1599 ref W2

SODIUM LAMP SYSTEMS £75.70 Compkele system
NrItti 250er or 400 watt SON -T Agra bulb. reflector with bulb
hotdar and remote ballast and barta(uricasad) alt you need is
whey 250W system ref 81.51. 400W system SLS2

PC SUPPORT HANDBOOK The utimata technIcal
guide to building and maintaining PC's. Over 460 A4 pages
packed vAth technical data and diagrams lust £10 ref PCBK. If
you want 4 copies for E33 ref PC8K2. Also available is a CD
packed with diagnostic programmes to usa with tea book £5 ref
PCBK1

D SIZE NICADS Tagged. 1200mA. 12y pack of 4 for EA ref
CYCS or es a pack of 24 for t22 ref CYC10

D SIZE SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES
2v 2 San recnagea5e sealed lead roil bery r Dy Cycb
135t45rat (standard D um) sabered as a pack of 12 or 20 gierg you
odors for raevry idenfgenetow eg 1 rat San 24. at 2 5ah By ab
Matt These beteres are partarbey usaul n that you tan arrange
them y -J.:1; rtted to ocbmse SCOOP. ac leg boat baSest eft) Pack of
12 £10 re CYCA, pack d 20 £16 ref CYC5

HYDROPONICS DOYOU GROViYOUR OWN?
We rave a Ad colds hydropancs eataiogue avaaaole ccrearkg
nutalis. pumps, flings, errammeraal contd. fght rtmos, lyrid as, test
wavoret etc Rog for yoUr bee copy.

PC COMBINED UPS AND PSU The urr. res a oral
raver or 2.X .aft sftrdard meow tceracarreceorsand1: percryFai
paver Wes ex ewes bade ls 3 12v 72aH waleo lead and
=wee Backe:lane is 8 mese fug loader30ronsalhaebte Made
nitre:At? bagreso 11 Da 24Chge rout .5.'0135.4.-5vat.5A. 12e
ffi SA. -12v at .51. [dower 170.260(220ern. new and abed E29 95
Ref FOUPS2

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY CD. PACKED WITH KRA
[REDS CF ALTERNATIVE MERCY RIELATEDARTKXES.PLAHS
AND 0FORIAATKet ETC £1450 REF CO55

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY KIT Tres rocket ocean van
a bran ..renal it Aegis up to 530 tea (150 m)surres over and tales an
ate pictograph d fre groand beaav The moat ten retard %ill ft
firnya LS pare2Ute Takes 110f5n &Toted earcere w'M evenAiWg
=Virg a imaron pad and 3 rotas (ro tarn) C4 95 ref este

PROJECT BOXES Anotner ear -on ter you are tre smart
ABS project beam smart two =ex i:letrier ease measareng

rjr;=6".5.1L>' ormaate wan we ranted LED made you vet
loads Cl fax be. rapid heads rrom-s ch-m res-Fors. tra-c....xs et:
Pack el 20 E19 9d rem UO2

TELEPHONES Justintrs week s a rage delneyooMeprones.
Ottani new and bond Two pmce construction- ekyr.rwed keypad,
exe a puke (evayibbie) renal rectal and pause nory'av and off
was* sail and abayoxistrtcarn CfEwtwe °Par and re sinateed
*ate stread internat.:nal head tearre as US or roCars) e you wan

hava a BT bad weaved to named the phones tese are El e=11
ref BTLX Phones /4.99 arch ref PH2 10 off £30 ref 552

3HP MAINS MOTORS Sege erase 240, L. a/..1 red. 2
ave. 3450ECIrrim 2E53 rpm. avian aticrreOce reset chertad pia
Mare keyed shell (ON l&virn)tle/Oe by Leeson r..43 each ref LEE1

BUILD YOU OWN WINDFARM FROM SCRAP
tawpoural-cr,c,csveptysteagasOetowt-Irgverxlpeneranorsa-c1
;vacates Arrei wtn s p.-Xcaben and a goad bad sow yard
an..O -rave se ,:f sar'aaert eastoryi £12 ref LOTBI
CHIEFTAN TANK DOUBLE LASERS9 WATT+3
WATT+LASER OPTICSCot4dbeaaaptafarLyser-W.ener.

cowers etz Double beam Letts derywad to ft in the sae el
d a bark tens unit rids 2 seer. conductor bses and rrelcr dam Imes
far atremert 7 mkt rave. na arse aagram 5 eve to UM newnrce
mac? us, £199 Each test trees two gaa-am Arserce riecaxi
graces 1 r9 watt I a 3 watt 953:en wa.z.ta 2.3yalz &toe wise
tea The units aka tartan a receve to oetar raleeteo egress atm
trgeis £199 Re L074
MAGNETIC CREDIT CARD READERS AND
ENCODING MANUAL E9.55 Casea won eyeads casg.-ed to
read -Yri.re e -e31 czedal es-rdete w,7t calret ectaccs and
rnake=urger arytegyccoakiweretokromatcateratst---Y-en

ca reamwto step on your =V £995 re BAR31

SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL 2x els- ee 130erA
oars. ILFirs see. buzzer. swech  retry arida tliA REF5527
SOLAR NICAD CHARGERS a r A.4 sae 699 ref
65476 2s C sazel9 93 se 6P477Y0 UR HOME COULD

BE SELF SUFFICENT IN ELECTRICITY
Co-oraensveas-a wen camel etoori easy-Jhr so:era. Penes
aorta etc E7 ref PV1

AUTO SUNCHARGER 1553Cerrie soar oaral w ri blade
ard 3 metre lead and ogee [kg 12v 2. £12.9917.AL131(F3

STEPPER MOTORS2.-a-a nen Vecizer r=rs 4errn fm -g
Wes vitt 47 14.-artfrng metes, 20ovn stet 6 Wan derreter, 5d
Cease. 0 7Arctase, 1 B deg step MO .=p) Body WAXrrrlI £14 99
earef Stets. paced 4 forE49 95 PC tecathatabe soma:or:Joie

Et5 ref Sher

200mpg from ournew Velosolex
motorized bikes £695 inc vat

Sales 01273 383848

Hydrogen fuel cells
Our new Hydrogen fuel cells are 1v at up tp 1A output.
Hydrogen input. easily driven from a small electrolosis
assembly or from a hydrogen source, cur demo model
uses a toter panel with the output leads in a glass of salt
water to produce the hydrogen( Each cell a designed to be
completely taken apart, put back together and expanded to
what ever capacity you like, (up to I Erwa Us and 12v per
assembly. Cells costE29 rat HFC11

We get over 10,000 hits a day
hftp://www.bull-electricalcom

PHILIPS VP406 LASER DISC
P LAYERS, SCART OUTPUT. JUST PUT YOURVIDEO
DISK IH AND PRESS PLAY. STANDARD AUDIO AND VIDEO
OUTPUTS, FULLY TESTED AHD WORKING. E24.25 REF VP406

SMOKE ALARMS ma -,-m pe.efea rade by are ra,-no_s
Gert commny. sy ft rem to 4rtfr..,,gs  WOE, mi.,: Paean/5E15
ref SS -,1, pick Cl 12 £24 re's r4

4AH D SIZE NICADS pack of 4 £10 ref 4AHPK
SENDER KITccrtansa3COTpX1WStatitiklaANt72:=711W
COMPiete win case it35 ref Vq107

10 WATT SOLAR PANEL A:nal:ens steam panel feed
o a ae--rryryt a.. -rtes bare Pee rreas...res 3 to, wtt screw
leotards ex easy oxrecton. Ts Viola panel £55 of NA045
Unframed 4 pack (3'x1') £58.59 ref SOLX
12V SOLAR POWERED WATER PUMP Perfect

ra-y 12, CC arws rem sds- fart4re to hyd-rOxical Seal
aro =react yet covert! worts elect tom a:10%W solar pane
er brippt Sort Max Miff It Wax kyr = B Lpm, 1 54 Ref AC6E16 99

SOLAR ENERGY BANK KITsextrylrev SOW,
panels(amorphous)+50 diodes £99 ref EF112
PINHOLE CAMERA MODULE WITH AUDIO!
Socert, board camera win en beard sand sdra area pat new;
square (=Slag rracrodone) deal ex coven faxvelance Can to
lateen code anytnrg . eJea a era -a-Coal Compfete wert t5 metre
cable. cau and &Ad cenrredors E49% ref C05.1

SOLAR MOTORS Trey axe= sAtttn non etas happ4 on
vista es tem.342vck Weeks en or Or arcrpreas 6 panes exi
you tart ryn rhem from the en! 37 -tom da 2e red trick £1 93 each
%%LIGE TALKIES 1141.E RANGE E37/PAIR REF W1030

UQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS Bargain prices,
16 character 4 Ene, 62,25innt £5.99 ref SMC1S40A
40 character 1 kne 154x1Emm £6.05 ref SMC4011A
YOUR HOME COULD BE SELF SUFFICENT
IN ELECTRICITY Caasaave.a.ne pbrs wui tads drda
at Oftgray system pares. cored toss az £7 rem PV1
AUTO SUNCHARGER 1-.3-10a17n faarparawth code
and 3 mare lead a -e oar dug 12v 24 112.99 Fre.AlM1CP3

SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL 6-x6 0, 13:krA
cets 4LEEPs w.re e3ar. srn.1-ri  may or moor E7.99REF SA27

SOLAR NICAD CHARGERS 4 rr AA sae E.9 99 ref
6P4T6. P i C sae £999 re 695477

MINATURE TOGGLE swifcHES 1 -m -same query
Japanese penetrant tog,* esviztes measore:1511.102rnm, are 2
pCe changeover and and sour, 1A at 2-50.ac. or 3 A at 125eac
C0-4:iete ve= metatng wastes arc bas Suppled as a tat OP 100

"1'2 ref SVIT".4 a a bag cr 155x£400 ref SA734

VOICE CHANGERS Nekl One cl tneSe tars are( Mr
phXerrOtel peCe an yOU Can atkust wurwiceuseg Late cYus an
the tall' Batt n, operated E15 ref CC3

REGISTER FOR OUR
ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTERS

BULL-ELECTRICALCOM
BULL ELECTRICAL

2511PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE. SUSSEX .

BN3 SQT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS).
MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE

WITH ORDER PLUS f4.00 P&P PLUS VAT.
24 HOUR SERVICE 16.50 PLUS VAT.

OVERSEAS ORDERS AT COST MIS E3.50
(ACCF.SSNISA, SWITCH. AMERICAN EXPRESS)

'phone orders : 01273 203500
FAX 01273 323077

Sales@bull-electricaLcom

30 WATTS OF SOLAR POWER forjust £69,4
panels each one 3'xl and producing 8w, 13v.
PACK OF FOUR £69 ref SOLX
200 WATT INVERTERS cz.. vravit rid rp-c ar
coirede vroar sac a -t e.-.3 a fated aster a 134 soave: sn )oa=t ntl
your InWs6 OperateO from yo.4 car battery £49 95 ref SS66

THE TRUTH MACHINE Teri dsc.s by man
tremors intramoce battery oce-aed worts avenue! =west=
and on Me 'prone and TV as reel, £4249 re TD3

INFRA RED FILM 6- sparer .:LQtrectie rtra red rvne-at
waxily alms tR th-ougn Puke for comertrg erdrary tercd es
Was. reangr1se to infra red o..apA trey are -g standard hgra. bolas
Easily at to soaps o so_ex £15 ref IRC2

33 KILO LIFT MAGNETneody.inabren *anew win
aftig boa env* beats' easy rroserg Each migrated to 33 vacs
4 magnets Wed to a date con dt. a l inen3Cktfe 132 lam! E 15 re
AlAG33 Pack of 4 ysi £29 rag LIArr1AA

HYDROGEN FUELCELL PLANS Lootad clam -a:0'1
onhydeogenstaveardpoentay Practoal Ptansta hada Hidaran
fuel net Wad azaley`co tacAtes recrureo) ES set ref FCPI

STIRLING ENGINE PLANS Irevestrg rkerratcnpa5c
ceserg aa aspects of 3irg ergaws. pa -cm Cl rote made
eragresrraW rem an aerosaiwn re -rang on auricle £12 rerS11R2

ENERGY SAVER PLUGS Saves up m 15x aerecty
wren taw WeitiVeS.frceps upin 2A. anossaderrg rum era
E9 an ref LOT71, 10 lack EEO ref L0172

12V OPERATED SMOKE BOMBS Type 3 es a 12V
reVer and 3 smoke cern-bens each calm ec ved fa a room m a way
Wen space of !drat E14 99 ref 523 Type 2 a 20 snake Gametes
(satanic for truck easomert fzes ex) and 1 toga nodule fat E29
ref 592 Type lsa 1 21: Ingger 3:4 20 large can._stets Ee:3 ref S131

HI POWER ZENON VAR {AB LE STROBES uw..,r
12vPCBacedwanropowersrobeluteandcarrate G ard
speed =Vol poSartcrneter Perfect for uterestrig riafrc.:3 etc
713.55r an 12.5: erarann E6 ea re FLS1 pans d 10 Ee9 ref FLS2

NEW LASER POINTERS 4 Sere. 75 metre range rand
beg raft n.rs en two AA tedenes (faccated) 670:m C9 ref DEC -tad

HOW TO PROD UCE 35 BOTTLES OF WHISKY
FROM A SACK OF POTATOES Corrwenensae270
page boa zores ea ad er eat. pro:coon from everyday
rrarr__s In: Aries ox,grucar detevis &woe ettes £12 ref 1453

NEW HIGH POWER MINI BUG wth a tame ctupto
gm r.sf a and a 3 rays use from a PP3 Eris s our tap sehrig bug'
ass tell' aquae and a 1 Orn voce pave rage 125 Ref LOT102
IR LAMP KIT &eat.* for cce camera mauves ine camera
to to MO al trial dar(c-sesta £6 ref FF138

INFRA RED POWERBEAMKercrow beeery powered
amp Arch ree:Sor gmes cart F.:mete ;are efrared igner perfect ice
CCTV use, iicmgrtsem E29 het PBI

SUPERWIDEBANDRADARDETECTORcesects
tan ward laser XKand KA barbs. weed cameras. and as known
speed detection systems. 360 degree coverage. frontar
eawnegades 1 1"12 rat 6 ft en vex er dash £149
LOPTX vie to, osoxiVE3 each ref SS52

LAPTOP LCD SCREENS 24/3a75rren. Er2 ref SS51
WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY? STUCK
FOR AN IDEA? vie rave -v-a-ad 140 tusrera rarves trat
gee you vaarracon en seterg tar ofeerd tusamesses you pa -me
these &rya: aeureislig the tan Web' }52, PC Sad a triad a
the eertacate crating you to recrodace (and se.0 the re -Las as
each as you Mel Et 4 re 0,74

HIGH POWER DC MOTORS, PERMANENT
MAGNET 12 -24e operaort Protody about 114 horse Power,
body treasures 153m x75rran w.U. a 6Ctr-- a x 5rrei MIMS skid velft a
mochrocilat on IL Freda is Lang Me lac f1 '9 bats pro-
buang from the Mara E22 ref h1014

Online
web catalogue
bull-electricaLcom

ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROLLER KIT For
tre atom wax es £19 ref MAG17 Saw £5 1 you buy tern ban
together. 1 rt 1* -1S speed coreoltee no .s £41. o'er prce1:136 ref
1J017.4.

INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROLS nwlebrivs
tr-a, IX:iS3 re!

RCB UNITS Inline IEC lead with fitted RC
breaker. Installed in seconds. Pack of 3 £9.98
ref LOT6A

On our web sites you can
1. Order online.
2. Check your premium bonds.
3. Enter our auction or build your own.
4. Add E -commerce to your own site.
5. Discover our software site, optical site,
hydroponics site, holiday home exchange
site, inkjet site, hotels site.
6. View our web camera.
7. Invest in our future.

http://www.bullnetco.uk
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-Piseigas ail? Chgetties
GINORMOUS STOPWATCH - 1 by Ned Stojadinovic
Events timer with in-built I.c.d. and remote big digit displays, plus
radio -controlled gating

VIBRALARM by Terry de Vaux-Balbirnie
Multi -purpose vibration -triggered alarm with remarkable sensitivity

INGENUITY UNLIMITED hosted by Alan Winstanley
One -volt L.E.D.

ACOUSTIC PROBE by Robert Penfold
An audio "telescope" or stethoscope to investigate distant or low level
sounds - another Starter Project
DEMISTER ONE-SHOT by Terry de Vaux-Balbirnie
Save car battery use and fuel consumption by minimising rear -screen
power -on times!

NEW TECHNOLOGY UPDATE by Ian Poole
Copper -based interconnections in i.c.s increase their operational speed
PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR DESIGNS - 5. Crystal
and crystal -controlled oscillators by Raymond Haigh
Worked examples and circuit info for hands-on constructors
TEACH -IN 2000 - 1. Colour Codes and Resistors by John Becker
Everything (well - nearly!) that a novice needs to learn about electronics.
Includes breadboard experiments and interactive computer simulations.
First in a 10 -part series

PRACTICALLY SPEAKING by Robert Penfold
A novice's guide to identifying integrated circuits
CIRCUIT SURGERY by Alan Winstanley and Ian Bell
More Earthly Comments; Thermal Conductivity; Oscillator Feedback;
Simulations; Asta Movistor; Watts Wrong?
NET WORK - THE INTERNET PAGE surfed by Alan VVinstanley 851
Happy Kriz-mas; I -Seek -You; Links

788

812

816

EDITORIAL 787
NEWS - Barry Fox highlights technology's leading edge 795
Plus everyday news from the world of electronics
BACK ISSUES Did you miss these?
SHOPTALK with David Barrington
The essentialguide to component buying for EPE projects

CD-ROMS FOR ELECTRONICS
Parts Gallery - Electronic Circuits and Components; Digital
Electronics; Analogue Electronics; plus PICtutor, plus Modular Circuit
Design; see also Direct Book Service pages
READOUT John Becker addresses general points arising
ELECTRONICS MANUALS
Essential reference works for hobbyists, students and service engineers.
Plus digital multimeter special offer

DIRECT BOOK SERVICE 847
A wide range of technical books available by mail order, plus more CD-ROMs
ELECTRONICS VIDEOS Our range of educational videos 850
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND SOFTWARE SERVICE 852
PCBs for EPE projects - some at "knockdown" prices! Plus EPE software

ADVERTISERS INDEX 856

Our December '99 issue will be published on Readers Services 0 Editorial and Advertisement Departments 787
Friday, 5 November 1999. See page 779 for details.

Everyday Practical ElectronicsiETI, November 1999



Visit our website
www.distel.co.uk THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND! Surplus always

wanted for cash!THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS
THE AMAZING TELEBOX

Converts your colour monitor Into  QUALITY COLOUR TVII

TV SOUND &
VIDEO TUNER
CABLE Cattei MILE 

The TELEBOX is an atracrne key cased maid parasol we. ccrthiring al
eel- tie rawly b pkg reo a rest d video nue= cr AV eceiornent wrath
are foed win a cerrposie video or SCAM not The carcosie sided 0.0.1
wti alto pkg dreoly rao most video recodars adowirg receptcn °IT/chan-
nels not rtmelly receivable on most television receivers' (TELEBOX
MB) Push b.Gan =Dots on re Sort pane RION reception d 8 fuly treadle
'et at UHF star lelevisixt charnets.TELEBOX MB covers vitally al Wavl-
e:1i texercies VHFaletAiF inckxfng the HYPEFtBAND as used by
most able TV operates. kita for deaddep conpier video systems & PP
(pi:are n Ochre) sews For compete carcadally - an for mentors wetd.t
spud  an Myra 4 wall ado amble ard bee level 55 R ado culot are
pondad as stardard Beard new -fulyg.stankeed
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors £36.95
TELEBOX STL as ST but fined with integral speaker £39.50
TELEBOX MB Mutband VHF/UHRCabishi barid tuner £69.95
For overseas PAL versions state 55 or 6 m z sound specification,
'For cable / hyparband signal reception relabel: MB should be con-
nected a cable type service. Shipping on at Telebots. cede (B)

State of the art PAL (UK spec) UHF TV tuner module
with composite IV pp video & MASA hi fi stereo sound

outputs. Micro electronics al on one ulnae PCB only 73 x 160
x 52 mm enable NI tuning oxitrol via a simple 3 wire link to an

IBM pc type computer. Suppled complete watt snipe working pro-
gram and documentation. Requires +12V & + 5V DC to operate.

BRAND NEW - Order as MM. Only £49.95 code (B)
See vevntr.dfatel.co.ukidate my00,hbrt for picture fun details

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES Ph" - 8"
Al units (unless stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often
brand new equipment and are tufty tested. aligned and shOped to
you with a lull 90 day guarantee. Call or see our web site
rnow.cestLcoser for over 2000 unlisted drives for spares or renal.
3W Mitsubishi MF355C-L 1.4 Meg. Laptops only US.95(8
3W Mitsui:421d PAF355C-D. 1.4 Meg Non laptop £18.95(8
SW Tose FD-55GFR 12 Meg (for IBM pa's) RFE £111.95(13
SW Taac FD -55F -03-U 7X1401180 (for BBC's et) RFE £29.95(B
SW BRAND NEW Mitsubishi ;AMIE) 3601( £22.95(8
Table top case ninth Intelyal PSU for HH SW Floppy / HD £29.9503
8' Shugart 800/801 8' SS refurbished & tested £210.00(E
II" Shugart 810 8' SS 1-111 Brand New £195.00 E,
11" Shugart 8518' doubts sided refurbished & tested £260.001E
3' Mitsubishi M2844-63 &able sided NEW £295.00IE
II' Mitsubishi M2896 -63-02U DS slinkne NEW £295.001E
Dual 8' cased drives with  - su v_, 2 Mb £499 i . E

HARD DISK DRIVES Vh" - 14"
2W TOSHIBA MK10021AAV 1.1Gb laptop(12.5 nun H) New £79.95
2W TOSHIBA 1.0C2101MAN 2.16 Gb laptop (19 nun H) Now £8950
2W TOSHIBA MK4309MAT 43Gb laptop (82 mm H) New El 05.00
21/2' TOSHIBAMK6409/AAV 6 1Gb laptop (12.7 min H) New£190.00
2W to 3W conversion kit for Pc's, with connectors £14.95
3W FUJI FK-309-26 20rrib MFM VF RFE £59.95
314' CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE VF RFE £5995
3W CONNER CP3044 40 mb IDE I/F or equiv.) RFE £69.00
3W QUANTUM 40$ Prodd vs 42mb 11/F, New RFE £49.00
SW MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM OF (or equiv.) RFE £49.95
SW SEAGATE ST -238R 30 mb RLL I/F Refurb £69.95
SW CDC 94205.51 40mb HH MFM OF RFE tested £69.95
5W HP 97548 850 Mb SCSI RFE tested f99.00
5W HP C3010 2 Gbyta SCSI differential RFE tested £195.008' NEC 0224665 Mb SMD interface. New £199.008' FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SW) OF RFE tested £195.008' FUJITSU M2392K 2 Gb SMO VF RFE tested £345.00
Man other drives In stock S :4.iy on as drives Is code CI

IC's -TRANSISTORS - DIODES
OBSOLETE - SHORT SUPPLY - BULK

10,000,000 items EX STOCK
For MAJOR SAilliGS

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS
One of the highest specification

monitors you will ever see -
At this price - Don't miss it!!

lielsubiste FA3415ETICL 14' SVGA Mindy= color mentor with the
028 rex probate and fasces of 11324 x 768 A
vitiney of nets abees ccrnectm b a host d
as redoing BM PC's n CGA. EGA, VGA dc=
modes. B8C, COMMODORE frobirg Amax 12001,
ARCHIMEDES and APPLE 1Sarry bailees Etched
tacepese too swichrig and Lt WI1AD1ATION MPR

sPeiXtaban Fully gnerameed n EXCELLENT lute
used oordebt
lilt & Swivel Base £4.75 Only £119 n"ertGA
VGA cable for IBM PC included
External cables for other typeset computers available - CALL

Ex demo 17' 0.28 SVGA Mitsubishi Diamond Pro
monitors, Full multrsync etc.

Full 90 day guarantee. Only £199.00 (E)

Just In - Microvitac 20' VGA (800 x 600 res.) colour monitors.
Good SH condition - from E299 - CALL for Info

PHILIPS HCS35 (same style as Ckleenn) attractively styled 14'
colour monitor with RGB and standard composite 15.625
Khz video Inputs via SCART socket and separate phono jacks_
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses.
We connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers_ ideal for al
video monitoring / security applications with direct connection
to most colour cameras_ High quality with many features such as
front concealed Rap controls. VCR correction button etc. Good
used condition futly tested - guaranteed only pack, nn
Dimensiorwwie x mole x 15%* D. (El
PHIUPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9' colour video monitor with stan-
dard composite 15.625 Khz video Input via SCART socket. Ideal
for all monitoring / security appfications. High quaky. ax-equbment
fuly tested & guaranteed (possilee minor screen burns). In erne -
the square black plastic case measuring W10' x 1110' x 135i' D.240 V AC mains powered.

Only £79.00 (o)
KME 10' 15M10009 high definition colour monitors with 028' dot
pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling.,
Operates from any 15.625 ldu sync RGB video
source, with RGB analog and composite sync
such as Atari. Commodore Amiga. Acorn
Archimedes & BBC. Measures only 13W a 12' x

Good used condo c4t Only Et 25 (El
20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS

Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour monitors.
complete with composite video & optional sound nput. Attradrve
teak style case. Perfect for Schools, Shops. Disco. Clubs. etc In
EXCELLENT kne used condition with full SO day guarantee

20"....£135 22"....£155 26"....£185(n
We probably have the largest rang* of video monitors In

Euro All sizes and t s from 4' to 42' call for Info.

DC POWER SUPPLIES
Virtually every type of powersupply you can imagine.Over

10,000 Power Supplies Ex StockCell or see our web site.

Superb quality 6 foot 40U
Virtually New, Ultra Smart
Less than Half Price!

Top quality 19' rack cabinets made in UK by
Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units leature
designer. smoked acrylic lodable front door.
lull height limkable hall louvered back door
and louvered removable side panels Fully
adjuStetrite Internal fixing struts. ready punched
for any configuration of equipment mounting
plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp
socket watched mains cestrbution strip make
these racks some of the most versatile we

have ever sold Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore
require only two side panels to stand singly or in mukiple bays_
Overall cenensions are: 77W H x 3254 oD x 22' W. Order as:

OPT Rack 1 Complete with removable side panels. £345.00 (G)APT Paeff 4 Oseif I act rids ,,anal, mac on oil
Over 1000 racks, shelves, accessories

19" 22" & 24" wide 3 to 46 U high.
Available from stock !!

32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab
Made by Eurocrat* Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec,
rack features all steel construction with removable
side, front arid back doors Front and back doors are
hinged for easy access and as are tockabie wah
five secure 5 laver barrel locks_ The front door
IS constructed of double walled steel with a
'designee style' smoked acrylic front panel to
enable status indicators to be seen through the
panel, yet remain unobtrusive. Internaly the rack
features fully slotted reinforced vertical firth
members to lake the heaviest of 19" roc
equipment The two movable vertical firing struts
(extras available) are pre punched for standard
'cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internal-
ly mounted to the bottom rear, provides 8 x IEC 3
pin Euro sockets and 1 a 13 amp 3 pin switched
utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by
fully louvered back door and double skinned top section
wan top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for feting
of Integral fans to the sub plate et_ Other features include: filled
castors and Ow levelers, oepunched utilty panel at lower rear for
cable / connector access etc. Supplied in excellent, slightly used
condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions
nvn=11325H x 6350 x 603 W. ( 64' H x 25" D x 23W W )

Sold at LESS than a third of makers price I!

A superb buy at only £245.00 (G)
42U version of the above only £345 - CALL
12V BATTERY SCOOP - 60% off I!

A special DA etudese from a cancelled export order brings you
the most amazing savings on these Ora hip spec 12v DC 14 Ah
rechargeable batteries. Made by Hawker Energy Ud, type SBS15
featuring pure lead plates which offer a far superior shaft & guaran-
teed 15 year service kill. Fully BT E BS6290 approved Suppled
BRAND NEW and boxed Dimensions 200 wide. 137 high, 77 deepM6 boll terminats Fufty guaranteed. Current makers price over £70
each Our Price £35 each or 4

TEST EQUIPMENT & SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS
MITS. A FA3445ET1CL 14' tnclustrial spec SVGA monitors £245 HP6030A 0-200V DC 0 17 Amps berth power supply £1950FARNELL 0-600 DC 0 50 Amps, bench Power Supplies £945 Intel SBC 4861125C08 Enhanced &tabus (1ASA) New £1150FARNELL AP3060 0-30V DC 0 80 Amps, bench Soppy £1850 Nikon HFX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control uni f14501kW to 400 kW - 400 Hz 3 phase power scums - ex sect £POA PHIUPS P/A5518 pro. TV signal generator £1250IBM 8230 Type 1, Token rig base unit driver £760 Motorola VIAE Bus Boards & Components List. SAE / CALL EPOAWayne Kerr RA200 Audio frequency response analyser £2500 Trio 0-18 %irk Sneer, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New £550113M 53F5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules U50 Fulltsu 113041R 603 LPM high speed band printer £1950IBM MAU Token rng distribution panel 8228-23-5050N LIS Fujitsu I130410 6£0 LPM printer with network interface £1250AIM 501 Law &station OscDiator 9Hz to 33010z, IEEE £550 Perkin Elmer 2998 Infrared spectrophotometer £500ALLGON 8360.11805-1880 MHz hybrid power combiners £250 Perkin Elmer 597 Infrared altar £3500£P0A VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT

" Margin Meter 1:3250
Trend OSA 274 Data Analyserwith G70.3(2M) 64 i/o
Marconi 6310 Programmable2 to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500 UghtBand 60 output high spec 2u rack mount Video VDAs £445Marconi 2022C 1atib-1GHz RF signal generator £1550 Sekonic SO 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder C1995Marconi 2030 opt 03 10KHz1 3 GHz signal generatorelew £4995 8&K 2633 microphone pe amp £300HP 16508 Logic Analyser £3750 Taylor Hobson Tattysurf amplifier / recorder E750HP3781A Pattern generator & HP3782A Error Detector £POA ADC SS200 Carbon dioxide gas detector / monitor £140HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 watts £1800 BBC AM20/3 PPM Meter (Ernest Turner)  doe electronics £75HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V 0 20A metaled PSU E675 ANRITSU 9654A Optical DC -2 5G/lo wavatOrm monitor £5650HP54121A DC to 22 GHz tour channel test set £POA ANRITSU MS9001B1 0_6-1 7 uM optical spa --cum analyser f POAHP8130A opt 020 300 MHz pulse oen.ratoe. GPIB etc £7900 ANRITSU ML93A optical power meter £990HP Al. AO 8 pen HPGL high speed drum plotters - from £550 ANRITSU Fibre optic characteristic test set CP0AHP DRAFTMASTER 1 8 pen high speed Plotter £750 R&S FTD2 Dual sound unit t650EG+G Brookdeel 95035C Precision lock in amp £1800 R&S SBUF-E1 Vision modulator E775View Eng. Mod 1200 comp -sensed inspedion system £POA WILTRON 66308 12.4 / 20GHz RF sweep generator £5750Sony DXC-3000A High quality CCD colour TV camera £995 TEK 2445 150 MHz 4 trace oscilloscope - £1250Keithley 590 CV capacitor / voltage analyser £POA TEK 2465 300 Mhz 300 MHz osciaascope rack mount E1955Racal IC R40 dual 40 charnel voice recorder system E3750 TEK TOS380 400/Anz digital /saltine  disk drive, FFT etc t2900Rskars 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS - New batteries £9500 TEK TDS524A 500Mhz digital reatime +colds' display etc £5100Emerson AP130 2.5KVA industrial spec. UPS £2100 HP3585A Opt 907 Wiz to 40 Mhz spectrum analyser £3950Mann Tally MT645 High speed line Primer £2200 PHIUPS PW1730/10 60KV XRAY generator & accessories CP0AIntel SBC 486/133SE Multbus 486 system. alto Ram [945 CLAUDE LYONS 12A 240V single phase auto. volt. rags £325Siemens K4400 64Kb to 140Mb demur analyser £2950 CLAUDE LYONS 100A 240/415V 3 phase auto vrA reps £2900

RELAYS - 200,000 FROM STOCK
Save ECErs by choose), your next relay, from our Massive Stocks
cowering types such as 'Mary, Octet Cradle, fierrnetcaey Sealed
Contnental Contactors, Tine Deby, Reed, Mercury Wetted, Sold
State, Printed Circuit Mounting etc , CALL or see our web site
ithnv.disteLcauk for more 'rmation. Many obsolete types than

Undoubtedly a miracle of modem technology &
our special buying power ! A quality product fw
luring a fully cased COLOUR CCO camera at 
give away price Unit features he autclight sensing to

use in tow light & high light
applications. A 10 mm fixed locks
wide angle lens gives excellent locus
and resolution from close up to long
range_ The composite video output will
connect to any composite monitor or TV

, (via SCART socket) and most video
recorders. Unit runs from 12V DC so
deal for security & portable
lions where mans power riot avaitable

Overall dimensions 66 mm wide x 117 deep a 43 high. Supplied
BRAND NEW & tufty guaranteed with user data. 10es of appfica-
tons Including Security. Horne Video, Web TV. Web Cams etc. etc.

Web ref =!.x33 ONLY £99.00 or 2 for £180.00 'e

SOFTWARE SPECIALS
NT4 WorkStation, complete with service paCk 3
and licence - OEM packaged. ONLY £89.00 (B)
ENCARTA SS. CDROM, Not the latest - but at this price I £7.95
DOS 5.0 tan 314' disks with concise backs ole OBasic C14.95
Windows for Workgroups 3.11+ Dos 6.22 on 35' disks £55.00
Weirdo:fleet 6 for DOS supoted on 3W disks with manual £24.95

shipping charges for software is code BDISTEL on the web l i - Over 16,000,000 items f om stock - www.distel.co.uk 
111 .*** :

-ELECTRONICS-

ALL MAIL TO
Dept PE, 29135 Osborne Rd

Thornton Heath
Surrey CR7 8P0

Open Mon - Fri 9.00 - 5:30

LONDON SHOP
Open Mon - Sat 9:00 - 5:30

215 Whitehorse Lane
South Norwood
On NA Bus Routs

Hr.thormun Komi &
Sthursf Part SR Rail Unions

a

DISTEL©
Visit our web site

www.distel.co.uk
email = adminOdistel.co.uk

ALL ^a ENQUIRIES

0208 653 3333
FAX 0208 653 8888

Al pries ca Ulrfard Lk: .-0.44Ornets add 17 5% VAT to TOTAL OW 3-riult. Wu -1-.5n Ceder £10 Bola Fde anco_rs Orti2fS ECOOMol tun C...7.enrnent, SidlcoisUrnes_. Locro Aiarr_irtos  mrirnisn accutal order Cheouas over £100 ass subtract to 10 worlixg days clearance Carnage cha-ges (A)=£31.03.(B-£i 53 (C)--03.50 (Cl) £1230. (1315 00. (Eip£18 CO. (F).£20 03. (G)iC.AU_ Alderapp -ac 6 days b shcpixj doer 0111. AI grads exceed to Cal Bardard Confecraol Sale aril tress rated gore toed kr 93 clays. Al on a teem to base Oasis Al rips imam] b dunge prom / soc &bons witas prior nom Orders o.becsrodi Ow:iris fa wen* Too CASH panes pad br suplus wad At trademarks.tra0BreiriteSeleackrcinedged_COsciay Bean:rum 1999 E & 0 E 07/99
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NEXT MONTH
SPECIAL IU SUPPLEMENT

Our Ingenuity Unlimited section has always been very
popular with readers. so we have put the pressure on Alan
Winstanley to edit as many contributions as possible in
order for us to provide you with a bumper bundle in the
December issue. Some that we hope to present for your
delectation and dismemberment are: Serial Port Splitter:
Elderly Person Monitor: Audio Limiter; Rechargeable PP9
Battery; Shaky Dice: VCO Generator; Tumble Dryer Alarm:
AA to PP3 Converter: Pulse Modulated Inverter; National
Lottery Predictor and. just for good measure, a TV system
using a simple modulator based on a Nipkow disc as made
famous by one John Logie Baird some time ago.

MAGNETIC
FIELD

DETECTOR
This very simple project can detect fixed mag-
netic fields or fields that are varying at an audio
frequency. Fixed or slowly changing field
strengths are registered on a centre -zero meter.
which indicates the polarity in addition to the
relative field strength. Audio frequency fields,
such as those produced around mains and
audio transformers, are detected via a crystal
earphone that can be used to monitor the
output signal.

The unit is not intended to provide accurate
measurement of magnetic field strength, and is
aimed at those who like to experiment with
something a bit different. Although quite simple,
the unit is reasonably sensitive. A small and not
very powerful bar magnet can be detected by
the prototype at about 100 millimetres from the
sensor. and drives the reading to full scale at a
range of about 30 millimetres.

TELECAN -A BRITISH FIRST
IN HOME VIDEO RECORDING
"There is a popular point of view, originated by Emerson,
which assumes that building the first. or a better
mousetrap, results in people beating a path to your door -
this must be the most pernicious fallacy ever to
misrepresent invention."

Britain stands pre-eminent in creative science and engineering,
but the depressingly long list of "lost" British firsts in invention
shows how often thwarted or disillusioned British inventors and
innovators have either abandoned their ideas or gone abroad,
thereby reducing British competitiveness. Decades of British
under -investment in British ideas and British technologies has
meant that other nations either independently develop the same
ideas, or directly capitalise on British technical creativity - and
soon overtake us in our markets.

Norman Rutherford and his partner Michael Turner have
learnt this lesson and are quick to remind us. They should
know: back in the early 1960's they not only developed the first
domestic video record and replay system. but also the first
combined TV and VTR and the first Camcorder; but poor
foresight by their backers and investors lost them the edge. This
is the story of their inventions.

PLUS: EPE TEACH -IN 2000 PART 2
AND ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES

NO ONeDOES IT BETTER

Sri
ELECTRONICS
TOOki IITMATIONAL

DON'T MISS AN
ISSUE - PLACE YOU1-1

ORDER NOW!
Demand is bound to be high

DECEMBER ISSUE ON SALE FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5
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SQUIRES
MODEL AND CRAFT TOOLS

A comprehensive range of Miniature Hand and Power Tools
and now an extensive range of

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
featured in a fully illustrated

336 -page Mail Order Catalogue

1999 Issue
SAME DAY DESPATCH

FREE POST & PACKING
Catalogue free of charge to addresses in United Kingdom.

For overseas send 6 International Reply Coupons to:

Squires, 100 London Road,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex

P021 1DD
Tel: 01243 842424
Fax: 01243 842525

SHOP NOW OPENktr...tr,C2rd VISA,

VARIABLE VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS

VWUT 220N.240V AC 9150112 OUTPUT OV260V
PANEL MOUNTING

OS VA 21 arrp nos

1KVA 5 we MIA

SHROUDED
OSKVA 21 arc mai t31.00 £5.00

(£47.00 no VAT)
,KVA Sar £45.21 £7.00

OW Ire VAT)
DIVA TO arm am £85.00 £8.50

(£26.35 is VAT)
3KVA 15 ano rtsv 11650 0150

(C111.63 =VAT)
SKVA 25 ism gnu £150.00 ( Canoga A VAT)
ELy cfred ems re raxners. reemc moss ntts curry

Price
MOO

£45.25

P&P
£8.00

I£4554 rs VAT)
£7.00

(£51.39 re VAT)

500VA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
Ica *ad 2405 AC Outa IA 390 13A 501.- 214V AC
corb-uctwir Ned morsel r etnottes me eel Panda
Irterraai taeOPrce £3600 CaMIQI PNCI  1430- 441 111

TOROIDAL LT.TRANSFORUER
krary 0.240V AC. Secarsary 0-30/  0-30V EWA
Faun; tot suMed
Freer:S.03 carom  VAT (£2938)

COIAPRETIDISIVE RANGE OFTFLUEFORUER5-
LT-1501..3710N it AUTO
110V- 243VA..b ter alw dm cool net Arerta, codes
and cans lead a tom era roe. kattoll* tr r.crlsa
CebVirf

ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT BLUE
aUORESCENTTUSES

4e40 eas £14.00 (WM M)) rt645 rc VAT)
211 20 ead DUO (Mari aN1 MO 55 rc VAT)
12n 5 t420 75p pep 052 ne VAT)
9n i led ELM 50o pip (5.24 rc VAT)
Cat 4 sad 13-96 -500 pip (6.24 rc WS)

230V AC BALLAST MT
Fe eaw ea On ci 13s ties 15.554143 sIC faUSteta)
The daselates are 35.13100C art 0$1.400.ce m beatorg
Wady mires. skess Wig IL Came xebecs
Oft Misistes d IN/UX hies tr Gmbee A Rea
Stare issiodpss Peseekleaerept inane

100 WAIT BLACK LBW
BLUE tN LUIP
t3ES Waxy Visas lartp etr
use vie a NOW P.F. 513:1!
DYyL48 51dpipb.A7

at

open
ttrdarnztay Tel: 0181-995 1560

5 KVA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
As News EiEcsapirent. key stio-ded. Lie Mese

os:A..1. Utra Notecn Twee: met eel terms-
nel mos and trods-cee cock smiesPrmay
120V,240V. Secordlry 120V,240V. 5050Hz.
09C6pF Camplarce. Sao. L Van a W 1 Sore a H
15ark. Vieth 42 Sim Pfte £120  VAT Ex-eire-
tom. Carriage en recpee.

24V DC SIMMS CONTACTOR
rtLTLHE022-0C12 aP13 tad 2 NC 230V AC 10A.

Sarss uDn Rai Toro Sae H 1 2Orms
W 45frrn a D 75-rin Brad New Price £7.63 ed
pip arc vox

240V AC WESTOOL 800.940106

p2 meat

Ra. 1 ital. sada mooingSte 516 ecom Fla I
strobe 1-t Elase rnotrAng

lake_p
was 15b

pot aroma. SEftlES 400 Mod. 1 Ral 2 kbp_ shie
"ten. Frch racurcro /pat Naha 15bs
accroc Prim Ipip 6 VAT. I I 13.115.TTS DUD.
SERIES 400 C7.5

A4.XIALCOOLNIG FAN
233V AC 12Cirrn squwe 3Erren 3 dade 10 ile3
Los Noise tart Prize C7-29 rd. pip and VAT
Geer totems ere sizes ballade tom sack
Reese Weetcne you aroares.

INSTRUMENT CASE
Ward new. liaarufact_red t bra L 31an a H
Tam c 1 9cro Deep Rerenecie ech ad rear pare

1 easy asserray of )51X cmccrents Grey to -
e asel frost w8 one lest Price £15.45
id. pAp Sia VAT 2 on 126.20 IneLave

DECAST AIJAVAINSUBI BOX
wth retinal PC8 faidle. *moral vie 25.51rrn
155mrn 3 50 mm deep FnCe £9.63 rid pip & Va. 2 £17.20

230V AC SYNCHRONOUS GEARED MOTORS
&end raw 0.60 Geatci Croast H
E5 To c W 55rm a D 3573,L 4,m cla she s tOrrrn
tie. 5 TIM ire neCiL95 rd. p& VAT

20 RPU ereof Dain Orrt 111.1p 5 id. pip i VAT

SOLID STATE ENT UMT
ial 233i240V AC. CANA WV= 19CV.
ProdLion: 1Orro spat SM-11 10 sec tram
EasN =died kr 20 sec, 30 see b =Sum
Cmcrel kr ocier olden. Donee Cl met n
58 ten Cl Owe wal 41k7eltrb:E, al} sup

con
raf210CPM12_81 rc VAT) P

aC. Rixr,. CW4

EPROM ERASURE KI
&AI you ows EMU ERASURE bre

T
tufo, cc re

Rice of a asideos mt. Ka deans isss case roLdes
12n. ewe: ?537. Arca tee COW irk per ci tro,
Made men rdam. end! smelt take/ mac e'-
and sass £15.00.£200pip (£16-98rc VAT)

WASHING MACHINE WATER PLOP
&ma ROW 240V AC Net coo 1pd Can Le teed fee aswot/ of emcees ha afoot 1st da
Pro& vctdes pip & VAT Lin 20 earn or 2 ti
£20.50 ind.sne_

SERVICE T ADING CO
57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, CHISWICK, LONDON W4 58B

FAX: 0181-995 0549 Pwleng Space

NATIONAI
COILEGE OF
TECHNOLOGY

DISTANCE
LEARNING COURSES in:
Analogue and Digital Electronics
Circuits, Fibres & Opto-Electronics
Electronic Testing & Fault Diagnosis
Programmable Logic Controllers
Mechanics and Mechanisms
GCSE and BTEC Mathematics

Courses to suit beginners
and those wishing to update
their knowledge and practical skills
Courses are delivered
as self-contained kits
No travelling or college attendance
Learning is at your own pace
Courses may have
BTEC Certification and Tutoring

For information contact:
NCT Ltd., P.O. Box 11
Wendover, Bucks HP22 6XA
Telephone 01296 624270; Fax 01296 625299
Web: httpi/www.nct.ltd.uk

PLASTIC BOXES

ENCLOSURES
Contact us for your free catalogue

S.L.M. (Model) Engineers Ltd
Chiltern Road
Prest bury
Chelteneham Telephone 01242 525488
GL52 5JQ Fax 01242 226288
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SURVEILLANCE
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY KITS

r NOE 'I for is
Whether your requirement for surveillance equipment is amateur, professional or you are just fascinated by this unique area of
electronics SUMA DESIGNS has a kit to fit the bill. We have been designing electronic surveillance equipment for over 20 years
and you can be sure that all our kits are very well tried, tested and proven and come complete with full instructions, circuit
diagrams, assembly details and all high quality components including fibreglass PCB. Unless otherwise stated all transmitters are
tuneable and can be received on an ordinary VHF FM radio.

Genuine SUMA kits available only direct from Suma Designs. Beware Inferior imitations!
UTX Ultra -miniature Room Transmitter
&rarest room transmitter kit in the world! In:re: e'e 10mm x 2Ornm inducing mic. 3V -
12V operation.500m range £16.45

MTX Micro -miniature Room Transmitter
Best-seLmg moo -min re Room Tiamt=er. 17nimx 17mm inducing mic, 3V -
12V operation. 10130m range £13.45

STX High-performance Room Transmitter -
High pelcimacce trammitter with a buffered output stage for greater srabrAy and
range. Measures 22mm x 22m, including rnic. 6V -12V operation, 1500m range £15.45

V1500 High -power Room Transmitter
Powerful 250mW output providng excellent range and performance.
Size 20mm x 40mm. 9V -12V operation. 3000m range £16.45

VXT Voice -Activated Transmitter
Triggers only when SOUTICiS ate dete:ted. Very law stanck cunt Variable sertsitivay
and delay Mit LED incf or. Size 20mm x 67rrtm. 9V operation. 1000m range £19.45

HVX400 Mains Powered Room Transmitter
Connects dire-Afy to 240V AL. supply for long-term monibxing.
Size 30mm x 35rrim. 500m range £19.45

SCRX Subcarrier Scrambled Room Transmitter
Soared output from this transmitter cannot be monitored without the SCDM decoder
corrected to the re e,. Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range £22.95

SCLX Subcarrier Telephone Transmitter
Conner to telephone line anywhere, requires no batteries. Output scram.N.ed so
requires SCDM connected to receiver. Size 32mm x 37mm. 1000m range £23.95

SCDM Subcarrier Decoder Unit for SCRX
Cemects to receiver earphone soexat and provides decoded audio output to head-
phcries. Size 32rnm x 70mm. 9V -12V operation. £22.95

ATR2 Micro -Size Telephone Recording Interface
Con neez between to -phone brie (art eere) and cassette recorder. Switches tape
automattaliy as phone is used At oomvsatore recorded. Size 16mm x 32mrn.
Powered fro-- -e £13.45

*** Specials ***
DLTX/DLRX Radio Control Switch
Remote control anything around your home or garden, outside lights.
alarms, paging system etc. System consists of a small VHF transmitter
with digital encoder and receiver unit with decoder and relay output.
momentary or alternate. 8 -way d.i.l. switches on both boards set your
own unique security code. TX size 45mm x 45mm. RX size 35mmx
90mm. Both 9V operation. Range up to 200m.
Complete System (2 kits) £50.95
Individual Transmitter DLTX £19.95
Individual Receiver DLRX £37.95

MBX-1 HI -F1 Micro Broadcaster
Not technically a surveillance device but a great idea! Connects to the
headphone output of your Hi -Fl, tape or CD and transmits Hi-Fi quality
to a nearby radio. Listen to your favourite music anywhere around the
house, garden. in the bath or In the aarage and you don't have to put
up with the DJ's choice and boring waffle.
Size 27mm x 60mm. 9V operation. 250m range £20.95

UTLX Ultra -miniature Telephone Transmitter
Sa141112g telephone :,-ansmitlerMalitlabie. Incredible. size of lOmm x 20mml
Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use
M conversation transmitted. Powered from erne. 500m range

TLX 700 Micro -miniature Telephone Transmitter
Bea-sei..rg telephone. transmitter. Being 20mm x 20mm it is easier to assemble the-
UTLX. Connects to fine (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use. A, : -

versations transmitted. Powered from Me. 1001-n range £13

STLX High-performance Telephone Transmitter
High performance transmitter with butfeed output stage providing -a-

and performance. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off twth pone use
Al conversations transmitted. Powered from fate.
Sae 22mm x 22mm. 1500m rangy EtE

TKX900 Signalling/Tracking Transmitter
Transmits a continuous stream of ar pusses with variable tone and rate. Ideal for sig
nailing or tracking purposes. High power output Owing range up to 3000m_
Sae 25mm x 63mm. 9V operation £22.95

CD400 Pocket Bug Detectorilocator
LED and piezo bleeper pulse slowly, rate of pulse and pitch of tone increase as you
approach signal Gan control allows pinpointng of source.
Size 45trim x 54mm, 9V operation £30.95

CD600 Professional Bug DetectoriLocator
Muicolour readout of signal strength with variable rate deeper and variable semtvtt-,
used to detect and locate hidden transmitters Switch to AUDIO CONFORM mode to
ifstinguith between ta..%ed bug transmission and normal legitimate signals such as
pagers, ceNlar, tars etc Size Trim x 100mm. 9V operation £50.95

OTX180 Crystal Controlled Room Transmitter
Narrow band FM transmitter for the utmate in privacy Operates on 180MHz and
requires the use of a scanner receiver or our ORX180 kit (see catalogue).
Sze 20rnm x 67mm. 9V operation. 100Orn range £40.95

OLX180 Crystal Controlled Telephone Transmitter
As per OTX180 but connects to telephone line to monitor both silo c' px-riersafors.
20mm a 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range £40 95

QSX180 Line Powered Crystal Controlled Phone Transmitter
As per OLX180 bit draws power requirements from i.ne. NO batteries reqiieci
Size 32mm x 37mm. Range 500m

QRX 180 Crystal Controlled FM Receiver
For moriltving any of the G range transmitters. High sensitivity unit. Ali RF section sue-
Pked as Pre -hut and aligned module ready to connect on board so no difficulty
up. Ou4y.11 to headpPlcr,es 672TM x 75rr.m 9V opera,.on 4:60.96.

A build-up service is available on all our kits if required.
UK customers please send cheques, POs or registered cash.
Please add £2.00 per order for P&P. Goods despatched ASAP
allowing tot cheque clearance. Overseas customers send
Sterling Bank Draft and add £5.00 per order for shipment.
Credit card orders welcomed on 01827 714476.

OUR LATEST CATALOGUE CONTAINING VISA
11.1ANY MORE NEW SURVEILLANCE KITS NOW
AVAILABLE. SEND TWO FIRST CLASS STAMPS
on OVERSEAS SEND TWO IRCS.

SUMA
DESIGNS

DEPT. EE
THE WORKSHOPS, 95 MAIN ROAD,

BAXTERLEY, NEAR ATHERSTONE,
WARWICKSHIRE CV9 2 L E

VISITORS STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Tel/Fax:
01827 714476
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TE LNET
8 CAVANS WAY,
BINLEY INDUSTRIAL
ESTATE.
COVENTRY CV3 2SF
Tel: 01203 650702
Fax: 01203 650773
Mobile: 0860 400683

(Premises situated close to Eastem-bypass in Coventry v.ith easy access
to Ml, M6, M40, M42. M45 and M69)

OSCILLOSCOPES
Beckman 5020- 204.014 - Dual Chanel
Gould OS 245A25625530030003351:4000
Hewlett Packard 1813A -18001814183D
Hewlett Packard 1740A. 1741A. 1744A. 10012142 tk.al Channel
Hewlett Packard 541000 -10545
Hewlett Packard 542001 - 5041.1ir
fireestt Packard 54201A - )XllHz
itewten Packard 545128 -3004atr - GS4 ilitternet
eawlett Packard 54501A - 1001air -103 Mks 4-Oxarnet

V152FV3028V302F,V353F:V55013V6559F
_

tachl V650F -5011811.0uat Charnel
HAachl V1103A - 100e6tt 412arna
!ntron 2020 - 20%60 Natal Slave (MEW)
eateu 555710555702 -204014

usgtaxi - USD 1270A- 20 latt Duca Storage MEW)
 cy 9304 AM - 200MHz - 100 kfraa4-Chailrai

_  c r 5450A - 3X44113:400 Use DS O.2 -Choral
305.5' - 531410 Rai Tenet: es,

£193
from £125
from V SO
from POO
_11250

-.gin
howl C125305

1200
£500_MO

_tram £125
£450

_£3000
roar.,

_0450
. ;a Pit 3211 Tat 3212911 32149M 3217511111323691132401111 MS

Fla 3244PM 3261:PII 3262PM 3283/PM 3540 howl £125
Philips PIS 3255A - 400URTe OW Cnarnal - _11600
Philips PM 3335 - SCASiz.20 mes os.o. 2-treree _ MO
Tektronix 455-50190 Dual Cramel 1200
Tektronix 46414613 - 100110tz Analogue Sarage- tre,,, £202
Tektronix 4854658 -10314I80 Duel Charcoal from £503Tektronix 468-1001880 DSO- 05.3Taldronft TAR 475 -1001680-4-Corte! £995
Tektronix 475475A -20019t825011514 Diat a-ort-c- from £400
Tektronix 485 -

OM

3504.8te-Eaca2-Ournal _£750
Tektronit 2213 - Witt
Te4drontx V11 - Dual scrig.Orlea _ _t900
Tektronix 2215 -4331912 M

_C350ad
Trace __£375

Tektrontz 2220 -6014th Dial CanoregegCharnelnaDSO. VISO
Tektronta 2221 - ettUatz DOM Sl _ _35150
Tektronix 2225 - 53190 dal Chanel _ £350
Tektronix 2235 - 1E0660 Dual Mace _E600
Tektronix 2440 - 3.3rAlgt4500 Mats fl. 41
Tadronta 2335 - OM True 1COMMS.V10824,10,7,-4 1600

USWTektronix 2445 - 1501.0ta- 4-Viannel#13191_ ___1903
Tektronix 2445A - ItSONH: - 4-Q armed £100
Tektronix 24768 - ACCATIN- a -Charred £8503
Tektronix 5403 - 60100- 2 ca A-O.:arm from E150
Tektronix 7313, 7603, 7671, 7633 -100691: SCramal from £225Tektronix 7754 -.--.1- 4-Crar from C353
Tektronix 7504 - 5034,01:

net
kora £403Trio CS -1022 - Maltz - Gad Owrei. 4325

Mar mopes evellable too

AFFER
WM* V2 t2 - 201.4itz OWL TRACE

SPECI L O
4160

MACH! V222 - 201.812 COAL TRACE+ ALTEJDUSTE MAGNIFY 1150

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
Ando AC8211 - Sc..ect,..a=r. 1.7Gitt
4.--ritur U5628 - I Out- t , 419116_OMArsteks MS3401A -11604010 - NOW-3COM
revolt, U56108 - 1051tz-2Glit - (Mr*
Annum ktS710F - 10001r-730.10 Stadium Azatiser 65500
A ,o0.-1 PSA61S - 103C4Atrz - meads £650
Hamag 80263038- qp..-^..r1 Amikraer/Tradang Gal+ moketzoeNkocop. p1000
Hewlett P=1.ard 1828 afr. 6559A 1101.012-210314 £2750
iioelet. Packard 1827 - 55588 - 0-1 ta 15001Artz 01250
Hewlett Packard 653A - 8556B - 0-1 to 151324442 12250
Herrero Packard 35E2A D.a.! Cravvii Dynamic Sig. Arretaser 49750
Hayden Packard 1580A - 5545-50k242 rant
Hrwien Packard 3532A- 04rcriz-25,61.414 (Dual Viarne0 __MOO
Neaten Packard 3585A- 2014-404.0it 44000iiewlett Packard 658013 - 001 la =GM:I__ .... £4250
Hewlett Packard 85046A - 5' Pararraaer Tele Sea £2500nearer Packard 8753A - Norma% Amapa -horn £3000
Kernel Packard 87538 - Netwark Arkayser from £4500:FR 7753 - :Caltz-1GH.: 12030ueguro USA OM -1-300(045 (AS HEW) E750
Uacruro USA 4912- 1.1G.Hz CAS WWI £1000Ronda a Schema - SW08 5 Po:yak:9 014 =MHz V 503
Tekects Flakan 4132-1 0Gitt Speccurt Artayser C2100
Tektronix 7L18 was martian& (11180015z was *dame erases) V000
Tektronix 445P - 1 0Ortt-I -66.10 programmable £4500Tektronix 486P - 1 kHz-1.8.r.rta SoKr.....m Mawr £4250

191E0 401815

MISCELLANEOUS
0300

41250
40400

inritau MG 64513 Geneator£1435-10934titz
62C RS. *ter _C7S0

C195
BoBontonoonton MTh* RUS Vokineiar E195Danetz 623 -ADDC - lArthscecn Mallow SSWUP 331 -Fraquercy Coulter 16Gett ___C450DP 645 - Frogancy Cases MHz £1250ES. 575 - Froaercy casee met rim
ERA SUPS- Power &coy 60V -30V ___C350Fame! TSV-70 LOGI Pbefit Supply= cs 35V -1014 1200Famell D63-1 .%triamd SKIM 1125
F ensell AP 3,,MU Paw SOAPY 3Y -250A
F eedback P74 3 6 0 S Power rt-. Berenice

11750
£150Fluke 5100A - Caeca:a £1850

ON ELAM EP/131 PC&I fraraling Rocca.
UW111.9152 -712 BilWf Sledded Cal stma
Keats* Packard 1!300-1.00c Ans/Laste43 Chaiscai .C500
Hayden Padard 15503N8 and C- Rad with 18510ANIZIArt61530,416531A .

Hr-idelcPattilf 331A - Csaaafaat
bola

FAIN Packard 333A - Dakar=
= __MOO

1309

13000

Hatatisti Packard 334A- Ditarten Arealiett £300
Hindle Padord 3325A -21181: Smilassiorartnaon Elassamer - 4900
Haden Packard 3335A- Stresseismi Soca GerwMer (2001D-811140 £2.750
Hardilt Packard 33350 - S, rmestaid Sgnai Osnelabor it 054-211040 £600
Haskill Packard 3455A - 6,1 Ihkirosts (Aulecat)
Nraftel Makard 3156* - 15143

fA00Hawk* Packard 3488A - - 18 Swab* Canon Urst (511t114 Parg-ro areabiale) rim
Hswaslt Psdkerd UNA - SetemSo Leeef
Hoak* Packard 35600*- Red animal =nrc &alai Aceirrer 63752

-1103
Hansa Packard 3711A3712A371111137B313- kicroanne 51* Anahear 41500lissdait Packard 3746A- Stractre Mawr* $e .tsco
Homo PeCkard 3776A - PCk1 Ternra Teo Set £1000Hastlett Packard 3779A7775C - Prrury Wei Arayser _from £400
Heeded Packard 3754A - Dgta Trawrieuron AroFys £5000

adret 740A - 1 00044 12054L49001somad1 Gereralor
krirltsu MG 3101A Sakti Gerieralor 01-1o
arunsu ME 4628 Die. Traraniarion Allaitalf

Waken Packard 5238A -
Itewiett Packard 6314A -
bawled Packard 5316A -
Maenad Packard 5335A -
Rowlett Packard 5324A -
Hraiett Packard 5359A -
Howlett Packard 53708 -
!Waled Packard 5384A -
Harriett Packard 5386A -
Hewlett Packard 6033A -
lieertan Packard 6253A -
Heenan Packard 6255A -

Heated Packard 3765A -.War Generalor.RecaVer 11250
Hewlett Packard 379000 - Pea land 1513241Sonak=alHeaton Packard PI/32A Venable£4250-1250
Healer! Packard 4262A - LVI Mew

4342A - Meow

lannati Packard 41112A - &Woke 46503
£090

neaten Packard VICO
Heeled Packard 435A or 8 Power Meter wen 6481A8434A) from CAW
Neaten Packard 436A and 4378 - Pow Mater art Sensor bum 0103
Heaton Packard 4948A - (MS) Tranacisson lataarent IASst t1003
Hansel Packard 4972A - Let PtC10:01Areayeer £1250
Hewlett Packard 5163 - Wareham Recorder rasa

Frequercy Cacao f 0991x
(14EW) 100460 Untrersal Corea
lk a. sal Cantor MEE)
200601: 1 ',1 Performarce *Mom Coaxer
kicroortere Freqamey Carat (500M30-119310) OM 1 43 _
*494 Resole:on Tens Synthesiser
Lavarsaf Triactourear 1,:.:0
225Mitt Frecuarty Corsair [SOO
Frrauercy Comer- 1Catli-OP18) with OPTS 6010033004005
Pow Si.p;ty kaawangrkg -30A) V50
Power Sappy -3A Tan Pin
Power Succry A0V - 1-5A Tan _DLO

HEWLETT PACKARD 62618
Power Supply 20V - SOA £350 Discount lot Quaellbe

Rowan Packard 62648 - Poem. Sugar (0.20V.0 -25A)
Heated Packard 62668- Power 40V- SA
Hewlett Packard 62718 - Power 60V -3A
Hewlett Packard 6632*- Ctaki Power
Hewlett Pa .ard 6632A - PowerMity8V- -
Ikee :en Packard 7475A -6 Pen Pkcer
Hawk, tt Packad 6652A - 20V - yearn

lifletri Packard 7550A -8 Pan Plater .
Hewlett Packard 7780 - Coax Dad fkrecocnal Coup*

£225

£1250
C1500
£1 500
V500
C3500
£4250

C350
Heawn Packard 56200 -Sweep Os fluor Macaw* from £250
litalett Packard 96408 -Sara perorate 151211144-1024k0t0 born C650fiea*n Packard - Surat Generider (001 t1056184) Padonnieloe Spawner E6500liteien Packard --Sinressaci Spat Genera= 01501,4304
hiewum Packard -Sandwased Soul Genarallor
Healed Packard 13667A - Swat Gentlealor 0036142-1040199)
Hamlett Packard 116600 - Synakessed=Genaralor 010k242-2600k9M)
iteatett Packard 5750A -Stange
Haelert Packard 13756A -Scalar tealwont Areeeset
Hr elan Packard 8757A - Scetw Wawa% Aro/parr
rierkUrs Packard 9301A -Iloctitsom Matfett
!*Wen Packard 460113-Ma6ulatcn Amapa.
liee*tt Packard 8203E- Oscrton Arolyeer
lereSett Packard 890313 -Darktrecn Anaryfar (Ws)
Wiesen Packard 111620A -RV Cerra* Tea Set
hee:en Packard E622114151- Audio Comets. Test SOS (116.14,1
Heatet Packard 11656A -Celkilar Ratko Ineartace
Keytek 1.12-15E0 - Ilea* 1514 Hard -Held ESD Skrafeenr
itronn-Hate 2200- Laslag Sweep Gensraw
Kroll -Rite 4024A - Osollara
Krohn -H2* 5200 - Sweak Ftniacn Generalor
Krohn-Hlle 6500- Prase Warr
Laden LI1I-170 - Daortun Marla
Loader -SaxatGimilibr (10090-14010) ASA19A4.1Y111000145111111tas

neackaator

Hearn Packard 801511-531att PLO* Gareraor
newton Packard 5165A-5044* Program:natio SOW Source
Healer Packard 81133A - Dala Generator
He e*tt Packard 8182A -Dee Arcsyser
Keeled Packard 53508 - Sweep Oscauct Mantra?* (rakes Own operas ershable)
Harden P3C tard 53554A - Wave Soace laxkle 26-510 40Gtt2
Heelan Packard 5355511- Manswer - Ware Sari 11/01.6) 33-50011z
Heelat Packard 8405A -Woo Votmear

41450
C1500
C3350

r213
11

E100
C2000
411100
£1500
C2500

from £5000
£1003
£1750
1295
5250
C350
£250
£350

2555
Marconi 1
thgconi 9 - 5)140-1 Dr tlatatii Carandor
Illsecont

201
2019A -110:9142404010D ftrateselde- Gwaralta

a* Frays Milecreax (nut) _WM

£I000
1750

Msroord 2111- UHF Smeassiser (rag) XPOA
Ihroard 2161 - 1-53112 Raman** Aroutor (now) 100A
SWUM 2305 - tecciAa03a C1750
Macon* 2337A - eacnsierc Diatran Male C150
Marconi 2610 - True ALS Moans* 5700
Marconi 2571 -Oda Marra Analogy 1500
Marconi 2955 - Ratio Coma Tsai Set ___121300
Marconi 6310 - Swap Generate- Prograrmable row 12-2001.14 _13530
Macon' 611011050 -Power aura Sanaa from £500
Word WOO- Poser Melee S Saw from £950
Marconi 823- AT Pena Masa L250

M51051137) - LF. SatasseasareLP18) 000
5518- Stahesikad Factors Gemlike £1500

Pt5 Matt Forcer:1.n Generafx t 400

Map, 11145619 - TV Nairn Cionwafx 1350
Napa P115716 - 5031012 Puke Genantax 1525Prima 4003 - 61i Dot Ikeineles (=am
Ouartateck 2A - MAX

£350
C200

Racal 11132 - 1..3C4a. 7Fr=acariler 1703
Racal 81116151 - GSM Radio Menem Tod Set _CP0A
Racal DOW 9619062- syrareamed Swat Ganalaa 520187 from £403
Flame Dana 9084 - Stramised Sara Gensraior 104164t 4450
Racal 11301A -Tree RUS RF trataccnetee 1303
Rama Dena 1002A - RF Mciercaneorr Maw waraion) C375
Racal Duna 5303 -RF Lrear Meet &Head C650
Racal Dien NV - Us.F F Mater 5601.612 M.
Rohde Al Schwan LFM2 Grot0 Delay Sweep Clanaratcr
Rohde a Santora CMTA 54 - GSM Rado Coma Ana war .Schaffner /450 203A - La-. Vceage Vaneacn Sers.UW .

Schaffner MG 222A - kowlarance Sinai:lax C703
Schaffnitt 145£1 223 - kkarterace Genera:a. C700
Schkunterger 2720 - 12535isia Fre:wry Coscre £403
SciArmbergar 4031 -1G -14x Rake Cork. e Tat Set 44955
Schiumberga Stabilock 4040 -*ado Corona Teat Set 11935
Scadurcterger 706070667075 -Ikea:wars - . 1350
Stanford Flasearch DS 340 -191M SyneeeiSe3 Ftscion (NEMO ad Adana -Yla,-,.. Geneaws 41203
Systron Donner 6030 - kficrowara Friscfarcy Garter rise 642) 11995
Tektronix AM543 -114501-P6302-Currard Prate AnSairer 0695
Tektronix PG506  TG501.1313503+714933 - Oschoscope Caltriecir £1995Tektronn 577 - 0.r." Tracer 11150
Taktrarix 1240-L030 AnadrOtt MO
Tekaronla 141A - PAL Teat Signal Gemara' £250
TakUordx Amcor a news ALF- Procurtnatie Disicritn Analyser £1995
Teldronia TM5003 - AFC 5101- Arcirray FuloicriGarkerakt £1503
Tektronix - Pug us -: racy mantis such as 50504. SW503. 80502.

PG$35. F -G524. FG503. 1-0501. TR51321 4 nary monk
Tina 9811- Procramriabie Peavarce
Tim 9314 -VoceCitgratzr _

Valhalla Scientific -2724 Prccrivrarotai Reactance Slardad _
Wendel A Goleennann PF.1-5- Errce41aa Tea Sat
Wands' lk Godenrsann PC114 1-, Omani
Wanda A Gollarratral Woe -rev Pont Scarree -- _ _ - _ _
Wring Kin4225 -Lai Endue
Waretek171- 5 . Fu-crcri Gererafor
Wareaek1728- P.00*. retie Sole Saar (00001/64-11312812) -
Wevelak 154 - Sweep Gam.= - 98Hr
Wave** 3010 - 1.113142 Scree Ginerato
WMron 6409 -RF Arulysers (11.69-0319)
Mean 6620S - Prourank, Semast,Gerarator (343319-66Gita) -
Maori 574740 - Swect Fre=1 gkei.rat (1014313-22433M) _ _ _

Ycktogovas 3655 -Anaryers;

OVA
C40)
E! :

I4
£1,

A

_ 111250

veep_OVA

MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE -
SEND LARGE SAE FOR LIST OF EQUIPMENT

ALL EQUIPMENT IS USED -
WITH 30 DAYS GUARANTEE

PLEASE CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY BEFORE ORDERING -
CARRIAGE d VAT TO BE ADDED TO ALL GOODS
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Transform your PC.... Into an
oscilloscope, spectrum analyser
and multimeter...
The ADC -200 range of PC based oscilloscopes offer
performance only previously available on the most expensive
benchtop' scopes. By intergrating several instruments into

one unit, the ADC -200 is both flexible and cost effective.

Connection to a PC gives the ADC -200 the edge over traditional
oscilloscopes: the ability to print and save waveforms is just one example.
Units are supplied with PicoScope for Windows which is powerful, yet i

simple to use, with comprehensive on line help.

Applications
 Video
V Automotive
V Electronics design
 Production line tests
V Fault finding
V Education

All units are supplied with
software, cables and power
supply. Prices exclude VAT.

r4.

Features
v. A fraction of the cost of comparable benchtop

oscilloscopes
i7 Up to 100 MS/s sampling
V Advanced tigger modes- capture

one off events.
V Up to 50 MHz spectrum analyser
V Large buffer memory

roDe-200/roo £499
"4De-200/50 £399
i4De-200/20 £299

Ascoiea ourfinee

Cr

1014V

310kHz

.Co

1- -40151
stn.,

n I

Once oscilloscopes were heavy and clumsy to handle, but over the years they have become smaller
and smaller. The latest development in this field has just arrived: a digital storage oscilloscope in a
handy slim housing, scarcely longer than a pencil and about as thick as your thumb. Despite its small

size, its performance can match that of a service oscilloscope.

Appticntion
 On -the -spot measurements
 Hobby electronics
 Measurements in amplifiers
 Production line tests

V Can use PC display
V Sample rates from

5Ons to 1 ms
V Up to 20 MS/si

Price. c elude VAT
'all for a FREE sofh% arc demonstration disk or isit 11111. «eh site

80 Tel: +44 nig 211
E-mail: post@plcotech.co.uk Web: www.plcotech.co



GEM EE207 135 Hunter Street, Burton -on -Trent, Staffs. DE14 2ST
Tel 01283 565435 Fax 546932
http://www.magenta2000.co.uk
E-mail: sales@magenta2000.co.uk

EL EC T R 0 NI C S LTD All Prices include VA,T. Add £3.00 per order pap. £6.99 next clay

MAIL ORDER ONLY  CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT
r EPE MICROCONTROLLER'

P.I. TREASURE HUNTER
The latest MAGENTA DESIGN - highly

I stable & sensitive - with I.C. control
I of all timing functions and advanced
I pulse separation techniques.

 High stability
drift cancelling

 Easy to build
& use

 No ground
effect, works
in seawater

 Detects gold,
silver, ferrous
non-ferrous
metals

 Efficient quartz controlled
microcontroller pulse generation.

 Full kit with headphones & all
hardware

KIT 847 £63.95

.)IC PIPE DESCALER
 SIMPLE TO BUILD  SWEPT
 HIGH POWER OUTPUT FREQUENCY
 AUDIO El VISUAL MONITORING

An affordable circuit which sweeps
the incoming water supply with
variable frequency electromagnetic
signals. May reduce scale formation,
dissolve existing scale and improve
lathering ability by altering the way
salts in the water behave.
Kit includes case, PC.B, coupling
coil and all components.
High coil current ensures maximum
effect. L.E.D. monitor

KIT 868 £22.95 POWER UNIT £3.99

MICRO PEsT
SCARER
Our latest design - Tne ultimate
soarer for the garden. Uses
special microchip to give random
delay and pulse time. Easy to
build reliable circuit. Keeps pets'
pests away from newly sown areas.

1M CM MM CM MM play areas, etc. Uses power source

PORTABLE ULTRASONIC
PEsT SCARER
A powerful 23kHz ultrasound generator in
a compact hand-held case. MOSFET output
drives a special sealed transducer with in-
tense pulses via a special tuned trahsformer.
Sweeping frequency output is designed to
give maximum output without any special
setting up.

KIT 842 £22.56

MK. II ACOUSTIC PROBE
o NEW DESIGN
 HIGH SENSITIVITY Er POWER
Picts up vibrations amplifies, and drives
headphones. Sounds from engines, watches,
pipes and speech through walls can be heard
clearly. Useful for mechanics, instrument
engineers and nosey parkersl Very effective
device.

KIT 876 £29.95

DC Motor/Gearboxes
Our Popular and Versatile DC
motor,Gearbox sets.
ideal for Models, Robots,
Buggies etc. 1.5 to 4.5V
Multi ratio gearbox
gives wide range of speeds.

LARGE TYPE - MGL £6.95
SMALL - MGS - £4.77

Stepping Motors

MD38...Minl 48 step...£8.65
MD35...Std 48 step...£9.99
EiD200...200 step...£12.99
024..large 200 step...£22.95

from 9 10 24 volts.

 RANDOM PULSES
 HIGH POWER
 DUAL OPTION Plug-in power supply £4.99
KIT 867 £19.99
KIT+SLAVE UNIT £32.50
WINDICATOR
A novel wind speed indicator with LED readout. Kit comes
complete with sensor cups, and weatherproof sensing
head. Mains power unit £5.99 extra.
KIT 856 £28.00

DUAL OUTPUT TENS UNIT
As featured in March '97 issue.
Magenta have prepared a FULL KIT for this
excellent new project. All components, PCB,
hardware and electrodes are included.
Designed for simple assembly and testing and
providing high level dual output drive.

KIT 866.... Full kit including four electrodes £32.90

Set of
4 spare

electrodes
£6.50i

1000V Et 500V INSULATION
TESTER

Superb new design. Regulated
output, efficient circuit. Dual -
scale meter, compact case.
Reads up to 200 Megohms.
Kit includes wound coil, cut-out
case, meter scale, PCB & ALL
components.

KIT 848 £32.95

MOSFET MkII VARIABLE BENCH
POWER SUPPLY 0-25V 2.5A.
Based on our Mkt design
and preserving all the
features, but now with
switching pre -regulator for
much higher efficiency. Panel
meters indicate Volts and
Amps. Fully variable down to
zero. Toroidal mains trans-
former. Kit includes punched
and printed case and all
parts. As featured in April
1994 EPE. An essential piece
of equipment. Kit No. 845 £64.95

EPE
PROJECT

PICs
Programmed PICs for

all' EPE Projects
16C84'16F84 16C71

All £5.90 each
PIC16F877 now in stock

£10 Inc. VAT & postage
('some projects are

copyright)

EPE
TEACH -IN
2000
Full set of top quality NEW
components for this educational
series. All parts as specified by
EPE. Kit includes breadboard,
wire. croc clips, pins and all
components for experiments. as
listed in Introduction to Part 1.
'Ezatterie.s and toots not intruded

TEACH -IN 2000 -

KIT 879 £44.95
MULTIMETER £14.45

SPACEWRITER
An innovative and exciting

I project. Wave the wand through 90,,
the air and your message appears. aS

I Programmable to hold any message
up to 16 digits long. Comes pre -loaded Ilk

 with -MERRY XMAS". Kit includes
I PCB. all components El tube plus 0.

Instructons for message lcad;ng.

S KIT849 £16.991SKIT
mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm MS OM ME

12V EPROM ERASER
A safe lard cost erer for up to 4 EPROMS at a time
in less than 20 minutes. Operates from a 12V supply
(403mA). Used extensively for rnot.3e wort - up-
dating equipment in the tie4d etc. A4o in educa-
tional situatoris where marts supplies are rv. al-
lowed. Sdety interlock prevents con t with LN

KIT 790 £29.90

SUPER BAT
DETECTOR

1 WATT OiP, BUILT IN

SPEAKER, COMPACT CASE

20kHz-140kHz

NEW DESIGN WITH 40kHz MIC.
A new circuit using a 'full bridge' audio
amplifier i.c., internal
speaker, and head-
phonettape socket. The
latest sensitive transducer,
and 'double balanced mixer'
give a stable, high peformance-
superheterodyne design.

KIT 861 £24.99
ALSO AVAILABLE Built 6 Tested

ULTRASONIC PEsT SCARER
Keep pets/pests away from
newly sown areas, fruit,
vegetable and flower beds,
children's play areas, patios
etc. This project produces
intense pulses of ultrasound
which deter visiting animals.
 KIT INCLUDES ALL

COMPONENTS, PCB 6 CASE
 EFFICIENT 100V

TRANSDUCER OUTPUT
 COMPLETELY INAUDIBLE

TO HUMANS 0
KIT 812

P U0 0 L
W T
E R
a A S

 0
PEsT N

SCARER

UP TO 4 METRES
RANGE
LOW CURRENT DRAIN

£1 5.00

...... IMI1 MC MM Cra
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IMPLE PIC PROGRAMMER EPE PIC Tutorial
INCREDIBLE LOW PRICE! Kit 857 £12.99

INCLUDES 1-PIC16F84 CHIP
SOFTWARE DISK, LEAD
CONNECTOR, PROFESSIONAL
PC BOARD Er INSTRUCTIONS

Power Supply £3.99

EXTRA CHIPS:
PIC 16F84 £4.84

Based on February '96 EPE. Magenta designed PCB and kit.
PCB ...with 'Reset' switch, Program switch, 5V regulator and
test L.E.D.s, and connection points for access to all A and B
port pins.

PIC16C84 LC. DISPLAY DRIVER,
INCLUDES 1-PIC16F84
WITH DEMO PROGRAM
SOFTWARE DISK, PCB,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
16 -CHARACTER 2 -LINE

LCD DISPLAY

Kit 860 £19.99
Power Supply £3.99

FULL PROGRAM SOURCE
CODE SUPPLIED - DEVELOP
YOUR OWN APPLICATION!

Another super PIC project from Magenta. Supplied with PCB,
industry standard 2 -LINE x 16 -character display, data, all
components, and software to include in your own programs.
Ideal develpment base for meters, terminals, calculators,
counters, timers -Just waiting for your application,

PiC16F84 MAINS POWER 4 -CHANNEL
CONTROLLER Et LIGHT CHASER

 WITH PROGRAMMED 16F84 AND DISK WITH
SOURCE CODE IN MPASM

 ZERO VOLT SWITCHING
MULTIPLE CHASE PATTERNS

 OPTO ISOLATED
5 AMP OUTPUTS

 12 KEYPAD CONTROL
 SPEED/DIMMING POT.
 HARD FIRED TRIACS

No.y features full 4 -channel
chaser software on DISK
and pre-programmed
PIC16F84 chip. Easily
re -programmed for your
own applications. Software
source code is fully
'commented' so that it can
be followed

Kit 855 £39.95 LOTS OF OTHER APPLICATIONS

PIC TOOLKIT V1
 PROGRAMS PIC16034 and 16F84  ACCEPTS TASM AND MPASM CODE
Full kit includes PIC16F84 chip, top quality p.c.b. printed with component
layout, turned pin PIC socket, all components and software*
Needs OBASIC or OUICKBASIC

KIT 871 ... £13.99. Built and tested £21.99

PliezzyEg ALL PARTS FOR SERIES INCLUDING PCBs,
PROGRAMMED CHIP, CD-ROM AND DISPLAYS

MAIN BOARD - FULL KIT £131.95 BUILT £149.95
I/O PORT KIT £16.99 BUILT £24.99
L.C.D. £12.49 POWER SUPPLY .13.99

8 -BIT SWITCHIATCH £7.95 INT. MODULE .£10.45

b8UUUDEVELOPMENT
AND

TRAINING KIT -
 NEW PCB DESIGN
 8 MHz 68000 16 -BIT BUS
 MANUAL AND SOFTWARE
 2 SERIAL PORTS
 PIT AND 10 FORT OPTIONS
 12C PORT OPTIONS

KIT 621
£99.95

gOti BOARD
5V REGULATOR

 PSU £6.99
 SERIAL LEAD £3.99

Mini -Lab & Micro Lab
Electronics Teach -In 7
As featured in EPE and now
published as Teach -In 7. All
parts
are supplied by Magenta.
Teach -In 7 is £3.95 from us or
EPE
Full Mini Lab Kit -£119.95 -
Power supply extra - £22.55
Full Micro Lab Kit - £155.95
Built Micro Lab - £189.95

At Last! A Real, Practical, Hands -On Series
o Learn Programming from scratch using PIC16F84

 Start by lighting I.e.d.s and do 30 tutorials to Sound
Generation, Data DisnIay, and a Security System

 PIC TUTOR Board with Switches, I.e.d.s, and on board
programmer

PIC TUTOR BOARD KIT
Includes: PIC16F84 Chip, TOP Quality PCB printed with
Component Layout and all components* (not ZIF
Socket or Displays). Included with the Magenta Kit is a
disk with Test and Demonstration routines.
KIT 870 £27.95, Built & Tested £42.95
Optional: Power Supply - £3.99, ZIF Socket - £9.99
LCD Display £7.99 LED Display £6.99

PIC frirrERIT V2
 SUPER UPGRADE FROM VI  18, 28 AO 40 -PIN CHIPS
 READ, WRITE, ASSEMBLE 6 DISASSEMBLE RCS
 SIMPLE POWER SUPPLY OPTIONS 5.20V
o ALL SWITCHING UNDER SOFTWARE CONTROL
 MAGENTA DESIGNED PCB HAS TERMINAL PINS AND OSCILLATOR

CONNECTIONS FOR ALL CHIPS
 INCLUDES SOFTWARE AND PIC CHIP

KIT 878 . . . £22.99 with 16F84 . . £29.99 with 16F877

SUPER PIC P OGRAMMER
 READS, PROGRAMS, AND VERIFIES
 WINDOWS'. SOFTWARE
 PIC16C6X, 7X, AND 8X
 USES ANY PC PARALLEL PORT
e USES STANDARD MICROCHIP  HEX FILES
 OPTIONAL DISASSEMBLER SOFTWARE (EXTRA)
e PCB, LEAD, ALL COMPONENTS, TURNED PIN

SOCKETS FOR 18, 28, AND 40 PIN ICs.

Kit 862 £29.99
SEND FOR DETAILED

INFORMATION -A
SUPERB PRODUCT AT AN
UNBEATABLE LOW PRICE.

Power Supply £3.99

DISASSEMBLER
SOFTWARE £11.75

IC STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER
INCLUDES: PCB,
PIC16F84 WITH
DEMO PROGRAM,
SOFTWARE DISK,
INSTRUCTIONS
AND MOTOR.

Kit 863 £18.99
FULL SOURCE CODE SUPPLIED.
ALSO USE FOR DRIVING OTHER
POWER DEVICES e.g. SOLENOIDS.

Another NEW Magenta PIC project. Drives any 4 -phase unipolar motor - up
to 24V and 1A. Kit includes all components and gl_signiaaps Chip is
pre-programmed with demo software, then write your own, and re -program
the same chip! Circuit accepts inputs from switches etc and drives motor in
response. Also runs standard demo sequence from memory.

8 -CHANNEL DAT LOGGE
As featured in Aus/Sept. '99 EPE. Full kit with Magenta
redesigned PCB - LCD fits directly on board. Use as Data
Logger or as a test hed for many other 16F877 projects. Kit
includes programmed chip, 8 EEPROMs, PCB, case and all components.

KIT 877 £49.95 inc. 8 x 256K EEPROMS

All pricesinclude VAT Add £3.00 p&p. Next Day 14.99

Tel: 01283 565435 Fax: 01283 546932 E-mail: sales@magenta2000.co.uk
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Station Road, Cullen:eats,
Tyne & Wear, 11130 4PQ
P"PI 110 'Mr r r
MI Maier Credit cards Accepted amp sow

Prices Exclude Vat (t1714%. Add £1.25 carriage
& Vat to all orders. Cheques / Postal orders
payable to ESR Electronic Components.

L Sockets littypo Connectors

ft .eiespod Phi
6 Pin DIL £0.06
8 Pin DIL 0.3' rope
14 Pin Da. 0.3' £0.11
16 Pin OIL 03' £0.11
18 Nn DIL 0.3' £0.12
20 Pin 0110_3' £0.12
24 Pin 1311 0.6' £0.13
23 Pin 13110.6' £0.13
40w

eed
Pin OIL 0.6' £0.19

T Phi
8 Pin DIL cir £0.11
14 Pin DIL £0.20
16 Pin DIL 03" £0.23
18 Pin DIL 02' £0.25
20 Pin OIL 0.3' £0.28
24 Fin D1L 0.6' £035
28 PM DIL 0.6' £0.41
40 Pin DIL 0.6' £0.64
0.1" Phs Header Orli,
lx 36 Way Straight £038
2 x 36 Way Straight £0.56
1 x 36 Way 9tY £0.54
2 x 36 Way 90' £0.80
Available in 2,3,4,5 & 10
way. Also female PCB
sockets & tamper bilks.
20 Way Socket Strip £0.48
Uneasier Sockets
1018-4 Base Socket £0.24
T05 Base Socket £024
IDC Cable boasts

10 Way Sock
14 Way Socket
16 Way Socket
20 Way Socket
26 Way Socket
34 Way Socket
40 Way Socket
50 Way Socket

Neaten

10 Way Straight
14 Way Straight
16 Way Straight
20 Way Straight
26 Way Straight
34 Way Straight
40 Way Straight
50 Way Straight
10 Way WY
16 Way 90'
20 Way 90'
26 Way 90'
34 Way 90'
40 W
50 Waay

90"
y 90'

r e=111

10 Way Straight
16 Way Straight
20 Way Straight
26 Way Straight
34 Way Straight
40 Way Straight
50 Way Straight
10 Way 90'
16 Way 90'
20 Way 90'
26 Way 90*
34 Way 90'
40 Way 90'
50 Way 90'
DIL Netedeee

£0.35
£0.37
£037
£3-38
£0.39
£0.55
£0.80

£0.27
£136
03.36
£0.32
£0_57
£0.57
£0.63
£0.96
£0.33
£0.42
£0.53
£13/0
£0.81
£0.83
£0.95

£0.50
£0.70
£0.78
£0.81
£0.86
£1.56
£1.29
£13-58
£0.78
£0.
£1.0826
£1.14
£1.26
£1.74

4/ilettir

14 Way (37.1111111r £0.54
16 Way DIL £039
24 Way DIL £0.90
40 Way OIL £1.02
Temesebillea Headers
10 Way Transistion £0.49
14 Way Transistion £0.47
16 Way Transistion £0.47
20 Way Transistion £0.54
26 Way Transistion £0.62
34 Way Transistion £0.67
40 Way Transittion £0.90
50 Way Tronsistion £1.02

Solder Bucket
9 Way Male Plug £0.26
9 Way Female Socket £0.27
15 Way Male PI Lm £0,36
15 Way Female r.-ket£0.39
15 Way H.D. Pl £0.47
15 Way H.D. Socket £0/8
23 Way Mole Plug £0.49
23 Way Female Socket £0.49
25 Way Male Plug £0.36
25 Way Female Skt £0.37IDC ItIlsbote Moonily
9 Way Male Plug £1.08
9 Way Female Socket £0.93
25 Way Male PI tra £1.18
25 Way

ekl An
Feglemale tipc, ket£1.13Itld PCB

9 Way Mole Plti £0.37
9 Way Female Socket £035
15 Way H.D. Socket £0.77
25 Way Male Plug £0.53
25 Way Female SodceiE0_51
PI teak D Covers
9 Way Cover - Grey £0.30
9 Way Cover - Block £0.30
15 Way Cover - Grey £0.33
23 Way Cover - Grey £0.36
23 Way Cover - Block £0.36
25 Way Cover - Grey £0.34
25 Way Cover - Block £0.37
9 to 9 Cover / Case £0.96
25 to 25 Cover / Case £0.84
9 to 25 Cover / Case £0.96
Audio Coaneetors

cm=2:DIND
25mm Jack KM £0.21
2.5mm Line C,u-Fwt £0.16
2.5mm Chassis Socket £0.20
35mm Mono Plug £0.24
3,5mm Mono Line Ski £0.30
3.5mm Mono Chassis £0.14
3.5mm Stereo Plug D/36
35mm Stereo Line Skt £0.37
35mm Stereo Chassis £0.34
Si' Mono Plug £0.34
K' Mono Line Socket 0135
Si' Mono Chassis Sk £0.35
Ss' Stereo Plug £0.40

Stereo Line Socket £0.38
ii' Stereo Chassis Skt £0.40
gsgrefeSicsakon Ptug £281

2 Pin Line Plug £0.19
2 Pin Chassis Socket £0.15
3 Pin Line Plug £0.27
3 Pin Chassis Socket £028
4 Pin Line Plug 0124
4 Pin Chassis "cket £0.26
5 Pin Line Plug, 180' £0.30
5 Pin Chassis ski too. ait_33
5 Pin Line Plug 240 £024
5 Pin Chassis -Skl 240' £032
5 Pin Line Plug 360' £0.24
5 Pin Chassis Skt 360' £032
4 Pin Line Plug £024
6 Pin Chassis Socket £035
7 Pin Line Plug £0.35
7 Pin Chassis Socket £0.37
8 Pin Line Plug £0.44
tafirt Chassis Socket £0.36Mims Swiss

Red Line Plug £0.20
Black Line Plug £0.20
Yellow Line Plug £0.20
White Line Plug £0.20
Red Line Socket £0.20
Black Line Socket £0.20
Yellow Line Socket £0.20
White Line Socket £0.20
Red Chassis Socket £020
Black Chassis Socket £020
Gold Plated Plug Red £0.66
XLGold Plateeriesd Plug Bi k£13_662 S

Iiiie/----`-----

RP Connectors
)1111P'

8NC Plug 5041 Solder £0.99
8NC Plug 5011 Crimp £0.68
BNC Plug 75£1 Solder £0.95
BNC Plug 7511 Crimp £0.68
BNC Chassis Socket £0.81
F Plug - Twist £0.24
F Plug - Cri_rnse £0.26
TNC Plug son Solder £1.24
TNC Plug 5011 Crimp £0.85
TNC Plug 7513 Solder £1.40
TNC Plug 7511 Crir £1.16
UHF Plug 5mm Cabe £0.63
UHF Plug llmm Cle £0.75
UHF Chassis Skt- Sqr £330
UHF Chassis Skt- Rnd £0.73
Extensive range of RF con-
nectors in sleek inc.FME
SMA, Mini UHF' & N Type.

Toneless&

Colours Red, Black, Green,
Blue, White or Yellow
2mm Solder Plugs £0.18
2mm Chassis Sockets £0.26
4mm Solder Plugs £0.35
4mm Stackable Plugs £0.40
4mm Chassis Sockets E023
4mm Binding Posts £054
33mm Crocodile Clips £0.13
Power
DC Lowell/1=re

£0.32Plug13DC ug 0.7113 2.3501350.47
DC 1.310 3.40
DC Plug 1.7ID 4.00D £0.47
DC Plug 1.710 4.750D £0.47
DC Plug 2.11D 5.000 £0.25
DC Plug 2.510 5.0013 £024
DC Plug 3.110 62013 £0.46
DC Line Socket 2.1mm £0.57
DC Line Socket 2.5mm £0.56
DC Chassis Skt 2.1mm £0.40
DC Chas Skt 2.5mm £0.41
IIC Maus 6A 2S0Vors

4 --
3 Pin IK an° Socket
3 Pin IEC line/lug
3 Pin Chassis Socket
3 Pin Changs plug
8 Way la

£1.08
£1.78
£0.55
D3.72

8 Pin Line Plug P551 £4.08
8 Pin Chassis Ski P552 £1.39

S2gree

Setle4AbsIsehtres
3A 125V IA 250V
5mm 0 Mounting Hole
SPST 5 x 10mm £058
SPOT 5 x lOmm £0.60
SPOT C/Off 5 x lOmm £0.81
DPDT 9.2 x lOmm £066

loxes & Cases liquipasoid Wire
Many more sizes available Colours Block, Brawn. Red,

Orange , Yellow, Green

Plieori0Orrimm ReelSo id
£2.72250mA 125V 28 x l0mm ----_____ - ..." Stranded 7/0.2rnm f2_537mm 0 Mounting Hole -_ _.----N n Latching Push to Make a/morel Purpese Plastic

Redithicimalcs
Blocko PTM £0.23 75 x 56 x 25rnm£0.08Fnag 3mm Led
Yellow PTM £192323 71511z x55174 x222rimmm £.1..12

3rn3m inm YelowGnr*n Led £0.109

Red PTM

Green PTM
Blue PTM £0.23£0.23 791001716x.404rnimmm £1.7930 53mmmm ROedrandde Led £0.1008
White PTM £0.23 118 x 98 x 45mm £2.08 5mm Green Led £0.08Non Latching Push to Break 150 x 100 x 60mm U.Z7 5mm yeiew Led £0.08Block fTB £024 150 x 80 xArrnm MA sem, oton,,e Led £0.10WistaiMid Square_ Dletart mainimos sein, Red Anhing £0.44,..ir 'Y 50 x 50x 31mm
1 A 250V 1 ' 1

100 I 50 x 25mm ,...,...,x" 5mm Yellow Flashing £0.54112 x 62 x 3Inim
£2 67 5mm Green Flashing £0.50

1-..'--- 5mm 8i -Colour Led £0.3339 x 15MM ., .,
12mm 0 Mounlitig Hole 150 x BO x 50mm £5.36 7 seumei Di

120 I 65 I 4i3mm -4.05 5mm Tri-Cotouraar?3/8
Non Latching Push to Make 121 x 25 x 61mm £.5.99 056' ed CCathode £0.78Block PTM £0.60 Two Piece Airtedniorm 0.51' Red CAnode £0.78Red PTM

E13.6°,,, In..,33 x 7°,n.,x 3,7,mm C2,,1:18. 0_3' Red C.Cathode £0.78Blue PTM 03.. .... It '.. i ."nm I- . -'4 0.3' Red CAnorde 00.78White PTM £0.60 102 x 70 x 37mm £1.81 Relic led Devices
e, .98.. 3mm IR Emitter £0.7376 x 51 x 25mm£039'-' - 5mm IR Emitter

152 1 102 x Mrim £2.99 3mm Photo-Transistbr £0_26

Push Switches

Modelers amnia

Latching -push On Off
Block

5Red

0.65
Blue 165
White £0.65

Switthes
ro lirlsor
6A 250V Solder Togs
SPST 21 x 14 x 16mm £0.69
DPDT 21 x 24 x 22mm 43.96
SPST - Red Neon £1.02
SPST - Green Neon £1.02
SIPSETNianiker Neon £1.02

15A 250V Push on Tags
SPST 30 x 11 x 72mm £0.58
131'13T 3134.1 22rnm £1.12
UMW
15A 250V Push on Togs
SPST 30x14mm Red £0.84
DPST 30x25mm Amber£1.40
DPST 30x25mm Green£1.40
Relays
PCB Mountie -1g
lA 24Vdc DP -DT 5V £1.38
lA 24Vdc DPDT 12V £2.00
3A 110V SPDT 6V £0.53
3A 110V SPDT 12V £0.58

110V T V £0.7

203178 1. 12752 .4 263m6mem EC34-.6204 itiorrticrit3itai:ronsistor 60.,p,
102 I 1,02,,,, x 63mm,, 4:72....,15., 4N25 Opto-Coupler £0.38115332 : .r2 I, rn.7, £2.57 4N2644NN3226 00psteto:Ccoousteupi.:

£0.45.36eel um
PI

um stool ."13. 6N136 Opto-Coupler £0 85
,_ 6N135 Opto-Coupler £1.30

152 x 114 x 44mm
£4.19 6N1386N137 0°p11°o-C-C"oupPilserr £0£1.9°31)

203 x 127 4 51rnm £5.04 6N139 Opt--Coupler £0.90229 x 127 1 63mm . £5.80 CNYI7-1 0 -Coupler £0_47114 I 63 x 57mm £3.04 CNY17-2 0-Coupleer, £038
Ittets Cabin CNY17-3 0 -Coup D1.47

Price per 300mm (1ft) ISD-74 Qpto-Coupler £0.96
15-74 Opto.Coupler £0.45

10 Way Grey Ribbon £0.11 ISD-Ricto-Coupler £132
16 Way Grey Ribbon £0.17 MO Oplo-Triac£0.6820 Way Grey Ribbon £12 24 MO 1 Opto-Triar.£0.96
26 Way Grey Ribbon £028 ORP12 LOR 02.89
34 Way Grey Ribbon £0.38 Solar Cells
40 Way Grey Ribbon U1.48 0.45V Screw Terminals
50 Wcry Grey Ribbon £0.53 100mA 26 x 46mm £0.8560 Vie/ziereir Ribbons £0.64InWire
Per 50g (2oz)cmrreets

available
14 G Enamelled
16 SWG Enamelled
18 SWG Enamelled

. T nosi Cop
Per 50g (2ozi

9M Gender Changer £2.18 500g reels
9F Gender Changer £2.29 14 SWG Tinn
25M Gender Changer £2.60 16 SWG Tinn
25F Gender Changer £2_80 18 SWG Tinn
9 Male - 25 Female £1.90 20 SWG Tinn
9 Female - 25 Moe £1.90 22 SWG Tinned
9M - 6 Mini Din Mole £2.40 24 SWG Tinned
9F - 6 Mini Din Female£2.40 26 SWG Tinned
5M Din - 6F Mini Din £2.03 24 SWG Tinned
5F Din - 6M Mini Din U.08
Testers / Paid' Boxes
Mini Tester 7 LEDs £4.72

Mialeture Check Tester 18 LEDs £6.32
6A 125V 3A 250V Enhanced .4- Switches £15.25
6.2mm 0 Mounting Hole 250
SPST 8 x 13mm

225513 JpuartiicoheBroEt.ohx11-F £2.90E7.32

SPDT 8 x 13mm Er0.56 Anti -Static Wrist Strap £4.76

5A SPDT 6 2
5A 110V SPOT I2V £0 72
5A 110V DPDT 6V £0.93

55AA 1

5A 240V DPDT 12V £1.7 .

240V10V DPDT 6Y
v2V

E819372. 20 SWG Enamelled
'22 SWG Enamelled

10A 240V SPOT 6V £125" 24 SWG Enamelled
10A 240V SPDT 12V c.1 44-'26 SWG Enamelled
10A 240V SPOT 2V £1 .44' 28 SWG Enamelled

30 SWG Enamelled
Computer Atimmerles 32 SWG Enamelled

34 SWG Enamelled
..'`. - -- ' ,. 36 SWG Enamelled

it - '' 38 SWG Enamelled
_ ' iZenv 4 SW Enamelled

SPDT doff g x 13nn Eg_60 RS232 Surge Protector £5.43
SPOT c/o Biased 2 way£0 gy Moms Surge ProtectorEl 1.99

4. Raitg Suattilock £15.50SPOT c/a Biased 1 way£104
DPDT 12 x 13mm £0.72 l'eu a *I6
DPDT c/off 12 x 13rnm £0:130
DPDT c/o Biased 2 way£1.28
Ong c/o Biased 1 way£128
Standard
10A 250V Push on terminals
12mm 0 Mounting Hole
SPST 18 x 3Ornm £1 28 1.5m Printer Lead £3.40
SPOT 18 A 30mm £1.31 51e,,,m Printero.:_ lendi,i £9.38
SPOT eon 18 x 30mm £1 43   'rnter £8.75

DPDT doff 21 x 30mm £168£1.65. 1741;66DPDT 21 z 30mm Printer 25M-9F51:1-25

F £4.453°
Nell Modem LeadsSlide Switches 9 Female - 9 Female £3.16
25 Female- 25 Female £4.63
9 Female - 25 Fernale £3.18
9&25F to 9&25F £522
Modem Leads
25Male to 9Femole
25Male to_ 25Female
Pt Link Leads

Ins_ 25M to 25M £4.38

25Male to 25Mate £4.50
Load

36Male tot3=ge E2.60internal
Floppy Cable A/8 £3.00
Hord Disk 2...IDE £1.65
Power 34-2 x 3A £1.88
Power 5}4-2 x 514 £150
Power 514-2 x V, £2.24-

etw
Power 51- 1,45): £2.24

BNNC I Piece MF £1.71
BNC T Piece FFF £2.40
BNC Coupler F £0.95
8NC Coupler M £1.65
BNC Ratchet Crimper£17.44
5041 BNC Terminator £124
Thinnet Cable per m £0.39

Minister*
300mA 125V
7 x 15mm Mounting Hole
DPOTia3mm £020
ifess
IA 125V
5.5 x 12mm Mounting Hole
DPDT 12 x 35mm £0.25
DPDT c/o 12 x 35mm £0.77
Rotary Switches

3 Pin Line Plug £1.46
3 Pin Line S.ce £1.71 130mA210v3 Pin Chassis pit* £1.50 Make DCOre Brook _T M 0
3 Pin Chassis $oacet £1.49 9.8mm 0 Mounting Hole
Neutrik line Pi £1.68 I Pole 12 Way £0.84
Neutrik Line Socket £1.99 2 Pole 6 Way £0: 84

Neutrik Chassis Socket S2-32£0.8.4£084Neutrik Chassis Plug £2.13 43 PolePole 43 %Wvaffyr.

£4.08
£4.75

£0.97

£0.97
£0.97

0£1.013.97

£1.12
£1.14

.22£1
£124
£1.25
£1.27

£1.29
1

£1.84
per Wire
-Reel

vailable
ed £0.97
ed £0.97
ed 01.97
ed £1.01

£1.01

£1.0303
£1.03

Blue rple, Greiy & WI

200mA 35 x 56rnm
400mA 45 x 75mm
800mA 66 x 95mm
1000mA 76 x 95mm

MaisSesall Cam
32268KHz
INIC40/11 Case
1.8432MHZ
2.0MHZ
2.4576MHz
3_2768MHz
3579545MHz
3.6864MHz
4.0MHz
4.194304MHz
4.4.33619MHz
4.9152MHz
6.0MHz
6.14-tMHz
7_3728MHz
8.0MHz
8.867238MHz
112.0MHz
11.0MHz
I I.0592MHz
12.0MHz
14.7456MHz
16.0MHz
20.0MHz

£1.70
£2.96
£332

£0.39

£1_49
£1.49
£1.24
£0.96
£0.81
£0.21
£0.81
£0.53
01.81
£0.81
£0.81
£0.81
£0.81
£039
£0.81
£13_66
£0.81
£0.81
£0.8383
03.
£0.93
£0.90

Practical
LE-learn:tics

EPE PROJECTS
Teach -in 2000 Et EPE

Projects
Teach -In 2000 Hardware Er Tools Pack

tkernal £4234 Pack Price £33.87
Teach -in 2000 Components Pack(1)

Noma! f21Cr3 Pack Price £18.82
Full details on our Web site of these & other
discountectcomponent kits for EPE Projects.

htlp://www.esr.co.uk

(Millennium Range)
To celebrate the new millennium, we are tlitlik>.
altering a range of over 20 products. All

""),E.
items have been carefully selected and
are at seriously reduced prices. All goods
will be available throughout 1999 and they 10,0.
will all be priced at £19.99 inc vat. For a full '4'8
list of all Millenniumproducts, visit our web site.

.

9.9910%4110

arr.,"

Model MB150
List Price £26.99

A high speed precision drill for increased versa-
tility. Lightweight keyless chuck enabling easy ac-
cessory changeover. Pencil grip for easy use or
may be fitted to our vertical drill stand. 0-18Vdc
30W fan cooled motor, 30,000rpm

Tel: 0191 2514363 Fax: 0191 2522296 Want sales@asrese.uk http: //www.esr.co.uk
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THORPE-LE-SOKEN, ESSEX G016 OED
Phone/Fax: (01255) 861161

GIVE PICS A CHANCE
It seems some of our readers are definitely not interested in PICs. They see any PIC pro-

ject as being computer orientated and they don't want those dreadful machines impinging
on their hobby of electronics. Well. I'm here to tell you that you don't need to have any con-
tact with a computer to build the vast majority of our PIC projects. You don't need to under-
stand DOS or Windows or any of that computer babble, you just need to be able to wield a
soldering iron and follow our constructional information.

The black art of actually programming the chip need not worry you any more than the
design of the silicon inside a 555 or even the atomic level interaction in an 0071 (if you
have never heard of one of those, don't worr' 'cos you probably never will again).

Unfortunately, the world moves forward and the fact that we have exciting new chips that
will allow our projects to perform ever more complex tasks, whilst staying simple to build,
should be a bonus. (I should point out that PICs are not that new, even to the hobbyist; our
first PIC based project appeared in EPE in June 1992 and we have been sent a General
Instruments data book that shows they were selling PIC chips in 1982.)

BLOWING A FUSE
It's not a matter of blowing internal fusible links, or handling unreliable static sensitive

devices that will "fall over" as soon as you look at them. PICs are robust, easy to use chips
that have, along with other microcontrollers, revolutionised the world of electronics. So,
please don't be frightened of them - we understand if you don't want to know about the soft-
ware or the programming - just give them a try, we are sure you will find they are just like
any other chip if you buy them preprogrammed. If, however, you then decide you might just
be interested in making a PIC do what you want it to then a whole new fascinating world
might just open up for you.

If you want to understand more about electronics in general, then our new Teach -In 2000
series starting this month will be invaluable. There is also some free software to help you
along but of course it's not essential if you are "computer shy".

By the way, don't worry about what PIC stands for - PIC is simply the prefix given to a
range of microcontroller i.c.s made by Microchip. Millions of them are in use in commer-
cial products all over the world and thousands of them are being used by hobbyists every
day.
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AVAILABILITY
Copies of EPEETI are available on subscription
anywhere in the world (see right), from all UK
newsagents (distributed by Comag and from the
following electronic component retailers: Omni
Electronics and Maplin in S. Africa. EPE can also be
purchased from retail magazine outlets around the
world. An Internet on-line version can be purchased
from www.epernag.com
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Constructional Project

GINORMOUS
STOPWATCH
NED STOJADINOVIC Part 1

Automatically times sporting events
up to ten hours with a resolution of
1/700th of a second

THEcircuit presented here is a mod -
ernised version of a stopwatch
designed and built by the author sev-

eral years ago to time equestrian events
where the start and stop gates were not
readily visible to the timekeepers, necessi-
tating some sort of remote triggering to get
reasonable accuracy.

Also included is a large display unit so that
the audience can be a part of the action -their
hero has two fences to go and the clock is
ticking, will he beat the current best time ...
NEW TECHNOLOGY

This design is something of an object
lesson in just how far hobby elec-
tronics has come in the last few
years.

The first stopwatches the author
built were entirely from discrete
components and comprised several
circuit boards all performing a sin-
gle function. There was a clock
generator board, two separate light
emitting diode (I.e.d.) drivers,
transmitter/receiver boards and var-
ious miscellaneous bits to glue
them all together.

Needless to say, the whole device
was a monster and required the ser-
vices of a lead acid battery the size
of half a house brick to keep it all
running. Also needless to say, it
cost a fortune to produce!

The current design uses a single
PIC16C55 to generate all the timing
and liquid crystal display (l.c.d.)
functions. The transmitter/receiver
sections are comprised of small com-
mercial modules, complete with
channel coding/decoding facilities.

Furthermore, instead of a lead
acid battery that could easily start a
small car, a standard 9V cell is
used. Oh, and the Stopwatch mod-
ule outputs serial data for the Large
Digit Display to -boot!

DESIGN OVERVIEW
The basic Stopwatch is fairly

standard with the usual Start, Stop
and Lap functions that can be
triggered by pushbutton switches.

The maximum time is ten hours (9:59:59.99
where the last digit is hundredths of a
second).

There is an integral display on the main
controller board, using an alphanumeric liq-
uid crystal module, which can either be 16
characters by one line (16 x 1) or 16 charac-
ters by two lines (16 x 2), either will work.

As an optional extra feature, the design
includes a radio control function. Two
transmitters can be used in conjunction
with optical "gate" detection units. The '
transmitters are of a type approved in the'
UK and operate on 418MHz using
amplitude modulation (a.m.).

The optical gate units are basically "door
minders", the same as you might see in the
doorway of shops. In normal operation, the
beam units will transmit a coded signal to
the Stopwatch module when the beam is
broken, and the code will specify which
beam was broken. i.e. Stop or Start.

The 418MHz receiver module on the
Stopwatch assembly includes its own
decoders which allow two channel operation,
where one channel is Start and the other is
Stop. In use, the receiver is taught the code of
the transmitters following the method out-
lined in their respective data sheets.

Ensure that you obtain data sheets for
the transmitters, receiver and "door
minders" when you order them.

Note that the Lap function is only avail-
able via a pushbutton switch.

Another special feature of the Stopwatch
design is the serial output for the
Large Digit Display unit, which
will be described next month.

The serial output nms at 9600
bits/sec with N,8,1 protocol (no
parity, eight bits and one stop bit).
The physical design is exactly the
same as used by musical instru-
ments in the MIDI standard,
which specifies everything linked
together by optocouplers, making
for a very rugged and almost fool-
proof piece of apparatus.

Photograph of the author's prototype test model of the
Stopwatch control board. in the final version described
additional switches are included. The relay on the receiver
module (r.h.s. of photo) is not used.

BRAIN BOX
As the PIC microcontroller is

the brain of the outfit, we start
with a discussion of this aspect of
the design.

The fundamental part of the
software is in the use of the RTCC
(real time clock counter) to gener-
ate 0.01 (one hundredth) second
clock signals, or 100117._ Taking
the easiest option, a 3.2768MHz
crystal is used to generate the
microcontroller's basic control
frequency, which is then divided
internally by four by the micro to
produce an intermediate clock rate
of 819200Hz.

Now the PIC's prescaler func-
tion is used to divide by 16 to give
51200Hz. Then the RTCC divides
by 256 to give 200Hz, which is a
period of 0.005 seconds, where
twice 0.005 gives us the desired
0.01 seconds clock rate. The
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software reads and responds to the status of
the RTCC, but never writes to it (an action
which can create timing accuracy
problems).

If you refer to the source code (see later),
you will see that the main program loop is
simply checking the position of the push-
button switches and radio control signals.
The prescale value of 16 means that every
value of the RTCC counter will be held for
16 clock cycles.

In practical terms, the main program
loop must have less then 16 cycles before
testing for RTCC equalling zero (i.e. the
RTCC rollover). Once the RTCC rollover
has been detected, there are around 255 x
16 (4080) cycles in which to perform other
parts of the program.

With the clock rate established, it is a
simple matter of dividing it down by tens to
get tenths and seconds, then by 60 to get
minutes, etc., the only complication being
that the l.c.d. demands numbers in ASCII
format In fact, this is quite easy to resolve
as it simply means that a value of 30h
(hexadecimal -48 decimal) has to be added
to the counter values.

This could have been done in the l.c.d.
drive subroutine but it was just as easy to
manipulate the counters with the 30h
added.

DRIVING THE L.C.O.
The author claims no credit for the I.c.d.

driving subroutine - he lifted it complete
from a Parallax application note which is
available from their web site at www.par-
allaxinc.com. It is strongly suggested that
you have a good browse, especially the
1.c.d. notes which are excellent.

It should also be mentioned that the main
aim of any programmer is not to write any
software unless forced into it, there is no
percentage in recreating the wheel - unless,
of course, you are learning to make wheels!

SERIAL OUTPUT
The serial output was rather more com-

plicated due to timing limitations. There is
simply not enough time to update the 1.c.d.
and the large display and get back in time
for the RTCC rollover.

After much head scratching it was
decided to do what all programmers must
eventually do - cheat! Since the human eye
cannot really follow numbers changing at
one hundred times a second, it seemed that
the display would probably look the same
if it simply showed the number "8" while
the stopwatch was running, but updating
everything when it was stopped.

As far as can be determined, it works and
nobody has come up and said "Oi, yer hun-
dredths ain't runnin' proper".

Of course, it was not as simple as that
due to the Lap function. Once the clock is
stopped it doesn't matter how long it takes
to update the displays (where long is mea-
sured in hundredths of a second) because
the RTCC is halted, but freezing the display
for a Lap requires an update while check-
ing for RTCC rollover.

The solution was to check the RTCC
value before calling the Lc.d. driver sub-
routine and vetoing the call if the rollover
was getting close. This necessitated a
whole heap of flags to mark the digits that
have been updated, but seems to work quite
smoothly.
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Rg.l. Complete circuit diagram for the Ginormous Stopwatch control module.
Note that IC4 is part of the Large Digit Display unit described next month.

Note again that the serial output routine
started life as a Parallax application note
and you should have a look at their excel-
lent description of the serial communica-
tions protocol.

MIDI STANDARD
As regular EPE readers will know, the

MIDI standard specifies a very good way to
send serial data from one electronic musi-
cal instrument to another. The MIDI stan-
dard was probably implemented to allow
musicians to be very careless of connec-
tions with a high degree of impunity! It
seems to work well.

The receiving instrument has an opto-
coupler isolating it from the outside world
- there is no electrical connection to the
sending instrument. The sending instru-
ment supplies the power to drive the 1.e.d.
within the optoisolator.

In the stopwatch module, as shown in the
circuit diagram of Fig.1, when transistor
TRI is switched on by the PIC, current
flows from the 5V power supply, through

resistor R8 and optoisolator IC4 and finally
to ground (OV) through TR]. Note that IC4
is actually part of the I Arge Digit Display
to be described next month.

U. H. CONTROLLER
Living in this era is great, all you have to

do is draw a box marked "UHF Module"
and move onto the next part of the design.
The module used here is a complete u.h.f.
receiver which includes internal functions
which decode the received signal and,
when the code received matches that of one
of the decoders, produces a logic low on
the appropriate output pin (pin 9 or pin 10),
which is fed directly into the PIC (pin 24 or
pin 25, respectively).

Note that the u.h.f. unit you receive may
have outputs that are normally low, i.e.
pressing the radio transmitter buttons will
make the output go to 5V. This is not a
problem as the software only looks for a
change of state, either OV to 5V or 5V to
OV, but note the comments at the end of the
"Testing" section.
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OPTICAL GATES
Since the reinvention of the wheel was

not a high priority, the author used com-
mercially available "door minders" as the
optical gates. The design used by the author
uses a modem integrated component to do
all the dirty work of modulating/sending
and then receiving/demodulating the infra-
red beam.

One of the interesting parts of this par-
ticular design used by the author is the way
the beam is doubly modulated to avoid
false triggering. This is spelled out in the
data sheet that accompanies the module.

In practice, any "door minder" can be used
if local sources are more convenient. (See
Shoptalk for suppliers.) Pretty much all of
them use an output relay and it is a simple
task to wire them up as shown later in Fig.3.

SOFTWARE
The software for the Stopwatch is avail-

able on 3.5 -inch disk from the Editorial
office (see the EPE PCB Service page for
details and cost), and via the EPE web site.

Preprogrammed PICs for the Stopwatch
are available as discussed in Shoptalk.

COMPONENTS
CONTROL MODULE See
Resistors

to R6
R9, R10 10k (8 off) TALK

R7 1k2
R8 2200

All resistors 0.25W 5% carbon film.

Potentiometer
VR1 5k (or 4k7) min. horiz.

preset

Capacitors
C1, C2 15p ceramic (2 off)
C3, C4, C5 100n ceramic (3 off)

Semiconductors
TR1 BD681 (or equivalent, e.g.

npn Darlington
transistor TIP141
or TIP142)

IC1 P1C16C55 micro -
controller,
preprogrammed

IC2 78L05 +5V 100mA
voltage regulator

Miscellaneous
S1 to S4, push -to -make switch

S6 (5 off)
S5 min. s.p.s.t. toggle switch
S7 min. s.p.d.t. toggle switch
WD1 active buzzer, 9V to 12V
X1 3.2768MHz crystal
X2 u.h.f. receiver/decoder

module, Maplin CR76H
X3 alphanumeric I.c.d.

module, 16 x 1 or
16 x 2 (see text)

X4 u.h.f. transmitter module.
Maplin CR72P (2 off)

X5 door minder module
- see text (2 ott)

Printed circuit board, available from the
EPE PCB Service, code 246; connecting
wire; solder, etc.

Approx. Cost £25Guidance Only
excl. radio control
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Flg.2. Printed circuit board component layout and lull size copper foil track master
pattern for the Stopwatch control module, plus pinouts for the TR1 alternatives.
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CONSTRUCTION
Construction of the Stopwatch circuit is not very involved, but there

are a few things to watch out for. The printed circuit board component
layout and track details are shown in Fig.2. This board is available
from the EPE PCB Service, code 246.

Put all of the resistors, transistor and power supply parts in first, fol-
lowed by the sockets for the i.c.s., plus the two link wires between the
PIC and receiver module positions.

If preferred, these two link wires could be replaced by toggle switches
to isolate the effects of the optical gate transmissions when desired.

Do not at this stage put in the PIC or I.c.d. and receiver modules.
Now go around the board and look for 5V and OV in all the right

places and an open circuit in all the places that should not be con-
nected yet (see Fig.1 and Fig.2). For example, the PIC socket should
have pins 2 and 28 at +5V, pins 1, 4 and 19 to 25 at OV, and the rest of
the pin connections open circuit.

At the end of this checking you should know that there are proba-
bly no solder bridges to the power supply, that the pull -down resistors
to pins 19 to 25 are working and that the master clear (N1CLR) is at
+5V as it should be. You will also know that the power supply regula-
tor IC2 is outputting the correct voltage of +5V.

After that, just insert the remaining components in any order that
seems sensible, but leave the I.c.d. and the PIC until last.

The receiver has a couple of links to determine whether the outputs
latch or are momentary when operated and you will need to connect
its "link 2". This can be done on the module with a short piece of wire
or else solder two pieces directly down to the Stopwatch module,
where there is a link formed on the printed circuit board between pins
12 and 13 of the module's position.

Once all that is done, put in the PIC and the receiver module. The
I.c.d. can be mounted directly on the board or via a 14 -conductor rib-
bon cable - old computer cables work well. Just cut to length, strip
and tin the conductors and solder them all in.

No particular case is recommended for the Stopwatch, and readers
may use any plastic enclosure of their choice.

TESTING
Testing with microcontroller projects is generally of a "turn it on and

see if its running" variety. So power it up and see if the Lc.d. starts up with
a string of zeros separated by a colon and decimal point in the right places.
Pressing the Stan, Stop and Lap switches should have the desired effect.

Check for +5V at pin 3 of the receiver (X2) and ground at pin 4.
Once the receiver has been taught the transmitter code (as described
in its data sheet), you should find that pressing the transmitter's right-
hand button should make pin 9 of the receiver change state and the
left-hand button will do the same for pin 10.

The "door minder" units are tested as in the instructions that come
with them. The toggle switch (S7) shown in Fig.3 will allow the
buzzer (WDI) to sound when in position A, and allow the coded radio
signal to be transmitted when in position B.

The transmitters are activated simply by connecting their power
supply inputs as shown in Fig.3. Breaking the gate beam when S7 is
in position B will cause transmission to start, lasting for as long as the
beam remains broken.

To test this function, make sure the Gate switch (S5) is off, then
break the gate beams in turn. The coded transmission signal should
cause the Stopwatch to start and stop. Now switch S5 on and break the
beam of one of the gates a few times, noting that the Stopwatch should
alternately start and stop each time.

It is important to note that in this mode the Stopwatch has a time
delay built in so that once the gate has been triggered there is a pause
of about one second before the gate can be triggered again. This pre-
vents the stopwatch being started and stopped by, say, a horse's four
legs passing in front of the gate.

As mentioned, the software automatically tests the u.h.f. radio out-
puts to see if they are normally high (5V) or normally low (OV). It
does this at reset so if you are using toggle switches to isolate the radio
module outputs from pins 24 and 25 of the micro (the start radio and
stop radio inputs), you should make sure the switches are closed
before you reset the Stopwatch.

Hopefully all should be well, and your timer should be ready to stir
up the action at all those tense sports events, espeLially after you have
built Part Two next month ...

LARGE DIGIT DISPLAY
Next month, in Part Two, we describe the Large Digit Display that

can be used with the Ginormous Stopwatch. Each digit board mea-
sures an astonishing 248mm x 142mm, and uses 78 Le.d.s!

One digit of the Large Digit Display to be described
next month.

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS .
This design uses radio frequency modules that do not require

a licence for use within the UK. However, in order to comply
with Home Office regulation MPT1340, the transmitter and
receiver enclosures must be clearly labelled as indicated below
with lettering not less than 2mm in height:

MPT 1340
W.T.

LICENCE
EXEMPT

The transmitter antenna must be of an integral type. The
Radio Communications Agency (RA) defines an integral anten-
na as "one which is designed to be connected permanently to the
transmitter or receiver without the use of an external feeder". It
is important, therefore, that the antenna is not accessible from
the outside world and must not be removable.

In this instance, as long as the actual antenna wire is covered
by a suitable sheath, such as a length of plastic wire -cladding and
sealed at one end using a suitable adhesive, then it can be
considered as integral. The receiver antenna can be integral or
external as required.
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New Technology
Update

With technology moving at such a
rapid pace it is necessary to have cir-

cuits that can reach higher frequencies and
operate faster. In the radio frequency
scene, higher frequencies are becoming
more common place as use of the radio
spectrum increases and higher frequencies
must be used to accommodate the new ser-
vices. This can be seen by the fact that the
first cellular telephone services in the UK
used frequencies around 900MHz, where-
as some now use frequencies around
1800MHz.

However, this is only one small example
of the increased use of the spectrum. To
enable products to be successfully manu-
factured to meet the cost and performance
requirements of the market place it is nec-
essary to use integrated circuit technology.
Accordingly the operating frequencies for
i.c.s must increase.

Speeds in the digital side of the industry
are also increasing rapidly to accommo-
date the increased processing power
required by the more complicated pro-
grammes being written nowadays.
Processors running at speeds of 400MHz
are relatively common now, and it is likely
that chips operating at 1GHz will be com-
mon place before too long.

However, to produce chips that run at the
required frequencies or speeds is not easy.
Feature sizes have been progressively
reduced over the years. Now sub -micron
dimensions are used in all new chips, and
these advances alone have helped increase
speeds by reducing the distances and the
levels of spurious capacitance.

Reduced Resistance
The reduction in feature sizes is not the

whole story. The resistance of the intercon-
nections between different parts of the chip
is now one of the major limitations pre-
venting further increases in speed.

This arises from the fact that some
degree of capacitance, even though very
small, has to be charged up through the
resistance resulting from the interconnec-
tions. This gives a delay resulting from the
RC time constant and it is found this is now
longer than the switching time of the tran-
sistors. Accordingly, any increases in the
speed of the transistors themselves will be
hidden by the propagation time of the sig-
nal along the interconnections.

Currently, aluminium is used to make
any interconnections that are required.
Although it has a relatively high resis-
tance, when compared to other metals
like copper and gold, aluminium is used
because other metals diffuse into the
semiconductor much more readily during
the thermal stages of processing.

One area into which a vast amount of research effort
is being placed is that of using copper in high speed
integrated circuits, reports Ian Poole.

Migration is also a problem and metals
including gold and copper are particular-
ly problematical.

Against these problems the use of copper
gives a significant improvement in speed
on its own, providing a claimed 30 per cent
improvement. It would be possible to pro-
vide even greater levels of increase if the
dielectric could be developed to reduce the
levels of capacitance, but this is not an
option at the moment as development
problems are being encountered.

Ancient Remedy
To be able to use copper it has been

necessary to develop a new process to
enable it to be used without the possibil-
ity of diffusion or migration. This is
achieved by laying the copper onto the
silicon with an insulating layer around it.
In many ways this new process emulates
the structure of normal insulated wires
used in commercial and domestic
applications for interconnections.

The process is known as dual dama-
scene, taking its name from an ancient pot-
tery process. To achieve the insulation,
trenches are first etched into the silicon
using a plasma etch process. A layer of an
insulator is then laid down onto the sides
and bottom of the trench. The most com-
mon material for this is silicon nitride, but
whatever the material it is only a few
angstroms thick, although it is sufficiently
robust to provide insulation at the relative-
ly low voltages used.

The metal conductor is then laid down
onto the surface of the whole wafer using
an electroplating process. Excess material
is then removed by polishing the wafer
back to the silicon of the wafer. This is
achieved using a lapping machine and a
water based slurry. In order to completely
isolate the metal interconnection a further
layer of nitride insulator is then laid down
onto the wafer surface.

In many integrated circuits five or more
layers of interconnections may be
required. However, it is normally only the
first two or three layers that would use this
process. In this way only those layers that
are closest to the transistors and require the
highest performance use the process.

Trench Tests
Tests have been carried out to test the

yield and reliability of the basic idea. To
achieve this a silicon-oxy-fluoride (SiOF)
layer was laid onto a silicon surface using
vapour deposition and then the trenches
were formed.

The surface of the SiOF was exposed to
ammonia and then copper was sputtered
into the trenches. To prevent the copper

diffusing into the SiOF, nitrogen doping
was used around the edges of the trench.

The resistivity of the resulting copper
interconnections was shown to be signifi-
cantly lower than that of the aluminium
ones normally used. In addition to this,
none of the probleins arising from the cop-
per lifting from the surface were experi-
enced once the process conditions had
been correctly set. This was one of the
major fears and had prevented a number of
manufacturers from thinking the process
was viable.

The overall result of the test was to give
conclusive evidence that a significant
reduction in propagation delay could be
achieved. By adopting this process of
using copper interconnects significant
improvements in the overall performance
of i.c.s have been shown to be possible.

Manufacturers
Nov. that It has been seen to be viable in

terms of performance, the process needs
to be utilised in the manufacture of real
integrated circuits. Motorola and IBM are
seen as the two world leaders in this field
and they in turn have worked with other
organisations including universities to
bring the process to fruition. Now the
process is being licensed to a number of
other manufacturers.

There is a considerable amount of inter-
est because the process has been shown to
work. and the resulting i.c.s have been reli-
able. In addition to this the process does
not require the use of any further mask
steps or any new process equipment.

This will mean that manufacturers can
incorporate the process without adding any
costs to their capital investment. This is a
considerable advantage in a market place
that is particularly competitive and cost
sensitive.

As a result of these advantages. the new
process is now being incorporated into the
plans of a number of manufacturers.
Motorola are using it in high speed chips
intended for use in servers and work
stations.

Where cost is of paramount importance
copper is only placed into the layers where
it is actually required. In this way the bot-
tlenecks that the new process introduces
can be kept to a minimum. Despite this
problem. it is likely to be used for many
years to enable the required speeds to be
achieved.

To this end, plans exist to use the process
in new developments beyond the year
2002. In today's fast moving semiconduc-
tor manufacturing industry this represents
a considerable amount of confidence in the
new process.
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QUICKROUTE

Quickroute Makes it Easy

SPECIFICATION

Modern user interface
with dockable tool bars &
active buttons

Multi -sheet schematic
capture at the press of a
button.

Power rail & data bus
support

32 Bit mixed mode
analogue & digital
simulation

Support for a range o
SPICE .MODEL statements.

Copper flood fill
Nellist import & export

 CAD/CAM file
import/export. Gerber
Viewer.

PCB Design with 1-8
layer autorouter

WMF, DXF, & SPICE file
export

1000+ Library Symbols
Engineering Change &

Design Checking

I

FREE DEMO

Download a free
demonstration version from

our web site at
http://www.quickroute.co.uk

30 DAY MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE

Its not hard to see why Quickroute is so easy to use! We've integrated mixed mode
simulation, schematic capture, PCB design with autorouting and CAD -CAM support into
one integrated environment. Best of all, prices start at just £99.88 inclusive* for the
complete system with support for 300 pins - less than the price Of some simulators alone!

Quickroute 4.0 features a modem user interface with active buttons and dockable tool
bars. Frequently used tools can appear on floating tool pallettes for quick access, and
with tool -tips and on-line help you can be sure of getting information on Quickroute's
features fast.

To create a schematic in Quickroute 4.0, simply click on the symbol browser and select
and place symbols onto the design area. Use the 'intelligent' wires, power rails and data
bus elements to
quickly wire up your
schematic and 61-

ig -4

simulate the design
as required. When
completed, simply
press a button to
capture the
schematic, a PCB
rats nest will then iI

appear (no messy
netlists required!).

Eng. Change

Use the multi layer
autorouter, and/or
manual routing to complete your PCB together with copper
fill, etc as required. Finally print your design, or create CADCAM files suitable for
manufacture (we even include a Gerber viewer for checking).

CADCAM

Simulate

Capture

But it doesn't end there! Quickroute 4.0 includes engineering change for automatic
updating of your PCB from the schematic, netlist import & export so that you can link to
other EDA packages (including many simulators), DXF, SPICE, and WMF file export
together with over 1000 library symbols.

Call us now and find out why Quickroute 4.0 Makes it Easy!

QR4 300 Pin £79.00 £99.88

*Induces UK P&P and VAT. Phore for ECAYottd pnces
**Design cyc'e rigue tows screen shots tram afferent projects.
Prices & specification subject to change wittout notice.

FREEphone Ref 411

0800 731 28 24
FAX 0161 476 0505 TEL 0161 476 0202
Quickroute Systems Ltd Regent House
Heaton Lane Stockport SK4 IBS UK
C.-0;4 998 Ovickro,..:te 5) sterns Led. All
rights res, ed. All trodemr..- cte
of their respective owners.
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Professional
link systems available.
RSL USERS!
VeronicaFM V35 RSL systems
are cheaper than renting! High quality,
powerful RSL specific systems at
unbelievable prices: from just

systems also available. as an add-on to an
existing transmitter. or as part of a complete system
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Buy a NEW PLL Pro 11
transmitter kit and

you will receive the
ALL NEW Pro II

Stereo encoder
(pictured above)

FREE!

CONTACT US NOWIkr
more information

and afree brochure

E-mail: info@veronicafm.co.uk
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VeronicaFM, 18 Victoria Street, Queensburv, Bradford, West Yorks, 11013 1AR
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N A roundup of the latest Everydaytia News from the world of
electronics

OFTEL AND BT AT ODDS OVER PHONE illINES
Who should set standards, national agencies or international

industries? Barry Fox highlights the question.
FTEL wants to kickstart the delivery of

10 wide bandwidth data and video to
homes and small offices, using the new
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Loop tech-
nology that works with ordinary copper
phone wires. This makes the UK a world
leader but puts Oftel on a collision course
with BT which wants to do the same thing
but differently.

In its report published in early July
(www.oftel.gov.uk. Access to Bandwidth:
Proposals for Action), Oftel applauds the
consumer trials of ADSL which BT has car-
ried out in homes near its research labs in
Martlesham and in North London. but wants
to stop BT creating a monopoly by setting
the technical standard for everyone else.

BT OPPOSES OFTEL
BT is radically opposed to Oftel's plan to

let competitors use any technology that does
not cause interference. BT warns that Oftel
may not be able to set up the necessary
spectral management scheme in time for its
promised service launch by July 2001.

"It raises significant operational, techni-
cal and security issues", says BT. 'We will
co-operate with Oftel but press on with our
own bold plans."

To drive the message home, BT is spend-
ing £5 billion on upgrading its network and
pre-empted Oftel by contracting Fujitsu
and Alcatel to equip 400 exchanges, serv-
ing 6 million homes, by Spring 2000.

The US government relaxed its control
on the phone system in 1996, leaving rival
operators free to use whatever technology
they like, and without any overall spectral
management plan. Peter Walker. Oftel's
Director of Technology, believes this will
backfire and as more services come on
stream they will start to interfere with each
other.

"You can't have a complete free for all",
says Walker. "That is why the rest of the
world is watching and waiting to see what
happens in the UK."

POTS AND ADSL
Conventional twisted pair copper tele-

phone wires are designed to carry POTS,
or plain old telephone services, with ana-
logue speech frequencies up to 4kHz. PC
and fax modems convert digital code into
switched analogue tones which fit into this
band. The maximum data rate is 56Kbps.
The same wires can carry digital voltage
pulses streaming at 144Kbps, for ISDN
services, but only over a few kilometres.
This occupies a bandwidth up to 40kHz.

ADSL splits a higher rate digital signal
into many separate streams and slots them
into many hundreds of very narrow fre-
quency bands which sit above the POTS

signal. A standard set by the International
Telecommunications Union (G.992.1) pro-
vides downstream data rates of up to
8Mbps, and an upstream return path of up
to 800Kbps. depending on how far the sub-
scriber is from the exchange. In practice,
the downstream rate is limited to around
2Mbps, because this is reliable over sever-
al kilometres and sufficient for MPEG dig-
ital video of VHS quality for video confer-
encing or video -on -demand entertainment.
The slower, asymmetric, return path is ade-
quate for data transmicsion. still pictures or
low quality video.

Each subscriber needs a modem in the
home and another at the telephone
exchange dedicated to the subscriber's
line, each costing several hundred pounds.

Variants of ADSL. usually known as Lite
(ITU G.992.2). cut costs by using simpler
circuitry and no splitter to separate the
POTS and DSL signals. This reduces down-
stream data rates to between 750Kbps and
1-5Mbps. and return rates of I 28Kpbs.
Splitterless Lite modems can be slotted into
a PC to increase the speed of Internet
access. In the US. where Lite Internet
access at 1.5Mbps is on offer in major cities
such as New York and Washington for $50 a
month. Compaq builds DSL modems into
its top end PCs in the US. Texas Instruments
has now announced a Lite modem chip for
under $10.

Future systems. High and Very High
data rate DSL. will use frequencies up to

300MHz to give data rates up to
50Mbps.

OFTEL'S OPINION
Oftel warns that if different services use

different systems, operating at different
frequencies. there is real risk of crosstalk
interference between cables that run in the
same underground ducts.

Oftel has, however, rejected Option 4,
which would reduce interference risks by
letting BT set a standard, and insist that all
its competitors adopt it if they want to
share BT's lines. Instead Oftel recom-
mends Option 2, which "unbundles" BT's
network by letting competitors upgrade
and use whatever technology they like on
BT's lines, as long as it meets interference
criteria to be laid down by Oftel.

Oftel invites comments on its report by the
end of September and will then work with
the Radiocommunication Agency on a
Spectral Management Plan. BT's competi-
tors will be free to use BT lines by July 2001.

Director General David Edmonds says "I
am confident that competing operators can
have direct access to BT's network by I
July 2001. The UK will then have the best
communications network in the world and
be the best place to do business electroni-
cally by 2002".

International market analyst
Datamonitor predicts that by 2004 one
fifth of all business will be using DSL lines
to access the Internet.

WRITELIGHT

WriteLIGHT is a novel new ball-point pen that enables the user to read and write
in the dark. It has two I.e.d.s built around the writing tip. These emit a powerful
milky -green light that shines onto the writing/reading area. We are told that the
light does not impair night vision (although amateur astronomers should double-
check with the suppliers on this point). and that it does not cast a shadow. The
pen is also water resistant.

Battery life is said to be up to 15 hours of constant use - longer, of course, for
intermittent use. The suggested retail price is £9.99 and batteries are included.

The WriteLlGHT pen is marketed by Innoventions International Ud., Dept EPE.
71 Watts Road, Studley, Warks B80 7PU. Tel: 01527 857097. Fax: 01527 853771.
E-mail: innoventionsOlineone.net.
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BLUETe)01-til-r_

Which devices?
Which cable connectors? Lai

4

ABOUT a year ago, industry leaders Ericsson, IBM, Intel, Nokia and Toshiba
unveiled their vision of wireless connectivity for personal and business mobile
devices - Bluetooth. Since then more than 500 companies have joined the
Bluetooth Special Interest Group and have produced the Bluetooth Specification.

Bluetooth will enable users to connect a range of computing and telecommunica-
tions devices easily and simply, without the need to buy, carry or connect cables.
Bluetooth-enabled products are expected to include mobile computers, handheld
PCs, digital cellular mobile phones, and peripherals such as cameras, printers, pro-
jectors, PC Cards and hands -free head -sets. Network access points will also be
developed to facilitate wireless connection to LANs and WANs (Local/Wide Area
Networks). Such -equipped devices will be designed to operate globally, regardless
of where they were purchased.

The Bluetooth technology aims to make these innovations possible through small
short-range radio links that operate world-wide in the 2.45GHz band and to link
devices within a 10 -metre radius. Simultaneous voice and data transmission is
supported.

The public release of the final Bluetooth specification version 1.0 is scheduled for
later this year. Products will become available in the first half of year 2000. Adoption
of the technology is expected to be widespread throughout the computer and
telecommunications industry.

For more information, access www.bluetooth.com. The illustration was kindly
supplied by Toshiba.

ON-LINE FOR MOVIE BUFFS
By Barry Fox

THE British Film Institute claims it is first
in the world to offer the public on-line
access to film and television archive mate-
rial. Instead of having to wait weeks to
book a private viewing of a taped copy,
film buffs and researchers can now drop
into centres run by the BR to search and
view landmark movies and TV
programmes. stills, original scripts and
historical information.

Movie material from the BFI's
archives is being digitised as MPEG-1
code, streaming at l-7Mbits/s. This is
decoded by software running under
Windows NT on 300MHz Celeron PCs.
Quality is excellent even when displayed
on the PC's full screen area.

Some material is ideal for split screen
windowing. When Alfred Hitchcock
made Blackmail in 1929 he started to
shoot a silent movie with titles and then
re -made it with the then -new synchro-
nised sound system. The BR has digi-
tised both versions for Online, along
with their scripts. So a researcher can
play both at the same time, while

following the script to see how the actors
handled their parts and lines.

The BR currently holds 350,000 films
and seven million stills in its archive,
and has so far digitised only a few dozen
classic movies (including the Four
Feathers, Red Shoes and Black
Narcissus) and TV programmes (Cathy
Come Home, the War Game. Blind Date,
Weekend World and the South Bdnk
Show). Because of copyright restrictions
these cannot be distributed on the open
Internet but the BR Online Intranet is
being piped by 2Mbit/s link to terminals
at the National Film Theatre on the
South Bank and the Broadway Media
Centre in Nottingham. Northern Ireland
gets a link next year.

Visitors to the BFI's library in Central
London must pay £6 for a library day
ticket, but NFT access is free.

BR Director John Woodward says one
old lady was quick to exploit the NFT's
terminal. She settled down with her knit-
ting to watch the first ever episode of TV
series Upstairs Downstairs.

Wireless For
The Blind

THE anmuil fund-raising event in aid of the
British Wireless (pr the Blind Fund.
Transmission 99, will be held this year on
the weekend of 9 and 10 October. As usual,
it will involve radio amateurs from all over
the world who want to help blind people.

BWBF is appealing to all amateur radio
clubs, their members and individuals to
take part in Transmission 99. All they need
to do is sponsor every contact made on air
during the period of the event. New, spe-
cially designed QSL cards are available,
free of charge, for all those taking part.

Margaret Grainger, Chief Executive of
the Fund hopes more clubs and individuals
take part. "For those who cannot see, radio
provides far -more than entertainment, it is
a vital means of keeping in touch with the
world. Over the years we have supplied
more than three-quarters of a million sets
to blind people."

Anyone wanting to join in the fun of
Transmission 99 should contact BWBF
at Gabriel House, 34 New Road,
Chatham, Kent ME4 4QR. Tel: 01634
832501. Fax: 01634 817485. E-mail:
Margaret@blind.org.uk.

Racetrack
Timing

THE letter from Frank Korver in Readout
Sep '99 prompted an RAC representative,
Mr Bloodworth, to advise us that UK com-
pany HS Sports Ltd provide computerised
timing systems based on rechargeable
coded transponders on each car. We
obtained their brochure.

The systems are basically designed for
use with Karts (Go -Karts some of us
remember them as - and drove them!), and
are used at Karting centres around the
globe. There are a number of variants but
all of them have one thing in common,
they can simultaneously monitor many
Karts at once, up to 300 with one system,
and can cope with multiple cars crossing
the line at one time.

You may recall that we commented in
Readout that James Humphris' Wireless
Monitoring System of Feb '99 was unable
to separate simultaneous transmissions
from two or more sources. The Stopwatch
design published in this November issue
can monitor two sources.

Frank Korver is involved in Stock Car
racing and said that these can pass by at
100km/hr. a speed which should be no
problem for the Kart timing system to
keep track of. being capable of typically
handling speeds of 70mph for one system,
to 1.00mph for another (112-160km/hr).

The quoted prices of the systems range
from £3,950 (10 transponders) to over
£40,000 (300 transponders).

For more information contact HS Sports
Ltd., Dept EPE, Unit 5, Radnor Park
Industrial Estate, Congleton, Cheshire
CW12 4XN. Tel: 01260 275708. Fax: 01260
278352. They also supply other systems,
including one for Fl cars.

E mail: tissl@congleton.onyxnet.co.uk.
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BLUMLEIN BOOK
The Inventor of Stereo -The Life and Works of

Alan Dower Blumlein
By Robert Charles Alexander.

THE INVENTOR Of STEREO

The the and Works al
B. Alan Dowerumimi

Regular EPE readers will know something of Alan Dower Blumlein from our
articles back in September '91 and June '99. This excellent well researched
book by Rob Alexander should put Blumlein's name firmly up there with Edison
and Faraday.

It is not always an easy read because of all the technical information it pre-
sents but the book does describe in some depth Blumlein's 1931 invention of
binaural recording (now known as stereo), the development of the 405 line tele-
vision system in the mid 1930's - which was used more or less unaltered in
specification until the eighties - and the development of the H2S radar system
during the war. It was while testing airborn radar that Blumlein lost his life, along
with several other members of the development team from EMI, in a tragic
plane crash. The reasons behind the crash are also explained.

This virtually unknown UK inventor lived for just 38 years and instigated 128
patents in that time. Fascinating man, fascinating inventions, fascinating story
behind the 30 year wait for a biography. We recommend you read it - our con-
gratulations to Rob Alexander.

The book costs £29.99 in hardback form and is now available through the
EPE Direct Book Service, order code NE32, see page 849 for ordering details.

There are also several complimentary websites set up to coincide with the
book launch. The main site includes unique information which could not be
included in the book, the 1930s binaural films and audio recordings, and all 128
patents published in full for the first time: www.gedas.co.uklblumlein.

PROSPICE LITE
LABCENTER Electronics have upgraded
their shareware CAD software. PROTEUS
Lite. to version 4.7, and also added a
shareware version of their circuit simula-
tor. PROSPICE.

PROSPICE Lite is aimed squarely at the
educational market and uses animation
rather than traditional graphs or virtual
instruments to show the operation of the
circuit. In addition. voltage can be indicat-
ed by the colour of wires, and current by
the presence and direction of arrows.

The simulator is supplied with a set of
over 60 samples which cover topics from
basic electricity through to simple
electronics. The sample circuits are pro-
vided as a freeware educational
resource: registration of the software
enables users to create their own circuits
from a schematic library of over 6000

real -world components. Comprehensive
coverage of 7400 and 4000 logic series
is included.

Uniquely, it is also possible 'to create
your own animated models with the pack-
age so that animated circuits are not
restricted to a hard coded set of devices.
Supplied animated parts include bulbs.
switches, buttons, pots. motors, fuses.
l.e.d.s. 7 -segment displays. and more.

Registration of ISIS Lite (the schematic
capture module) costs £20 and registration
of the simulator costs a further f 10.

Further information and downloads are
available from Labcenter's website:
www.labcenter.co.uk. The company can
also be contacted at Dept EPE. 53-55
Main Street. Grassington, North Yorks
BD23 5AA. Tel: 01756 753440. Fax:
01756 752857.

DX -BANDS
JULY saw the launch of a comprehensive
Amateur Radio Portal on the Web:
dxbands.com is designed for amateur
radio enthusiasts around the world and
gives them the opportunity to find up -to -
the -moment amateur radio news, details,
dx-peditions. contests and page -upon -page
of ham radio links.

The site includes a unique "dx-diary"
which. month by month. lists dx-pedi-
tions large and small world-wide. It
itemises the dates of each event, togeth-
er with details of the QSL manager, and
other information. Updated each day
with the latest amateur radio news. this
site is expected to become an important
online resource.

Browse http://www.dxbands.com (or
E-mail news@dxbands.com) and fmd out
for yourself.

Voice Control
NATIONAL Semiconductor Corporation
and Lemont & Hauspie Speech Products
N.V. have announced they have a signed
an agreement to support and accelerate
advanced speech processing technology
in the emerging information appliance
market.

The two companies will jointly develop
new uses and applications for L&H's auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR), text -to -
speech (TTS) and speech compression
technologies. They plan to enable voice -
activated computing on a variety of next -

such as personal Internet access devices
like National's WebPAD, automobile PCs,
handheld devices and other emerging
information appliances.

-The voice is the ideal human interface,
and soon it will no longer be necessary for
us to modify our natural behaviours in
order to communicate with machines."
said Brian Balla. CEO and Chairman of
National Semiconductor. "Children born
today might never need to use a keyboard
in their lives."

More information can be found via
www.national.com and www.lhs.com.

Mobiles Help Jams
MORE than 11500 calls for traffic and
travel information are made every day
using the mobile phone network, advises
a press release from the RAC. This fig-
ure, totalling a massive 4.2 million calls
every year, is set to more than double
over the next twelve months..

The revenue that such a quantity of
calls from motorists who wish to plan
their journeys and make the most of
dynamic traffic information as they trav-
el must be astronomical. Isn't it time
that users benefitted from this high sys-
tem usage by seeing lower call prices.
which typically cost between 39p and
60p a minute? Shouldn't the RAC. and
the AA, be campaigning for call charge
reductions when accessing traftic infor-
mation that could potentially help so
many motorists?
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Constructional Project

VIBRALARI14
TERRY de VALIZBALBIRNIE
A mu/ti-purpose vibration-triggered
alarm with remarkable sensitivity.

Tris circuit will sound a loud warn-
ing when a sensor is subjected to
shock or vibration. One application

would be to attach the sensor to a win-
dow. If an attempt was made to enter the
house by breaking the glass. the alarm
would be triggered.

Readers will no doubt find other possi-
ble uses, such as for protecting personal
belongings, perhaps. Note, however, that
simply moving the sensor will not
operate it.

The sensitivity of the circuit is
adjustable and can be set to suit the
application. To get an idea of the sensi-
tivity, with the prototype sensor attached
to a wooden table, putting a coffee cup
down about 1m (3ft) away triggered it.

VIBRALARM
OVERVIEW

The Vibralarm comprises two parts. The
first is the sensor itself mounted in a small
plastic case. The main unit is housed in a
larger plastic case (see photographs). The
two sections are interconnected using a
short piece of light -duty screened wire.

Inside the main unit is the circuit
panel, the battery pack and a loud "yelp-
ing" car -type alarm siren. On top, there
is a key -operated switch which may be
used to switch the unit off or cancel oper-
ation before the natural time-out period.
Of course, an ordinary switch could be
used with a corresponding reduction in
security.

The operating time is adjustable from
about one second (which will be found
useful for testing) to two minutes. This
could be easily extended if required.

The circuit requires about 250pA on
standby. While actually operating, it draws
a current which depends on the type of
sounder used (in the prototype it was
150mA). The prototype unit was powered
using a pack of eight AA -size alkaline cells.
In normal use these will last for up to a year.

BI -MORPH ELEMENT
The sensor consists of a bi-morph (2-

layer) element, which is a strip of piezo-
electric material 15mm long, 1.5mm
wide and 0.6mm thick. Its simplified
operation is illustrated in Fig.la. which
shows an ordinary wooden ruler.
Normally. this is not under any stress.

However. if it is bent as shown in
Fig.lb, the lower surface will now be in
compression (the distance between the
molecules slightly reduced) and the
upper one under tension (the distance
between the molecules increased).

When a bi-morph element is bent,
opposite charges are developed on the
surfaces which are under compression
and tension due to the piezo-electric
effect. This means that a voltage differ-
ence appears between them. A current
would flow if there was a conducting
path between the surfaces but the charges
would soon neutralise so this would
occur only briefly.

WHAT'S THE
DIFFERENCE?

With the piczo ceramic material used
here, the voltage difference is significant
even with a small amount of bending.
When the bi-morph element is subjected
to shock. the' upper and lower surfaces
alternate briefly between compression
and tension and the polarity of the volt-
age will keep changing. In other words,
an alternating voltage is produced at a
frequency equal to that of the vibration.

Bi-morphs were once used in the crys-
tal -type of record pick-up but, although
still sometimes used, they are not seen
much now. In these pick -Ups, the strip is

a)
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Fig.1. Simplified analogy using a
wooden ruler to demonstrate the oper-
ation of the bi-morph element.

vibrated by the stylus running in the
groove on the surface of the record.

An a.c. output is therefore obtained
proportional to the frequency of the
sound (assuming the record is turning at
the correct speed) and roughly propor-
tional to its amplitude. The signal is then
amplified and fed to a loudspeaker.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The full circuit diagram for the

Vibralann is shown in Fig.2. The bi-
morph element is labelled Xl. The nomi-
nal 12V battery supply is applied to the
circuit via key -operated (or other) switch
S I. and diode D3. The diode prevents pos-
sible damage if the supply were to be con-
nected in the wrong way since it would
fail to conduct and nothing would happen.

Any voltage appearing across the bi-
morph element is applied to the inverting
input (pin 2) of operation amplifier
(op.amp), ICI . The network consisting of
capacitor Cl and resistor R2 is also con-
nected between this point and the OV
line. These components help to prevent
high -frequency oscillation and give a
damping effect for the bi-morph element.

Since the impedance of the bi-morph
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is very high, the value of R2 must
accordingly be extremely high or it
would cause excessive damping. The val-
ues shown worked well. However, this
could be the subject of experiment once
the project has been constructed.

The op.amp non -inverting input (pin
3) is connected to the sliding contact
(wiper) of preset potentiometer VR1. Its
track (outer) connections are connected
across Zener diode DI. which operates in
conjunction with series resistor RI. to
provide a fixed -voltage supply. The

voltage at the non -inverting input (pin 3)
will exceed that at the inverting one (pin
2). The output, pin 6, will therefore be
high (close to the positive supply
voltage) and when applied to timer IC2
trigger input (pin 2) there will be no
further effect. This is because a low state
is needed to trigger this type of device.

IN SHOCK
When the bi-morph element X1 is

subjected to shock. an alternating
voltage appears across it having a peak -

the hi -morph is needed to trigger it.
The timing period depends on the

value of capacitor C2, resistor R3 and
preset VR2. With the values specified,
this will be about one second (with
VR1 at minimum) and two minutes
(when at maximum). If the timing
needs to be extended, the easiest way
would be to increase the value of C2 in
proportion. .

When the supply is connected,
capacitor C3 maintains IC2's reset
input (pin 4) in a low state for a short

Ea,

l
R2

COP NM 1E04

a

C2
10*

IC2

Tr :II CUT

TR1

CS
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INICO1
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Fig.2. Complete circuit diagram for the vibration -triggered Vibralarm.

voltage appearing at ICI pin 3 may
therefore be adjusted between zero and
the Zener breakdown voltage.

ZENER VOLTAGE
It is necessary to provide a stable volt-

age here because if it was derived from
the supply direct, it would fall as the bat-
tery aged. Since the voltage appearing
across the bi-morph element is indepen-
dent of the supply voltage, the operating
characteristics of the circuit would
change as the batteries ran down. The
exact value of the Zener voltage is not
important but it should be close to the
range of specified values.

It will be noted that the value of RI is
relatively high. With a supply of 12V it
allows less than 90pA to flow through the
Zener diode and this will fall as the bat-
tery ages. The current diverted via VR1 is
negligible. Using such a small current
here reduces the requirement of the cir-
cuit as a whole. When using the specified
Zener diode (which has been designed for
low -current, low -power and low noise
applications) there will be no problems.

However, if using a different type of
Zener, it might not stabilise and it may be
necessary to increase the current.
Readers using a different Zener will need
to check the stabilisation and reduce the
value of RI if necessary. This procedure
is explained at the setting -up stage.

NO VIBRATION
Imagine that preset VRI is adjusted so

that IV appears at. ICI pin 3. In the
absence of any vibration of the bi-morph.
there will be no voltage across it and the

to -peak value relative to the impact
strength. Within limits, the negative
excursions have no effect. However.
they can cause the inverting input to
swing below the voltage of the OV rail
and this could damage the i.c. if high
enough. There were no problems with
the prototype, though, even under heavy
shock.

Depending on the adjustment of VR I ,
the positive peaks will exceed the voltage
at ICI pin 3. Each time this happens, the
op.amp output (pin 6) will go low instan-
taneously. The first peak arriving at IC2
pin 2 will trigger it and a timing cycle
will begin. Further trigger pulses applied
during this period will have no effect.
However, any arriving afterwards will
start the timing once again.

While timing, IC2 output pin 3 goes
high and allows current to flow into the
base of Darlington transistor TR1, via
current -limiting resistor R5. Sounder
WD1 then operates due to current flow-
ing in the collector circuit.

Light -emitting diode D2 is also
turned on at this time, with its current
limited to about 15mA by resistor R6.
The l.e.d. will be useful to check the
circuit and adjust the time-out period
before the sounder is connected.

SENSITIVITY
The sensitivity of the circuit may be

adjusted at the end by means of VR1.
With this set to a little above zero volts,
the circuit will be triggered with a rel-
atively small amount of vibration.
However, if it is adjusted to a higher
value, an increasingly high output from

time until the capacitor has charged
sufficiently through R4, so disabling
the i.c. from responding to any trigger
pulses. After that, pin 4 goes high and
the device is enabled. This prevents
any tendency for the circuit to self -trig-
ger on powering -up.

Darlington transistor TR1 could
operate a sounder of up to 500mA rat-
ing but this would place an unneces-
sary load on the battery. Very Loud
devices are available with a current
requirement much smaller than this
(say 150mA) and one of these.was used
in the prototype.

CONSTRUCTION
On no account experiment by bend-

ing the bi-morph element with the fin-
gers. Anything more than a minute
movement is likely to destroy it. Also,
take extreme care when handling the
end wires because they are easily
broken off.

Close-up of the bi-morph element
mounted on its p.c.b.
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Layout of components on the finished printed circuit board.

All the components, apart from the
sounder, on -off switch, battery pack and
bi-morph element are mounted on the
printed circuit board (p.c.b.) whose com-
ponent layout and full-size copper foil
master are shown in Fig.3. This board is
available from the EPE PCB Service,
code 230.

Supplied attached to the main board is a
smaller section on which the sensor is to
be mounted separately. Begin construc-
tion by carefully separating the two p.c.b.
sections, using a small hacksaw. Then
drill the three marked mounting holes in
the main board, and a mounting hole in a
suitable place on the small board.

Referring to the main board, solder the
link wire in position and follow with the
i.e. sockets (but do not insert the i.c.s yet)
all resistors (including the presets) and
capacitors (except C2). Next mount
diode D3, Zener diode DI, l.e.d. D2 and
capacitor C2, taking care to solder these
components the correct way round.

Referring to the wiring diagram in
Fig.4, connect up the power supply. It
will be kinder on the ears if you do not
connect the sounder yet, but when you
do, connect it via a piece of 2A screw ter-
minal block to prevent the WD1 wires
from short-circuiting.

Adjust VR1 fully anti -clockwise, then
slightly clockwise (as viewed from the
bottom edge of the p.c.b.) and VR2 fully
clockwise (as viewed from the right-hand
edge of the p.c.b.) for minimum timing.

The bi-morph board installed in a small plastic case.

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1 68k
R2 100/0 cermet film
R3, R5 10k (2 off) SeeR4 1M
R6 6800 J ru-vi F.--,

s""
All 0.25W 5% carbon film,
except R2.

Potentiometers Pogo
VR1 10M sub min. preset.

vertical
VR2 1M sub min. preset,

vertical
Capacitors

C1
C2
C3

100p polystyrene.
100u radial elect. 16V)
47n metallised polyester,

5mm pin spacing

4,
( :RV)

%12

a

a

--'
IC2 a

C TRIC,
3

1:1  1
TO WO1

4,

Fig.3. Vibralarm printed circuit board
component layout, foil master and
sensor board master.

SENSOR UNIT
Solder the bi-morph to the small board

and reinforce its physical stability by
using a little quick -setting epoxy resin
adhesive. The blob of adhesive should be
thick enough to allow the other end of the
bi-morph to remain clear of the board by
a millimetre or so.

This will allow it to bend
slightly when the mounting
board is subjected to shock.
If necessary, use a piece of
thin cardboard underneath
the free end to hold it in
position until the adhesive
has thoroughly hardened.

Decide on the length of
wire needed between the
sensor and the main unit.
Pieces up to five metres long
were tested and worked
well. However, very long
runs will introduce prob-
lems of interference pick-up
and poor sensitivity.

Use light -duty single
(mono) screened wire (such
as microphone cable).

Semiconductors
D1 5V9 to 6V2 400mW Zener

diode, Philips
PLVA459A or
PLVA462A (see text)

D2 red I.e.d., 3mm
D3 1N4001 50V 1A rectifier

diode
TR1 MPSA14 npn Darlington

transistor
IC1 7611 micropower

op.amp
IC2 7555IPA low power timer

Miscellaneous
Xi bi-morph element
WD1 min. alarm sounder, 12V,

15OrnA (110dB at 1m
output)

S1 s.p.s.t. switch (toggle or
key -operated)

B1 alkaline AA -size cell (8
off), with holder and
connector

Printed circuit board, available from
the EPE PCB Service code 230; 8 -pin
d.i.l. socket (2 off); 2A terminal block;
plastic case, 158mmx95mmx54mm
(external) for main unit: plastic case.
50mm x 37mm x 24mm (external) for sen-
sor; light -duty single screened wire;
small clamps or cable ties (2 off); con-
necting wire; solder, etc.

Approx. Cost
Guidance Only £24
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Fig.4. lnterwiring between the circuit board and the
off -board components, including the bi-morph board.

Ordinary wire is not satisfactory because
it allows the pick-up of random signals,
including a.c. mains "hum ". This could
cause false triggering.

A small plastic box is used to house
the sensor, and it is worth mounting the
sensor in this now before moving on fur-
ther. Mark the mounting hole on the base
and drill this through. Note that the bolt
which will be used to attach it will need
to have a countersunk head. This will
allow the bottom of the box to make
good contact with the surface on which it
will be used.

Drill a hole in one side of the case for
the connecting cable. Pass this through
and apply a small clamp or tight cable tie
a short distance from the end (see photo-
graph). Allow enough cable to reach the
sensor pads plus a little slack. Pull on the
cable to make sure it is secure and tight-
en the tie if necessary.

Solder the cable wires to the pads on
the sensor p.c.b. with the screening con-
nected to the large "land" area. Separate
the joints to prevent short-circuits and
secure them in place using a little quick -
setting epoxy -resin adhesive.

Attach the sensor board to the bottom
of the box using a small nut and bolt with
a short plastic spacer.

VOLTAGE' STABILITY
As stated earlier, for any Zener diode

other than the specified unit, it will be
necessary to check the voltage stability. It
will be convenient to do this work before
the i.c.s are inserted into their sockets.

You will need a digital voltmeter (this
will generally have an input impedance of
10MQ or more, which will be satisfacto-
ry). You will also need two sets of batter-
ies - one new and the other run down so
that the terminal voltage is about 9V or
10V. Of course, you could also use a suit-
able bench power supply unit.

With the new set of batteries installed.
switch on. Apply the meter probes to the
outer tags of VR1 and note the voltage.
This should be close to the stated Zener
breakdown voltage. Now use the run-
down batteries or a 9V supply from the
PSU. Note the meter reading once again.

The second voltage reading should be
the same or only slightly lower than the
first - less than 0.05V difference. The

stabilisation
aspect is not
very critical
and the circuit
should work
well even with
a difference of
0.1V.

However, if it
is much more
than this, re- Layout of components in the main unit. Note the siren sound exit
duce the value hole, 2 -way terminal block and battery holder.
of RI until the
criterion above is met. It is thought that a
value as low as 33kg would be accept-
able (about 180µA at 12V) but it would
increase the current requirement of the
circuit to about 350µA and this would
have an effect on battery life.

FINAL TESTS

MAIN CASING
Prepare the main -unit case by mark-

ing the mounting holes and drilling
them through. Drill holes also for the
sounder, the key -operated switch and
for the sensor lead which will pass
through. Drill holes (if necessary) to
enable the presets to be adjusted from
the outside using a thin screwdriver or
trimming tool. Pass the sensor lead

It would now be a good idea to test the
circuit as a whole before mounting the
main p.c.b. in its box. Referring to Fig.4,
connect the sensor cable wires temporar-
ily to the board as shown. Still leave the
sounder unconnected. Insert the i.c.s into
their sockets. It is possible to damage
these devices with static charge which
might exist on your body so, as a precau-
tion, touch something which is earthed
(such as a water tap) immediately before
handling the pins.

Attach the sensor unit to the work sur-
face temporarily using Blu-Tack. Insert
the (good) cells into their holder and
switch on. The I.e.cL should remain off.

Drop a pen on the table - the circuit
should trigger and the l.e.d. come on for
one second or so. If this does not work,
make the circuit more sensitive by
adjusting VR1 slightly anti -clockwise (as
viewed from the lower edge of the
p.c.b.). Note, however, that if this is over-
done. the circuit may remain triggered.
Do not move the bi-morph element by
hand or subject it to violent shock.

The current requirement of the circuit
rises above the normal value when set to
a short time period - about ImA in the
prototype. For this reason, when testing is
complete, adjust VR2 to about mid -track
position (giving a timing of about one
minute). Observing the anti -static precau-
tions as before, remove the i.c.s and de -
solder the sensor wires from the p.c.b.

through its hole and apply a clamp or
cable tie as in the sensor. Check that it is
secure.

Solder the wires back on to the p.c.b.
pads and, observing the anti -static precau-
tions. insert the i.c.s into their sockets
again. Mount the p.c.b. using plastic spac-
ers on the bolt shanks. Attach the sounder
noting that the hole must not be obstruct-
ed in any way to allow as much as possi-
ble of the sound to emerge. However. for
testing, it would be wise to tape over the
hole temporarily to reduce the sound out-
put because it will be very loud.

Again refer to Fig.4. Connect the
sounder wires to the screw terminal
block observing the polarity: Attach the
battery pack by means of a small bracket
or another method of your choice. Make
final tests and adjust VR2 to the required
time period.

Attach self-adhesive plastic 'feet to the
base to prevent scratching the work sur-
face. Experiment to find the best position
for thd sensor attaching it temporarily
using Blu-Tack. Note, however, that if it
is placed too close to the main unit or
mounted on the same surface, the sound
from the audible warning device reach-
ing it may be sufficient to keep the alarm
triggered. This will be evident if the
circuit fails to time-out.

When satisfied, glue the sensor unit in
position. Obviously, if the sensor is sub-
jected to a very violent shock, such as
with shattering glass, it could be dam-
aged, but this seems a small price to pay
for security.

If using the Vibralarm as part of an
intruder deterrent system, ensure that its
sensitivity is suitably adjusted to prevent
accidental triggering by, for example, the
window cleaner, or thunder!
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One Volt L.E.D. -A aolcalft 141%
'musuNA-rma an I.e.d. from a very low sup -
ply voltage is difficult as most devices have

a forward drop of at least 1.8V. This excludes
their use in products operating from a single
I.2V or 1.5V battery. However, by applying
techniques used in d.c.-to-d.c. converters, a
very compact, economical and efficient solu-
tion can be produced. The circuit diagrams
shown in Fig. la to Fig.lc will brightly illu-
minate an 1.e.d. from a supply as low as
750mV and as high as l -5V, i.e., most single
cell batteries available including nearly dead
ones.

In the Micro -torch circuit Fig.! a, transistor
TR1, transformer TI and resistor RI form a
current -controlled switching oscillator. Each
time TR1 turns off, the collapsing magnetic
field in TI generates a 30V (off-load) positive
pulse at TRI's collector (c). This, in series
with the supply, is fed directly to the I.e.d.

Switching occurs at a very high frequency
and with a low duty cycle which results in an
average I.e.d. current of about 18mA. suffi-
cient to illuminate most I.e.d.s. Current, and
therefore brilliance, can be increased by
reducing the value of resistor RI and vice
versa. A value of 2 kilohms produces 30mA

WIN A PICO PC BASED
OSCILLOSCOPE

 50MSPS Dual Channel Storage Oscilloscope
 25MHz Spectrum Analyser
 Multimeter  Frequency Meter
 Signal Generator
If you have a novel circuit idea which would be
of use to other readers then a Pico Technology
PC based oscilloscope could be yours.
Every six months, Pico Technology will be
awarding an ADC200.50 digital storage
oscilloscope for the best IU submission. In
addition, two single channel ADC -40s will be
preserttid to the runners-up.

which is more than enough even for hyper -
bright devices.

Conversion efficiency depends on transis-
tor TR1. Although any transistor can be used,
high performance devices with very low
VcEisAT, yield the best results: for the
ZTX450, efficiency is 73 per cent. A ZTX650
increases it to 79 per cent whilst a BC550
reduces efficiency to 57 per cent. Even at this
value it still out -performs conventional cir-
cuits using higher voltage supplies where
efficiency rarely exceeds 50 per cent.

A micro-toroid centre tapped transformer,
TI. is constructed using an anti -parasitic bead
6mm by 4mm in diameter with a 2mm hole.
Fold 90cm of 38s.w.g. enamelled copper wire
in half, press the crease tightly together and
then thread the folded wire repeatedly
through the bead hole until 20 turns are
wound. Trim protruding wires to 25mm.

The bead now contains two sets of 20 turns
with two starts at one extremity and two ends
at the other. Join an appropriate start and end
together to form the tap (CI). If the circuit
fails to oscillate. check the tap is correctly
formed: otherwise, it's most likely a shorted
turn.

The simplest application. Fie. la is a
Micro -torch, power -on indicator or simple
infrared transmitter. Indicators for use with
other circuits are shown in Fig.lb and Fig.lc,
the latter consuming no power when off.
Diode D2 in Fig. lc raises the forward drop as
some I.e.d.s leak when operated with a fresh
alkaline battery: it is also necessary' with
infrared devices that have a forward drop of
less than 1-5V.

When used with other circuits, decoupling
with capacitor Cl in close proximity to the
oscillator is recommended. Also keep lead
lengths short, especially to the transformer, as
the circuit operates at a high frequency:
fortunately using a micro-toroid transformer
significantly reduces radiation.

Z. Kaparnik,
Swindon, Wills.

BE INTERACTIVE
Hi is your forum where you can
offer others readers the benefit of
your Ingenuity. Share those' ideas,
earn some cash and possibly a prize!
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Fig.1. Three drive circuits for operating l.e.d.s from supply voltages below 1.5V
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20MHz bandwidth. 40Ms/s
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1 or 2 channels
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8k sample buffer
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0
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Special Series

PRACTICAL,
OSCILLATOR
DESIGNS
RAYMOND HAIGH

Most text books deal with oscillators in a theoretical way. This series, prepared with the
electronics enthusiast and experimenter very much in mind, is intensely practical. Tried and
tested circuits are fleshed out with component values, and their vices and virtues are exposed.

PART FIVE - CRYSTAL AND CRYSTAL CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS
pREV1OUS articles have described oscillators which rely upon
tuned circuits formed by inductors and capacitors (UC) to
determine the operating frequency. Oscillators of this kind

can be tuned over a wide frequency range and, with appropriate cir-
cuitry, deliver a sinusoidal waveform of good purity. Their only
drawback is frequency drift, which becomes an increasing problem
above 5MHz or so.

This month crystal and crystal controlled oscillators (X0s),
which display a very high degree of frequency stability will be con-
sidered. Although some circuits permit the operating frequency to
be "pulled" over a very narrow bandwidth (VXOs -variable crystal
oscillators), crystal oscillators cannot be tuned as broadly as DC
oscillators: they are essentially spot -frequency signal generators.

BRIEF HISTORY
Many types of crystal, but particularly Rochelle salt and quartz,

develop an electrical charge across opposite faces when they are
distorted by mechanical stress. Changing the stress from pressure to
tension reverses the polarity of the charge.

The phenomenon was called piezoelectricity (electricity through
pressure) by Jacques and Pierre Curie who discovered it in 1880. A
year later they demonstrated the converse: that stress could be set up
in certain crystals by applying an electrical potential.

The effect remained a scientific curiosity until the First World
War when a French scientist, Langevin, used it to detect acoustic
waves produced by submarines. Spurred on by the developing radio
industry, research was also taking place into the use of crystals for
frequency control. In 1921, Professor W. G. Cady of the American
Wesleyan University applied two pairs of terminals to a quartz crys-
tal, connected it in the feedback path of a three valve amplifier, and
discovered its remarkable frequency stabilising action.

He demonstrated his circuits to Professor G. W. Pierce of
Harvard University in January 1923. Within a few months Pierce
had developed an improved version, simplified by the use of a two
terminal crystal, and his oscillator is still widely used today.

FREQUENCY RANGE
Crystal units can be produced to resonate at fundamental fre-

quencies from 1kHz to above 100MHz, but range extremes are
expensive and not readily available. Most retailers usually stock
fundamental mode crystals with frequencies from 1MHz to 20MHz,
and some carry a range extending from 32kHz to 30MHz.

Frequencies in excess of 20MHz are often generated by a crystal
designed to resonate at an overtone frequency, usually the third or
fifth harmonic of its fundamental: e.g., a crystal for 27MHz would
have a fundamental of 9MHz. (Accuracy, particularly at frequencies
in excess of 30MHz or so, is easier and cheaper to achieve in this
way).

FREQUENCY OF OSCILLATION
Appropriate circuitry must be used or the frequency of an oscil-

lator may differ slightly from that stamped by the manufacturer on
the crystal case. It will, however, always be quite close, and where
stability rather than absolute precision is the overriding considera-
tion, this aspect of the technology can be ignored.

Departures from the quoted frequency of the crystal are caused
by two factors. First, a crystal unit has two natural resonances.
Second. its frequency can be shifted, or "pulled", by external reac-
tances (inductance. L, or capacitance, C).

The lower of the two natural resonances occurs when the crystal
is operating as a series tuned circuit. Its impedance is then at its
lowest. The higher resonant frequency, also called the anti -reso-
nance, is caused by the tuning effect of the "capacitor" formed by
the crystal's electrodes, plus any stray circuit capacitance. Together
with the inductive reactance of the crystal, this forms a parallel
tuned circuit with a very high impedance.

The spacing between these two resonances, sometimes called the
crystal bandwidth, being dependant upon electrode and stray capac-
itances, is subject to variation. Usually, however, it is between 0.05
per cent and OA per cent of the stated frequency.

LOADING UP
Most crystals are intended for operation in the parallel mode, and

the manufacturers quote a loading capacitor value (usually 30pF)
which must be connected to ensure oscillation at the stated- fre-
quency. In practice. this loading capacitor, or part of it, often com-
prises a trimmer capacitor which can be adjusted to compensate for
stray circuit capacitance and set the frequency of oscillation very
precisely. Crystals cut to give the specified frequency when con-
nected in the series mode. i.e., used as series tuned circuits, do not
require a loacling capacitor.

It should be noted that the mode of operation is determined by the
external circuitry. Any crystal unit will oscillate at its resonant and
at its slightly higher anti -resonant frequency.

CRYSTAL MANUFACTURE
Quartz is a crystalline form of silicon dioxide (SiO,J. Wnen tic

technology was in its infancy, resonators were cut from naturally
occurring crystals, but the use of synthetic quartz is now almost
universal.

Unique characteristics, coupled with low manufacturing costs, have
brought about the widespread use of quartz crystals in clocks, watch-
es, computers, navigation systems, and every item of equipment
where a precise, drift -free, spot -frequency generator is required.

Demand for crystal units is so great that the world-wide manu-
facture of synthetic quartz now exceeds 2000 tons per year.
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Readout of amplitude and frequency/time
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Auto, Normal & Single triggering
Xi)/ mode

Spectrum analyser
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0 1 or 2 input channels plus external trigger
0 Frequency resolution 2Hz
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0 Readouts of amplitude
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Voltmeter
0 1 or 2 channels
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0 Paste waveforms/data to other packages
0 Save waveforms for comparison
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System requirements
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0 Windows 3.1. 95. 98 or NT

8k sample buffer
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Special Series

PRACTICAL
OSCILLATOR
DESIGNS
RAYMOND HAIGH

Most text books deal with oscillators in a theoretical way. This series, prepared with the
electronics enthusiast and experimenter very much in mind, is intensely practical. Tried and
tested circuits are fleshed out with component values, and their vices and virtues are exposed.

PART FIVE - CRYSTAL AND CRYSTAL CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS
pREVIOUS articles have described oscillators which rely upon

tuned circuits formed by inductors and capacitors (LIC) to
determine the operating frequency. Oscillators of this kind

can be tuned over a wide frequency range and, with appropriate cir-
cuitry, deliver a sinusoidal waveform of good purity. Their only
drawback is frequency drift, which becomes an increasing problem
above SMHz or so.

This month crystal and crystal controlled oscillators (XOs),
which display a very high degree of frequency stability will becon-
sidered. Although some circuits permit the operating frequency to
be "pulled" over a very narrow bandwidth (VXOs - variable crystal
oscillators), crystal oscillators cannot be tuned as broadly as LIC
oscillators: they are essentially spot -frequency signal generators.

BRIEF HISTORY
Many types of crystal, but particularly Rochelle salt and quartz,

develop an electrical charge across opposite faces when they are
distorted by mechanical stress. Changing the stress frompressure to
tension reverses the polarity of the charge.

The phenomenon was called piezoelectricity (electricity through
pressure) by Jacques and Pierre Curie who discovered it in 1880. A
year later they demonstrated the converse: that stress could be set up
in certain crystals by applying an electrical potential.

The effect remained a scientific curiosity until the First World
War when a French scientist, Langevin, used it to detect acoustic
waves produced by submarines. Spurred on by the developing radio
industry, research was also taking place into the use of crystals for
frequency control. In 1921, Professor W. G. Cady of the American
Wesleyan University applied two pairs of terminals to a quartz crys-
tal, connected it in the feedback path of a three valve amplifier, and
discovered its remarkable frequency stabilising action.

He demonstrated his circuits to Professor G. W. Pierce of
Harvard University in January 1923. Within a few months Pierce
had developed an improved version. simplified by the use of a two
terminal crystal, and his oscillator is still widely used today.

FREQUENCY RANGE
Crystal units can be produced to resonate at fundamental fre-

quencies from IkHz to above 100MHz, but range extremes are
expensive and not readily available. Most retailers usually stock
fundamental mode crystals with frequencies from I MHz to 20MHz,
and some carry a range extending from 32kHz to 30MHz.

Frequencies in excess of 20MHz are often generated by a crystal
designed to resonate at an overtone frequency, usually the third or
fifth harmonic of its fundamental: e.g., a crystal for 27MHz would
have a fundamental of 9MHz. (Accuracy, particularly at frequencies
in excess of 30MHz or so, is easier and cheaper to achieve in this
way).

FREQUENCY OF OSCILLATION
Appropriate circuitry must be used or the frequency of an oscil-

lator may differ slightly from that stamped by the manufacturer on
the crystal case. It will, however, always be quite close, and where
stability rather than absolute precision is the overriding considera-
tion, this aspect of the technology can be ignored.

Departures from the quoted frequency of the crystal are caused
by two factors. First, a crystal unit has two natural resonances.
Second, its frequency can be shifted, or "pulled", by external reac-
tances (inductance, L, or capacitance, C).

The lower of the two natural resonances occurs when the crystal
is operating as a series tuned circuit. Its impedance is then at its
lowest. The higher resonant frequency, also called the anti -reso-
nance, is caused by the tuning effect of the "capacitor" formed by
the crystal's electrodes, plus any stray circuit capacitance. Together
with the inductive reactance of the crystal, this forms a parallel
tuned circuit with a very high impedance.

The spacing between these two resonances, sometimes called the
crystal bandwidth, being dependant upon electrode and stray capac-
itances, is subject to variation. Usually. however, it is between 0.05
per cent and 0- I per cent of the stated frequency.

LOADING UP
Most crystals are intended for operation in the parallel mode, and

the manufacturers quote a loading capacitor value (usually 30pF)
which must be connected to ensure oscillation at the stated fre-
quency. In practice, this loading capacitor, or part of it, often com-
prises a trimmer capacitor which can be adjusted to compensate for
stray circuit capacitance and set the frequency of oscillation very
precisely. Crystals cut to give the specified frequency when con-
nected in the series mode, i.e.. used as series tuned circuits, do not
require a loading capacitor.

It should be noted that the mode of operation is determined by the
external circuitry. Any crystal unit will oscillate at its resonant and
at its slightly higher anti -resonant frequency.

CRYSTAL MANUFACTURE
Quartz is a crystalline form of silicon dioxide (Si02). When the

technology was in its infancy, resonators were cut from naturally
occurring crystals, but the use of synthetic quartz is now almost
universal.

Unique characteristics. coupled with low manufacturing costs. have
brought about the widespread use of quartz crystals in clocks, watch-
es, computers, navigation systems, and every item of equipment
where a precise, drift -free, spot -frequency generator is required.

Demand for crystal units is so great that the world-wide manu-
facture of synthetic quartz now exceeds 2000 tons per year.
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We come now to the second factor influencing the frequency of
oscillation: external reactances. Capacitance placed in series with
the crystal will raise its frequency of oscillation; capacitance wired
in parallel will lower it. Series resonant crystals (where there is no
external parallel capacitor) can have their frequency lowered by
means of a series connected inductor.

PULLING POWER
Just as external reactances can be connected to set the crystal to

its correct operating frequency. they can also be used to "pull" it
over a narrow band of frequencies. An oscillator configured in this
way is known as a variable crystal oscillator (VXO).

How much the crystal can be "pulled" is determined by its
mechanical springiness. Although crystals can be manufactured
with a high degree of "springiness", it should be noted that the
amount of pulling is, at best, limited to a very small percentage
(around 0.15) of the crystal's resonant frequency, and this percent-
age tends to reduce as the operating frequency decreases.

Units designed to resonate at an overtone resist "pulling" at the
overtone frequency because stiffness increases rapidly with over-
tone number. They are, however, often particularly responsive at
their fundamental frequency.

FREOUENCY DRIFT
Simple oscillators in which resistors and capacitors (RIC) are

used as the frequency determining components can achieve a fre-
quency stability of around one part per thousand. When tuned cir-
cuits comprising inductors and capacitors (LJC) fix the frequency,
stability is usually of the order of one pan per ten thousand.

QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS
Mechanical stresses are induced in a slice of quartz when a

voltage is applied across its opposite faces. An alternating voltage
of the correct frequency will make it vibrate or resonate in the
same way that a violin string resonates. Resonant frequency is
determined by the mass of the crystal and its connecting elec-
trodes. Fundamental resonances can range from lkHz to more
than 250MHz, although 100kHz to 30MHz is common.

In use, the crystal simulates an L/C tuned circuit with a 0 fac-
tor which can, theoretically, exceed a million. (The very best induc-
tor -capacitor combinations seldom achieve 0 factors in excess of
300).

A near zero coefficient over a fairly wide temperature range can
be obtained.by cutting the slice from the bulk crystal at a particu-
lar angle. This feature, together with the remarkable factor.
enables crystal units to impart a high degree of frequency stability
to oscillatory circuits.

Basic crystal controlled oscillators can have a stability better than
five parts per million, even when no special precautions are taken to
minimise drift. When temperature control measures are incorporat-
ed, a stability of one part per million is achievable, and, if special
care is taken, this can be further improved by a factor of ten.

Clearly, therefore, when a spot frequency has to be generated,
and when freedom from drift is of paramount importance, there is
no practical substitute for a quartz crystal oscillator. Crystal oscilla-
tors must, however, be buffered, and regard must be had to all of the
other drift reducing measures outlined in Pan Two, if the highest
levels of stability are to be achieved.

PIERCE OSCILLATOR
One of the earliest crystal oscillators, still widely used, is the

Pierce oscillator. In an updated version, the crystal is connected
between collector and base of a transistor or drain and gate of a f.e.t.
(field effect transistor).

A bipolar transistor version of Pierce's early valve circuit is given
in Fig.1, where a quartz crystal, Xl, is connected between the col-
lector (c) and base (b) of TR I. The transistor is biased by resistor
RI, and the output is developed across the r.f. choke LI.

The crystal is operated in the parallel mode and its loading capac-
itor is formed by Cl and trimmer capacitor VC1, which are effec-
tively connected in series across it. The frequency of oscillation can
be adjusted, within narrow limits, by VCI, which is usually a minia-
ture film -dielectric trimmer. (An air -spaced component should be
used if maximum freedom from drift is required).

The values of CI and VC I should prove suitable between 4MHz
and 15MHz, but they may need increasing for lower and reducing
for higher frequencies. With this version, oscillation is usually at its

Fig.1 . An updated bipolar transistor version of Pierce's valve -
based crystal oscillator

most vigorous when the capacitance provided by VCI is approxi-
mately twice that of Cl.

Some low frequency (1MHz and below) crystals can be "slug-
gish" and if difficulty is encountered, a 4.7mA choke as a collector
load should make the circuit oscillate.

Output is taken from the collector via d.c. blocking capacitor C2.
The value of this component should be kept as low as possible con-
sistent with sufficient signal being delivered to the accepting circuit.
The oscillator is decoupled from the power supply by means of
resistor R2 and capacitor C3.

F.E.T. Version
A Pierce oscillator maintained by a f.e.t. is shown in Fig.2, and

the circuit is very similar to the bipolar version. The gate (g) of
TR] is grounded via resistor R1 in order to ensure correct opera-
tion, and source (s) biasing is provided by resistor R2 with its
bypass capacitor C2.

The source bias components must be provided when a 1310 transis-
tor is used, but they can be omitted with a 2N3819 and the source direct-
ly grounded. This modification will increase output to around 5V rms.

It is customary with Lei. oscillators to connect a silicon signal
diode (a 1N4148 with cathode grounded) between gate and the neg-
ative rail in order to limit oscillation amplitude and prevent forward
conduction of the f.e.t.'s gate. With this circuit the measure can
result in erratic and uncertain operation above 10MHz, and for this
reason a diode has not been shown.

Amplitude limitation is, however, desirable in the interests of
minimising drift and optimising waveform quality, and it is good
practice to connect a diode whenever other aspects of performance
are not compromised.

Fig.2. Field effect transistor (f.e.t.) version of the Pierce
crystal oscillator.
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Again, the values of Cl and VC1 should prove suitable between
4MHz and 15MHz, but they may need increasing at lower and
reducing at higher frequencies. Oscillation is usually at its most vig-
orous with this circuit when CI is approximately twice the value of
VCI; i.e., the reverse of the situation with the bipolar circuit. It
would seem that the capacitors and crystal are acting as an imped-
ance -matching r tank circuit.

LOGIC OSCILLATOR
Logic gates can be used as the active devices in a Pierce oscillator.

and circuits using one or two gates are common in digital systems.
Stability is inferior to that afforded by well constructed crystal oscilla-
tors using discrete components, tut it is still of a very high order.

A typical circuit is shown in Fig.3, where two of the four NOR
gates in a 4001B i.c. are used. The maintaining device is formed by
IC la, and ICIb acts as a buffer stage, the two inputs of each gate
being strapped together to produce a pair of inverting amplifiers.

Quartz crystal XI is connected between the output (pin 3) and
input (pins 112) of IC la. and the operating conditions of the stage
are stabilised by resistor RI. Again, VC I together with Cl act as the
loading capacitors, and the frequency of oscillation can be adjusted
slightly by means of VC1.

The output from ICI b (pin 4) is in the form of a square wave with
a peak -to -peak value almost equal to the supply voltage. A tolerable
sinewave output can be taken, via a low value capacitor, from pin 1
and pin 2 of IC la. Supply line decoupling capacitor C2 should be
mounted close to pin 14 of the chip.

* With CMOS (complimentary metal oxide semiconductor)
devices, propagation delay (the time taken for the output to change
in response to a change of state at the input) is particularly depen-
dant upon supply voltage. The circuit will oscillate readily at 3MHz
or 4MHz with a 5V supply, but 12V has to be applied to ensure reli-
able oscillation at 8MHz. The maximum "safe" voltage is 15V.

Some versions of the circuit include a 10 kilohm or 100 kilohm
resistor in the feedback path (between the output of IC 1 a and the
junction between X1 and C1). This resistor reduces the drive to the
crystal and, together with Cl, acts as a low-pass filter, inhibiting
oscillation at other than the fundamental crystal frequency.

Reducing feedback levels is always desirable in order to min-
imise drift, but the circuit will be less ready to oscillate at its upper
frequency limit, or with "sluggish" crystals. Moreover, no problems
with spurious frequencies were encountered with the circuit as
shown in Fig.3.

CLAPP OSCILLATOR
-Bipolar Transistor Version

A bipolar transistor Clapp crystal oscillator is shown in Fig.4.
Transistor TR I is biased by resistors RI and R2, and feedback,
developed across emitter resistor R4, is applied to the capacitive
tapping formed by Cl and C2. These components swamp the volt-
age and temperature variable internal capacitances of TR1, and in
this way the feedback circuitry helps to combat drift.

The output signal is often taken from the emitter terminal of
TR1, but, in this version of the circuit, the output is developed

Fig.4. Circuit for a bipolar transistor version of the Clapp
crystal oscillator.

Fig.3. Circuit for a CMOS logic gate version
crystal oscillator.

across the collector load resistor R3, thereby affording a small
measure of isolation from the frequency determining compo-
nents. Notwithstanding this, the d:c. blocking capacitor C3
should be as small as possible consistent with the delivery of suf-
ficient signal voltage. Collector load resistor R3 must not have a
greater value than emitter resistor R4 or oscillation will be inhib-
ited. The circuit is decoupled from the power supply by capacitor
C4 and resistor R5.

Trimming capacitor VC1 is connected in series with the crystal
XI, thereby forming the Clapp variant of the Colpitts circuit. It
enables the frequency to be adjusted over the usual narrow limits. If
the greatest possible freedom from drift is required, the bulk of this
series capacitance should be made up of fixed components selected
by trial and error to produce an optimum combination of tempera-
ture coefficients.

Feedback capacitors Cl and C2 are not excessively critical and
the quoted values should ensure reliable oscillation. Making capac-
itor C2 larger than CI will reduce feedback, minimise drift, and
may improve output waveform. Again, the trial and error selection
of capacitors with the most favourable temperature coefficients will
help to ensure a high degree of stability.

-FET. Version
A field effect transistor version of the circuit is given in Fig.5.

These devices are less active than their bipolar counterparts, and an
r.f. choke has to be used as a source load in order to ensure suffi-
cient feedback. Signal output is taken from the source (s) via d.c.
blocking capacitor C3.

Feedback capacitors Cl and C2 have a lower value with thircir-
cuit, but the comments made earlier regarding selection apply
equally here. If a 3310 f.e.t. is substituted for the 2N3819. a 470

of the Pierce
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Fig.5. Field effect transistor version of Clapp crystal oscillator.
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ohm resistor, bypassed by a lOnF capacitor, must be placed in series
with the "grounded" end of the r.f. choke to ensure correct biasing.

COLPITTS OSCILLATORS
By omitting series trimmer VC1 in the circuits shown in Fig.4

and Fig.5, and connecting the crystal directly between base or gate
and ground (OV), a Colpitts oscillator is formed. Frequency adjust-
ment can then be provided by including a small trimmer capacitor
as part of Cl or C2.

With so much capacitance in parallel with the crystal, it is likely that
adjustment of the trimmer will fail to lift the frequency of oscillation
up to the figure quoted by the manufacturer. If precise operating
frequency is important, the values of capacitors Cl and C2 should.
therefore, be reduced, consistent with reliable oscillation. (The series
connected capacitor, VC', in the Clapp circuit avoids this problem).

MILLER F.E.T. OSCILLATOR
A f.e.t. version of Miller's early valve oscillator is shown in

Fig.6. Miller's circuit has much in common with Armstrong's tuned
grid/tuned anode arrangement, but here a quartz crystal replaces the
L/C tuning connected between grid (now gate) and negative rail or
ground.

The IJC circuit, which acts as TR1 drain (d) load, is tuned to the
crystal frequency (or a harmonic) and a high level, high impedance
output can be taken from the drain. A coupling winding on the coil
can be used to provide a low impedance output, and the connections
for inductors in the Toko range are also shown.

The frequency coverage afforded by Toko and hand -wound coils has
been tabulated in earlier articles. Below 2MHz, this oscillator starts
more readily if there is a relatively high ratio of capacitance to induc-
tance in the tuned circuit (approximately 500pF and 50mF1 at 1MHz).

Limiting diode DI and the source (s) bias components, R2 and
C2, improve the operation of this circuit, and the output waveform
is of good quality.

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
In the circuits considered so far, the crystal unit has replaced an

IJC tuned circuit and oscillation would not occur without it. These
circuits should, therefore, be regarded as crystal oscillators.

A crystal unit can be inserted in the feedback path of an DC
oscillator so that sufficient feedback can only occur at the crystal's
resonant frequency. Circuits of this kind are known as crystal con-
trolled oscillators.

A crystal controlled f.e.t. version of Armstrong's tuned anode
oscillator (now tuned drain) is given in Fig.7. Drain tuning is
accomplished by coil L 1 and capacitor CI , and coil L2 is a coupling
winding supplying feedback to the gate.

Crystal X1 , placed in series with L2, offers very little opposition
to the feedback at its series resonant frequency, and a very high
reactance at all other frequencies. In this way, the crystal controls
the oscillator. The tuned circuit formed by Ll and Cl must, of
course, resonate at the crystal frequency or a harmonic.

Signal output is taken from the drain and the impedance at this
point is very high. Unless the accepting circuit has a matching high
impedance, the signal voltage delivered to it will be much less than
the stated 4V r.m.s.

Connection details for Toko coils are also given in Fig.7. The cir-
cuit will oscillate even when the feedback winding is wrongly con-
nected (it then functions as a tuned -drain -tuned -gate oscillator).
Oscillation is weaker, however, and harmonics of the fundamental
crystal frequency will only be generated when the feedback wind-
ing L2 is connected as shown.

BUTLER OSCILLATOR
A crystal controlled Butler oscillator is shown in Fig.8. Butler's cir-

cuit was described in its L./C form in Part Three, and it will be recalled
that it ingeniously matches the impedances of two source coupled
Eels and the tuned circuit formed by coil Ll and capacitor Cl.

In this version, crystal X1 is placed in the feedback path between
the drain (d) of TR1 and the gate (g) of TR2, where it inhibits feed-
back at all but its series resonant frequency.

A more conventional arrangement is to use separate 1 kilohm
source resistors and to couple the sources via the controlling crys-
tal. A feedback capacitor of between 10pF and 100pF, depending on
frequency, then links the drain of TR1 to the gate of TR2.

Sluggish low frequency crystals may, however, be unable to ini-
tiate oscillation when connected in the low impedance path between
the sources. Success is, therefore, more certain with the arrange-
ment shown in Fig.8.
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Fig.6. Circuit for a field effect transistor version of the Miller
crystal oscillator.
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Fig.7. Crystal controlled version of Armstrong's tuned anode
(now drain) oscillator.

Fig.8. Crystal controlled Buller oscillator.
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RESONANT FREQUENCIES
Quartz crystal units resonate at two, closely spaced frequencies.

The lower frequency is produced when the unit is operated in the
series mode, simulating a series tuned circuit. In this mode, the
impedance presented by the crystal at resonance is low.

The capacitor formed by the connecting electrodes deposited on
opposite faces of the crystal slice tunes it to a slightly higher fre-
quency. This is known as the parallel or anti -resonant frequency. In
this mode the crystal simulates a parallel tuned circuit and its
impedance is very high.

Most crystals are manufactured for use in the parallel mode with
a small external loading capacitor which sets the resonant fre-
quency to the stated value. Series mode crystals do not require a
loading capacitor.

All crystals will resonate in both modes, and the frequency can
be slightly low or high if the wrong type of crystal is used.

Again, the tuned circuit formed by LI and Cl must resonate at
the crystal frequency or a desired harmonic. Signal output is at a
low impedance and isolated, to some extent, from the frequency
determining components. When the crystal couples the sources, a
high impedance output is usually taken from the drain of TR1.

The crystals in the circuits shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8 are operat-
ing in their series mode and, in theory, series mode devices should

 be used or the frequency of oscillation will be slightly lower than
the figure stated by the manufacturer. In practice, the frequency can
usually be set to the stated value by adjusting the core of LI, even
when parallel mode crystals control the circuit. This is not the case
when the crystal couples the sources in the Butler circuit, and a
series mode unit must be used with this arrangement.

VARIABLE FREOUENCY
When external reactances are used to "pull" a crystal across a

band of frequencies, the circuit is known as a variable crystal oscil-
lator, or VXO. Stability deteriorates as frequency shift increases,
and oscillation may cease, or the crystal lose control, if the process
is carried too far.

A typical "pulling" circuit is included in Fig.5, where inductor
LI and variable capacitor VC1 are placed in series with the crystal
Xl. A VXO can also be formed by connecting these components in
series with the crystal in Pierre's circuit, given in Fig.3. However.
this arrangement does not permit the grounding of VC1's moving
vanes, and the modification is best made to the Clapp crystal
oscillator.

Inductors of between 5/tH and 20pH are usual in these circuits:
increasing the value above 20pH in an attempt to pull the frequen-
cy lower may inhibit oscillation. The specified coil, with its wind-
ings connected in series, can be set between approximately 6uH and
12pH by adjusting its cup core.

When the widest possible "pulling" range is required. provision
must be made for shorting out this inductor. Shorting switch S I
should be operated by a miniature signal -switching relay located
very close to the coil.

When this arrangement is adopted, a 14MHz crystal can be
shifted around 0.15 per cent (i.e. 20kHz). The percentage increases
with rising crystal frequency. Stray circuit capacitances must, how-
ever, be kept to an absolute minimum or the frequency coverage
will be seriously curtailed.

HARMONICS
Although advances in manufacturing techniques have made it

possible to produce crystals which will oscillate, in fundamental
mode, well in excess of 100MHz, it is still commonplace to use a
harmonic of a lower frequency crystal when a signal above 20MHz
or 30MHz is required.

With harmonic oscillators, frequency multiplication takes place
within the maintaining amplifier and is controlled by an LIC tuned
circuit in the output stage. Almost any oscillator where the output is
developed across a tuned circuit (see Figs. 6, 7 and 8) can be adjust-
ed to deliver at least a close harmonic.

A circuit which will operate at higher crystal harmonics is given
in Fig.9, where transistor TR1 is configured as a Colpitts oscillator
and its base bias is fixed by resistor RI and preset VR1. Preset VR1
enables the bias to be optimised for different transistor types when
operation becomes more critical above 50MHz or so. A transistor
with an fT at least three times higher than the required harmonic is
necessary for the reliable operation of the circuit.

Feedback is developed across r.f. choke L2 and applied to TR1
base via the capacitance tapping formed by capacitor Cl and trim-
mer capacitor VCI. The feedback capacitors CI and VC1 also act
as the loading for the crystal XI, and the inclusion of trimmer VCI
permits the fundamental to be set to the correct frequency. Emitter
bias is provided by resistor R2, which is bypassed by capacitor C3.

A high impedance output is developed across the collector load
formed by tuned circuit L1/C2. This tuned circuit must, of course,
be adjusted to resonate at the desired harmonic of the crystal fre-
quency. An alternative low impedance output could be provided by
using a coupling winding on the coil, as shown in Fig.6.

As the output frequency increases above, say, 50MHz, capacitor
Cl can be reduced or even omitted (the internal base/emitter capac-
itance of TR1 can be sufficient to maintain oscillation). Substituting
an r.L choke of lower inductance may also be of benefit. Whatever
the frequency, optimum performance is usually realised when VC1
has an in -circuit value of around twice that of Cl.

OVERTONES
Overtone oscillators use specially cut crystals which resonate at

an odd harmonic, usually the third or fifth, of their fundamental.
Whilst crystals of this kind can be made to oscillate at their funda-
mental frequency, they are designed to resonate, or vibrate, at a
stated overtone.

This represents the crucial difference,between overtone and har-
monic oscillators. In an overtone oscillator, the crystal itself is
vibrating at the higher frequency: in a harmonic oscillator, the crys-
tal vibrates at its fundamental frequency and multiplication takes
place within the transistor.

Fig.9. Circuit diagram for a harmonic and overtone crystal
oscillator.

Sometimes measures are taken to suppress any tendency of an
overtone circuit to oscillate at the crystal fundamental. Arranging
for the feedback to reduce at the lower frequency is a common
method.

In Fig.9, feedback is developed across r.f. choke 12. If this com-
ponent is replaced by an inductor of much lower value, feedback
will be insufficient to maintain oscillation at a fundamental of, say,
9MHz, but will be capable of doing in at the third ()venom of
27MHz.

Inductors from the Toko S18 range are ideal for this purpose, and
a 5.5 turn ferrite slug tuned coil (nominal value 0-23,:tH) should
prove suitable for crystals with fundamentals in the 6MHz to
12MHz range. Temporarily substituting a tuned circuit which res-
onates at the fundamental for LI and C2, will enable activity in this
mode to be checked.

If the oscillator is producing an output at the crystal's fundamen-
tal, withdraw the core of the S18 coil until it stops. The relative val-
ues of capacitors Cl and VC1, and the gain, and fT of TR1, also
influence the feedback level, and some experimentation may be
necessary to eliminate unwanted oscillations. The circuit is,
however, quite easy to set up.
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DIVIDING DOWN
Crystals cut to resonate below 1MHz

become more expensive and less readily
available as the frequency is lowered. If a
square wave output can be tolerated,
bistable flip-flop (divide by two) and deci-
mal counter (divide by ten) i.c.s can be
used to produce submultiples of a higher
frequency.

There is some additional complication,
but the CMOS i.c.s are inexpensive and
require no external components other than
a supply decoupling capacitor.

If a sinewave output of good quality is
the priority, an LIC oscillator will usually be
more than sufficiently drift free at frequen-
cies below 100kHz, especially if the pre-
cautions detailed in Part Two are
observed.

DIVIDING DOWN
Crystals which resonate below I MHz tend

to be more expensive and less easy to obtain. If
a square wave output can be tolerated, highly
stable low frequency signals can be obtained,
at lower cost, by using integrated circuits (i.c.$) to divide down the
output from a higher frequency crystal.

A divider circuit using a dual decimal counter, ICI, that can be
used to divide a frequency by 10 or 100, is shown in Fig.10. By this
means, a 2MHz crystal would provide outputs at 200kHz and
20kHz. Alternatively, IC2, a dual bistable flip-flop, will divide by 2
or 4, and the two devices can be connected in tandem to produce
various submultiples of the input frequency.

A source follower buffer stage. TR I, is necessary to ensure reli-
able operation of the i.c.s. Direct connections must be made

Fig.10. Circuit diagram for dividing the frequency down using a CMOS dual decimal
counter i.c. plus a dual bistable flip-flop i.c.

between the buffer and the i.c.s and between any i.c.s in a dividing
chain: a d.c. blocking capacitor is not required. The f.e.t. buffer
stage is not needed when the dividers are used with the CMOS logic
gate oscillator shown in Fig.3.

Output is a near perfect square wave with a peak -to -peak value
almost equal to the supply voltage. The maximum input frequency
for the i.c.s is around 8M}Lz when the supply voltage is 12V or 15V.

Next month: Oscillators which use RIC (resistor and capacitor)
networks to fix the operating frequency will be considered.
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Starter Project

ACOUSTIC
PROBE
ROBERT PENFOLD
An audio "telescope" or stethoscope
to investigate distant or /ow level
sound

is project could be regarded as the
audio equivalent of a telescope. Its
basic function is to pick up sounds via

a microphone, greatly amplify the resultant
signal, and then feed it to a pair of head-
phones. This gives users a sort of "larger
than life" version of what they would nor-
mally hear, permitting them to detect
sounds that would otherwise be inaudible.
A sort of hearing aid for those who do not
have a hearing defect.

Apart from making sounds louder, it is
often possible to place the microphone very
close to the sound source, or even actually
touching it. so that otherwise inaudible
sounds can be monitored. When used in
this way the unit acts as a sort of electronic
stethoscope, and the barely audible sound
from a watch can be made to sound more
like a shipyard in full production. It is even
possible to place the microphone underwa-
ter, perhaps to monitor the wildlife in a
pond, provided, of course, the microphone
is given adequate waterproofing.

The unit is small and self-contained,
although a separate microphone can be
used if preferred. An electret type is used
whether the microphone is built-in or exter-
nal to the main unit. A low cost insert will
suffice if an internal microphone is used,
and should provide excellent audio quality.

The output signal is monitored using
headphones or an earphone rather than a
loudspeaker, because the latter gives prob-
lems with acoustic feedback. This feedback
produces the whistling and howling sounds
that dog so many PA systems. These are
largely avoided using headphones, and are
totally eliminated using an earphone.

CIRCUIT OPERATION
The full circuit diagram for the Acoustic

Probe is shown in Fig.1. The input circuit
may look a little unusual, but it has to be
borne in mind that an electret microphone
insert has an integral buffer amplifier.
Furthermore, the load resistor for the j.f.e.t.
(junction gate field effect transistor) used in
the buffer amplifier is usually absent, and
must be included in the main circuit.
Resistor R 1 and capacitor C2 provide a
well decoupled supply to the microphone
insert, and also drop the supply voltage to a
more suitable level. R2 is the load resistor

for the j.f.e.t. in the microphone insert
(MW1).

Resistors RI, R2. and capacitor C2
should be omitted if the unit is used with an
external electret microphone having a built-
in battery supply for the preamplifier. Apart
from the fact they would be superfluous
they could also prevent the microphone
from working properly.

HIGH GAIN
It is essential for the circuit to have very

high voltage gain due to the low output
level from the microphone. When dealing
with faint sounds the output voltage from
the microphone is likely to be microvolts
rather than millivolts.

A two -stage amplifier is therefore used,
employing ICI to provide the initial ampli-
fication. The input stage is a standard
inverting mode type having its voltage gain
set at 40dB (100 times) by negative feed-
back resistors R3 and R6.

Resistors R4 and R5 form a potential
divider that supplies the usual mid -supply
bias potential to the non -inverting input of
IC1. Capacitor C5 couples the output of
IC1 to a simple common emitter amplifier
based on transistor TR1. This provides a
similar level of voltage gain to the input

o

OFF

pHor4E

stage, giving an overall voltage gain of
about 80dB (10,000 dines) or so.

Capacitor C6 couples the output signal
to the earphone or headphones. Good
results are obtained using either a crystal
earphone or medium impedance head-
phones of the type sold as replacements for
use with personal stereo units. The unit is
unlikely to give worthwhile results with a
low impedance earphone or any other type
of headphones. The current consumption of
the circuit is about eight milliamps.

VOLUME AND NOISE
The high gain of the unit produces a

potential problem with excessive volume
from sounds at medium to high levels, or if
the microphone is accidentally knocked.
There are two ways around this, which are
limiting and an automatic gain control cir-
cuit. Limiting is the method used here, and
it is the more simple of the two. It simply
entails limiting the maximum drive level
from the output stage so that excessive vol-
ume levels cannot be produced. This has
the advantage of being instant in operation.
and the unit will operate normally as soon
as a high input level has dropped back
within normal operating conditions.

The drawback of limiting is that quite
severe distortion is produced on high level
signals. This is not really a major drawIlack
since the unit is only intended for investi-
gating sounds at low levels. The limiting is
provided by using a simple output stage

Fig. l. Complete circuit diagram for the Acoustic Probe.
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that is unable to drive the earphone or
headphones at very high volumes. and
effectively has built-in limiting.

On the face of it, the higher the gain of
the circuit the better it will perform.
Unfortunately, it is not practical to use
ultra -high gains in order to enable extreme-
ly quiet signals to be detected.

The lowest sound level that can be
detected is mainly governed by the signal-
to-noise ratio of the amplifier's input stage.
Increasing the gain of the circuit simply
results in proportionately more "hiss" type
noise from the headphones, with low level
signals being lost in this noise.

Regardless of the amount of gain used,
signals below a certain level will be too far
below the noise level to be detectable. The
LF351N specified for ICI is an inexpensive
device that gives quite good noise perfor-
mance. However, a high quality audio oper-
ational amplifier such as the NE5534AN
will provide a significantly lower signal to
noise ratio and extend the capabilities of
the unit.

CONSTRUCTION
The circuit board is based on a piece of

stripboard that has 30 holes, by 16 copper
strips. Details of the component layout and
wiring, together with the breaks in the cop-
per strips are shown in Fig.2. The high gain
of this circuit make it vulnerable to prob-
lems with instability due to stray feedback.
so unless you know what you are doing it is
best to copy the layout shown here rather
than experimenting with your own design.

Construction of the board follows along
the normal lines, and starts with a board
being trimmed to size using a hacksaw. The
rows of holes are very close together so cut
along rows rather than trying to cut
between them. There will inevitably be
some rough edges and corners, but the
board is easily filed to a neat finish.

oFF

0O
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1 ---iii -.CP-2:4CA.

Next drill the two 3.3mm diameter
mounting holes and make the eight cuts in
the copper strips. The cuts can be made
using the special tool or a hand-held twist
drill bit of about 5mm in diameter. Make
sure that the copper strips are cut across
their full width.

The stripboard is then ready for the com-
ponents to be fitted. Start with the resistors
and link wires. Only three links are required
and they are quite short. so trimmings from
the resistor leadouts should suffice for these.
Then fit the capacitors, making sure that each
one has the correct polarity.

Now fit transistor TR1 and an 8 -pin d.i.l.
holder for ICI. The LF351N used for ICI is
not a static -sensitive device, but it is still a
good idea to mount it on the board via a
holder.

Use single -sided solder pins at the points
where the board will connect to Midi. SI,
SKI, and the battery; it is one millimetre
diameter pins that are required. A tool for fit-
ting them to the board is available, but they
can usually be pushed into place quite easily.

CASE
There is potentially some advantage in

using a metal case for a sensitive audio pro-
ject such as this one, because it can help to
screen the circuit from stray pickup of elec-
trical noise such as mains "hum". However,
a small plastic box should be perfectly all

CUTERMFGSRAZING -N4

1111r70 CV RA:L
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Fig.3. Screened microphone cable
must be used if it is more than a few
centimetres long.

COMPONENTS

Resistors
R1
R2,R3

R4.R5

R6
R7
R8
R9

gg®
4k7 am! irml
6800 72)111 -P':='11 -r

(2 off) TALK
39k

(2 off) page
68k
2k2
330k
560Q

All 0.25W 5% carbon film

Capacitors
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6_

100p radial elect. 10V
47p radial elect. 16V
10p radial elect. 25V
4p7 radial elect. 50V
1p radial elect. 50V
220p radial elect. 10V

Semiconductors
TR1 BC549 npn transistor
1C1 . LF351N op.amp

(see text)

Miscellaneous
MIC1 electret microphone

insert (see text)
B1 9V battery (PP3 size)
SK1 3-5mm jack socket

(see text)
S1 s.p.s.t. min toggle

switch
Small plastic or metal box, approx.

100mm x 75mm x 40mm; 0.1 inch matrix
stripboard. measuring 30 holes by 16
strips; battery connector; 8 -pin
socket; multistrand wire; solder, etc.

Approx. Cost
1E9Guidance Only

excl. headphones
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Fig.2. Stripboard component layout, off -board hard wiring and underside view
showing breaks required in the copper tracks.
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Layout and wiring of components inside
the mic. and 'phone socket well apart.

right unless the unit is likely to be used in an
electrically "noisy" environment.

The component panel is bolted in place
using metric M3 or 6BA bolts, and it is
advisable to use short spacers or some extra
nuts between the board and the case. This
prevents the board from distorting and pos-
sibly cracking when it is bolted in position.
The exact layout of the unit is not critical,
but try to keep the wiring to MICI and SKI
well separated.

The construction diagram Fig.2 shows
SKI as the usual open style 3.5mm jack
socket. This is the correct type of socket for
use with a crystal earphone, but a 3.5mm
stereo jack socket is needed for medium
impedance stereo headphones. The two
phones must be connected in series, which
means that the earth tag is ignored and the
connections are made to the other two tags
of the socket (either way round).

MICROPHONE
MOUNTING

The best way of dealing with the micro-
phone depends on the manner in which the
unit will be used. In most instances it can
simply be mounted at one end of the case.

Probably the easiest way of mounting it
is to drill a hole in the case of the same
diameter as the insert, and to then glue the
insert in this hole. An alternative

the small plastic case, keep the leads to

approach is to mount the microphone
insert at the end of a piece of plastic tub-
ing and to mount this tube on the case. An
advantage of this method is that it makes
it easy to manoeuvre the microphone into
awkward places, but it is difficult to pro-
duce a strong assembly that will not keep
breaking apart.

It is probably more practical to have the
microphone insert separate from the main
unit and connected to it via a screened lead
about 0.5 to 2 metres long. The screen of
the cable carries the earth connection, and
the inner conduc-
tor carries the
connection to
capacitor C3, as
shown in Fig.3.

The micro-
phone insert will
only work prop-
erly if it is con-
nected with the
right polarity. If
the polarity is not
marked on the
unit itself the
manufacturers or
retailer's litera-
ture should pro-
vide connection
information.

Usually one terminal connects to the
metal case of the insert, and this should be
the "---" lead that connects to the OV rail of
the circuit. Getting the polarity wrong is
unlikely to damage the insert, so if all else
fails trial and error can be used to deter-
mine the correct method of connection.

SEPARATE
MICROPHONE

If a separate microphone is used it is
possible to use a "proper" electret type.
complete with built-in battery supply. As
pointed out previously, RI, R2, and C2
must be omitted if a microphone of this
type is used. A "proper" electret micro-
phone should be fitted with a screened lead
and a plug. The plug will normally be a
3.5mm or standard (6.35mm) jack plug

The connections to the circuit board are
made via a socket of the appropriate type
fitted on the front panel of the case. The
unit will not work properly unless this
socket is connected the right way round. If
there are major problems with stray pickup
of mains "hum", etc. the socket is connect-
ed the wrong way round.

TESTING
With the headphones or earphone con-

nected and the finished unit switched on it
should be obvious if the unit is working
correctly. If all is well there will be a
noticeable "hissing" sound from the head-
phones or earphone, and sounds in the
room should be heard loud and clear.

If there is a "hissing" sound but no sound
pickup whatever, try reversing the connec-
tions to the microphone insert. If you are
using headphones maintain a reasonable
distance between the microphone and the
headphones or there could be problems
with acoustic feedback.

1 o=oreppo.
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CONTROL lit ROBOTICS
Ilford Instruments

BASIC Stamp Microcontrollers
Still the simplest and easiest way to get your project or
development work done. BASIC Stamps are small computers that
run BASIC programmes. With either 8 or 16 Input -Output pins
they may be connected directly to push -buttons, LEDs, speakers,
potentiometers and integrated circuits such as digital
thermometers, real-time clocks and analog-digital converters.
BASIC Stamps are programmed using an ordinary PC running
DOS or Windows. The language has
familiar, easy -to -read instructions such
as FOR...NEXT, IF...THEN and GOTO.
Built-in syntax make it easy to measure
and generate pulses, read push-
buttons, send/receive serial data etc.
Stamps from £25 (single quantities),
Full development kits from £79

PROGRAMMING

CUSTOMIZING

BASIC STAMP COMPUTER
11.000

&COTT

Full information on using BASIC
Stomps plus lots of worked
projects and practical
electronics help. CD-ROM also
includes 30+ past magazine
articles and Stamp software.
£29.95

Stamp2 based 3 -axis machine
Stepper drive Po X, Y and Z axes with 0.1mm
(4thou) resolution.
Kit conains pre-mothined frame components.
Complete with Windows software for drilling
pcbs.

Full kit at £249, Part kit at £189

TecArm4
tste.w range of robotic arms
for educational and hobbyist use
with super powerful servos.
Cc,ntrollirom PC (Windcr.is
freeivare provided) or from optional
keypad. Stands about 450mm
high when fully extended.
Kit includes all pre-cut body
parts, servo controller board,
servos and software Requires 9v Dc. Kits start at £189

_ On Screen Display
Superimpose test onto
standard CCTV from simple
R5232 serial line.
Ready built/tested at £59

IR Decoder Board
Control your project using a standard domestic
IR remote.
7 Output lines (5-v 0 20mA) may be set to
momentary or toggle ixtion
Simple teaching routine. Requires 9-12vDC
Supplied built and tested.
£29 single quantity

Milford Instruments
120 High Street, South Milford, LEEDS LS25 5AQ
Tel: 01977 683665 Fax: 01 977 681465

I

PIC'n
C I I

PIC'n

New to PICs or just wanting to learn more tricks?
We stock the excellent PIC primer books

from David Benson -
o complete beginner to the advanced user.

Low power, easy
serial interface

SERIAL LCDs
Bannish the hassle of interfacing to LCD displays.

We stock a comprehensive range of alphanumeric and Graphic LCDs -
all with on easy -to -use standard RS232 serial Interface. Sizes from

2x16 to 4x40 plus 128x64 graphic panels.
Prices start at £25 (single quantity)

StampBug
Stamp1 based walking insect
Fotsmrds,bock-wards and left/right turn when
feelers detect object in path. Up to 2 hours
roving from 4xAA Nicads. Chips pre-
programmed but programme may be changed
(software supplied). Body parts pre-cut.
Full kit £68

BigFoot
Stampl based walking
humanoid
Walks forwards/backwards
with left and right rum when
detects obstacles. Electronics
pcb pre -built and tested.
Programme pre -loaded but
may be changed with
supplied software.

Full kit £68

Alex- Animated Head
Stomp2 based controller with voice record -playback
copooility, FIR input and/or random playback. 4 -servo

. actions are recorded/edited one track at a time. May
also be controlled from PC.
Head kits start at £29. Controllers from £29

Servo Driver Board
Control up to 8 standard hobby servos from an RS232
serial data lire using this controller board. Simple command
structure holds servos in position until update is received.
Fully built and tested- requires 9vDC and servos. Supplied
with Windows freewcre
£29 single quantity. Optional keypad available.

All prices exclude VAT and shipping.
BASIC Stamp is the registered trademark of Parallax Inc. For further
details on the above and other interesting products, please see our web site-
www.milinst.demon.co.uk



EPE/ETI Tutorial Series

TEACH -IN 2000
Part One - Introduction

JOHN BECKER
What we propose to do during this 10 -part Teach -In
2000 series is to lead you through the fascinating
maze of what electronics is all about! We shall
assume that you know nothing about the subject,
and so shall take individual components and con-
cepts in simple steps and show you, with lots of
e*amples, what you can achieve, and without it tax-
ing your brain too much!

Through these simple steps we hope to prove to5you
that using electronic components need not be a complex
task and that, providing you think about each stage of
what you are trying to create, you can actually design and
build something that works!

In this Introductory section, we explain our approach to
the subject, what things you need to buy, and then lay
down a few simple ground rules.

UCH of electronics is about build-
ing blocks, and once you have
understood what some of the

primary building blocks can do and why
they can do it. these blocks can be com-
bined in many different ways to achieve
increasingly more sophisticated
goals.

To assist you in getting to know
about the various building blocks,
a set of illustrative computer pro-
grams has been prepared. We
believe these to be capable of run-
ning on any comparatively recent
PC -compatible computer (from
Windows 3.1 upwards), provided
that it can accept a 3.5 -inch disk or
is capable of downloading the pro-
grams from the EPE web site. It
should have a colour monitor.

SOFT APPROACH
We stress, though, that it is not

necessary to own a computer in
order to gain benefit from follow-
ing this Teach -In series. Whilst
you will not gain full benefit if you
don't have a computer, the series is
structured so that it can still be
studied beneficially without one.

At present, programs are available to
accompany the first few parts of this ten
part series. Others are in preparation and
will be available later on in the series.

The software is available on 3.5 -inch disk
from the EPE PCB and Software Service, see
that page in this issue - disk
EPE Teach -In 2000). The same software
may be downloaded free via
ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk or via
http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk.

To instal the software on your computer,
follow the instructions provided with the
TEACH2K.TXT text file. This can be read
using DOS EDIT or through any normal
wordprocessing software (including
Windows Notepad and Notebook).

The Teach -In 2000 programs not only
illustrate particular electronics concepts
discussed in each Tutorial part, but also

offer you interactive involvement, with the
ability to specify your own component val-
ues. Self -test and experimental exercises
are included, to really let you get to grips
with understanding this fascinating
technology.

digital to analogue conversion, computer
interfacing, timing calculations, frequency
generation, frequency counting, simple
audio amplifying, to name but some of the
wide array of subjects to be featured.

The series is not directly related to any
formal courses or qualifications on
electronics, but is based around
those subjects which the author has
found to be most important during
several decades of involvement in
electronics, both professionally
and as a hobbyist. It should appeal
to anyone of any age who wants to
get to know what electronics is all
about, and to put it to good use.

JUST PLUG IN
The vast majority of the Teach -

In exercises and experiments are
carried out on a plug-in bread-
board, and use a 6V battery as the
power source. You do not need a
soldering iron for the first several
parts of Teach -In. However, later in
the series, some of the circuits dis-
cussed will benefit from construc-
tion on a printed circuit board
allowing their long-term use as
items of test equipment. For these

constructions' a soldering iron will be
needed.

Although this Teach -In will not instruct
you in soldering techniques, we have avail-
able the excellent and highly -acclaimed Basic
Soldering Guide by Alan NVmstanley (EPE's
equally excellent and highly -acclaimed On -
Line Editor!), which will tell you all you need
to know - it is obtainable from the Editorial
Office and via the EPE web site.
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Photo 1.1. Ohm's Law interactive screen
(discussed in Part 3).

In future parts, the software will addi-
tionally allow you to use your computer as
an item of test equipment, allowing you to
input data from both analogue and digital
circuits, displaying it as meaningful screen
data and/or waveforms.

This facility will be of great benefit to
you long after you have learned the infor-
mation offered during the series.

COVERAGE
The subjects to be covered include

(amongst other things) facts and equations
for using resistors, capacitors, potentiome-
ters, diodes, light emitting diodes, transis-
tors, logic gates, other digital circuits.
operational amplifiers, liquid crystal
displays, signal waveforms. Ohm's Law
and its derivatives, binary and hexadecimal
logic, analogue to digital conversion,

WHAT YOU NEED
There are two groups of items you need,

comprising hardware and the electronic
components themselves. You should get
many years of value out of them!

Some of our advertisers are putting
together special Teach -In packs and readers
should browse their adverts and check out
the Shoptalk page.
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WHAT YOU NEED - Basic Items

 Digital multimeter, preferably a
good one, but even a cheap one will
allow you to perform all the tests we ask
you to do during the series. It is recom-
mended that if you can, you should buy
one which not only has test probes, but
also test leads with clips on one end.
allowing the leads to be clipped onto
component wires and legs.

If you cannot obtain clipped leads, you
can easily make your own using two 0.5
metre lengths of extra -flexible wire, to
which you connect miniature insulated
crocodile clips at one end, and 4mm
plugs at the other (or to suit meter). The
colours should be red and black.

Battery connection leads can be simi-
larly made, to the same length, with insu-
lated crocodile clips at each end.

 Plug-in breadboard, 64 holes long,
14 holes wide, basic hole spacing (pitch)
0.1 -inch (2.54trun) - see Photo 1.2.

 Heavy duty 6V (volts) battery, with
spring terminals - see Photo 1.2. Do not
use any battery that has a different stated
voltage (e.g. a 9V battery MUST NOT be
used).

 Solid core connecting wire, approx
22 s.w.g. core diameter, one small reel
(preferably plastic coated, any colour, but
may be "naked").

 Wire cutters (for cutting component
leads and connecting wires).

 Wire stripper for small diameter
plastic -insulated wires (typically size
1.2mm diameter).

 Small electrical (insulated) screw
driver (blade tip about 3mm wide).

 Small thin -nosed pliers, insulated
handles.

 Extra -flexible stranded plastic cov-
ered wire (approx. 2mm dia.), 2 metres
each of red and black (or green).

 Miniature crocodile clips, insulated
covering, preferably with screw termi-
nals to which extra -flexible wire can be
secured (they will otherwise need solder-
ing), 10 off (some for future use).

 4mm plugs (optional, see multime-
ter note above), one each of red and
black, preferably with screw terminals.

 lmm terminal pins, double -sided -
a handful (see text).

 larm pin headers (say 5 strips, each
about 20 pins).

 Miniature solder-
ing iron, mains pow-
ered, 15W, bevel tip
approx. 3mm wide.

Solder, multi -
core, 22s.w.g.

WHAT YOU 'WEED - Electronic Components
 Resistors
470, 1000, 2200, 4700, lk, 2k2, 4k7, 10k. 22k, 47k, 100k.

220k, 470k, 1M, 2M2, 4M7, IOM (say 5 off each).
All values rated at 0.25W (or 0.33W) 5% carbon film.
 Capacitors
10p, 22p, 47p, 100p, 220p, 470p (say 5 off each).
All miniature polystyrene or ceramic (disc or plate).
In, 2n, 4n7, 10n, 22n, 47n, 100n, 220n, 470n (say 5 off each).

All miniature ceramic (disc or plate).
1p, 2p2, 4p7, 10p, 22p. 47p, 100p. 220p, 470p, 1000p,

2200p (say 5 off each up to 100p, 2 off each 220p and above).
All electrolytic, radial mounting.

All capacitors should have a minimum working voltage rating
of 10V (a higher voltage rating is acceptable providing the size
of the component is not too great - component suppliers' cata-
logues should quote the physical size of capacitors in relation to
their capacitance values and voltage ratings).

 Preset Potentiometers
1000, 4700, lk, 4k7, 10k, 47k, 100k, 470k, 1M (say 2 off

each). Miniature round, enclosed, horizontal, printed circuit
board mounting.

 Control Potentiometers
100k linear, 100k logarithmic. Panel mounting, "standard"

diameter mounting bush and spindle, preferably plastic spindle
(without switch).

 Semiconductors
Red light emitting diode (l.e.d.), about 5mm diameter (say

10 off)
74HC04 CMOS hex inverter gate (2 off)
74HC14 CMOS hex Schmitt inverter gate (2 off)
 Miscellaneous
ORP12 (or NORP12) light dependent resistor (l.d.r.)
10k thermistor (n.t.c. type)

A few other components will be called for in later parts of the
series (but not before Part 4). Amongst them will be:

1N4148 signal diode (say 10 off)
1N4001 rectifier diode (say 5 off)

QUANTITIES
1 he quantities and values of components

we suggest are not only so that you can per-
form the wide variety of experiments that
we discuss, but will also result in a good
"spares" collection for future long-term
use. Go for largtr quantities than those
given for resistors and capacitors if funds
permit (say 10 off each, for example).
Where no quantity is stated, only one item
is required.

With regard to resistors and capacitors,
if you can buy a "bumper bundle" of
mixed values do so, but do ensure that
they are of reasonable size suited to
breadboard use at a minimum of 10 volts
(and that they are of good quality). They
should include the majority of the values
listed (and possibly other values abs well).
Avoid resistors that are rated for 1 watt or
greater since their size may be too great.

Whilst you may not understand the val-
ues listed (although you'll soon do so!),
your component supplier will if you just
present the list to him.

Photo 1.2. Examining one of the breadboard experiments in
Part 2.

BC.54- 9 (or 2N3704) npn transistor (say 5 off)
BC559 (or 2N3702) pnp transistor (say 5 off)
LM358 duel op.amp (say 3 off)
74HC00tMOS quad 2 -input NAND gate
74HCO2 CMOS quad 2 -input NOR gate
74HC08 CMOS quad 2 -input AND gate
74HC32 CMOS quad 2 -input OR gate
74HC86 CMOS quad 2 -input XOR gate
74HC4017 CMOS decade counter
74IIC4024 CMOS 7 -stage binary ripple counter
TLC549 analogue -to -digital converter
DAC0800 digital -to -analogue converter
Miniature active buzzer
Low-cost pair of high impedance personal headphone,
Miniature jack socket to suit personal headphones
Miniature electret insert microphone
36 -way Centronics female parallel printer port connector (p.c.b.

mounting, and for which a p.c.b. will become available)
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Fig.1.1. Arrangement and interconnection of the
breadboard strips. Note that the outer strips
between 31 and 34 are not connected.

Fig.1.2. Example of trimming and
shaping resistor wires to fit into bread-
board.

BREADBOARD
CONSTRUCTION

You will see that the holes in the bread-
board are arranged in groups of five. Beneath
the holes are miniature electrical clips. All
five clips in a group are electrically connect-
ed and all groups are electrically isolated
from each other (with the exception of the
two parallel strips to either side of the board).
The arrangement is shown schematically in
Fig.1.1.

Components are plugged into and
between the clip groups so that they
become inter -connected in a specific

electrical configuration, as
required so that they perform a par-
ticular function when electrical
power is applied. Examples are
shown in Photo 1.2.

Components are usually sup-
plied with connecting wires that
are far longer than required (espe-
cially resistors and capacitors).
Prior to plugging a component into
the breadboard, we suggest that
you cut the wires to a length of
about 1.5 centimetres away from
the component's body.

This should allow you to easily
handle the components, yet avoid
the possibility of extra long wires
adversely touching the leads of
other components. The length
should also allow test leads to be

clipped onto the component wires.
You will need to bend the leads of some

cuntl,unents (resistors and diodPs in particu-
lar) so that they plug into the board. This is
illustrated in Fig.I.2. Make the bend just frac-
tionally away from the body of the compo-
nent, especially the diodes which often have a
glass body that may fracture if subjected to
stress when leads are bent Thin -nosed pliers
are useful to help form the bend.

Components may also be linked to oth-
ers using short lengths of the solid -core
wire specified earlier (the cut-off wires of
components can often be used for the same
purpose). Cut the length you need and then
trim off the insulation (if present) to a
length of about 1 cm, using the wire strip-
pers. Thin -nosed pliars can shape the wire
as required for plugging in, but you may
simply bend the wire by hand if you are just
making experimental links.

If you are using uninsulated solid -core
wire, ensure that it does not adversely con-
tact other components.

Short lengths of solid -core wire may also
be inserted in the board to assist in the

connection of power/meter leads and their
clips. A better option is to use the double -
sided 1 mm terminal pins listed earlier.

ELECTRICAL POWER
Two terms that will be used frequently

in this series are voltage and current.
Their units of measurement are volts and
amps. Sub -units of measurement are also
used, which will be defined in due course.

To explain the nature of electrical power
would take us into atomic physics, which
we have no intention of exploring.
However, we can simply explain the con-
cepts of the terms by using a time-hon-
oured analogy:

Imagine a water tank with a hole in its
base. We are sure you know that water will
flow out through the hole at a rate depend-
ing on the fullness of the tank and the size
of the hole.

The greater the pressure of the water, the
faster that it will flow through the hole. The
pressure depends on the height of the water
above the hole. The volume of water that
flows through the hole depends on its diam-
eter. In electrical terms, the "height" is
expressed in "volts", the volume of flow is
expressed in "amps".

There is an allied third term, watts,
which expresses the amount of power that
flows in respect of given values for volts
and amps (it is the result of the two values
multiplied together).

It is important to be aware that electron-
ic components will only accept voltage,
current and power flow within specified
limits. These limits vary between compo-
nent types and must not be exceeded
(although there is usually a fairly wide mar-
gin of excess which they will tolerate for
short periods).

All this will become much clearer as we
progress through the series. Refer now to
the first Tutorial, and let's start exploring
electronics!

TEACH -IN 2000 Tutorial I
COLOUR CODES AND RESISTORS

RtGirrt.Y or wrongly, we are going to
assume that you don't yet know
what component types look like. No

doubt we're wrong - but we've got to start
somewhere! (And if we are right, you
should also page through that excellent lit-
tle free gift on the front cover of this issue
- the Identifying Electronic Components
booklet.)

Once it's arrived through your letterbox,
within that bag of components you've
bought for this Teach -In series (as recom-
mended in the Introduction) will be some
that look like those in Photo 1.3.

The component on the left is a light
emitting diode (1.e.d.), a resistor (having
four coloured bands) is in the centre. The
right-hand component is an electrolytic
capacitor (to be discussed in Part 2).

Photo 1.3. Left to right: Light emitting
diode, resistor, electrolytic capacitor.

LEO BY THE LIGHT
Find a red Le.d., plus a resistor whose

bands are coloured yellow, violet, brown
and gold, in that order. Plug them into your
breadboard as shown in Fig.1.3, tht:n clip
the two power leads to your battery as
shown in the Photo 1.4.

You will now see one of two situations -
the l.e.d. is glowing nicely ("turned on"),
or it is not glowing at all! Disconnect the
battery. Now unplug the l.e.d., turn its
leads round the other way and plug it back
in. Connect the battery again. Whichever
case was true first, the opposite should be
true now.

This experiment with the l.e.d. is an
example of the use of a semiconductor, a
class of electronic component that has
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Photol.4. Power leads clipped to Le.d.
and resistor experiment.

thousands of members in its enormous
range of families, and which includes not
only such simple items as 1.e.d.s, but also
the highly sophisticated microprocessor
that controls your computer.

P What you have been shown is that semi-
conductors will (normally) only work in a
circuit if they are connected to its power
supply the correct way round. There are
other components, too, which are equally
dependent for their correct operation on
being connected the "right" way round. We
chat! say more on this as we progress
through the Teach -1n series.

With the l.e.d. positioned in its "glowing"
direction, and with the battery disconnected,
unplug the resistor. turn it round and plug it
back in. Reconnecting the battery, the I.e.d.
should still glow. A simple second lesson, but
just as important - resistors are components
that are quite content to be connected either
way round into a circuit.

What we have also implied through the
above examples is that power supplies
should always be disconnected or switched
off before physical changes are made to any
circuit. Always do so, even if we don't actu-
ally say so each time a change is suggested.

MARKED DIFFERENCE
Now find a resistor whose bands are

brown, black, red and gold, and another
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Fig.1.3. Component positions and bat-
tery lead connections for the l.e.d. and
resistor experiment.

whose bands are red, red, brown and gold.
In turn, plug these resistors into the

board in place of the original one. What do
you observe with each of them? The I.e.d.
glows less brightly with the brown, black,
red and gold resistor, but glows much more
brightly with the red, red, brown and gold
one. Now try a brown, black, yellow and
gold resistor - no glow at all!

Why the difference in l.e.d. response to
components that look the same physically?
Well, that is the aim of this Teach -In - to
tell you about not just resistors, but other
important types of component as well, in
such a way that you understand how they
behave and how you can use them to per-
form meaningful tasks in circuits of your
own invention.

The lesson you should learn from this
last experiment is that components may
look alike, but identifying marks (in this
case coloured bands, but may be numbers
and letters in other instances) are vitally
important - they state a component's
"value".

What that information conveys depends
on the component type involved, but in the
case of resistors (whose nature will be
explained more fully later) it states the
amount of "resistance" that they offer to
electrical current when it flows through
them.

Each of the three resistors you've just
used have different amounts of resistance,
and the colour code, once you know how to
read it, tells you that value. The observed
response of the I.e.d. depends on the volt-
age applied to it and the amount of resis-
tance that the voltage has to flow through.
We chall presently look at resistors in
detail. but first let's examine colour codes.

BASIC COLOUR CODES
Whilst resistors are a prime example of

components that are likely to be colour
coded, others such as capacitors, diodes,
inductors, transformers, ribbon cables. con-
necting wires, plugs and sockets often use
them as well, although perhaps not quite so
widely.

Consequently, one of the most important
skills that any would-be electronics con-
structor should acquire is the ability to cor-
rectly read colour
codes.

First, then, let's help
you to become familiar
with the basic colour
codes and the numbers
that they represent. The
way in which groups of
colours are interpreted
on the components
themselves will be
described when we dis-
cuss those items. The
10 basic colours are
allocated as in Table
1.1. As we shall reveal
later, however, they are
not the only colours
available, although the
remainder are not used
in the same way.

We have set up a
simple computer pro-
gram which will help
you to learn these
colour codes and their

Table 1.1. Basic colour codes used
in electronics.

Colour
Black
Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Violet
Grey
White

Coded Number
0

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

values, and to prove to yourself that you do
actually remember them.

Run the Teach -In software program and
select Menu Basic Colour Codes. the
middle of the screen you will see the 10
colour codes, not only numbered and
named as in Table 1.1, but also with their
colours alongside them. Do be aware,
though, that the limits of the computer
screen prevent the colours from appearing
in exactly the same hues as you might see
on actual components.

It has to be said, however, that there is no
full standardisation on the exact hue that
might be printed on components by their
manufacturers - they seem to take very
wide artistic licence on occasions. It's not
uncommon, for instance, that it may be dif-
ficult sometimes to differentiate between
one manufacturer's red, and another's
orange.

However, what you see on the screen
(your computer being satisfactorily set-up,
of course - and not driving a black and
white monitor!), should be sufficient to get
you well acquainted with colour codes.

Press <S> to select Self -Test On/Off. A
"questions" box appears to the right of the
colours display (Photo 1.5), and the colour
order in the main box changes and the
values disappear. Your task is to use the
cursor arrows to select the colour whose
number is given in the question.

A random number generator variously
selects questions on colours and values.
Correct answers earn you points. So give
yourself a test!

Pressing <A> provides the answer if you
want it, and <S> re -displays the correct

BASIC COLOUR CODES]

VIOLET
GREEN

YELLOW

RED

BROWN

GREY

ORANGE

BLUE

BLACX

WHITE

-4

SELF -TEST ON/OFF: S
EXIT TO MENU:

UHAT COLOUR IS 4 ?
MOUE SLIDER 4 <1. t>
THEN PRESS CENTER>
OR (A> FOR ANSWER

YES IT'S YELLOU

RIGHT = 3
OUT OF 3

ANOTHER WM?

Photo 1.5. Section of the computer program display which
invites you to test your knowledge of colour codes.
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colour code sequence and its numbers.
Pressing <M> returns you to the main
menu.

RESISTORS
With basic colour codes under your belt

(or at least on visual display demand if nec-
pscsiry), let's see how they apply to one par-
ticular group of components, resistors.

But, we ask ourselves back at Editorial
HQ, do you who are reading this actually
know what a resistor is? Perhaps not, even
though you've just been using some, so
perhaps we should explain matters (and
apologise to those of you who do know for
taking up your time - but why not read it
anyway, you might be reminded of some-
thing you've forgotten).

It's inevitable, of course, that in explain-
ing resistors we have to use some terms
which you might not be familiar with yet.
Such terms will be covered as we progress
through the Teach -In series, and we expect
that eventually you will want to re -read the
series from the beginning, at which time

al things will begin to slot more firmly into
place if they haven't already.

BLOW THAT WORM!
Let's nive you an analogy about resis-

tance (no, not using water this time). You
can be the pushing power instead of the
weight of a tank of water.

Take a deep breath and see how easily
you can blow it all out again. Not very hard
is it? What about if you try to blow it out
through a tube, a bit of garden hose?
Slightly easier once you've blown out the
worms, but still quite hard. Now do it
through a drinking straw - really hard, and
you probably fail to breath out fully before
you need to take another breath.

So what is it that makes the ease of blow-
ing out so different between the three meth-
ods? Yes, its the diameter of the hole you
are blowing through - big cake hole (!),
medium pipe hole (smaller with the worm
at home!), small straw hole; and what are
the holes doing to the flow of air as you
breath out? They are resisting it!

In electronics, a similar situation can be
said to apply to the way that electrical cur-
rent flows out from a battery (say) - the
amount by which it flows in a given period
of time is relative to the "hule size" of the
object through which it flows, i.e. to the
resistance that the object offers to the elec-
trical current. Although, of course, resistors
don't actually have holes in them, unless
someone's been malicious!

THE OHMS HAVE IT
As you will discover in due course,

everything offers different amounts of
resistance to electrical current flow, from
almost utterly -totally -nil to almost
absolutely -never -to -be -penetrated total
refusal.

Any material that permits an electrical
current to flow through it is known as a con-
ductor. But, all conductors, however good,
try to resist the electricity flowing through
them, in other words, they all have resis-
tance. Even the copper wire which caries
electrical current into the appliances in your
home has resistance. It may be small when
measured on a meter, but it's still there.

Conversely, some materials have a resis-
tance to electrical current flow which is so

great that, to all intents and purposes. they
can be regarded as non-conductors or insu-
lators, such as rubber and many plastics, for
example.

The amount of resistance which a con-
ductor has is expressed as a value in units
called ohms (in honour of Georg Ohm, a
Bavarian pioneer in the investigation of
electrical phenomena, born 16-3-1789,
died 16-7-1854).

The symbol for ohms as a unit is Greek
omega, Q. However, you may often see
capital R used in place of 52 since not all
typing equipment can produce an Q sym-
bol! (Not all computers have the symbol
either - the Teach -In software uses the term
ohm (or capital R) rather the symbol Q to
keep it compatible with readers' different
system types.)

It might be said that the whole function
of electronics as a technology is to control
the rate and amount by which electrical
current flows from one place to another.
Generally speaking, while the current is
flowing, it is expected
to actively do some
work: drive the loud-
speaker that shatters
your hearing, create
that enthralling games
display on your com-
puter screen, cook your
microwave snack for
the correct time (some-
times!), and so on.

There are, though,
some components
which are manufac-
tured to control the
electrical flow in a
passive and far less
dramatic fashion.
Amongst them are the
group which are actu-
ally named for their
ability to resist the
flow, resistors. It's
astonishing what can be achieved by
something that just resists when it is used
in conjunction with something else that
inhibits or encourages electrical flow.

The purpose of resistors, then, is to pas-
sively limit or set the flow of current
through a particular path in an electrical
circuit. It is reasonable to say that, how-
ever complex the circuit in which they are
used may appear, this is their primary
function.

There are many ways in which the attrib-
utes of that function can be exploited in
conjunction with other components to
achieve not only simple results, such as
producing a voltage drop at a paYticular
point in a circuit, but also more sophisticat-
ed results, such as helping to determine the
rate at which some other change occurs.

You will encounter two symbols used in
electronics to represent a resistor in circuit
diagrams. They are shown in Fig.1.4. The

Rg.1.4. The symbols commonly used
to represent a resistor.

zig-zag symbol is the one on which we at
EPE have standardised, inheriting it from
the original publishers of EE and PE before
the merger, IPC Magazines, who first intro-
duced many of the UK's leading electron-
ics publications. The symbol's history dates
well back to earlier years of the 20th
Century, and could even be older, maybe
Georg Ohm invented it.

In circuit diagrams and constructional
charts, a resistor's numerical identity is
usually prefixed by 'R', e.g. R15.

Since most resistors you are likely to
encounter will have their values shown as
coloured bands, we'll discuss those next.

RESISTOR COLOUR
CODE PROGRAM

We've set up a computer program that
illustrates how the values for resistors are
expressed in ohms and how those values
are showb as colour codes. So, from the
software's main menu, select Resistor
Values and Colour Codes.
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Photo 1.6. Resistor values and colour codes displayed on
the interactive computer screen.

There is a great deal of useful information
available to you from this facility. Primarily,
you have the main colour codes that you
examined (and learned, we hope) in menu
selection 1 (see Photo 1.6). Above it are two
additionalcolours which, had the screen been
capable of it, would be seen as silver and
gold, but we have to make the best of using
their names plus colours of grey and yellow
to represent them.

Horizontally near the bottom is the rep-
resentation of a resistor having four colour
bands. Looking vertically above these
bands you will see four arrows, three point-
ing left and one pointing right. The arrows
point to the same colours that you see in the
resistor bands below them. These arrows
are under your control using the keyboard
cursor keys, up. down, left, right. Try them.

MEET THE BANDS
While moving the arrows, you will see

that the details at the top right of the screen
change as well. You should begin to recog-
nise a pattern in the Resistance Value num-
ber in relation to the arrow positions and
associated colour numbers. Let's explain it.

Most resistors which you will be
required to use in your early days of learn-
ing about electronics are likely to have four
coloured bands. The bands are read fmm
left to right, with the resistor facing in the
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direction as shown on -screen - the colour
group to your left. They are named in left to
right order as Bands 1, 2, 3 and 4. (Band 4
may be further to the right on some resis-
tors.) Also see Fig.l.5a.

Bands 1 and 2 provide the first two digits
of a resistor's value, and Band 3 provides a
multiplying value (shown in decimal on the
left of the screen) which is applied to the
basic value. The number of zeros for each
multiplying factor is the same as the num-
ber of the colour code that represents it, e.g.
blue = six zeros = a multiplying factor of -
1000000 (1 million).

You will also notice that there are multi-
pliers of 0.1 and 0.01, represented by gold
and silver bands respectively (if only the
screen could show it better!).

Resistance values below 1000 are shown
in units of ohms, they are then shown in
kilohms until 1000000, when they are
expressed in megohms. There is also a third
term which you may encounter, giga -
1000 million times, e.g. gigohms.

While you are using the arrows to get the
hang of the colour banding system, also
look at the Nearest E24 Value at the top
right of the screen. You will see that it does
not always follow the Resistance Value
answer. This is not because the answer is
wrong, but is because that particular value
is not manufactured in the range known as
the E24 Range (see Panel 1 - Resistance
Ranges).

Apart from using the arrows to set the
values, there is another way to set them
using the arithmetic keys, + - * /. Try
them and watch how not only do the
numeric values change, but the arrow
positions and the coloured bands on the
resistor as well.

RESISTOR CODES
SELF -TEST

Pressing <S> clears a fair bit information
from the screen leaving you with a colour
chart, some arrow positions, a coloured
resistor and randomly selected questions to
answer.

Pressing <A> or <ENTER> provides
the answer, <S> returns the full screen
information, and <M> returns the main
menu.

MORE ON RESISTOR
CODES

Up to a resistance tolerance of 1% and
a power rating of one watt (tolerance is
discussed in moment - and power factors
another time), resistors are labelled in the
colour coded fashion you've just been
examining. From 0.5% tolerance and two
watts rating, the values are given in fig-
ures. There are exceptions to both these
conventions.

Many of the colour -coded resistors
which you will normally encounter are
likely to have a tolerance of 5% or
greater (we specified 5% for those you
have bought), and will have four
coloured bands as we've shown.
although the fourth band may be further
away from the other bands than is shown
on your screen.

As a re -cap away from the computer, the
colours used on the four -band resistors
we've been discussing are summarised in
Table 1.2. The codes have been established
by international agreement.

Fig.1.5. Resistors (A)

having four
coloured bands
are those you will
normally
encounter, but 5 -
banded resistors
also exist.
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PANEL 1 - RESISTANCE RANGES
If you count all the E24 answers given

by the computer display for all the
Resistance Values between, say, 10 and
99. you will find that there are 24 of them,
which is what E24 means -24 values to
the multiplier decade.

There are other ranges manufactured as
well: E6, E12, E48, E96, for example,
each having the number of values per
decade as indicated by the "E" value.

Standard resistor values within the
ranges may at first sight seem to be
strangely numbered. There is, though, a
simple logic behind them, and it is to do
with the tolerance ranges available.

In fact. there's not really very much to
the concept of tolerance: it's just that
when anything is manufactured in quanti-
ty. it is expensive to ensure that every sin-
gle aspect of each and every individual is
absolutely identical. Nor is it necessary in
many applications that absolute identical-
ness should be achieved - some situations
can accept wider variations than others,
i.e. they are more tolerant. Where a wider
tolerance can be accepted, so the manu-
facturer can produce the product more
cheaply.

PERCENTAGES
With resistors, for example, values can

be categorised as being within so -many per
cent of the nominal value, within ten per
cent of it for example, which would be
expressed as ±10% (or, somewhat loosely,
just as 10%). In other words, a resistor said
to be 100 ohms ±10% could have an actual
value that is 10% above or 10% below 100
ohms - i.e. from 90 ohms to 110 ohms. A
100 ohms 1% resistor, though, could have
an actual value of between 99 ohms and
101 ohms - but it will cost more than the
10% type. As a constructor, you will
normally use 5% resistors.

The "E" series values are based on'toler-
ances of ±0.5%, ±1%, ±.2%, ±.5%, ±10%
and ±20%, and are respectively known as
the E192, E96, Fi48, E24, El2 and E6
series, the number indicating the quantity
of values in that series. Thus, if resistors
have a value tolerance of 5%, for example.
a series of 24 values can be assigned to a
single decade multiple (e.g. values from 1
to 9, or 10 to 99, or 100 to 999 etc.) know-
ing that the possible extreme values of each
resistor overlap the extreme values of adja-
cent resistors in the same series.

Work it out for yourself for the follow-
ing 24 values which comprise the E24
(5%) series:

1-0, 1-1, 1.2. 1.3, 1-5, 1-6, 1-8, 246-2.
2.4, 2-7, 3.0, 3.3, 3.6, 3.9, 4.3, 4.7, 5.1.
5.6, 6.2, 6.8, 7.5, 8-2, 9.1

You probably noticed a sequence like
this when using the arrows and other con-
trols on the screen.

As another example, the E6 (20%)
series simply has six values, as follows:

1.0, 1.5, 2.2, 3.3, 4.7, 6.8
Any of the numbers in an E series can

be applied to any decade multiple set.
Thus, for instance, multiplying 2.2 by
each decade multiple (1, 10. 100, 1000
etc.) produces values of:

2.2 (2Q2), 22, 220. 2200 (2k2), 22000
(22k), 220000 (220k), 2200000 (2M2)

WITHOUT A POINT
Note an interesting point about the

alternative way of expressing the deci-
mal point for some of these numbers. as
shown in brackets: the use of Q. k and
M. This is another answer to a typing
problem! The decimal point in a num-
ber may not always be printed clearly.
and the alternative display method is
intended to help avoid misinterpretation
of component values in circuit diagrams
and parts lists (and on the components
themselves when colour coding is not
used).

These value series apply not only to
resistors, but to capacitors and inductors as
welL For the latter componentsu (micro),
n (nano), p (pico) may be used in place of
the decimal point, e.g. 202, 2n2, 2p2.

DISPLAY RANGE
Now you will understand why the

E24 value on your computer display
does not necessarily tie in with the
Resistance Value. We could have pro-
grammed the software for other ranges
too but, frankly, for most of what you
are likely to design or construct, the E24
series is going to be the principal one
you use. As far as this Teach -in is con-
cerned, we specified resistors having
only three values to the decade, 1, 2.2,
4-7. This was to keep down the cost, but
other values will find their uses in other
applications.

You should now also understand the
other three (middle) lines of the top right
group in the computer display for resistor
values - Resistance Min -Max and
Spread. The use of arrow 4 should now be
apparent, it lets the program select and
calculate the tolerance factors without
you troubling your pocket calculator.
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Table 1.2. Colour codes for resistors
Colour Figure Multiplier Tolerance
Silver - 0-0152 10%
Gold - 0.1 g 5%
Black 0 152 -
Brown 1 10t1 1%
Red 2 10052 2%
Orange 3 1k0 -
Yellow 4 10k2 -
Green 5 100k0 0.5%
Blue 6 1MQ 0'25%
Violet 7 10%10 0.1%
Grey 8 1 GUM '7
White 9 - -

Life can get a bit more complicated
though - colour coded resistors of 2% or
less may have more than four bands, such
as the example shown in Fig.1.5b. So let's
briefly compare the way in which four and
five banded resistors are "decoded".

Noting the way in which the resistors are
shown in Fig.1.5a, and reading from left to
right, the four band example is interpreted
as:

Band 1: brown = 1
Band 2: black = 0
Band 3: red = 2 (102 = 100)
Band 4: gold = 5

indicating a resistor whose value is 10 x102
= 1000 = 1 k.Q. with a tolerance factor of
5%.

The five band example is interpreted as:

Band 1: red = 2
Band 2: yellow = 4
Band 3: black = 0
Band 4: black = 0 (100 = 1)
Band 5: red =2

indicating a resistor whose value is 240 x
100 = 240Q, with a tolerance factor of 2%.

Examples of the way in which resistors
have their value printed on them in figures
instead of colours are given in Table 1.3,
which shows the internationally recognised
coding.

Observe in Table 1.3a how the decimal
point is expressed, that the ohm symbol is
shown as an R. and that 1000 is shown as a
capital K. Note that although capital K is
commonly used in circuit diagrams and
parts lists to mean 1000 ohms, lower case k
is generally to be preferred since capital K
has widely become used in computing to
mean 1024 (210, which has significance as
a 'round' binary number (10000000000).
Binary numbers will be discussed (and
actively illustrated on the computer) in a
future part of Teach -In.

Table 1.3a. Example labelling of
resistors in figures.

Figure Code
0.10 R10
0.33 R33
1.0 1R0
1.33 1R33
10.1 52 10R1
100 O 100R

kf2 1K0
10 kf2 10K
100 100K
1.0 MO 1 MO

10 MO 10M
100 MO 100M

GO 1G0

PANEL 2 - RESISTOR FACTS
In manufacturers' data sheets, several

parameters will be quoted about the nature
of a particular type of resistor. One factor
which will be specified is the material
from which it is made, i.e. whether it is
made from carbon, or a ceramic material,
or a metal oxide or even made from wire
wound around its body.

The principal parameters for a resistor
are:
 Resistance value, which may be

expressed in ohms (0), thousands of
ohms (kilohms or just kO, or some-
times KO) or millions of ohms
(megohms or MO)

 Power rating in watts (W)
 Resistance tolerance, expressed as a

percentage of its set value, e.g. t5%
 Temperature coefficient, expressed as

the amount by which the set value will
change with temperature, variously
expressed as parts per million (ppm) or
percentage change per degree Celsius
(%/°C).
The significance of a resistor's power

rating and temperature coefficient will be
discussed in another part of Teach -In.

Some common types of resistor are:
 Carbon film/ceramic: normal require-

ments
Carbon film/ceramic: increased

demands
 Carbon film/ceramic: precision resistors
 Carbon film/ceramic: low drift/high

reliability .

 Metal oxide film: heat resistant to
175°C

 Wire -wound: different constructions for
high loads and spevialised applications
Carbon film resistors are those you are

most likely to encounter in constructional
projects, although metal oxide are not
uncommon.

Resistors are available as individual com-
ponents and also as resistor modules in
which several resistors are enclosed in a sin-
gle package, with the connecting pins
arranged either as single -in -line (s.i.L) or
dual -in -line (ALL) configurations (the latter
look similar to integrated circuits - discussed
in other pans of this series). The internal
arrangement of the resistors within the mod-
ule may be several individual resistors, or a
network configuration, as shown here.
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Table 1.3b. A further letter is then
appended to indicate the tolerance.

Letter
F

G
J
K

Ai

Tolerance
±15-0

±2%
±5%
±10%
±20%

RESISTOR QUALITIES
You have discovered that resistors allow

current to flow in either directionand offer
the same amount of resistance to it in which
ever direction it flows. In other words, its
resistance value is supposedly fixed during
manufacture - within the tolerance factor
discussed in Panel 1.

However, this "fixedness" is not an
absolute value true at all times and in all
situations. It is a value that exists only
under a given set of circumstances. Internal
and external factors can affect the actual
value of a resistor, such as the amount of
heat to which it is subjected, for example.

The way in which a resistor varies its
"nominal" value depends on how it is man-
ufactured, some information on which is
given in Panel 2.

OTHER RESISTIVE
COMPONENTS

We commented earlier that everything in
nature has varying degrees of resistance to
an electrical current, from practically nil to
practically infinite. The resistors we have
been discussing are just one class of com-
ponent whose basic resistance is pretty well
fixed. Not surprisingly, this class is more
strictly referred as "fixed resistors".

There several other classes of resistive
component, however, whose nature will be
discussed in future parts of Teach -In. They
include components whose resistance
changes in response light level, iempera-
ture, voltage, humidity and pressure, and
are known as sensor resistors.

Another group provides variable resis-
tance according to the position of a mov-
able contact. These components are usually
known as potentiometers.

For this month, though, we've come to
end of Tutorial 1. But we hope you will
now turn to the Experimental article.

Next month we introduce you to capaci-
tors, and what happens when they are
connected to resistors - it's, all to do with
timing.
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TEACH -IN 2000 Experimental 1

MEASURING AND CALCULATING RESISTANCE
IN the Introduction to this Teach -In, we

said that you should acquire a digital
multimeter. Here's your first opportuni-

ty to put it to use - measuring resistance.
Plug the black lead into the socket

marked COM, and the red lead into the V -
OHMS socket, and switch on. Switch to the
highest OHMS range and clip the leads to
either side of one of your resistors selected
at random.

Now switch the OHMS range until a sen-
sible -looking reading is shown on the
meter's display. How does this value com-
pare to that indicated by the colour code on
the resistor?
# Express the difference between the actu-
al reading and the coded value as a per-
centage, and satisfy yourself that the value
is within the tolerance indicated by the tol-
erance band on the resistor.

Refer back to the Colour Codes program
if you've forgotten how the codes are
interpreted.

Also satisfy yourself that you get the
same reading whichever way round you
connect the probes.

What you may find, however (and inter-
estingly), is that the decimal places of the
value may change if the temperature of the
resistor changes between the readings. Try
warming the resistor by holding its body in
your fingers between one reading and
another.

Check out a few more resistors for their
coded and actual values. Indeed, if you've
bought the mixed selection bag of resistors
suggested in the Introduction, take this
opportunity to sort the them. Small press -
to -close clear polythene bags are ideal to
keep them in once categorised, with self-
adhesive labels stating the enclosed value
(the coded value, not the meter -read value).

You will thank yourself later for taking
this trouble now. The sorting will also help
to reinforce your immediate recognition of
a resistor's value from its colour code. It
soon becomes instinctive for most common
values (and what are common values? you
may ask - that too you will soon get to
know).

al®6u ON
0022

Fig.1.7. Measuring the resistances of two (a) and three (b) serially -connected resistors.

RESISTORSINSERIES
Two terms you will frequently encounter

are serial and parallel. They describe how
two or more components are joined togeth-
er. Serial connection means a chain of com-
ponents joined as shown in Fig.1.6a and
Mg.1.6b. Parallel connection refers to the
configuration in Fig.1.6c and Fig.1.6d.

It is frequently necessary to connect
resistors together for a variety of reasons,
and to be able to calculate a number of
values that result from that connection.
Let's take two resistors in series and see
what we can establish from them. Select
any two resistors of roughly adjacent val-
ues, e.g. 47k0 and 100kS2 (call them RI
and R2), and plug them into your bread-
board as shown in Fig.1.7a.

Photo 1.7.
Three resistors
in series on the
breadboard.

Fig.1.6. Examples of resistors in series (a and b) and in
parallel (c and d).
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First measure the actual resistance of
each resistor in turn, making a note of it.
Then connect your meter probes to either
end of the chain and note the reading. Add
the two individual readings together and
compare to the reading across the whole
chain. How do the two results compare?

Yes, they are equal (within the accuracy
with which you actually took the readings).

Add another resistor (call it R3) to the
chain as shown in Fig.1.7b, another 1001a
for example. Measure the resistance across
R3 and note it. Then measure the resistance
across the whole rhlio. Now add the indi-
vidual values of all three resistors together
and compare with the total chain value. Yes,
again the two are identical.

From this we can say that the total resis-
tance across any quantity of resistors in
series is equal to the sum of their individual
values. In other words we can say that:

Total resistance = Rli-R24R3 ... etc.

POTENTIAL DIVIDER
Let's now put battery power across some

resistors in series and see what voltage we
can find at their junctions. This configura-
tion is known as a potential divider, -
because the potential (battery voltage in
this case) is being divided by the resistors
to produce the voltage at their junction.

For starters, we'll examine two 10 kil-
ohm resistors in series. Connect them and
your 6V battery as shown in Fig.1.8a.
The equivalent circuit diagram is shown
in Fig.1.9. Insert 1mm pins (or short
lengths of solid -core wire) into the posi-
tions shown in Fig.1.8 for the power con-
nections, and then clip the power leads to
these pins.
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Fig.1.8. Measuring the voltages across two (a) and three (b)
resistors in series.

Fig.1.9. Equivalent circuit for two resis-
tors in series across a power supply.

Switch your meter to the first range
above 6V d.c. With the black lead on the
battery's "-" (negative) terminal (call this
point OV - "nought -V") and the red one on
its "+" (positive) terminal (call this point
Vin - "V -in"), measure the actual voltage
being supplied by the battery. For this dis-
cussion we will assume that it is exactly 6V

With the black lead still on "-", touch
the red lead to the junction of the two resis-
tors (call this junction Vout -
V -out"). What voltage do you read at Vout?
It should be half the battery voltage, 3V.
Does this surprise you? It shouldn't
because the reason is perfectly logical.

The two resistors have the same value
and so the voltage drops equally across
both of them. Vout is therefore half of Vitt.
This fact is true whenever two resistors of
the same value are connected in series
across a power supply. Substitute any other
two resistors of the same value (say two 47
kilohm resistors) for the two 10 kilohm
ones and check this out. Try it for other
pairs as well.

RATIOS
What happens, though, when two resis-

tors in a chain do not have the same value?
Well, it's just a matter of ratios:

Referring to Fig.1.9, you take the value
of the total resistance across both resistors
(R1+R2), divide this value into that of the
resistor at the bottom of the chain (R2), and
then multiply the answer by the total volt-
age across both resistors (Vm). In other

words, and referring
to Fig.1.9, the calcula-
tion required can be
summarised as:

Vout =
R2/(R I +R2) x Vin

In Fig.1.9, let's say
RI is 100k0 and R2 is
47kQ. The total resis-
tance of RI+R2 is
147k0, call it RT. We
know that the battery
voltage (Vin) is 6V, so
we can say that the
voltage at Vout can be
expressed as:

\but =
R 2./RT X Vin

Substituting the
known values, we get:

Vout =
47k0/1471d2 x 6V =
1.918367V

which is near enough equal to 1.9V
With RI and R2 (at the new values)

inserted into your breadboard as shown in
Fie.1.8a, check this out with your meter.

Fig.1.10. Equivalent circuit for three
resistors in series across a power
supply.

Supposing, though, you had three resis-
tors in series, as in Fig.1.10, how do you
calculate the voltages at junctions Voutl
and Vout2. Well, again it's very simple: RT
becomes R 1+R2+R3 and you write the for-
mulae to read:

Voutl = (R2+R3)/RT x Vin
Vout2 = R3/RT x Vm

or just:

Vout = Rx/RT x Vm

where Rx is the total resistance of all the
resistors in series below the junction whose
voltage (Vout) you need to know. Check
this out with any three resistors in your
breadboard as in Fig.1.8.

We expect you will appreciate that this
principle can be applied to any number of
resistors in a serial chain - which observa-
tion suggests another experiment for you:

Chain as many resistors of whatever
value you like and connect the battery
across them. Now calculate the voltages
you expect to find at each junction, and
then use your meter to check the actual

Fig.1.11 Measuring the resistance of Iwo
(a) and three (b) resistors in parallel.

voltage against your calculation. (There is,
though, a cautionary note presently - Meter
Resistance - about the meter itself actually
affecting the accuracy of the readings. If
your voltage readings are not quite what
you calculate, it may be the meter to blame,
not your brains!)

RESISTORS IN PARALLEL
Look back at Fig.1.6 where examples of

resistors in parallel are shown (Fig.I.6c and
Fig.1.6d). That's what we shall discuss
now. Connect two 10k0 resistors (R1, R2)
into your breadboard as shown in Fig.1.11.
What do you think is the total resistance
that your meter will show when connected
across them?

Hopefully, you'll respond in a flash:
"half of 10kQ"! Yes, of course it is, it's
SkS2 - prove it on your meter's ohms scale.
Any two equal value resistances in parallel
will have a total resistance of half the value
of one of them.

What, though. if two parallel resistors
have different values? Sad to say, it now
becomes a bit more complex, but not a lot!
There is a simple formula that expresses the
way to do it:

RT = 1/(Rxl+Rx2)

where Rx 1 = 1//21 and Rx2 = 1/R2.
Such calculations, of course, really need

your calculator to work out the one -divide -
by bits. But if you take it in small steps it's
quite straight forward, even if a bit tedious.

First, let's prove the formula using two
equal value resistors. the two 10kQ just
mentioned (remember that 10k52 actually
means 100000):

For RI Rx 1 = 1/R1 = 1/10000 = 0-0001

m o a 0, it In co N. Cit in in U) WI 44) Vf elf In in In  
aij

  e6   6     
Photo 1.8. Breadboard with three
resistors in parallel.
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We know that R2 = RI, there-
fore Rx2 = 0-0001.

Add Rxl+Rx2 (= 0.0002) to
produce an intermediate answer
(call it Ry).

Now RT = 1/Ry = 1/0.0002 =
5000 = Skil Point proved!

Now try it for RI = 100kc2 and
R2 = 471c51. Do you get answer of
31.97279k0 (or very close to it)?
Good, you've got it!

Right then, next stage - more
resistors in parallel. Easy. you just
extend the formula:

RT =
1/((1/ft1)+(l/R2)+(l/R3)+(etc))

Let's try you with three resistors
in parallel: 100kg, 47kg and 10k.Q.
If you get an answer of 7.617504k52
(or very close to it) then you really
have understood. Try this out with
the resistors in your breadboard as shown in
Eg.1.11 and Photo 1.8.

You will have noticed that twice we've
said "or very close to it". Different calcula-
tors may well give slightly different num-

% tiers for the final decimal places - this is
quite normal and, generally speaking, of
little consequence. In many instances, all
you may really need to know is the answer
rounded to two decimal places (even fewer
on occasions!).

The answers we've given were calculated
by our Teach-ln software. Run it and select
menu option Resistors in Series and Parallel.
This program illustrates examples of resis-
tors in series and parallel, plus formulae, and
the option to change the values allocated to
the resistors, see Photo 1.9.

At the top right you will see RI high-
lighted. Its value can be changed by use of
the arithmetic keys (+ - * /) on your key-
board - try them. Then use the up/down
arrow keys to change the highlight to one
of the other three options, R2, R3 and V.

When highlighted, any option's value
can changed. Resistor values are those
from the E24 series from 1 ohm to 1

gigohm (1000 megohms). The <+> and
<-> keys step up and down in single E24
values, <*> and <I> keys step up and down
in decade multiples.

The volts range is from 1V to 10V,
always in steps of IV which ever arithmetic
key is pressed.

V Ill
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Photo 1.9. Resistors in series and parallel, with calcula-
tions, displayed on the interactive computer screen.

Fig.1.12. Why a meter (represented by
resistance RA4) affects the voltage
reading at resistor junctions.

You will notice that whenever any value
is changed, the formulae are recalculated
for that new value. Note that answers may
sometimes be expressed with an ending
such as E-02. This simply means that the
preceding value has to be multiplied by
10-2. For example 4.678013E -02V =
4.678013-2 = 0-04678013V.

You will notice that current flow values
are also shown. They will be discussed on
another occasion.

Ah, and now you've spotted that enticing
Seft-Test option! Press <5> to enter it.

There's little to say about what you now
see on the screen - except that you need to
follow the instructions that have appeared.
On a random basis, the computer selects

the questions it wants you to
answer. They are all to do with
what you have been told about
resistors in serial and parallel.

You select the value for the
resistors in question, calculate
your answer and then tell the com-
puter to shOw the answer it has cal-
culated. Your aim, of course, is to
achieve the same answer. In prac-
tice, your- answer may be slightly
different from the computer's for
the final decimal places, for the
reason discussed earlier.

It is for this reason that you are
not asked to key -in your answer
for it to be checked by the comput-
er, with points being awarded
accordingly.

When you've tested yourself as
much as you want, press <S> to
return to -the previous full -data
screen, or <M> to return to the

main menu.

METER RESISTANCE
Just one final point: when measuring the

voltage at serial resistor junctions, the
resistance of the meter itself can affect the
reading in some situations (see Fig.1.12).
The meter's resistance (Rm) is seen by the
serial circuit as resistance in parallel with
that below the junction (R2), and the junc-
tion voltage falls accordingly. This effect
will be most obvious when high values of
resistance form the chrtin. Note that ordi-
nary analogue meters have a much lower
internal resistance than the digital type
which (we hope) you are using.

Why not check out your meter now?
Connect two 10MQ resistors in series
across your 6V supply. If your meter were
perfect and had absolutely infinite resis-
tance, you would normally expect to see
exactly 3V at the junction of two (exactly)
10MQ resistors in series across (exactly)
6V. What voltage reading do you see on
your meter? Can you work out its resis-
tance from this reading? We shall refer to
this matter again in Teach -lit Part 2.

We'll have more Teach -In intriguements
next month - join us!
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SHOP -Fr; TALK
with David Barrington

Vibralarm
The main cause for concern when collecting together the parts

needed for the Vibralarm project will be a source for the delicate
bi-morph vibration sensor. This is a piezo ceramic element and
was purchased from Electromail ( t.q.. 01536 204555 or RS
hffp://rswww.con), quote code 285-784. The lowest order quantity
listed is 5 off (£1.45 each). Being such a fragile element. it may not
be such an expensive investment!

Next on the list of -hard-to-find- are the resistors. The 100
megohm (100M) cermet film fixed resistor and the 10?.4 preset
potentiometer also came from the above company: quote codes
158-222 and 387-048 respectively.

Instead of a single 100M resistor, you could use three 33
megohm -high voltage- resistors from Maplin, code V33M. These
would need to be connected in series. zig-zag fashion, and the
remaining two ends soldered to the R2 pads on the p.c.b. The micro
piezo siren used in the model was also obtained from Maplin, code
JK42V.

Once again. Electromail was the source for the low -current, low -
power, low -noise Zener diode. code 184-6661. If a different Zener is
used, you will need to check the stabilisation and possibly reduce
the value of RI as outlined in the setting -up procedure.

The -double' printed circuit board is available from the EPE PCB
Service, code 230 (see page 852).

Acoustic Probe - Starter Project
We do not expect any component buying problems to be encoun-

tered by constructors of the Acoustic Probe, this month's -starter
project- for the novice.

It readers do experience any difficulties in locating a suitable
microphone insert through their local supplier, Maplin certainly list
two. Quote either EM -60B sub -min. code FS43W or EM -10B ultra -
min. code 0Y62S.

The LF351N op.amp gives quite a good signalinoise ratio and is
fairly inexpensive. However, if you are looking for enhanced perfor-
mance, you could try using a high quality audio op.amp such as the
NE5534AN. This should provide a significant improvement in the
signal-to-noise aspect and extend the probe's capabilities. Most of
our components advertisers should be able to supply either of these
op.amp i.c.s.

You can use either a crystal earphone (preferred) or medium
impedance headphones of the type sold as replacements for use
with personal stereo units. The circuit is unlikely to give worthwhile
results with low impedance types.

Finally, as you will need to trim the stripboard to size, we suggest
you go for a fairly large piece so that the off -cut can be used for
another project.

Demister One -Shot
Not too much can go wrong, we hope, when searching for com-

ponents for the Demister One -Shot project. However, before under-
taking this project, you should first check whether you may be
infringing your warranty rights if you tap into your vehicle wiring.

The special U6047B automotive -type timer i.c. was obtained from
Maplin, code AH44X. They also supplied the heavy-duty 12V relay,

with 16A rated contacts (code JM26D) and the small -axial lead- 1A
fuse. code DA53H.

The printed circuit board is available from the EPE PCB Service,
code 245. We strongly recommend that the p.c.b. is mounted in the
case using nylon nuts and bolts and you must use auto -type wire
and connectors where specified.

Ginormous Stopwatch
As the Ginormous Stopwatch project originated from Australia.

we thought we were going to have problems sourcing components.
But thanks to the efforts of Ned, the author, it has not been too
dramatic an experience.

Starting with the u.h.f. modules. these are listed by Maplin
(www.maplin.co.uk) and carry the following order codes: u.h.f.
recdecoder CR76H: and the keyfob u.h.f. transmitter CR72P.
(These are not cheap!) You could also try contacting Veronica FM
(0 01274 816200 or http://www.veronicalm.co.uk) or Suma
Designs (T.1 01827 714476). who might be able to help here.

The BD681 Darlington transistor may be hard to find. but the sug-
gested alternative TIP141 and TIP142 should be readily available.
Note the differing pinouts for the TIP devices.

Ready programmed PICs are available from the author for the
sum of £10 each (for either the Digital module or Stopwatch) or £50
for six in any combination, with_free postage to anywhere in the
world. Payments should be made out to Mr. N. Stojadinovic. His E-
mail address is: vladimir@u030.aone.net.au or write to: Mr. N.
Stojadinovic, PO Box 320, Woden ACT, 2606, Australia.

A programmed PIC16C55 is, also available from Magenta
Electronics (0 01283 565435 or httpnagenta2000.co.uk) for
the inclusive price of £5.90 !overseas readers add £1 for postage).
For those who wish to program their own PICs, the software is avail-
able from the Editorial Offices on a 3-5in.. PC -compatible disk, see
EPE PCB Service page. If you are an Internet user, it can be down-
loaded Free from our FTP site:
ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uklpubs/PICSistopwatch.

Regarding the door minder -guards-. we are informed that most
-through-beam detectors- will work with this project. The following
sources and items have been suggested: Oatley Electronics,
Australia (1.72 029584 3563 or www.oatleyelectronlcs.corr):
Kemo Electronics (www.kemo-electronic.com) light barrier, code
BD45: Maplin (www.maplin.co.uk) through beam detector, code
SHO9K; Farnell (15" 0113 263 6311 or www.farnell.com) miniature
photoswitch, code 532-472. Check prices before ordering!

Finally, the printed circuit board is available from the EPE PCB
Service. code 246.

Teach -In 2000 (Part 1)
To help take the pressure off newcomers to the mysteries of elec-

tronics, some of our advertisers have put together component and
hardware packs specially for the new Teach -In 2000 series. More
will be added as the series progresses.

To date. participating advertisers are as follows and readers are
advised to contact them for more details:

ESR Electronic Components (0 0191 251 4363 or web
http:',www.esr.co.uk) Hardware -Tools and Components Pack.

Magenta Electronics (0 01283 565435 or http://www.magen-
ta2000.co.uk, - Multimeter and Comp. Kit 879.

FML Electronics (0 01677 425840 - Basic Comp Sets.
N. R. Bardwell (0 0114 2552886) - Digital Multimeter special

offer.

DON'T MISS OUT - NEXT MONTH IT'S CIRCUITS GALORE!
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tar 92 105VSA. Atm 1O121nreatsfen gives =a-
mmo Coma a wears_ s- svDC._ Tice provided.
3067IL7 MSS
 3 1 5 MARNE. El RELAY BOARD Covet *eel
MIA RAIL", Ha Red IP) re-ett ov-or. Dora
arse P ark" 6 rear en c oly. as Ow 2 as
cob& 3 oranen rogo Ocaro-40
Tyr easel al Ccrperralsp-trated Rows PCB
7E49= 30/2431 LAM
 PC CONTROLLED RELAY BOARD
Career: try 2E6 atacrO PC rid a cedered oft -
17=C CCCMSW tc .75 tan asti! so to

hrrs- i v_va oeveas -vo-re re
1.a.OA7!zay u raCary using 8

2401AD121. vocon Woo DOS tames, Sa-rpia
pra;car-s..te-Mstr-Wrores stir/&s:3 crya

pGre,15 ezti4) ereweed 12VDC PCB
70a.r.Mrrs 3074 -KT MSS
 2 CHANNEL UHF RELAY SWITCH LMs re
aaIS tran&-.--4WAwiew *was 38A15 bats put
aaLdss PCB A creme' control uns
240VADIDA relays (assaapper--) Uora Orgrl
LEDs umo re* s13. -par. 33032 -KT

 TELEPHONE LINE RELAY SWITCH erste
4 r.er yaw ;raw Ins tam acrostwe n re
Acrid `surly code. Its preeren=
oWar,Val-Am-pea PCB 78.4105rrn
£4295
 PC DATA ACOIRSITIONCONTROL UNIT Lea
lea PC to 115121 phrese ate igess 014 Pis -
sue Mossera_se. 1syt1.. sante areal abets
noessaint. reftyA M 1. (fiats ale 12127635
S toe ratite to control otreai Manes Ma
rrprces. Se -ea. retayS. Sava & stepper 1(5155.
inns= 16 dcrma & 11 anrAne. ev ra-edgoo
& 1 engages. Auto ease se orinbad to vraerwei, rY:crElinTa
& al ado:ewes (exoed wenn & cabal ya-
rded. 12VDC. M93 -KT £7995

 PIC 16071 FOUR SERVO MOTOR
DRIVER Simultaneously control up ID 4
servo motors. Software & a8 comp:netts
(except servos/control pots) supplied.
WOG. PCB SOx7Omm. 3102 -KT £13.95
 PC SERIAL PORT 50LATED 10 BOARD
Premiss e4-4240VAC,10A rody °Apia &Nwpa4 tD.-
may Cesired Ls use -an s
contra & sarsrc appbatons age= swap.
eaWsnal sar; rout sans% ecrad doura &
arterial 9oaage Cartraraa re sada pot
 a terreenal (tmt eta
WwooM.. Can ate used arel7P.Xpraerecee-

g Sieben Par.. -c Case rsts vma tiotrcy
canes M wwwerfs catie) =vow_
31064cr £44.95
 TRIIPOLAR STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER fa

SSS lead rats & arc's Ca?
reas Drecton co -SO & end, ova70. Ware. 2-
11a0! & 0329yeee rep rre-4-.9 4 LED
13ea `s ear. t 3109-K11 312.35

PC CONTROLLED STEPPER
MOTOR DRIVER Control Mn uripotar
stepper motors (3A max. aeon) via PC
printer port. Wave. 2 -phase & haftwere
step modes_ Software accepts 4 digital
inputs from enema! switthes & wit single
step motors. PCB fits in 0 -sire case pro -
Video. 3113 -KT £15.95
 12 -BIT PC DATA ACOULSITIONICON-
TROL UNIT Simaar to kit 3093 above but
. 5S-3 a 12 bit Analogue -to -Digital

Converter (ADC, with internal analogue
multiplexor. Reads El single ended chan-
nels Or 4 &Kers/that iraou or a mixture of
both. Analogue inputs read 0-4V. Four
TTLCMOS cornpatb inputrout-
pins. ADC conversion time ciOuS.
Software (C. 08 & Wm). extended D shelf
case & as components (except wnsors &
esae_ proOsTe0, 3116 -KT £44.95

itirmaa RECEIVER PAIR 2-0- tton
royttio sryix 303-379-PU Tx are 30et ra-co.
Re:aver wooed rrod. are r271M Meccas
50 30A15 613-95
 UQUID LEVEL SENSOR RAIN ALARM 5116
attests 0.61 Woes a U,ciy re pass-oe d fad
Rs.* ouSLI 57 c-ard 2 psrp ss aostroroo
woo seen oaten 'eNet_ 10EMICT
66.95
 UNIVERSAL TRIER &e.sn oym-: .seermes
tells, ti Celts Cl tits tve 0.1-
65536a a 1 5eocn7. saps from 01-e55364.
Moos 4 acre rag types frps2 peen
eke:rear, soared verage veadargsaroas
tcard real Si mesh 240VSA. Bar. sertszee &
at trerled. PCB 53 a 97,rn 3054 -
KT 62435
 STEREO VU METERsschra p:c rr--se poser
..aro 2 roes 10 LEDs irmaed -yea, vie:rnareig

tar raspier 0-3Cda
 AM RAMO KIT 1 Er:KIRA*, Frequorcy ters-
e -O. angle dap Alecto IC A 2 Saud ado

AI oorrocnans Nearer cran-
ed PCB 32,102rros. 3063-1a DIPS
 NEGATIVE1POSTTIVE 1034 GENERATOR
Sea -dud Coduaott-Wain resapeer circut
'.miff- MINWW.Ze teased 3057 -KT
EILS5
 OffiLL SPEED CONTROUER 54.at the
speed d yet eieonc Gee eccor&g to Me pb
hon. S.dede Iv 240V ACT:sirs wrteM. des

700W poser POE 413rrn a E5errn Boa ;wo-
rded 60744ff 215.00
 3 INPUT MONO MULER Hdeverciere ND
orret is each read ard separate tere&Yette
comot. boa west 249nsV ISV DC PCB-
S:re a 18Erve 1052 -KT £1645
 CAR ALARM SYSTEM Protect ma tar bran
set Fe La 155, sareor w..nesritoot
4"4 vo-os dors urea and tomato:I wen
each solace Eruyad arzesset ed
alustable aim dra m 6-12V CC PCS: 47rno

35n-rn 10194CT 0.95 Bar £640
 ELECTRONIC SIRENS Welt traces:we SW
Poser care,t Sere ter a8no system& Car.
rreatrblos. etc. OgAoA frowency 12047._ 6.1211
DC PCB: 37rren s 71nsn Sr en roc worded
1003 KT £5.95
 DOG SILENCERPEST SCARER Art To:
samba -keg mat 1(4 arrrea a Pasi rem-
se/y lard last Old L'as ot harm twerp.
be dogs all roar a ea.,' Warn on non dogs.
eaeopt dear ea seed crew En 305 rage 30
mesas &poled site PCBa3 cernosco-da and a
%1/1 Inc/wry meelar. 10-16V DC.500rnA 3026-

7; p, DICE Ctassic. irgr to electronos
7 LEA simulate (Use

rodoten. crelitur307§31(.7u.set ran-

 STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN Tests tp...nd-
eye co-orcknation. Press switch when
green segment of LED tights to climb the
gainsay  rrvss & start agerd Good intro
to several basic circuits. 3005 -Kr £7.95
 ROULETTE LED Sal spin nerd to -sleet
Pon doer. & ernes into a set 10 LEDa Good

300E -T
ivo cuMSS os diCEVIS 01..23 3 CC -A -CS

 DUAL LED DICE PIC 160.5e :km2 rer.0.17-ec
51,155 krctol b 3000-I17 300.5 tea ,*a Oce
Good two a trento-coreolers 30714cT 111.95
 IV 30910N TUBE FLASHER Trar.t...r ce-
p -a sa sL SV =Pry .2 Ras. a 25erre Y_ssan

&69.L..t49 [ash Ma (025-2 SAY) 3022 -
KT E10-05
 LED FLASHER 1 5 Lava 51421 red LEDS :ash 7 1.,.-tezrra 1.4-50
 LED FLASHER 2 Sraio es atom as r-,1 an
seo.eree rrc.2 Morays.
30551 -KT 64-50
 160SI PIC PROGRAMMER Few
S sersra Uwe awry PC m,aae wt Ali-e-oez-.e.
adman & doct.rer reseed e lean & tot
Lass uC oordai 3031 -1ST OOPS
 SERIAL PIC PROGRAMMER for all
8/18128/40 pin DIP serial programmed

PICs. 3rd party software supplied expres
atter 21 days (costs US525 to register).
3096 -KT £12.95
 'MALL SERIAL & PARALLEL PIC
PROGRAMMER for all 6/16.28140 pin
DIP pae.tel AND serial PICs. Incerdos
fully funcarmal & registered SiSharer0
(DOS W3.1. W95-). 3117 -KT £5495
 ATMEL 89Cx051 PROGRAMMER
SZmette-touse yet powerful programmer
for the Atte? 89011:151. 8802051 &
6304051 uCS. Programmer does NOT
require sofhtare caner than a ter-
minal emohnor program (twin
VAndows). Can be used vwth ANY corm
war, .3121 -KT £24.95 avrMatcrPgv trA1TTIRY CONVERTER
Rotas ereemse 911 larers eras ecoros*
ISV =ems PISP1 LIMA sacs LIP 1 d 2
Akre:ow...a to ova 9W1TarrA 30354CT LASS
 STABSUSED POWER SUPPLY 3-301/,25A
tlaal Ine hotcym & cm'emcnai Letermy Very
rola:re & vmaOtr dftignW ersrar-0 feaster-
aPe Free. Shea dear rzti.wo, Var-ara5 DC
wages (3-30V). Reset tolo-a 225 Ago igwe

wccant YoJ 1.34 wcoy a ,-99';C0S4
trarsbtrreer PCS Y...112:= Mara tee -O -d1
10074CT 617.50. Custom Designed Bat 2037

634.95
STABILISED POWER SUPPLY 2-

301B5A As tot 1007 above tut rated at
a

Mine. Requires a 24 VACSA tranOorrner.
1096 -KT £29.95. Custom Designed Box
2096 £34.95
 RR POWER SUPPLY Deaoa-W ru peso R.
tranarruseraterters Bodo hip eiSertestet &

p<vaems now. memsw,17.
-stwede-9 Imes en. O_Tur 12.14VOCIA
Ths........d.mt draft tomoO,cn & ele=fo- iz'f
brssWz* vo: 16VAG'3Asaralarret
PCS 72.82,m 1171 -KT 12425
 AICRORSIKE ALARM Wet a relate vender
Pan= (..44--art.seneersryjltaehearna.arrare d
table 131,3W '22121& smart a.1t1 Way
Vara:Pa arel. !Fn nor, rdcras ataha icsm-
rg dente =r1 to =easel Ara 612400
PCB 57a34'ran 10114CT 610.95 Bea L595
 LIGHT ALUM Prded yo -r Aarrn
sot.res a Dote Morels oroles scut d Iota
Rase el cam boa de 30084CT £4.93
 PIE20 SCREAMER 11018 d as

'.is r for son 2 a 35orn ciao .

Lut rao see ten moon may Um as an
ca ad. b. Ani 6-SVDC. 3015 -KT 6855

 COMBINATION LOCK Versatie t4ee-
Vatic lids comprising main circuit & Sep
arate keypad for remote opening of lock

supprzed. 3029 -KT £8.95
TRASON1C MOVEMENT DETEC-

TOR Caryl locied detector beware), er
stabray & refob&y. PCB 75x4Orroi houses
as components 4-7m range. At pstable
sensitkity. Output wit dare external
reWykircits. 9VDC. 3049 -KT £11.95
PLR DETECTOR MODULE 3-eael ,,,,rtier! Ltd
p.= taiXI or-dar
alarm sysano 3076 -KT £735
 INFRARED SECURITY BEAM When
the irwiatfe IR beam is broken a relay is
tripped that can be used to sound a beg or
alarm. 25 metre range. Mas-rs rated relays
provided. 12VDC operation. 3130 -KT
£1.95
 FUNCTION GENERATOR Ood A.!..p Dad-

& we theca: ca -ass bees ado rent
scare ram fell -6303U, triarge & patalcr ere
rrep G WM: 3023 -KT £3.95
 LOGIC PROBE teva CUOS & TTL eitaaM &
dew bat ems Vase & acio relemos

Zae. P.A intanclave aceled 3024 -KT

 SQUARE WAVE OSCILLATOR C.-aam=e
aware maw a 6 geed teepana of=os er
10 /roe, 111-10010I2 Veoral 5-
18VDC Boa awned 3111 -KT vas
 PC DRIVEN POCKET SAMPLERDATA LOG.
0611 Aral-oas very ce sa70s, reco-O
to to 2Yo-20V oar percda tram fltir-SELOtea
rrsZrett050 aso re usaraxasfr. calleta
1755 13 wa'r'e5350 & Cent Waal up Ss
atca..t 51)55 Senesce & 13 -shat rasa rides
3112 -KT 61566
 201W2 FUNCTION GENERATOR l-1.re, Uri
sqs all area op la 20Ala-fa cher 3

tarn moss and "Ine true-ey aqr
rent areas Atipsmete lospe tern 0.2V op A
TIL meat e rood:word kr =recto-mei a:e-

rnes, Uses MAX033 C F.Dc cos se,
tonemo Twit &a4 orpowtt van

ad 7-12VAC 310t -KT 641235
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ELECTRONICS CD-ROMS
ANALOGUE ELECTRONICS
by Mike Tooley
Analogue Electronics is a complete learning resource for
this most difficult branch of electronics. The CD-ROM
includes a host of virtual laboratories, animations,
diagrams, photographs and text as well as a SPICE
electronic circuit simulator with over 50 pre -designed
circuits.
FUNCTIONS
The component values on all
circuits can be edited and the user
can use the simulation engine to
see how the value of each
component affects circuit
performance. You can, for instance,
alter frequency and phase angle
and plot outputs on a virtual
oscilloscope or show load line
graphs etc.

COVERAGE
Sectigns on the CD-ROM include:
Fundamentals - Analogue
Signals (5 sections), Transistors (4
sections), Waveshaping Circuits (6
sections); Op.Amps - 17 sections
covering everything from Symbols
and Signal Connections to
Differentiators; Amplifiers - Single
Stage Amplifiers (8 sections),
Multi -stage Amplifiers (3 sections);
Filters - Passive Filters (10
sections), Phase Shifting Networks
(4 sections), Active Filters (6
sections); Oscillators -6 sections
from Positive Feedback to Crystal
Oscillators; Systems - 12 sections
from Audio Pre -Amplifiers to 8 -Bit
ADC plus a gallery showing
representative p.c.b. photos.

 Includes SPICE circuit
simulator with over 50
circuits

 Unique virtual laboratories
 Editable assignments
 Design parameters for circuits

included

 Complete hi-fi amplifier case
study

'"'"413 AmigaSan 0.10.0 MOO

- t

lemma rbe.bbeb

1.81 13-11/

Complimentary output stage.
-414

beemeemeebb
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tat pm. bee bee.

, . ItZ1

6,0
Twin -T phase shifting network

,..416 STSInell blemembegollm

, PINI

........bbbee 11
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be*ay.. labs

6 t i i, 1 .-.

...............
bp dame. rnebe.

'''..... b.i Vs-.
.

a buimboasem
.

. .. 4111/-- -. .."

...7.=....Z.a.
meg be..... boa. *Zs

eim:s11
, " . -SR

.
ibbebeeembb gen bye.....ma.ag..a.t....d..".

- -

i.
..- =1-7 V-..ei -41....1t. i -.aI
Gallery -Wideband Amplifier

Prices for each of the two CD-ROMs above are: Institutional (Schools/HE/FE/Industry)
Institutional 10 user (Network Licence)

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices)

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS
by Mike Tooley
Digital Electronics builds on the knowledge of logic gates
covered in Electronic Circuits & Components (below), and
takes users through the subject of digital electronics up to
the operation and architecture of microprocessors. The
virtual laboratories allow users to operate many circuits on
screen.

I l'&4&.11 .e.f.wowemt.d.,

0164 Neebelble OPENED

.lerbimmom abeam.  Se emm.4 'srE.bag aemeaLbra

urautabee ems,
nftwesibbeemembable.1ma2 =Warms ts

e. Mabee

= 1.-421

Virtual laboratory - Flip -F ops

,-414 mewl' s)-220 h.. Web beereem

-__=1-,1---Pr* 1.41 ,"
Virtual laboratory - Traffic L ghts

&IM=11.11.21MS
I

1;711 -i&__aski    a   &

rbk

Al- I

a.. w.

mac crii
Microprocessor

FUNDAMENTALS
Fundamentals introduces the basics
of digital electronics including binary
and hexadecimal numbering
systems, ASCII, basic logic gates
and their operation, monostable
action and circuits, and bistabies -
including JK and D -type flip-flops.

COMBINATIONAL
LOGIC
Multiple gate circuits, equivalent logic
functions and specialised logic
functions such as majority
vote, parity checker, scrambler,
half and full adders. Includes
fully interactive virtual
laboratories for all
circuits.

SEQUENTIAL LOGIC
Introduces sequential logic
including clocks and clock circuitry,
counters, binary coded decimal
and shift registers.

DIGITAL SYSTEMS
AID and D/A converters and
their parameters, traffic light
controllers, memories and
microprocessors - architecture,
bus systems and their arithmetic
logic units.

GALLERY
A catalogue of commonly used
IC schematics taken from the
74xx and 40xcK series. Also
includes photographs of
common digital integrated
circuits and circuit technology.

Hobbyist/Student £45 inc VAT
£99 plus VAT

£199 plus VAT

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS & COMPONENTS
+ THE PARTS GALLERY by Mike Tooley

Electronic Circuits & Components provides an introduction to the principles and application of the most common types of
electronic components and shows how they are used to form complete circuits. The virtual laboratories, worked examples and
pre -designed circuits allow students to learn, experiment and check their understanding as they proceed through the sections orr
the CD-ROM. Sections on the disk include: Fundamentals: units & multiples. electricity, electric circuits, alternating

circuits.Passive Components:resistors, capacitors, inductors, transformers.
Semiconductors: diodes, transistors, opamps, logic gates. Passive Circuits . Activef rimusgmaisas

I ....
ellm ten moo eilb

meets. vele  vamp elbe ..11.
Sower. VC le
6Newie e.ebe
iremeree

iber Itieb.1 Sawa I
1-41=11-1-.4

Virtual laboratory - sinusoids

Circuits
The Parts Gallery - many students have a good understanding of electronic theory but
still have difficulty in recognising the vast number of different types of electronic
components and symbols.
The Parts Gallery helps overcome this problem; it will help students to recognise
common electronic components and their corresponding symbols in circuit diagrams.
Selections on the disk include: Components ,Components Quiz, Symbols, Symbols
Quiz, Circuit Technology
Hobbyist/Student £34 Inc VAT
Institutional (Schools/HE/FE/Industry) £89 plus VAT
Institutional 10 user (Network Licence) £169 plus VAT

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices)

6-41.3 arara New -Cs
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Circuit technology screen



Interested in programming PIC microcontrollers? Learn with PICtutor by John Becker

The Virtual PIC

Deluxe PICtutor Hardware

This highly acclaimed CD-ROM, together with the PICtutor experimental and development board, will teach
you how to use PIC microcontrollers with special emphasis on the PIC16x84 devices. The board will also act
as a development test bed and programmer for future projects as your programming skills develop. This
interactive presentation uses the specially developed Virtual PIC Simulator to show exactly what is
happening as you run, or step through, a program. in this way the CD provides the easiest and best ever
introduction to the subject.
Nearly 40 Tutorials cover virtually every aspect of PIC programming in an easy to follow logical sequence.

HARDWARE
Whilst the CD-ROM can be used on its own, the physical demonstration provided by the PICtutor
Development Kit, plus the ability to program and test your own PIC16x84s, really reinforces the lessons
learned. The hardware will also be an invaluable development and programming tool for future work once you
have mastered PIC software writing.
Two levels of PlCtutor hardware are available - Standard and Deluxe. The Standard unit comes with a battery
holder, a reduced number of switches and no displays. This version will allow users to complete 25 of the 39
Tutorials.
The Deluxe Development Kit is supplied with a plug -top power supply (the Export Version has a battery
holder), all switches for both PIC ports plus I.c.d. and 4 -digit 7 -segment I.e.d. displays. It allowsbsers to
program and control all functions and both ports of the PIC and to follow the 39 Tutorials on the CD-ROM.
All hardware is supplied fully built and tested and includes a PIC16F84 electrically erasable programmable
microcontroller.

PICtutor CD-ROM
Hobbyist/Student
Institutional (Schools/HEJFE Industry) £99 plus VAT
Institutional 10 user (Network Licence) £199 plus VAT

HARDWARE
Standard PlCtutor Development Kit £47 inc. VAT
Deluxe PlCtutor Development Kit £99 plus VAT
Deluxe Export Version £96 plus VAT
(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices)

 £45 inc. VAT

MODULAR CIRCUIT DESIGN by Max Horsey and Philip Clayton
This CD-ROM contains a range of tried and tested analogue and digital circuit modules,
together with the knowledge to use and interface them. Thus allowing anyone with a basic
understanding of circuit symbols to design and build their own projects.
Essential information for anyone undertaking GCSE or -A" level electronics or technology and
for hobbyists who want to get to grips with project design. Over seventy different Input,
Processor and Output modules are illustrated and fully described, together with detailed
information on construction, fault finding and components, including circuit symbols, pinouts,
power supplies, decoupling etc.

Single User Version £19.95 inc. VAT
Multiple User Version £34 plus VAT

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT- prices)

designing your circuit
simp4 select your rrodtAts from the rode choke aya-tatie,
read how they work and join them up to make >cur erraut

procaine

1 found that I could design a cksuft without my teachiVs hob
And it worked! Everything was to hand - whinh chjos to use -
and which puts did what Andrew Preston (GCSE student)

A Web Browser is required for Modular Circuit Design - one is provided on the EPE CD-ROM No. l (see below) but most modern computers are supplied with one.

Minimum system requirements for these CD-ROMs: PC with 486/33MHz, VGA+256 colours, CD-ROM drive, 8MB RAM,
8MB hard disk space. Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, mouse, sound card (not required for PICtutor or Modular Circuit Design).

r
CD-ROM ORDER

Please send me:
O Electronic Circuits & Components +The Parts Gallery
0 Analogue Electronics
O Digital Electronics
O PlCtutor

FORM
O Hobbyist/Student
 Institutional
O Institutional 10 user

Note: 17* software on each version is the
same, only the licence for use varies.

O PlCtutor Development Kit - Standard
O PlCtutor Development Kit - Deluxe 0 Deluxe Export

Note: Tice PlCtutor CD-ROM is
not included in the Kit prices.

O Modular Circuit Design - Single User
O Modular Circuit Design - Multiple User
Full name:

Address'

Post code: Tel. No:

Signature:

El I enclose cheque/PO in £ sterling payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for £

El Please charge my Visa/Mastercard: Card expiry date:
Card No:

Please supply name and address of cardholder if different to the delivery address.

ORDERING
ALL PRICES INCLUDIUK.

POSTAGE -

Sttic4niAllinktfietr
 ,IT*Or

rimoviair

,

Institutional, Multiple User and Deluxe
Versions - overseas readers add £5 to the basic
price of each order for airmail postage (do not
add VAT unless you live in an EU country, then
add 171/2% VAT or provide your office! VAT
registration number).

Send your order to:
Direct Book Service

33 Gravel Hill, Merley, Wimbome
Dorset BH21 1RW

(Mail Order Only)
Direct Book Service Is a division of Wimborne

Publishing Ltd. To order by phone ring

01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692
We cannot reply to overseas orders by Fax
Goods are normally sent within seven days

Demos (not Modular Circuit Design) available on the EPE CD-ROM No. 1 (Free with the November '98 issue of Everyday Practical Electronics magazine) -
send £2 for this CD-ROM if you require the demos. Minimum order for credit card payment is £5.
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ELECTROMAIL flCCOUITI

Ask for details about opening an
account. which can give you up
to 50 days' interest free credit

by paying try Variable
Direct Debit.

t, eTechnical
Superstore

that's always open
The Electromail CD -Rom Catalogue contains more than 100,000 technical products, all available

from stock for same or next day despatch. All you have to do is make your selection from the

CD -ROLL and 'phone your order through to our 24 hour orderline - any day of the week.

CL. = :ter company. RS Components, is the U.K.'s largest distributor of efectroniCelectrical and mechanical

products to technical professionals_ The Bectrornail CD-ROM makes this extensive product range available to

technical hobbyists and small businesses, and there' a comprehensive library.of product dalasheets already on

the CD-ROM which contain detailed information on the majority of our product range. There are also Technical

lielplines. to answer more specific enquiries.

relating to your actual intended application.

AI just £3.99, the Etectrornail CD-ROM gives

you everything at your fingertips, with the

service back-up whirr is second to none Electromail. P.O. Box 33. Corby. Northants. (11117 9EL.

110W TO ORDER Tel: 01536 204555 fax: 01536 405555 0I
Please quote stock number 332-3996 when ordering, and have your
credit card information available.

!! New from FED - PIC 16F877 Chips and Support !!
PIC & AVR Programmers, Development kits and C Compil!21

PIC 16F877 4 & 20 MHz - now in stock !
Microchip's latest EEPROM device - 40 pin, 10 bit AD convert-
ers. master/slave IIC bus, full duplex USART, 8K ROM. 352 bytes
file registers, 256 bytes internal EEPROM, upwardly compatible
with 16C74/16C77, but instant erase and rewrite. Supported by
our programmers, PICDESIM and our new C Compiler.
PIC 16F877 devices, 40pin DIP device, 4MHz - £9.00. 20MHz - £9.50

sion
irocloble t on Vertp. sua I ,,sim is
derl°rId PICD`our
of C bie irotn

Web
ila

site.

ED PIC C
mpller

Supports all PIC 16Cxx. 12C6xx devices
Integrated Compiler Environment includes
FED's PICDE for simulation and debugging
Ring/Write for details or visit our Web Site:
£100 CD-ROM. £120 with printed manuals

http: dspace.dial.pipex.com robin.abbott FED

Forest Electronic Developments
60 Walkford Road. Christchurch, Dorset, BH23 5QG.
E-mail - -robin.abbott@dial.pirsex.com-
Web Site - "hup://itspas-e.dial.pipol.com/robin.abbottfFED-

01425-274068 (VOiceiFaXt

PIC, & AVR Programmers
PIC Serial - Hanes sera ,y pgocarnmocl PIC deizes a 40 pin mute -width ZIF
socket. 16C55X, 16C6X, 16C7X, 16C8x, 16F8X, 12C508. 12C509. PIC 14000 etc.
Also In -Circuit programming. Price: £454t1t, £50/bullt & tested.
PIC Introductory - Programs 8 & 18 pat devices :160505, 16C55X, 16C61,
16C62X. 16C71. 16071X, 16C8X. 16F8X, 120508.9. 12C671,2 etc. £2VkiL
AVR -12002313.4144.8515 in DE Price: £401cIt £45 built & tested.

Programmers operate on PC serial interface. No hard to handle parallel
cable swapping I Proarammers supOed A:th ;nstructIor:s. -W ,,C! OAS
3.195981NT software. Upgrade Programmers from our web site !

AVR, PIC, Scenix - Windows Development
AssembleriSimulator aloes de,elopment of your AVR, PIC or Scenix projects in
one Windows program. Incorporate multiple files, view help file information drectly
from code, edit within project. tuildtack errors drrectty in source, then simulate.
Many breakpoiht types, follow code in source, set brae:mad/1s in source. Run,
single step, or step over. Logic Analyser Display! Input stimuli Includes clocks,
direct values and serial data. Profiler - examine and time frequently called rou-
tines use the information to optimise out bottle necks. PIC Version Simulates up to
50 times faster than MPSIM I

Cost £20.00. Specify PICDESIM (includes Scenix) or AVRDESIF1 version

PIC BASIC Products - See our web site for details
16C74 version (8Kbyte EEPROM) - 20 MHz

£30.00 Kit.£35.00 Built & Tested,
Compiler Available - runs identical code

Prices are fully inclusive. Add £3.00
for P&P and handling to each order.
Cheques/POs payable to Forest
Electronic Developments. or phone
with credit card details.

VISA
E' CARD

(..4a111
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READOUT
John Becker addresses some
of the general points readers

have raised. Have you anything
interesting to say?

Drop us a line!

WIN A DIGITAL
IVIULTIMETER

A 31/2 digit pocket -sized I.c.d. multime-
ter which measures a.c. and d.c. volt-
age, d.c. current and resistance. It can
also test diodes and bipolar transistors.

Every month we will give a Digital
Multimeter to the author of the best

Readout letter.

* LETTER OF THE MONTH *
DRAFTING STRIPBOARDS

Dear EPE,
This suggestion describes a method of using

a p.e.b. design package to generate a strip -
board layout with the security of schematic
capture (using a oohs(

1. Use your P.C.B. Library Editor to make
up the various lengths of resistors (from verti-
cal to stretched) as used on shipboard layouts.
I gave them names such as VERORES2 (verti-
cal) to VERORES7 (stretched). Make an X
using a non -copper layer to mark track cuts.
Make sure the origin of the X object is at the
centre of the X.

2. Use your P.C.B. Library Editor to make
up any component outlines not already in your
library.

3. Open both Schematic and P.C.B. packages
and make new files with appropriate filenames.
In the 11C.11. package select a 0.1 -inch visible
sad electrical grid. Mark the outline of your

maximum board sire on a non -copper layer. Set
the Via sire to small but visible (e.g. a few mil)
as these join the top layer (vertical wire links) to
the bottom layer thorizontal stripbtranl tracks).

4. Draw out the circuit in the schematic
package filling in appropriate P.C.B. outlines
(some may be changed later). Generate a
netlist.

5. Load the netlist and outlines into the
P.C.B. package and place them roughly. If one
sariant of an outline does not fit the layout
then return to step 4 and change the compo-
nent's outline to a more suitable one te.g.
make a resistor vertical) then repeat this step.

O. loin up the components using bottom
layer copper as shipboard horizontal tracks,
top layer copper as vertical "wire links".
joined with Vias (to allow the P.C.B. package
to check the layout matches the schematic).
Also, mark track breaks with the library out-
line you created for this purpose.

7. When the layout is finished make the
P.C.B. package check that the connections in
the stripboard layout match those of the
schematic.

8. When the shipboard layout is finished
mark the outline of the used board space with
a non -copper layer and then mark it with small
pads tone per 0.1 -inch step of the outline).
This can be done quickly by using the Copy
command. These pads will be useful for show-
ing the 0.1 -inch grid on the layout printout.

9. Now printout the shipboard layout.
Using the outline pads as reference. number
the rows and columns. Check that all neces-
sary track breaks have been included. Drawing
a vertical and/or horizontal 0.1 -inch grid in
pencil may help make the layout more read-
able.

10. Finished. Build the layout.
Alan Bradley,

Belfast Northern Ireland

It certainly sounds like a very viable method
for stripboard designing without using a com-
mercial package. Thanks Alan, we are very
pleased to give your suggestion Letter of the
Month status - hope you get good use of your
new meter!

BYTING HISTORY
Dear EPE,
Having taken early retirement 1 resolved to

renew my old hobby and was pleased to seeyour
PIC Toolkit Mk2 (May -Jun '99) which i built.
Having only the EPE copies since March this
year, and therefore not having details of the PIC
Tutorial (March -May '98), I used the spare space
on the Mk2 board to fit eight Le.ds with lit drop-
ping resistors. These were connected to the Port
B outputs and I fitted a 2 -way (W. switch in the
common feed from the I.e.ds to the negative
supply so that they can be switched off in banks
of four if the port is configured for inputs.

The unit works fine but I did find that the output
from my PC on the Centronics cricket pins was
around 3.8V rather than 5V. Also, it was necessary
to switch off the I.e.ds connected to PIC pins RB6
and RB7 to get programming to work.

I also find that I cannot use the first few pro-
gram memory addresses (0 to 3) for holding pro-
gram data.

If you can give me any guidance as to the
cause of these problems I would be grateful.

lam really enjoying your magazine and am very
impressed with the way you share the programs
you create so freely. I do wonder a bit at who all
your contributors are? I notice you admit to strug-
gling with the values of tiny components (and 1
sympathise) and 1 too remember red spot transis-
tors at ICI bob a time, so I am curious about your
backgrounds. Have you given a potted history of

each of your contributors recently and maybe a
small photo (recent of course!) at the head of each
article would give a bit more detail_

Bruce Beattie, via the Net

On the Port problem, you should not connect
external components directly to RB6 and RB7
because of the I k buffer resistors (R9 and RIO)
that are in circuit during programming. Doing so
may, as you appear to have found, attenuate the
programming logic levels received by the Port.
Erternal connections for RB6 and RB7 should
only be made at the allocated positions on the
p.c.b. which are via the YO and ZO paths of iso-
lating gate IC6.

The PICItfur&I does not allow the use of the first
five bytes (0 to 4) of program memory space for
actual programming purposes. All five bytes are
reserved for Interrupt and Jump Vector data, plus
program identity coding.Toolkit Mkt (and previous
EPE '16x84 programmers) automatically places
vector data at these locations prior to sending the
body of the program itself All program data
should, therefore, commence at address byte 5.

History -wise you can find a byte or two about
us via our website (http:11www.epemag.wim-
borne.co.uk.) - you'll find the click -link access
address on the "title page" of this site.
Pictorially. though. we are not prepared to
expose ourselves! Suffice to say that we have
been compared to Greek gods (but how
favourably remains our secret)!

TV AND VIDEO COURSES
Dear EPE.
Firstly let me congratulate you, your staff and

all the contributors to your magazine onproduc-
ing one of the best and most informativ maga-
zines relating to electronics arid technology of that
kind for both the novice and the professional.

I am a lecturer in audio, video and electronic
engineering at Cardonald College in Glasgow
which has offered courses in TV. video and elec-
tronic engineering for many years to the service
industry in Scotland.

In the September issue of your magazine an
article appeared in the News section from the
College of North West London, stating that they
were the only FE college in the UK to provide
digital TV training courses in the servicing of
these types of system. I'm afraid that is not quite
accurate as we offer an HNC course in HNC
Television and Audio Visual Media Engineering,
which includes both satellite and digital TV
decoder servicing.

To cover many of the changes that have taken
place in technology over the last few years we have
written three new HNC Units titled: Satellite and
Digital Television Principles, Audio Home
Eruertairunent Systems: Principles and Testing, and
lastly Video Displays and Video Recorder
Servicing. These units were created in consultation
with service organisations such as Granada and
Scottish Power whose contributions, as well as
those from other companies and firms, enabled us
to make the content as up-to-date as possible.

The college offers the HNC in HNC
Television and Audio Visual Media Engineering
as a one year full-time course or day release
involving one day's attendance at college per
week over two years. For further information on
the above course contact Karen Byrne,
Cardonald College. 690 Mosspark Drive,
Glasgow G52 3AY. Tel: 0141 272 3223. Fax:
0141 272 3444. Or phone our information centre
on 0141 272 3332.

Um Connelly,
Lecturer, Division of Technology,

Cardonald College, Glasgow

The vast majority of our News stories (except
those with Barry Fox's byline) are based on
material supplied to us by the organisation con-
cerned. It was the College of North West London
who advised us of the uniqueness of their
courses. We are pleased to learn that such cours-
es are available more widely.

CAP THAT!
Dear EPE,
Keep up the pointless projects please - sundi-

als should be electronic! How about an electric
milk -bottle decapper?

R.A. Evans, Hastings, Succpx

And that was that! - just a simple postcard
with a happy smiling face outline on the front.
But it's arrival was much appreciated, we like to
be told from time to time that we are doing things
right (in this instance by publishing my Musical
Sundial of June '99). Thanks. RAE (we don't
know your first name).

Does anyone else have a pointless idea that
might actually have an electronic application -
wind chimes have been suggested?
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LEAPING CALENDARS (1)
Dear EPE.
Re the letter from R.L.A. Latham, in Readout

Sept '99, who correctly moved that the calendar
days of the year 2000 exactly match up to those
of 1972. Assuming a leap year comes round once
every four years, the time for a complete cycle
(the weekdays advance by one on each non -leap
year) is the lowest common multiple of four and
seven - 28. So altering the date to 1972; 1944.
etc. produces an identical calendar to 2000.

However, there is another rule, commonly
overlooked. that every century -year (1800. 1900.
etc.) is not a leap year. There is yet -another
exception that every fourth century is a leap year.
that is why 2K is a leap year and 2400 will be
too. This all comes from the fact that, as the
Penguin Dictionary of Science 1993 puts it: "The
civil year has an average value of 365.2425 mean
solar days" - unlike 365.25 as many believe.

So the overall period for the leap year pauern
is 400 years. The lowest common multiple of
400 and 7 gives the total period of the date cycle,
which turns out to be 2800 years! To be sure of
the correct date and weekday, you have to
advance or rewind the date by 2800 years, which
is only possible with Y2K compliant computers
- defeating the object. (Don't try setting the
Sinclair to 800BC!) For now, ±28 ye ts will
work, but only until 2099!

Thanks for such a great magazine. I have espe-
cially enjoyed the PIC Tutorial series of Mar -
May '98, and have now developed a few projects
of my own. ft can be very challenging but also
rewarding. I shall also be studying the
PICI6F87x Mini Tutorial of Oct '99, and hope to
make use of the serial communications that the
PICI6F87x devices offer.

David Thompson,
Sulton.Coldfteld, West Midlands

Thanks David for a great response. It's ironic
that despite all our abilities to rationalise so
many matters into neat well -ordered mathemati-
cal structures, our calendar can never be revised
into a perfectly uniform table of equal -length
months and years.

Whilst in ever lay life we take the calendar's
idiosyncrasies' in our stride, when writing pro-
grams (e.g. for PIC projects) that require time
and date info to be used or displayed, an awful
lot of valuable memory space is taken up by all
the variables and sub -routines involved to
achieve the required result. If only it all could be
uniformly decimalised or "binary-iser !

Think also about the problems that will ulti-
mately be experienced by our descendents when
the planets of this and other solar systems are
colonised. Each will have its own very specific
calendar and clock requirements. On our planet
the various time zones have to be taken into
account when communicating globally. There
will be even greater time zone factors to be con-
sidered for interplanetary communication,
including of course, transmission time-lags.

LEAPING CALENDARS (2)
Dear EPE,
Following up on Readout Sep '99. the

Gregorian calendar (used in England since 1752)
does a complete cycle in 400 years, and a sub -
cycle in 28 years which is "disturbed" by the
century leap year rule. There are 14 types of
year. according to the day of the week on which
they start and the day on which they end (same
weekday in non -leap years and obviously one
day later in leap years).

If you keep your calendars you can recycle them
but the non -leap year ones come round every five
or six years, whereas the leap -year ones have to be
kept for 28 years. 1999 is "Fri -Fri" and 1 am re -re -
recycling a 1982 calendar at present! 2000 is a
"Sat -Sun" year, and as I don't have one of these
from 1978. I guess I will buy one!

Chris Finn, Beverley, East Yorkshire

Thanks Chris. Shame about 1978 - what an
unnecessary experue you're going to have!

DREAM MACHINE
D.:.r EPE
As far back as I can remember. I have been

unable to sleep. (I go back to the old Practical
Wireless and, dare I mention them, valves!)

This condition of insomnia is miserable and
for more than 20 years I have used music tapes,
self-hypnosis tapes and books. When biofeed-
back was developed, I built and used all elec-
tronic devices that I saw published in Magazines
such as yours. Biofeedback teaches the control
of autonomic functions, such as the rate of heart-
beat or breathing. They attempt to measure the
brain waves produced when relaxed. With all this
time and effort I managed to sometimes get one,
two, or possibly three nights reasonable sleep.
After that, something seemed to stop that partic-
ular thing working for me.

So I read Andy Flind's Mood PICker article
(luly '99) with extra interest. This approaches the
problem from the other end, generating the req-
uisite brain frequency that hopefully the brain
can imitate, thus giving relaxation or whatever.

Having built the design, I have been using it
for about two months. 1 don't yet sleep all
through the night but what sleep 1 do get is. for
me, of a high order. I have just begun to dream_ I
awoke suddenly from one dream that seemed so
real that it took some minutes to establish that it
had been a dream.

I have to thank you and Andy Hind. This is a
tribute to your magazine for keeping at the cut-
ting edge of technology. It shows the value in
research and development for the hobbyist.

I hope that you will print this letter. This may
not be the answer for all electronic insomniacs
but perhaps encourage some. I am persuaded that
there are many of us out here.

Michael D. Walker,
Northfield, Birmingham

We are delighted that Andy's project has helped
you, as it has other readers. Andy is. I should
praisingly comment, our expert on matters to do
with electronic control and sensing of the brain's
activities. lI'e have sent a copy of your letter to him.

ONLINE P.C.B.S
Dear EPE.
I'm about to make Andy Hind's Mind PICkler

(Dec '98, Jan '99) from the information I down-
loaded via EPE Online, and for that purpose 1
redrew the complete p.c.b. layout in W'uaCircuit.
May I comment that it would be a great practice
for you to put postscript files of p.c.b. layouts on
your home page for everyone to access!

Incidentally, I am a Mac user who asked you
about alternative means of accessing your Online
issues. As a result of your helpful reply I plan to
install a complete Windows emulator on my Mac
just to be able to read your magazine!

Tomislav Ribicic, via the Net

We hope we have now solved both of your prob-
lems, our new system can be downloadtvl on Macs
and other computers - see last month's News. We
have also managed to crack the p.c.b. problem and
Postscript files are now downloadable for our
p.c.bs from the October '99 icon, onwards.

It's great to know we have inspired -you!

HIGH LEVEL LOGGING
Dear LPL.
Thank you very much for your Data Logger

(Aug -Sep '99) and the explanation of how to
convert data into graphs, something which I have
been trying to find the answer to for some
months. I have now ordered a kit from one of
your advertisers.

There is one thing that I now need to find out.
how can I extract a suitable signal from my PIC
Altimeter (Sep '98), so that I can plot barometric
changes?

Pat Darragh, via the Net

Thanks Chris, and the answer's simple - con-
nect one of the Logger's input channels to the
Altimeter's IC ld pin 7_

CONGRATS ONLINE - FREELY!
Dear EPE,
Congratulation., for two jobs well done.
First. for Raymond Haigh's Practical

Oscillator Designs series of articles currently
being published since July '99. In the course of
building a 'Theremin. I did a lot of research into
oscillators. These articles are by far the most
thorough 1 have seen anywhere. I hope he is
planning to cover electronic tuning of oscillators.

Second, for the Online version of the maga-
zine. Even in a city as big as Dallas. Texas, this
"foreign" magazine is hard to find. My regular
source recently went out of business. I was able
to fmd one more source but it is probably the
only source in the entire city. The Online version
solves that problem. The fact that it costs less
than 1/5th the price of the hardcopy version
makes it a clear winner.

I have downloaded my first issue and am very
pleased with it. For better international use, the
page size is the smaller American 8-5 x 11 inch-
es instead of the larger European A4. The table
of contents allows 'easy browsing of the entire
issue. and the print quality is excellent; even the
very fine print in schematic diagrams is wadable.

I am a Inge surprised that the advertisements
were not included. Folks in "well -developed"
countries and cities probably would buy locally,
but people in less fortunate locations might buy
from your advertisers, especially since the
Shoptalk feature only lists those companies. I
was expecting your revenue from the advertisers
who wanted the increased international coverage
to be one of the reasons the price is so low.
Apparently, eliminating the need for paper pub-
lication and mailing is the major cost reduction.

As aside note, in the Shoptalk feature, the www
addresses of the companies are PDF links. but gen-
erate an error when clicked on. If there is no way
to make Acrobat open the browser, there is no use
taking the trouble to make the URLs links.

Glenn Manuel,
Richardson, Texas, USA, via the Net

Glenn sent his E-mail to our EPE Online
Editors. Max and Alvin, in the States, who reply:

The hyperlinks in the PDF documents should
launch Glenn's browser --they certainly launch
other people's browsers. One point is that he has to
have an Internet connection open for the browser to
work. Another point is that his system has to be set
up to have the default action on clicking a hyperlink
(in any document) to launch his default browser.

The reason the Online mag can be so cheap is
not that we cut out the paper. print posts, and
distribution . it's that EPE HQ provides the
material for free and we do all the work without
getting paid :-)

Max and Alvin

But you do get the pleasure of it all -why sully
matters with finance?! We expect to add banner
adverts with links to advertisers' web sites soon.

DR DOS
Dear EPE.
R.A. Hooper's problem (Readout Oct '99)

might be solved by looking at the problem anoth-
er way. Assuming his "editor" program is in the
CADRDOS directory. he could try adding a one -
line batch file called EDIT.BAT, something like
as' follows:

CADFtDOSTDITOR
This would cause Toolkit to run the batch file

running the program. At the termination of the
program the batch file would similarly terminate
so the action would appear almost seamless.

If he opens his editor program normally, types
the above line substituting "DRDOS" for the
right directory and saves it as EDIT.BAT in the
CAPIC directory, all might work.,

David Geary, via the Net

Thanks David. your suggestion has been sent
to R.A. Hooper. who will hopefully let us know
the effect it has.
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L NIVERSAL PIC PROGR X MAIER 149.95
Read/Write/Copy PIC12C5XX. 12C6XX. 14XXX. 16C5XX. 16C50X. 16C6X.
16C7X. 16C9XX. I6C55X. I6C6XX. 16C8X, 16F8X
Memory 24LCXXX, 85CXX, 93CXX
Universal ZIF socket, best value on the market, FREE Software upgrades.
Includes FREE PIC BASIC COMPILER.
Download latest Windows 95/98 software FREE from our website now.

PICI2C508:9 ICE and PROGRAMMER. £59.95
In -Circuit Emulator and Pm:rammer_ Supplied with Software. Data skins,
Manual, leads. 10 breadboard circuits which include DVM. Stopsszbir, Smoke
Alarm. Sound and Light.
Includes FREE PIC BASIC COMPILER.

PIC ICED £59.95
In -Circuit Emulator for 54/55/56/57/71/84 PICs. AjD cniulated fur I6C71.
Supplied with leads, manual. software and hardware projects.
Includes FREE PIC BASIC COMPILER.

DF111XF SMARTCARD PROGRAMMER £79.95
Read and Writc to all types of Smartcard ISO. Memory. PIC. GSM. VidcoCrypt.
Satellite. D2Mac, CashCards, Petrol Station. StoteCards etc.
Supplied with a large amount interesting snuatcanl information. oartmrurds,
encryption methods and operating software-

ll prottets manufactured in Malta and can 12 months Pans and Labour guarantee_

LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY LTD
WHITE ROSE HOUSE, xtrimi SCR, TAIXIEN PLA II, MALTA.
ORDER DIRECT: Tel: (00 356) 678509 Fax (00 356) 667484.

SAME DAT DESPATCH
P/P UK. EEC f4.00. NO VAT PAYABLE

ALLL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

MEGAPROM EPROM PROGRAMMER £69.95
P11.12,IaMS up to S Meg devices (32 -pin). including 27xx. 28xx. 29x*. EEPROM,
FLASH and 24X series. Built-in RAM tester. Universal quality ZIF socket, free
software updates.

GAL PROGRAMMER £49.95
Read/Write/Copy SGS/NSC/Lattice etc. 16V8A/B/17a, 20V8A/E/D/Z and
22V10 standard JEDEC files. Smart case with ZIP. Supplied with PSU. Manual
and Compiler software_ One GAL can replace up to 21 different PALS and they
arc re -programmable!

P87C51/52 PROGRAMMER £59.95
Read/Write/Copy and Edit all 8751/2 including ATMEL 89 Flash types. Supplied
with Assembler and BASIC compiler (produces 8051 M/Code). Smart Case.
40 -pin ZIF

EPROM EMULATOR £59.95
128K by 8 -bit or 2 x 64K by 8 -bit Software ,ro'Read/Write when connected to
target board_ Suitable for CPU development and Car EM Systems.

FREE. PIC BASIC COMPILER
Supports PICI6C_54-57. 71. 84. 508 produces stand-alone machine cod: .[

runtime modules).
Standard BASIC syntax includes PeckiPoke, hip. Outp, etc.

Why pay £50s. when ours is FRET? Download it from our Website n,,,,. '

ALL PRODUCTS REQUIRE AN IBM PC TO OPERATE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.
FOR FURTHER INIIIRMATION SEE OUR WEB SITE OR TELEPHONE/FAX.

WEBSITElittp:/ILET.eambs.net/ johnmorr@malLkeysvord.net
Always in stock - Working alMac 27 -Channel Wafer Cards £19.95

r r_AfOrr-AlICI DISTRIBUTORS Telephone - -
SPAIN COELMA 003449 215061
FRANCE MULTIPOWER 00331693013 79

HOW DOESDOES YOUR EQUIPMENT MEASURE UP? AT STEWART OF READING THERE'S ALWAYS 'SCOPE' FOR IMPROVEMENT!
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1111ACTICALLY SPEAIG1G
Robert Penfold looks at the Techniques of Actually Doing It!

AT LEAST one semiconductor device
is an essential part of any modern

electronic project. The word semicon-
ductor covers everything from a humble
diode right up to the latest micro-
processor containing the equivalent of
millions of components. Simple semi-
conductors such as transistors and
diodes are still used to some extent in
modern electronic circuits, but most
designs now seem to be based on inte-
grated circuits (i.c.$).

Finding the right semiconductors in
component catalogues can often be
problematic for beginners. Indeed. inte-
grated circuits are probably the most
difficult to deal with because they tend
to be divided into various categories.

You have to look for each device
under the right category in order to
stand any chance of finding it.
Alternatively, there may be a complete
list of devices that you can search
through, but unless you know what you
are doing it can be difficult and very
time consuming to locate a device from
a list having many thousands of entries.

Numbers Up
Finding the right component is much

easier if you understand the fundamen-
tals of integrated circuit type numbers.
There may be some exceptions, but
practically all integrated circuits have
type numbers which break down into
three sections.

The first part of the number is usual-
ly two or three letters that indicate the
manufacturer. Each manufacturer may
use more than one set of letters, with
linear devices perhaps having a differ-
ent prefix to logic types.

Another complication is that many
integrated circuits are second -sourced.
Industrial customers do not like being
tied to a single source of supply, so many
integrated circuits are manufactured
under license by a second manufacturer.
These second -source components may
retain the original type number. or the
prefix may be changed to that of the
second -source manufacturer.

The practical consequence of this is
that you do not have to worry too much
if the first two or three letters in the type
number of the device you obtain are not
what you were expecting. If you require
an MC1458CP but are supplied with a
CA1458E there is no need to panic.
They are the same chip manufactured
respectively by Motorola and RCA.

Some popular devices, including this
dual operational amplifier, are actually
manufactured by several companies.
and can be obtained with various pre-
fixes in the type number. This is not an
entirely satisfactory state of affairs, as
there is plenty of scope for errors to
occur.

In order to minimise the risk of the
wrong parts being ordered manufactur-
ers try to avoid duplication of the

middle part of the number. which is the
actual type number. This is usually from
three to five characters long, and con-
sists entirely of numerals. It is not
inconceivable that you could find a
semiconductor that is completely differ-
ent to the device you require but has
the same type number.

In practice the chances of this hap-
pening are extremely remote, but it
does no harm to look at the descrip-
tions of semiconductors to see if they
match up with the required device. If a
design requires an operational amplifi-
er but the device you find in a compo-
nent catalogue is a timer chip, it is
clearly the wrong device and you must
continue searching through the
catalogue.

Little Packages
The final part of the type number

indicates the package type. and is usu-
ally one or two letters. The integrated
circuits used in designs for the home
constructor are normally contained in a
d.i.l. (dual -in -line) plastic encapsula-
tion. Dual -in -line simply means that the
component has two rows of pins.

Unfortunately, manufacturers do not
all use the same suffix letters for a
given package type. In our earlier
example of the same device under two
different type numbers, the suffix letters
were -CP" and -E".

In the first type number the -C- and
"P- respectively indicate a dual -in -line
package and that it is made from plas-
tic. In the second example the single
letter -E" means exactly the same thing.
With other manufacturers the suffix for
this type of encapsulation is -CN".
"N". -CS". -P". and "G". No doubt there
are many other alternatives.

On the Surface
At one time some devices were

offered to amateur users in more than
one case style. but this practice now
seems to have died out. These days
most components catalogues only list
the standard plastic cased version of
each integrated circuit, so there is no
need to worry too much about the
suffix.

However, some catalogues do now
include a few surface -mount versions
(SMDs). so you need to tread a little
warily when ordering devices that are
listed in two versions. The component
catalogue should make it perfectly clear
which device is which.

In most catalogues there are so
many integrated circuits on offer that
they are put into several categories to
make life easier when searching for a
device. There will normally be two cate-
gories of logic device. which are the
4000 series CMOS integrated circuits
and the 74 series TTL chips.

At one time there were the original "A"
suffix CMOS devices and the newer -Er

series components. The "A" series have
been obsolete for many years now, and
all the devices listed in the catalogues
are IV series chips. If you dig up an old
design, as many readers seem to do,
there should be no problem in using "Iii"
series CMOS components where -A-
series chips are specified.

Things are less straightforward with
the TTL integrated circuits. These exist
in several improved ranges, and the
oriainal range is now obsolete. =

The main type number of the original
devices has -74" as the first two digits.
followed -by a two or three digit serial
number. This basic scheme of things is
retained in the current devices, but
some letters are added between the
"74" and the serial number to denote
which family the device comes from.

This is -LS" for low -power Schottky,
"HC" for high-speed CMOS and -HCT"
for the high-speed CMOS devices that
operate at normal -EFL voltage levels.
The original 7421 is therefore available
as the 74LS21 the 74HC21. and the
74HCT21.

In fact there are many other
improved TTL ranges. but most are
now obsolete or not generally available.
There is a general lack of compatibility
between the different families of TTL
integrated circuits, and it is very impor-
tant to ensure that you always obtain
the correct version.

In most component catalogues the
non -logic devices tend to be lumped
together under the general heading of
-linear" integrated circuits. This cate-
gory covers a wide range of integrat-
ed circuits including audio and other
low frequency devices, radio and
other communications chips, timers.
oscillators. etc. If you require some-
thing other than a standard logic
device it will probably be in the linear
devices. even if it is not strictly speak-
ing a linear component.

Voltage Regulators
You may find voltage regulators in

the linear section, but they often have a
section of their own. In component lists,
and often in catalogues, many of the
more common voltage regulators are
listed under their basic type numbers
with no prefixes and suffixes.

This is simply because these devices
are manufactured by numerous compa-
nies and they consequently have a
bewildering range of full type numbers.
In some cases the type numbers may
be abandoned altogether, with the volt-
age and current ratings being specified
instead.

Current Affairs
Voltage regulators are easier to deal

with if you understand the way in which
the basic type numbering operates for
the common fixed voltage types.
Regulators for use with positive
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supplies have a type number that starts
-78', and those for operation with neg-
ative supplies have type numbers that
begin with "79'.

For a device that will operate at up to
one amp (1A) the next part of the type
number is two digits that indicate the
output voltage. For example, the two
digits are -05" for a 5 -volt regulator and
'15" for a 15 -volt type. There are about
half a dozen or so standard output volt-
ages from five to 30 volts.

Regulators having other operating
currents are available, and a letter
inserted in the middle of the number
indicates the current rating. This is "I: -
for 0-1A. "M" for 0.5A. and "S" for 2A. A
component having 78L12 as its type
number would therefore be a 12V. 0.1A
positive voltage regulator, and one hav-
ing 7905 as the type number would be
a 5V 1A negative regulator.

Notch

Fig.l. The two normal methods of
identifying pin one of an i.c.

Marked Concern
Beginners are often concerned at the

extra markings found on most integrated
circuits, and on some other components
such as transistors and capacitors. One
of these will usually be the manufacturer's
logo, and the country of manufacture will
sometimes be shown.

Any other markings are unlikely to be
of any significance at all. Any additional
numbers are just things like batch num-
bers, or the date of manufacture in
some oddly coded form. such as the
number of days since the factory was
opened.

You soon get used to picking out the
type number and ignoring all the extra-
neous characters.

Getting Physical
Getting integrated circuits fitted onto

the circuit board correctly should be
very straightforward. Most integrated
circuits are contained in packages
having from 8 pins to 40 pins.

It is possible to fit a device of this type
the wrong way round, and rotated
through 180 degrees from the correct
orientation. Getting an integrated circuit
the wrong way around is likely to have
dire consequences, because the supply

pins are usually at
opposite corners.

With the device fit-
ted the wrong way
round it will be fed
with a supply of the
wrong polarity. In
itself this is unlikely
to "zap" a modern
semiconductor, but a
very high supply cur-
rent is likely to flow. If
this current is main-
tained for more than
a few seconds the
device will almost
certainly overheat.
and it is "par for the
course" if an over-
heated semiconduc-
tor explodes with a
loud "crack".

The original method of indicating the
correct polarity of an i.c., and one that
is still widely used today. is to have a
notch" in what is normally considered

to be the top edge of the component,
and a "dimple" next to pin one (see
Fig.1). When viewed from above, the
pin numbering runs anticlockwise.

In component layout diagrams both
the indentation and notch are normally
shown, and it is just a matter of orient-
ing the actual component to match up
with its representation in the diagram.
As a double-check. you can check that
the pin one connection agrees with the
circuit diagram.

These days it seems to be quite rare
for d.i.l. integrated circuits to have both
the notch and the dimple, and there is
usually only one or the other (see
Fig.2). This does not really matter,
since either one of them is all that is
needed in order to determine the cor-
rect orientation for a component.

There is now another method of indi-
cating the top end of the component
and pin one, and this is to have a white
bar marked across the top of the case
(also shown in Fig.2). This method
seems to be little used for linear inte-
grated circuits, although it is on the
increase. It is used a great deal on logic
integrated circuits. particularly the
4000 series CMOS
devices.

A few devices have
the -belt and braces
approach", with the
notch, indentation,
and white bar all
included. Provided at
least one of these
markings is present
there should be no
problem in getting a
device fitted the right
way round.

However. do not
be fooled by mould-
ing marks. manufac-
turer's logos, and
other irrelevant mark-
ings on the case.
These are usually
easy to distinguish
from the "real thing".
but some devices

Fig.2. Some chips use only one method of indicating pin one
(left and middle) while others use all three (right).

have what at first glance appears to be
notches at both ends of the case. Close
inspection will reveal that one is the
notch and 'the other is just a moulding
mark, which is larger and shallower
than the notch.

In Disguise
Not all integrated circuits have d.i.l.

encapsulations. The more simple
devices, such as many voltage regula-
tors, look like ordinary transistors or
power transistors.

Audio power amplifiers often look
like outsize power transistors having
some extra "legs". The more complex
audio power amplifier and voltage reg-
ulator chips look like a cross between
a d.i.l. integrated circuit and a power
transistor.

There are some devices that have a
s.i.l. (single in -line) encapsulation. A
ranae of devices that have unusual
case styles is shown in Fig.3.

The dimple and (or) notch to identify
pin one is retained with some of these
more exotic encapsulations. while oth-
ers have a lack of symmetry that makes
it obvious which way round they are fit-
ted. The article concerned should
always have diagrams that make the
correct orientation of the component
perfectly clear.

Fig.3. Integrated circuits come in a variety
sizes.

of shapes and
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TL--JarJ BASIC
Write your PICinicro programs in BASIC!

Quicker and easier than -C" or assembler Expanded
BASIC Stamp I compatible instruction set. True com-
piler provides faster program execution and longer
programs than BASIC interpreters. 12CIN and 121COUT
instructions to access external serial EEPROMs. More
user variables Peek and Poke instructions to access
any PlCmicro register from BASIC. Serial speeds to
9600 baud. In -line assembler and Call support (call your
assembly routines). Supports PIC12C67x. PIC14Cxxx,
PIC16C55x, 6xx. 7xx, 84, 92x and PIC16F8x. PIC16F877
microcontrollers. Use in DOS or Windows Compatible
with most PlCmicro programmers.
The low-cost PicBasic Compiler (PBC) makes it easy to
write programs for the fast Microchip PlCmicros. PBC con-
verts these programs into hex or binary files that can be
programmed directly into a PlCmicro microcontroller. The
easy -to -use BASIC language makes PlCmicro programming
available to everyone with its English -like instruction set. No
more scary assembly language'
With Support for 16F877 and Smart Memory Card
The PicBasic Pro Compiler runs on PC compatibles.
It can create programs for the PIC12C67x, PIC12CE67x,
PIC14Cxxx, PIC16C55x. 6xx. 7xx, 84, 9xx. PIC16CE62x
and PIC16F8x microcontrollers. The PicBasic Pro Compiler
instruction set is upward compatible with the BASIC Stamp
II and Pro uses BS2 syntax. Programs can be compiled
and programmed directly into a PlCmicro, elliminating the
need for a BASIC Stamp module. These programs execute
much faster than their Stamp equivalents. They may also be
protected so no one can copy your code!

Pic Basic - £49.95
Pic Basic Pro - £149.95

Supplied with full documentation
Free PIC MACRO compiler and

sample basic programs including support for
1M Smart memory card
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EPIC TM
 Low cost programmer for PIC12Cxxx.

PIC12CExxx, PIC14Cxxx, PIC16C505, 55x,
6xx, 7xx, 84, 9xx, PIC16CE62x and PIC16F8xx
microcontrollers

 ZIF adapters available for 8/18- and 40/28 -pin
DIP, 8-. 18- and 28 -pin SOIC, 44 -pin MQFP
and 44- and 68 -pin PLCC PlCmicros

 Runs off two 9 -volt batteries or optional AC
adapter

o Connects to PC parallel printer port
o Software uogradeable for future PlCmicros
o Includes "8051" style PlCmicro macro

assembler
 Available assembled and tested or

as bare board with diskette
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EPic Programmer £49.95
or £35 if purchased with

PIC BASIC or Pro
25 -pin cable £5.95
PIC16F84 21.90

AIII plus £5 P&P and 17.5% VAT
Join the world wide PIC Basic mail list and access the PIC Basic Knowledge Base via FTP

E-mail: majordomo@qunos.net with "subscribe picbasic-1" in the message

AMAZING LOW PRICES
PIC16F84 /04P £1.90 each
PIC16F877 /04/P £5.75 each
PIC16F877 20/P £6.75 each
PIC12C508 509 £0.65 each
24LC16 £0.75 each
24LC65 £1.50 each
PIC16C620 £1.95 each
PIC16C62 £2.25 each
PIC16C622 £2.50 each

LCD DISPLAYS £7.50

f Low power, ea d
serial interfwe

(2s16 line) Ideal for use with PIC Basic & Pro

16F877 - £5.75 ea
16F84 - £2.00 ea

PIC PROGRAMMER KIT
Programs the Popular PIC 16C84. 16F84. 24xx series serial memory devices. Connects to the
serial port of a PC and requires NO EXTERNAL power supply. The kit includes instructions for
assembly, circuit diagram and component layout.

This handy tittle programmer is easy to build. taking no more
than 30 minutes to assemble and test_ The Professional quality
PCB is dout4e-sided. through -plated with solder resist and
screen printing to aid efficient Pq.simbiy. It is supplied with driver
saftmare to run in DOS on a 386 PC upwards and under
Windows 95 on 486 or Pentium and a Dish full of interesting
projects, tips and data sheets for PIC devices, including FREE
Assembler and Simulator.
Only £15.00 Including Delivery and VAT
potrequft D -type to 9 -pin Dtypo cave to connect to serial

of PC)

PIC Micro CD ROM Packed with information. all data sheets, Programs aft:
Diagrams, Application notes. PDF Viewer includes PING-PONG and I t i HIS with video and
sound out of a PIC84 BASIC language ASSEMBLY routines!
£10 inc P&P & VAT

Crownhill Associates Limited
The Old Bakery, New Barns Road. Ely, Cambridge. CB7 4PW
Tel: 01353 666709 Fax:01353 666710
www.crownhill.co.uk E-mail: sales@crownhill.co.uk
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Regular Clinic

CIRCUIT
SURGERY
ALAN WINSTANLEY
and IAN BELL

Our team of surgeons examines electrical resistivity, a follow-up on relaxation oscillators
and advise on phone or power line suppression.

More Earthly Comments
In your power generation article

(September '99) in which you describe
mains earthing, cables with armouring
usually have a lead sheath which provides
the earth path. The lead sheath and
armouring are bonded together. You are no
doubt aware that copper has a higher con-
ductivity than steel. L. Hutchinson,
London.

In case readers missed it, we published a
two-part article describing power genera-
tion and electricity distribution in the
August and September '99 issues (From
Pipelines to Pylons). The armoured cable
photographed on Page 656 (September
issue) was assembled before my very eyes
by a helpful National Power engineer at
the Killingholme "A" power plant.

It stems to be typical of the underground
cable used to connect modem houses to the
incoming electricity supply. It was
sheathed using what was assumed to be a
steel braid rather than, say, tinned copper
wire. I haven't come across lead sheathed
power cables which presumably are used
underground. but doubtless any electrical
engineers looking in will put me right
(please).

I can also testify that even the toughest
steel armoured cable couldn't withstand
the onslaught of a two -ton fork lift truck:
in a previous employment I saw one slice
straight through a live steel braided cable
when it collided with a factory wall!

Let's examine conductivity a bit more.
Any term which ends in "-ivity" relates to
the property of a particular substance. The
electrical conductivity of a material deter-
mines how effectively it will conduct elec-
tric current, and is represented by the
Greek sigma symbol a.

Quite often it is the electrical resistivity
of a substance which is of interest, a co-
efficient which is specified in ohm -metres
(Om). Resistivity has the Greek symbol p
(rho) and the lower a material's resistivity,
then obviously the better a conductor of
electric current it will be. Using this value
it is possible to calculate the resistance of,
say, a copper conductor if we know its
cross-sectional area.

The electrical resistance of a sample of
material is given by

= PA
where R is the material's resistance in

ohms; p is its co -efficient of resistivity in
ohm -metres, L is its length in metres and A
represents the cross-sectional area of the
material in sq. metres. see Fig. 1.

Fig.1. A conductor of length L and
cross-sectional area of A has a resis-
tance which can be calculated using its
coefficient of resistivity.

As examples, the resistivity of copper is
1.7 x 10-8 ohm -metres at room tempera-
ture whilst that of Germanium, a semicon-
ductor, is 0-50m. Quartz has a resistivity
of 5 x 1016Qm which means that it's a very
good insulator. (You can learn a lot more
about the basics of electronics starting this
month with our interactive flagship educa-
tional series, Teach -In 2000, written by
John Becker.)

The conductivity a of a material is the
inverse or reciprocal of its resistivity: the
lower its resistivity then the higher its con-
ductivity will be. Measured in the SI unit
of conductance or siemens (S) (formerly
mhos - ohms spelt backwards), conductiv-
ity is calculated by 1/p = I/RA:This means
that copper has a conductivity of, let's see,
5.8 x 107 S in -1 and quartz has a conduc-
tivity of 2 x 10-17 S I haven't been
able to confirm a value for the resistivity of
steel - there are many different grades of
steel after all.

Thermal Conductivity
Overhead power lines are usually made

of aluminium alloy which is much lighter
than its alternatives, so fewer pylons are

needed to suspend the cables overhead.
The overhead cables are also cooled by
winds, which brings me to another coeffi-
cient of interest, that of thermal conductiv-
ity, symbol ). (Lambda). This indicates the
ability of a material to conduct heat from a
"hot spot" to a surrounding cooler area. so
that the temperature differences are ironed
out (as it were).

Thermal conductivity properties are of
great interest to heatsink manufacturers,
who usually extrude aluminium heatsinks
in lengths which are then cut to size,
punched and anodised: Soldering irons
also rely on the principle of thermal con-
duction to transport heat from the heating
element, through the shaft and to the tip,
from where it passes to the solder joint.
ARW.

Oscillator Feedback
Most of the correspondence we receive

contains questions for the Circuit Surgery
team, however, we are also pleased to
receive comments and corrections. It is
always interesting to hear from readers
who have additional insights to problems
we have discussed and we will publish
these where space permits.

Ian Field from Letchworth, Hens.,
wrote at length on the subject of the
"Lighting -Up Reminder" complimentary
oscillator circuit which we discussed in the
August 1999 issue. The deceptively sim-
ple -looking circuit has a complex opera-
tion which has defeated many a designer.

Mt Field has been producing diverse
applications for this circuit for over 30
years and therefore knows the circuit quite
well. As a schoolboy he used the circuit, he
says, to create a motorcycle sound effect
and as a radio jammer (tut -tut!).

He also says that the amber flashing traf-
fic lamps often left by roadworks make use
of this circuit, adding:

I cannot remember the exact values. I
think that it may have been I/IF or Ifi.5 and
2k2 or 4k7 (series resistance with CI).
Reiistor RI was 100k+IM in series with
an 1.d.r. from the tap down to OV. The load
was a 6V 0-09A lamp. The circuit would
oscillate without the use of the resistor in
series with the capacitor (CI), but the
pulse was so short that the lamp filament
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did not get hot enough to glow with such a
short period.

He says that he finds that oscillation is
more stable and reliable if supply decou-
pling is actually omitted (the lighting-up cir-
cuit included it, but we chose to ignore it in
our discussion). Mr. Field goes on to say:

As TR2 begins to conduct and switches
7721 into saturation, the charging current
taken by Cl will also ensure that the cur-
rent taken by TR2's collector will force
TRI's V be well over 0.7V. This looks pretty
much like an output short circuit to TR2.
For this reason, supply decoupling is not
only unnecessary, it is unwise.

It is also my view that the parasitic
inductance is not only helpful but essen-
tial. There are certain applications in
which this circuit simply will not work until
the supply decoupling capacitor is
removed.

We have not attempted to investigate the
effect of supply decoupling or parasitic
inductance on this circuit but would be
interested to hear from any readers who
have had similar (or even contradictory)
experiences.

Simulations
Mr. Field also comments on our comput-

er simulation results, in particular he is
concerned about the very large value of Vbe
which occurs for a short time each cycle.
He was concerned that the transistor would
be destroyed and asks if the simulator pro-
vided a warning of this.

In fact, large transient voltages and cur-
rents often occur in switching circuits. The
fact that they are very short in duration
means that they do not have sufficient
energy to damage the transistors, even
when they apparently exceed the data sheet
limits.

It is also true to say that simulators may
indicate far larger voltages or currents than
would actually occur in the real circuit.
This can be due to a situation in which a
component would be destroyed but also
due to use of simplistic models which do
not include all the limiting mechanisms.

Our simulation was fairly crude, but it
was sufficient for our purpose. We used a
generic transistor model (not a particular
transistor such as the BC558), the power
supply was modelled as an ideal voltage
source and no decoupling was included.

This was in line with the aims of the
article, that of providing a general under-
standing of the circuit's operation for peo-
ple who may find it difficult to understand
at all. Our objective was not to analyse the
more subtle and detailed aspects of the cir-
cuit's behaviour, however, we are extreme-
ly grateful to Mr. Field for writing to us on
his detailed knowledge of this circuit. /MB.

Asta Movistor
Can you think of a circuit which will

divert lightning away from modems, by
shorting such massive voltages to earth?
Alternatively, is there a circuit for an opti-
cal isolator which I could use between the
phone socket and modem?

Thanks to regular correspondent Phil
Dodd. I receive quite a few queries on
phone line suppression or modification,
but the fact that phone socket modifica-
tions are prohibited unless they are BABT

approved rules out any form of home-
made improvisation. I commented in
September's Net Work, our Internet col-
umn. that Zoom modems carry extra light-
ning protection together with a five year
guarantee.

Any protection is better than none and
though it is touch and go whether anything
can withstand the intense energy of a light-
ning strike, you can try to clamp incoming
spikes on phone lines or the mains supply.
Some modems incorporate MOV (metal
oxide stor) or "Movistor" suppression,
see the symbol in Fig.2a.

Fig.2. (a) Symbol of a Metal -Oxide
Varistor (MOV) and (b) a typical appli-
cation for a mains -rated varistor.

These voltage -dependent resistors nor-
mally have a very high impedance but they
will shunt any high energy spikes away,
hopefully preventing them from reaching
sensitive circuitry. A wide variety is avail-
able including some types which are suit-
able for connection directly across the
mains, to help avoid spikes damaging elec-
tronic equipment.

The company Furse supply "telephone
line protectors", and one model is said to
be for protecting modems and other equip-
ment with BT jack connections. It's sold
by Parnell (Tel. 01132 636311) part num-
ber 188-566 and although it costs £47 +
VAT, it is somewhat cheaper than a new
motherboard or modem.

For home computer use consider a
Belkin Surgemaster Power Strip for sus-
ceptible equipment, which has six filtered
mains outlets together with a protected BT
phone socket as well. It claims to handle
18,000 amps surge current and clamps
within one nanosecond. They cost about
f30 from PC World or Viking Direct.

One correspondent has even suggested a
form of "lightning early warning system" in
the form of an old fluorescent tube, one end
of which is connected to a long wire "aerial"
outdoors. The tube starts to glow, he sug-
gests, when there is a sufficient electrical
charge accumulating in the atmosphere, pre-
ceding a possible lightning strike. AMY.

Watts Wrong?
Oops! Well spotted, readers! We made a

blunder in the article on power output in
the September 1999 issue. (Actually it was
just a test to see how many of you noticed.
Oh sure - Ed.) The error was spotted first
by Mark Daniels of Clay Cross,
Chesterfield who says:

The r.m_s voltage of a square wave with
50% duty cycle is not V1 12. We must con-
sider the average power in the load resis-
tor over time to determine the effective (or
r.m.s.) voltage.

If we take a square wave with on time te
and off time toff.and peak voltage Vpi, we
see that the power into the load resistance,
R, is V2ptIR. This is the peak power Ps.
The average power over the entire cycle is
()PIA, where d' = tonl(t.44,,ff), so Pn, =
ciPek'

.Substituting for P,.. and P (using
P=V2IR) we get V2,IR = dV=JR. Hence
V2, = oV2pk and thus

vans olli-12pk

Our mistake was due to an astempt to
simplify things that went slightly awry. We
were consciously trying to "reason" the
result se as to tnake the article less mathe-
matical but we made a silly error. Trying to
avoid the maths was our downfall, the les-
son to be learnt here is always use the
maths td analyse an electronics problem if
it is feasible to do so, never try to side-step
it!

In the September Surgery the statement
that the power for our 50% duty cycle OV
to 12V pulse wave is half that due to I2V
d.c. is correct, but the r.m.s. voltage is
8.49V (i.e. V(0.5 x122) using the above
formula), not 6V, so the power is 9W not
4.5W (the power of 12V d.c. into 8 ohms
is 18W). Still 9W is less than the 11W
desired, and Mark agreed with our com-
ment that the general argument in our
original article still stood. We will try
harder in future, but let us know if you
spot any more errors, readers, we might
just be testing to see if you are paying
attention . . . .

Remember also that PMPO ratings are
all but worthless. Alan was recently help-
ing a friend choose a new stereo system,
and the Technics unit they settled for had
a rating of 70W per channel r.m.s.
However, the spec. sheet quoted a PMPO
value of (wait for it): . . . 3,000 watts!
MB.

CIRCUIT THERAPY
Circuit Surgery is your column. If you

have any queries or comments, please
write to: Alan Winstanley, Circuit Surgery,
Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Allen House,
East Borough, Wimbome, Dorset, BH2I
1PF. United Kingdom. E-mail
alan@epemag.demon.co.uk. Please indi-
cate if your query is not for
publication. A personal reply
cannot always be guaranteed
but we will
try to pub- 6--

Ilsh repre- _1
sentative
answers in this column.

ENTER THE CHAT ZONE
The EPE Chat Zone on our web site is

.now open as a way for readers to exchange
information, views, hints and tips in virtually
real time.

http://www.epemag.vrimborne.co.uk
wvAvboard
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C.C.T.V. BOARD CAMERAS FROM f19.95
MINIATURE C.C.T.V. CAMERAS FROM TOP USA

.i?e 11:c 0 MAKER. IDEAL FOR COVERT SURVEILLANCE OR
- SECURITY USE IN SHOPS. OFFICES AND

PRIVATE HOMES. CONNECTS TO ANY TV OR
- VIDEO IN SECONDS - OPTIONAL CABLE ETC.

AVAILABLE. OUR 1993 PRICE FOR THIS CAMERA
WAS r3A5II HUGE RECESSION IN ELECTRON/CS
INDUSTRY HAS SLASHED THESE PRICES TO

- . RIDICULOUS LEVELS! THESE ARE USA MADE -
NOT CHEAP CHINESE MODELS. READY BUILT
WITH LENS ETC BRAND NEW 1999 STOCK - FULL

- -74'Cle4 ." 12 MONTki GUARANTEE. WORKS FROM 9V-PP3
Y - ..*...2.0 BAKERY OR OUR CAMERA PSU AND CABLE KIT

SHOWN BELOW. ONLY 50 LEFT IN STOCK
ONLY 2ornm I 29mm .

APPLICATIONS:
Audio Model add £5.00

LOTS OF 10
tEadi)
LOTS OF 5 £21.50
LOTS OF 2 E23.95
S_AMPLE E2.5.95
Add P&P £3 ANY ORDER

VAT INCLUDED

SECURITY
1,3in. image sensor SUVEILLANCE,

Mtn 288 x 352 pixels_ MACHINE MONITORING.
Auto ins. 270 Fines. 6V NANNY WATCHING,

to 12V D.C. 3LYriA. STAFF THEFT,

3.6mm wide angi BIRD OBSERVATION.
ETC.

P:rtre 'ens '-',.:--,--:".:÷J 5.117-iSH PAL SYSTEM.

SECRET SPY CAMERAS
MICRO SIZE 16mm x 16mm40110

3IMM

__
JAPANESE CCTV TECHNOLOGY REDUCES THE

SIZE FOR EASY CONCEALMENT.
PE.EASE ALV TO ASOVE T4r,c,.. r PMCES

3 WA WISE AAGLE LENS SNC.

cri .., -"II:4ft,
' -,ii'

1 .

0 '

1O CCD BOARD
wirri AUTO

COMPENSATION
128 STEP ELECTRONIC

AND 380
RESOLUTION

nO.000 PIXELS
LEVEL GIVES
CRYSTAL CLEAR

HIGH
OUALITY
EXTRA
SMALL
Bb W
CAMERA

CAMERA
BACKLIGHT

IRIS
TV LINES

AND 0-2 LUX
REMARKABLE

piCTURcs

Camera PSU and Cable Kit
A 55 .-,+.-,,n tr pc..
firo wo carreang10

f, Ois mg* d ixaT! cs-3-
era =dies a men
MiWwi Tte 14.5 col -

r...- tam a epolti 0.411
---s ears }titre. ar-c 2o 207; ge-rzed .are., Oree-43 0 re rate
.... h33 3 SCARt pig, in

3,3o percno FA..v s
..-ce:) p`seo r...._ci ard 3 DC MeV s3::31. The lead 2,371 re mare
.-.4.--,--e s Ot.cces nu ry CC 140,2= =ro on w re WART two or
,,="d'i I'd voto a."-rc ot95 wr aiges -''' PA TV- =tea a
 -'}

MAPLINS PRICE T:24.99. OUR PRICE £12.90
32Tri (ox 3arrikly x 2trrrn ii

/LAMM PIVCE E73-93

OUR PRICE £35.95
3-s-rrn IMDE£5 ANGLE LENS

ADD ALKNO

CAMERA CASING WITH SWIVEL
WALL BRACKET TO TAKE ANY OF

OUR BOARD CAMERAS £3.90

LASER POINTERS
Professional model fires a small red laser dot
over 250 metres. Built into executive ballpoint
pen with case and baits.
LIST £39.95 NOW £10.00
God-plaied Keytti. model
LIST £29.95 NOW £9.00
Multi Keyfob with 5 tips fires a dot. horizontal
line, star, arrows and circle
LIST £41.25 NOW 212.00
Add £3 p&p any quantity.
(Orly mai:I to sthais or L.-WES-Teri - r10 minors abet 2u

%.,..., SONY COLOUR CCTV
---'rt7 ' - ' BOARD CAMERAS

I The ce.: c.:.._,... -,.- a.. i.e nave ever seen -
.

l''' the rich o3lours and crystal clear images amazed

4
our buyer! High grade Sony image sensor chip

auto iris and 290,000 pixets. 330 TV line
resolution and LUX level 2. Standard UK PAL

I'---i 4,r_ziA works on any TV or monitor. Use with our camera
PSU and cable kit (see rbove), size 32rnrn x

. i,i4...... AD 32mm. 12V DC or will work off PP3 9V battery

NEW LOWER PRICE £56.00 (audio add £5)

SHOPKEEPER'S EASIRT COLOUR OBSERVATION SYSTEM

...K.--

o0
LT"

,

44

1.1.J><
t -

U) r :F
- - -__

41COLGLIR CAMERAS. 1412 MONITOR AND AUTO
ASK FOR OUR LEAFLET

OUR BEST
SELLING
COLOUR

OBSERVATION
SYSTEM
P.IRRP 0855

TRADE PRICE

36 5+VAT
(£427.67)

SWITCHER.

ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW
AND PERFECT. SULK BUYERS

A.S.A.,== irs: Order HotIlne
01642851256PLF_ASE ASH FOR JOHN.

51 CambridgeRoaxt

PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
LI PP ANY S2E. ORDER VISA

Miritp_sbrough Fax:
T55 5NL 01642 823173

OUR

LATEST

IRONS

WILL SAVE

YOU SOME

BRASS
Our quality range of thermally balanced irons is

now even better than ever. Easier to handle, cooler

to use, each iron is manufactured in the UK and

meets CE conformity. There's an 'In Handle'

adjustable temperature model and burn proof

lead option and a wide selection of soldering bits.

That's the good news: The even better news is

that all our irons are still very competitively priced

Tel: 01822 613565 Fax: 01822 617598

www.antex.co.uk

ANTE X.

NOT JUST ANY OLD IRON
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WHETHER ELECTRONICS IS YOUR HOBBY
OR YOUR LIVELIHOOD . . .

YOU NEED THE MODERN ELECTRONICS MANUAL
and the ELECTRONICS SERVICE MANUAL

THE MODERN ELECTRONICS MANUAL
The essential reference

work for everyone
studying electrogics
 Easy -to -use format

 Clear and simple layout

 Comprehensive subject range

 In-depth theory
 Projects to build

 Detailed assembly instructions

 Full components checklists

 Extensive data tables

 Detailed supply information

 Professionally written

 Regular Supplements

 Sturdy ring -binder

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO GET
STARTED AND GO FURTHER IN ELECTRONICS!
The revised edition of the Modern Electronics Base Manual
contains practical, easy -to -follow information on the following
subjects:

BASIC PRINCIPLE: Electronic Components and their
Characteristics (16 sections from Resistors and Potentiometers to
Crystals, Crystal Modules and Resonators), Circuits Using Passive
Components (9 sections), Power Supplies, The Amateur
Electronics Workshop, The Uses of Semiconductors, Digital
Electronics (6 sections), Operational Amplifiers, Introduction to
Physics, Semiconductors (6 sections) and Digital Instruments
(5 sections).

CIRCUITS TO BUILD: There's nothing to beat the satisfaction of
creating your own project. From basic principles, like soldering and
making printed circuit boards, to circuit -building, the Modern
Electronics Manual and its Supplements describe clearly, with
appropriate diagrams, how to assemble radios, loudspeakers,

amplifiers, car projects, computer interfaces, measuring
instruments, workshop equipment, security systems, etc.
The Base Manual describes 13 projects including a Theremin and
a Simple TENS Unit.

ESSENTIAL DATA. Extensive tables on diodes, transistors,
thyristors and triacs, digital and linear i.c.s.

EXTENSIVE GLOSSARY: Should you come across a technical
word, phrase or abbreviation you're not familiar with, simply turn
to the glossary included in the Manual and you'll find a
comprehensive definition in plain English.

The Manual also covers Safety and ::;t1i'f,; ,rs.
The most comprehensive reference work ever produced at a price
you can afford, the revised edition of THE MODERN
ELECTRONICS MANUAL provides you with all the essential
information you need.

THE MODERN ELECTRONICS MANUAL
Revised Edition of Basic Work: Contains over 900 pages of information. Edited by John Becker.
Regular Supplements: Approximately 160 -page Supplements of additional information which, if requested, are forwarded to you
immediately on publication (four times a year). These are billed separately and can be discontinued at any time.
Presentation: Durable looseleaf system in large A4 format
Price of the Basic Work: £39.95 (to include a recent Supplement FREE)

r.

.171

Our 30 day money back guarantee gives you complete peace of mind. If you are not entirely happy with either
Manual, for whatever reason, simply return it to us in good condition, together with the Digital Multimeter, within 30

days and we will make a full refund of your payment - no small print and no questions asked.
(Overseas buyers do have to pay the overseas postage charge)

Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Dept Yll, Allen House, East Borough, Wimbome, Dorset BH21 1PF. Tel: 01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692.



ELECTRONICS SERVICE MANUAL
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW TO GET STARTED IN
REPAIRING AND SERVICING ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
SAFETY: Be knowledgeable about Safety Regulations, Electrical Safety and First Aid.

UNDERPINNING KNOWLEDGE: Specific sections enable you to Understand Electrical
and Electronic Principles, Active and Passive Components. Circuit Diagrams, Circuit
Measurements, Radio, Computers. Valves and manufacturers' Data. etc.

PRACTICAL SKILLS: Learn how to identify Electronic Components. Avoid Static
Hazards, Carry Out Soldering and Wiring, Remove and Replace Components.

TEST EQUIPMENT: How to Choose and Use Test Equipment. Assemble a Toolkit. Set
Up a Workshop, and Get the Most from Your lvlultimeter and Oscilloscope. etc.

SERVICING TECHNIQUES: The regular Supplements include vital guidelines on how to
Service Audio Amplifiers. Radio Receivers. TV Receivers. Cassette Recorders. Video
Recorders, Personal Computers. etc.

TECHNICAL NOTES: Commencing with the IBM PC. PC -XT. PC -AT. this section and
the regular Supplements deal with a very wide range of specific types of equipment.

REFERENCE DATA: Detailing vital parameters for Diodes, Small -Signal Transistors.
Power Transistors, Thyristors, Triacs and Field Effect Transistors. Supplements include
Operational Amplifiers. Logic Circuits. Optoetectronic Devices, etc.

ELECTRONICS SERVICE MANUAL

The essential work for
servicing and repairing
electronic equipment
 Easy -to -use format

 Clear and simple layout
 Vital safety precautions
 Fundamental principles
 Troubleshooting techniques

 Servicing techniques
 Choosing and using test

equipment

 Reference data
 Professionally written

 Regular Supplements
 Sturdy ring -binder

Basic Work: Contains around 900 pages of information. Edited by Mike Tooley BA
Regular Supplements: Approximately 160 -page Supplements of additional information which. if requested. are forwarded to you
immediately on publication (four times a year). These are billed separately and can be discontinued at any time.
Presentation: Durable looseleaf system in large A4 format
Price of the Basic Work: £39.95 (to include a recent Supplement FREE)

ORDER BOTH MANUALS TOGETHER AND SAVE OVER £10!
A mass of well -organised and clearly explained information Is brought to you by expert editorial

teams whose combined experience ensures the widest coverage
Regular Supplements to these unique publications, each around 160 pages, keep you abreast of

the latest technology and techniques If required

REGULAR SUPPLEMENTS

Unlike a book or encyclopedia. these Manuals
are living works - continuously extended with
new material. If requested. Supplements are sent
to you approximately every three months. Each
Supplement contains around 160 pages - all for
only £23.50+£2.50 p&p. You can. of course,
return any Supplement (within ten days) which

r

you feel is superfluous to your needs. You can
also purchase a range of past Supplements to
extend your Base Manual on sublects of
particular interest to you

RESPONDING TO YOUR NEEDS

We are able to provide you with the most
important and popular. up to date. features in our

SuWements. Our unique system is augmented
try readers' requests for new information.
Through this service you are able to let us know
exactly what information you require in your
Manuals

You can also contact the editors directly in writing
if you have a specific technical request or query
relating to the Manuals.

PLEASE send me a Digital Muttimeter (offer ends Dec 15. 1999) together with

 THE MODERN ELECTRONICS MANUAL plus a FREE SUPPLEMENT

 ELECTRONICS SERVICE MANUAL plus a FREE SUPPLEMENT
I enclose payment of £39.95 (for one Manual) or £69.75 for both Manuals (saving over
£10 by ordering both together) plus postage if applicable.
I also require the appropriate Supplements four times a year. These are billed
separately and can be discontinued at any time. (Please delete if not required.)
Should I deckle not to keep the Manual/s I will return itithem and the Digital Multimeter
to you within 30 days for a full refund.

FULL NAME
F -LEASE PRNTI

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

SIGNATURE

 I enclose cheque/PO payable to Wimborne Publishing Ltd.
 Please charge my Visa. Mastercard

Card No.

L
Card Exp. Date

ORDER FORM
5,moty con-4..nkte are rehmn the ader form with yv,..y

payment to the 'of -own° address:

Wimbome Publishing Ltd. Dept. V11, Allen House,
East Borough, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1PF

We otter a 30 day MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
- if you are not ha: py wj, ttv Manua! s,n1p1y return it to us

in good contItion together with the AfatzrneW wain 30
days for a tuff retard.

ni,as o n. we fa pay me c. --seas; -. - res-Nr

POSTAGE CHARGES
Price PER MANUAL

Postal Region Surface
FREEMainland UK

Air

Scottish Highlands,
UK Islands & Eire £5.50

Europe (EU) £20
Europe (Non-EU) £20 £26
USA & Canada £25 £33
Far East & Australasia £31 £35
Rest of World £25 £45

Please alia.v four walking days for UK delivery.
NOTE: Surma mai can take ever to weeks to some parts of

the Itii.d EaV7 Manual tneips Amid 4kg when parked
es, -2

1



Constructional Project

DEMISTER
ONE-SHOT
TERRY de VAUX-BALL13IRNIE

Join the luxury set!
Switches off your heated rear
windscreen automatically

ow many times have you used your
car demister and forgotten to switch
it off? Lost count?

This means that the next time you switch
on the ignition, the rear windscreen will
warm up whether you need it to or not. The
warning light usually found in the switch is
not much help and is easily missed.

SWITCH OFF
A typical demister requires 12A approx-

imately and will be even more in cars hav-
ing a large rear windscreen. For example,
the resistance of the heater element in a
Renault Clio was measured and found to be
0-9 ohms corresponding to about 13A or
some 150 watts on the nominal 12V
system.

If you have the headlights switched on
too plus a few of the high -current devices
which seem to have become part of modern
motoring, this imposes a considerable load
on the car charging system. In extreme
cases, it can exceed the output of the alter-
nator. The battery will then run down at a
rate needed to make up the difference.

This problem will be compounded if you
do a lot of "start -stop" driving where the
starter motor is used excessively. Believe it
or not, there are some people who leave
their demister switched on right through
the winter so that it will always operate
while the ignition is on!

NOT FOR TURNING
A large electrical load on the alternator

will make its pulley harder to turn. So much
so that the fan belt may slip and fail to trans-
mit the drive properly. This can occur even
with a correctly -tensioned fan belt and is
aggravated by grease and dust collecting on
its running surface. This will make the prob-
lems mentioned earlier much worse.

Using high -current electrical equipment
significantly increases fuel consumption.
This is because it is the fuel which provides
the energy to generate all that electricity in
the first place! For all these reasons, it
makes sense to use the heated rear wind-
screen sparingly and only for as long as it
takes to have the intended effect.

Some vehicles have a demister timing
circuit already provided. However, most
people have cars which are not so
equipped. It is then left up to the driver to
switch off manually when the rear wind-
screen has cleared.

OVERVIEW
The Demister One -Shot described here

is an easy -to -build add-on circuit which
puts the heated rear windscreen under auto-
matic control. On pressing a pushbutton
switch, the heating element operates for
some preset time between 6 and 50 minutes
approximately then switches off.

While it is on, an 1.e.d. (light -emitting
diode) glows to confirm this. If the button
is pressed again during the course of oper-
ation, it will switch off. Another cycle may
then be initiated by pressing it again.

The main unit is built in a small plastic
box (see photograph) which is secured
under the dashboard out of sight. A sepa-
rate small panel having the switch and I.e.&
mounted on it is placed in a convenient
position for the driver to operate (see
photograph).

It would also be possible to site the
switch and l.e.d. on the front of the main
unit. However, although it would avoid
some wiring, the profili of the box would
be rather large and it would not present a
good appearance.

The switch panel and main unit are inter-
connected using a piece of 4 -core light -
duty wire. A piece of screw terminal block
on the p.c.b. (printed circuit board) inside
the main unit is used to make the connec-
tions to the existing circuit. The unit
requires only 1.3mA approximately while
on standby.

INITIAL CHECKS
Before proceeding, we need to make

some initial checks. A typical heated rear
windscreen circuit is shown in Fig.l. Note
that this is a simplified diagram and does
not show, for example, the warning light
which is usually built into the on -off
switch.

A relay is normally used to do the job of
actually directing current to the rear screen
element via a high current rating fuse. The
dashboard -mounted switch then only needs

Fig.1. Typical heated mar windscreen circuit arrangement.
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to carry the small relay coil current (which
arrives via the ianition switch and a fuse of
low current rating) so it may be of a com-
pact light -duty type.

Some cars may possibly have a switch
which carries current direct from the sup-
ply to the element - that is, without the use
of a relay. The other end of the windscreen
element is grounded ("earthed") to the
chassis of the car to complete the circuit.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The full circuit diagram for the Demister

One Shot is shown in Fig. 2. ICI is a timer
integrated circuit of a type specially manu-
factured for automotive applications. It is
thus designed to be practically immune
from false triggering due to random pulses
which may appear on the supply lines.
Also, it will not trigger on powering -up
which can sometimes happen in circuits of
this type.

TIME DELAY
The time delay aspect of the circuit

works like this. The resistance appearing
between ICI pin 6 and pin 7 (R) operates in
conjunction with the capacitance between
pin 6 and the OV line (C) to set the fre-
quency (j) of an on -chip oscillator.

The minimum allowed values of C and R
( In and 59k) will provide the highest fre-
quency (about 20kHz) while the maximum
ones (4/17 and 280k) will give the lowest -
about 1Hz. The frequency may therefore be
set to any value between these limits by a
suitable choice of components.

One cycle of the oscillator will take the
time, T, given by 1/f and will be 0.05ms at
a frequency of 20kHz and one second at
1Hz. On the first pulse of the oscillator. ICI
output (pin 2) will go low. An internal
counter then "clocks up" the total number
of cycles until 73728 have been registered

F7g.2. Complete circuit diagram for the rear screen Demister One -Shot.

Car charging circuits are notoriously
"noisy" with the alternator providing a very
unsmooth supply. High -voltage spikes often
appear in the wiring at random and when
high -current inductive equipment is
switched off, these effects can cause spuri-
ous operation or Pike re -setting when ordi-
nary i.c.s are used. They can even ruin an Lc.

Another point is that when a high -cur-
rent device is switched on, there is a sudden
fall in supply voltage (due to the voltage
drop across the resistance of the wiring).
This can also cause false re -setting (switch-
ing off). However, such problems do not
occur in this circuit.

With the specified i.c., much of the nec-
essary circuitry is fabricated on the chip so
the external component count is kept to a
minimum. A 12V supply from the existing
circuit is connected (via terminal block
TB1/1) through fuse FS1 and diode DI to
the new circuit.

The diode DI gives reverse -polarity pro-
tection since, if the supply were to be
applied in the wrong sense, it would fail to
conduct and nothing would happen. The
fuse FS1 is included to guard against any
unlikely failure of the circuit resulting in a
short-circuit to the supply.

Power is applied to ICI pin 8 via the net-
work consisting of resistor R2 and capaci-
tor Cl which smoothes the supply and
removes much of the line noise mentioned
earlier. There is also an inbuilt 14V Zener
diode connected between pin 8 and pin I
(connected to OV). This normally does
nothing but serves to protect the i.c. from
spikes greater in voltage than 14V because
the diode would conduct and bypass them.

whereupon the i.c. times out and pin 2
reverts to its former state. The formula for
the delay time (T) is therefore given by:

T = 73728 x 1/j.

With the highest and lowest values of C
and R. this gives upper and lower limits of
20 hours and 4 seconds approximately. Of
course, this range is far too great for the
present application. The advantage of
using a large number of cycles is that the
value of C can be kept low and this
reduces the size and cost of the finished
circuit.

TIME ADJUSTMENT
It is necessary to provide an adjustment so

that the timing may be preset to suit individ-
ual requirements. For this reason. R compris-
es preset potentiometer VR1 connected in
series with fixed resistor R3. The timing
capacitor is C2 and this is fixed in value.

With VR1 set to minimum, the period
will be some 6 minutes and when at maxi-
mum, about 50 minutes. This range of val-
ues will be found satisfactory for most pur-
poses. However, the timing could be
extended by increasing the value of capaci-
tor C2 as required.

The output at ICI pin 2 takes the form of
a Darlington driver. This is designed to oper-
ate the coil of a fairly substantial relay direct.
In fact, the output will supply up to 300mA
approximately although, here, the coil of
relay RLA requires only some 70mA.

Note that no external diode is connected
across the relay coil as is normal practice.
This is because a diode (in fact it is a 23V
Zener diode) is already fabricated on the

chip. This protects the i.c. from the reverse
high -voltage pulse which appears across
the coil when the magnetic field in the core
collapses on switching off. When this hap-
pens. the diode conducts and bypasses it.

Light -emitting diode D2, together with
series resistor RI, are connected in parallel
with the relay coil. The I.e.d. therefore
glows while the coil is drawing current and
serves to show that the circuit is timing.
Resistor RI limits its operating current to
about 20mA.

While the relay is energised, its normal-
ly -open ("make") contacts close and direct
current from the +12V feed (at terminal
block TB1/1), via the existing high -current
fuse. to the "live" side of the heated rear
windscreen (connected to TB1/3).

Pins 3 and 4 (internal switch) of ICI
could be connected to OV via pushbutton
switches to perform separate on and off
functions respectively instead of using'
toggle operation (press on, press off).
However, them seems no point in using two
switches instead of one and these pins are
left unconnected.

Pin 5 of IC1 is the toggle input and may
be made low momentarily by operating

COMPONENTS

Resistors See
R1 470Q

-P-rei

R2 5100
R3 68k TALK

All 0.25W 5% carbon film page

Potentiometer
VR1 470k sub min. enclosed

carbon preset, vertical

Capacitors
Cl 4711 radial elect. 25V.
C2 100n metallised polyester

- 2.5mm pin spacing

Semiconductors
1N4001 50V 1A rect.

diode.
D2 3mm red I.e.d.
IC1 U6047B automotive -type

timer i.c.

Miscellaneous
RLA 12V 170 ohm coil

automotive -type relay,
with single -pole
changeover contacts
rated at 16A minimum

FS1 1A sub -min. axial fuse.
S1 miniature push -to -make

switch.
TB1 3 -way section of p.c.b.

screw terminal block
(10mm pin spacing)
rated at 16A minimum.

Printed circuit board available from the
EPE PCB Service, code 245; plastic box,
size 97mm x 73mm x 39.5mm for main
unit; potting box, size 38mm x 38mm x
19mm, for the switch panel or small
bracket (see text): 8 -pin d.i.l. socket; 16A
minimum autotype multistrand wire; 3A
auto -type wire: auto -type e.g. 'butler con-
nectors - 16A rating minimum; 18s.w.g.
tinned copper wire; 3mm I.e.d. clip; light -
duty 4 -core stranded wire: connecting
wire; solder, etc.

Approx. Cost
Guidance Only El 4

excl. auto -cable & boxes
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pushbutton switch Si. With each press, the
circuit will alternate between "timing" and

DESOUNCING
The contacts of a mechanical switch

bounce as they close. That is, they repeat-
edly "break" and "make" a few times until
they settle down to a closed state.

This could present a problem with SI
because, on operating it, pin 5 would go
low several times in rapid succession. The
first low state to arrive would trigger the.
circuit, the second would cancel it and so
on. Whether the i.c. was ultimately left in a
set (on) or re -set (off) condition would
therefore be unpredictable.

To avoid this problem. the switch is
"debounced" using the internal oscillator.
Thus, only the low state arriving on the first
cycle will have any effect. The circuit will
then be inactive for a short time so that any
further pulses willnot be "seen".

This allows the contacts to settle down.
The inactive time is very short (about six
oscillator cycles) so the unit will respond
correctly when the switch is operated
again.

While the circuit is timing, the normally -
open ("n.o.") contact (RLA1) of the relay
is "made" (closed) and provides a +12V
feed to the non -earthed terminal of the
heated rear windscreen or possibly short-
circuit the existing switch (more will be
said about this later). The existing switch
will not be used and it would be a good idea
to tape it over, so that it cannot be operated
inadvertently. If this was done, the demister
would heat up irrespective of the status of
the new circuit.

CONSTRUCTION
Construction of the main unit is based on

a single -sided printed circuit board (p.c.b.).
The component layout and full-size copper
foil master are shown in Fig. 3. This board
is available from the EPE PCB Service,
code 245. It will be noted that all the com-
ponents are mounted on this except switch
S I and l.e.d. D2 which are sited on a sepa-
rate panel or small plastic box.

Begin construction with the p.c.b. Drill
the three mounting holes and then solder
the i.c. socket in position (but do not insert
the Lc. yet). This should be followed by the

three-way piece of screw terminal block
and the relay. Next, the resistors (including
preset VR 1) and capacitor C2 can be added.

Solder fuse FS1 in place. Note that the
specified, axial lead, fuse is a sub -miniature
type designed to be soldered directly on the
p.c.b. This is convenient because, in prac-
tice, it is unlikely ever to blow. However,
some readers may wish to use a separate
chassis fuseholder instead with its wires
soldered to the "FS I " pads.

Finally, add capacitor Cl and diode DI
taking care to observe the polarity of these
components. Adjust VR I fully clockwise
(as viewed form the top edge of the p.c.b.)
to give minimum timing which will be best
for testing purposes.

REINFORCEMENTS
NEEDED

Depending on how the unit will be con-
nected to the existing system, the relay con-
tacts will possibly need to carry the full
demister operating current and it will be
necessary to re-inforce the copper sections
of p.c.b. track between the normally -open
(n.o.) contacts and the terminal block pins
(shown by cross -hatching in Fig.3). This
should be done by soldering pieces of
20s.w.g. (or thicker) tinned copper wire
along their length.

This is necessary because the tracks will
not be capable of carrying the high current
needed to operate the windscreen heater ele-
ment. Without re-inforcement they would
overheat and could possibly melt. Reinforce-
ment is always necessary where a direct
+12V feed is made to the heater element.

Some readers may prefer to use the relay
contacts in the new unit simply to bypass
the present switch. Assuming there is an
existing relay, there would be no need to re-
inforce the tracks because they would only
carry the current for its coil.

This method is not really ideal because
there would now be two relays in the circuit
and this would introduce an element of unre-
liability. However, it does have the advantage
that the wiring may
be easier to carry out
since you only need
to gain access to the
existing switch tags.
More will be said
about this later.

Printed circuit board component layout. interwiring
and full size underside copper foil master.

BOX PREPARATION
Prepare the plastic box for the p.c.b. by

marking the mounting holes on the bottom
and drilling these. Drill a hole in the rear,
close to the l.e.d. "D2" and pushswitch
"SI " points on the,p.c.b. This will allow the
wires to pass through to the panel. Drill a
larger hole near to the terminal block TB1
position for the wires passing through to
the car system.

Decide on suitable positions for the main
unit and switch panel. These should be fair-
ly close together so that the length of the
inter -connecting lead is 20cm maximum.
Cut off a piece of light -duty 4 -core strand-
ed wire to reach between the two.

If stranded 4 -core wire is not available, use
two pieces of 2 -core. Note that suitable44-core
wire is available as "burglar alarm cable" but
take care that it is not of the solid -core type
(often sold as "telephone cable") which
would break easily in service.

Pass one end of the wire through the hole
and solder the ends to the D2 and Si points
on the p.c.b:, see Fig.3. Make a careful note
of which wire is which and, particularly,
which one is for the l.e.d. anode (a) and
which for the cathode (k).

Attach the p.c.b. using short spacers on
the bolt shanks to keep the copper track
side clear of the bottom of the box. Leaving
a little slack in the wire on the inside, apply
a small cable clamp or a tight cable tie to
the wire to provide strain relief.

C*7
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Completed circuit board mounted inside the
with suitable spacers. You must use heavy
from the terminal block.

SWITCH PANEL
In the prototype unit, the switch panel

was made using a "potting box", size
38mm x 38mm x 19mm approx. However,
many readers will have their own ideas
about how this should be constructed.

A small car -type accessory bracket could
be used providing it is large enough to
accommodate the l.e.d. and switch. It
would also be possible to make your own
bracket using sheet aluminium sprayed in
a suitable colour.

Another idea would be to utilise the
blanking plate often fitted to unoccupied
switch positions. Whatever method is used,
make sure the connections to the switch
and l.e.d. are insulated so that no metal
parts can touch them.

Assuming a small box (such as a potting
box) is used, drill holes for the l.e.d. clip
and switch also a hole in a side panel for
the leadout wire to pass through. Mount
these components and pass the free end of
the wire through the hole.

Solder the ends of the wires to the l.e.d.
and switch taking care that the correct wire
is connected in each case. Note that the
anode (a) l.e.d. wire is connected to the
longer end wire. Leaving a little slack,
clamp the wire as in the main unit so that it
cannot pull free in service.

TESTING
Testing the finished unit is best carried

out using a 9V battery. In this way. any
problems may be resolved before connect-
ing the circuit to the car system. Note that,
although a 9V supply will be sufficient to
operate the circuit, it will probably no(
make the relay click over.

However, operation may be monitored
by observing the l.e.d. Insert ICI into its
socket. Since it is a bipolar device, it
does not require any special handling
precautions.

Referring to the wiring diagram of Fig.3,
connect terminal TB I/1 (+12V feed) and
TB L/2 (chassis) on the p.c.b. to the positive
and negative battery terminals respectively.

main unit box. Use nylon nuts and bolts
-duty automotive wire for connections

Press the Demist switch Si and note that
the I.e.d. comes on.

After about six minutes (this is subject to
quite a wide variation), it should go off
again. Re -trigger and press the button again
before the end of the natural time-out peri-
od. The I.e.d. should go off immediately.

If this basic test works, it is likely that
the circuit will operate correctly when con-
nected to the car system. Adjust preset VRI
to approximately mid -track position.

CONNECTING UP
The next stage is to install the two units

in the vehicle. Remove the fuse which pro-
tects the heated rear windscreen and check
that the circuit is "dead". This fuse will be
rated at, say. 16A. Do not confuse it with
any low -current fuse used in the relay coil
circuit or elsewhere. Make small brackets
to attach the units, route the inter -connect-
ing wire as required and attach the control
panel but do not secure the main unit yet.

Decide on how the unit is to be connected
to the car system. If you follow the
method used in the prototype, you will
need to pick up the high -current +12V
feed for the existing circuit at a conve-
nient point between the "live" relay
"make" contact and the fuse. If conve-
nient, you could make the connection
at the relay itself using the appropri-
ate connector.

Do not connect to any other cir-
cuit and do not use any low -cur-
rent connection to the coil of an
existing relay. On no account, wire
the unit so that the full heater
operating current flows through
the ignition switch unless it has
been designed for such use -it
would be destroyed.

Using automotive wire of 16A
rating minimum, make the connec-
tion to TB1/ I . Another connection
will need to be made to the "live"
(non -earthed) side of the rear screen
heater element. You will be able to
make this between the relay contact
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and element or, of course, at the relay itself.
This wire is connected to TB 1/3.

For all this wiring, use proper automo-
tive (for example, "bullet" type) connectors
of appropriate rating. Note also that if any
wire needs to pass through a hole in metal,
it must be prcitected using a plastic
grommet.

As mentioned earlier, you could possibly
use the relay contacts in the new circuit
simply to bypas's the original rear screen
heater switch. Check that there is a +12V
supply at one terminal of the switch which
is obtained via a low -value fuse.

Assume for the moment that there is an
existing relay. Using the appropriate con-
nectors, obtain a +12V feed from the live
side of the switch and connect it to TB I/1.
Connect the terminal of the switch which
Iparis to the relay coil to TB 1/3.

Since the wiring only needs to carry the
current far the May coil, you could use
light -duty type (say, 3A rating) but note
that it must still be of the proper automo-
tive type. If there is no existing relay, this
method will still work but make sure that
the p.c.b. tracks have been re-inforced as
described earlier. Also, the connections
must be made with wire of 16A rating
minimum.

Cut a piece of wire (which may be of 3A
automotive type) for the "ground" (car
chassis) connection. Make this long enough
to reach a nearby metal earth/chassis point.
Connect this to terminal TB112. Leaving a
little slack in all the wires, clamp them
inside the box so that they cannot pull free
in use.

ON THE ROAD
Secure the main unit in position. Replace

the high current fuse, switch on the ignition
and press the Demist switch SI. The Heater
l.e.d. should come on and the demister
operate. Cancel before the battery runs
down significantly.

On a test drive, try it for the set time. All
that remains is to determine the best oper-
ating period and adjust preset VR1 over a
period of a few days for best effect.

Dash -mounted switch box.
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£1 BARGAIN PACKS
- List No. 2

1 item per pack unless otherwise stated.

30A PORCELAIN FUSE HOLDERS. Make your own lose
board. Padc CA 4. Order Rat 82.
4-5V 150mA D.C. POWER SUPPLY. %rare operated, trey
en:It:sect so qua sae. Order Ref: 104.
CROCODILE CUPS. Sma.1 sae. 10 each red and back Order
Re' 116.
PLASTIC HEADED CABLE CUPS. Nat in type. sever) Wes
Pack of 53. Order Ref_ 123
MES BATTEN HOLDERS. Pack of A Order Ref: 126-
2 CIRCUIT MICRO SWITCHES iLtion) pad,. of 4. Order Ret:
157.
113A SWITCH SOCKET. Cute standard but cdoured. Order
Ref: 154.
30A PANEL MOUNTING TOGGLE SWITCH. Doutke tot.
order Ref: 166
38 RUBBER GROMMETS. Pads of 10. Order Rot 181.
BC LAMP HOLDER ADAPTORS. Pace of 4. Order Ref. 191.
SUPERIOR TYPE PUSH SWITCHES. Make your own key-
board Pads of 8 Order Ret 201.
MAINS TRANSFORMER 8V -0V -0V VaA.Order Ret: 212.
SUB MN TOGGLE SWITCHES. Pack of 3. Order Ret 214.
HIGH POWER Sin. SPEAKER (11W &ohm). Order Ref: 246.
MEDIUM WAVE PERMEABILITY TUNER. Its amost a corn-
;J:f;re M2.0 vs j oral t Order Ret 2247.
SCREW DOWN TERMINALS WM Mrough panel 'reeulators.
Pack of 4 Order Ret: 264
LC.D. CLOCK DISPLAY. '. -4a. figures_ Order Ret.329.
PUSH -ON LONG SHAFTER KNOBS tar' speitee_ Pack of
10. Order Rot 339.
EX -GPO SPEAKER INSERTS. Ret 4T. Pack of 2. Order Ret:
352.
SUB MIN LF. TRANSFORMERS. Jut right d you want cat
torerers. Pa:* of 50. Order Ret: 360.
24V 200mA P.S.U. Order Ref: 39.3.
HEATING ELEMENT. Mans wx..ge 100W. brass el -cased_
Order Ref:
MAINS INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSOR. Order Ret 21.
ROCKER SWITCHES. 10A mars scna a Pads of 3 Order
Rat 41.
MINI Wit SELECTOR ',wit cavern for W-sekt
0,-;:er Ref- 56.
APPLIANCE THERMOSTATS. Atustabt up to 15k Park of
2. Order Ref- 65_
MAINS MOTOR wilt gearbox going 1 rev per 24 hours. Order
Ret: 89.
ROUND POINTER KNOBS far betted 'Ain. egincSes. Pack of
10. Order Ref. 295
CERAMIC WAVE CHANGE SWITCH. 122 -pot. 3 -way Wm

sonde. Order Ref: 303.
PLASTIC STETHOSETS. Take crystal or rnagnetc Means.
Pack of 2. Order Ref: 331.
PRE-SET RESISTORS. Various types and vatues. Pa1c or 20.
Order Ret 332.
CAR TYPE ROCKER SWITCHES. Assorted, pack of 6. Order
R.V. 333.
REVERSING SWITCH. 20A doutt pole or 411A shot pore.
Order Ret: 343
SKIRTED CONTROL KNOBS. En7ased 0-10, pa:* of 4.
Order Ret: 355
LUMINOUS PUSH -ON PUSH -OFF SWITCHES. Pack of 3.
C-Itlet Pet: 373
MAINS TRANSFORMER OPERATED NICAD CHARGER.
Case w r leads Crier Ref: 325.
CLOCKWORK MOTORS. Firm for one hair. Order RV: 389.
SUDE SWITCHES. Smite pot changeo.sr. Padk of 10.
Order Ret 1053.
2 -CORE MAINS LEAD. Black, 2m long. Pads of 4. Ceder Ref:
1020.
DITTO 3 core, blab- Pack of 3. Order Ref: 1021.
HEAD CLEANER. For your video or tape. corrckne win
brush. Order Re!: 1926
PAXOIJN PANEL Approximaday 12k'_ x 12xn Ceder Ref:
1033.
CLOCKWORK MOTOR. c/ieseie ud to 6 hours. Order Ret:
1038.
TRANSISTOR DRIVER TRANSFORMER. Mairar s ref. no.
LT44. Weiedarce ratio 20k ohm to 1 k at n. ceote tapped,
50p. Order Ref: 112384.
TUBULAR ELECTROLYTIC CAP. Twin 200..F at 275V. ;us?
one. Order Rat 1046.
HIGH CURRENT RELAY. 12V D.C. or 24V AC.. operates
cnangeoyer contact. Order Ret 1025.
FIGURE 8 FLEX. Ideal speeders lead. 12m. Order Ret: 1024.
6V SOLENOID with good soong pull Pack of 2. Order Ref:
1012
TUBULAR ELECTROLYTICS. 150sF at 200V. Pack cf 3.
Order Ret: 993.
MN RELAY. 5V. col size 50mm .15mx-ri x 1 5nern w.th cloyt-g
5A contacts Pack of 2 Order Ref: 041.
MINI RELAY volt 5V cod. size 26mm x 19mm x 17rrm, 2 seta
changeover comadis. Just one. Order Ret 042.
FERRITE RODS. 3.8m diameter, Bin_ long. Pack ol 3. Order
Ref: D53
ROTARY SWITCH. 9 -pole, 6 -way. Pack of 2 Order Ref: 054.
2 -CORE CURLY LEAD. 5A. 2m. Order Ret: 846.
3 -CORE CURLY LEAD. 13A. 1m. Order Ref: 647.
DELAYSWITCH. on B70 base. Order Rai: 654.
3 CHANGEOVER RELAY. EV AC.. 3V DO. Order Ref: 659.
3 CONTACT MICRO SWITCHES, operatd kith 1.5ghteda
touch. Pack of 2. Order Ref: 881.
HIGHVAC NUMICATOR TUBE. IfQtreaz ref Xnt3 Order Ret,
865.
ono tut reference XNI I.Order Ref: 666.
QUARTZ LINEAR HEATING TUBES. 306W out 110V so
would have to be joined in series. Pack 01 2. Order Ref: 907.
21N. ROUND LOUDSPEAKERS. 50A cod. Pack of 2. Omer
Ret: 908.
25M 4 -CORE CABLE. &stable for tetphor-t extension. Order
Ret 918

12V 8A DC POWER SUPPLY. Totally enclosed with
its own coding fan. Normal mains operation. Price
El 1 . Order Ref: 11136.
SOUND SWITCH. Can be operated by clapping
hands, shouting or almost any other mdse. Comes
complete with instructions, assembled and ready to
work but needs casing. Price only M. Order Ref:
3P246.
1MA PANEL METER. Approximately 80mmm x
55mm. front engraved 0-100. Price £1.50 each_ Order
Ref: 1/16R2.
VERY THIN DRILLS. 12 assorted sizes vary betwen
0.6mm and 1-6mm. Price. £t. Order Re: 128.
EVEN THINNER DRILLS. 12 that vary betwen
0.1 mm and 0.5mm. Price Et Order Ref: 129.
TWIN TELEPHONE JACK PLUG. Enables you to
plug 2 telephones into the one socket for all normal
BT dugs. Price £1.50. Order Ref: ???
D.C. MOTOR WITH GEARBOX. Size 6Orrim long,
30mm diameter. Very powerful, operates off any
voltage btween 6 and 24 D.C. Speed at 6V is 200
rpm, speed controller available. Special price £3
each. Order Ret: 3P108.
FLASHING BEACON. Ideal for putting on a van, a
tractor or any vehicle that should always be seen.
Uses an Xenon tube and has an amber coloured
dome. Separate fixing base is included so unit can be
put away It desirable. Price E5. Order Ret: 5P267.
MOTOR SPEED CONTROLLER. These are suitable
for D.C. motors for voltage up to 12 and any power
up to 1/6 h.p. They reduce the speed by Intermittent
full voltage pulses so there should be no loss of
power. In kit form these are £12. Order Ref: 12P34.
Or made up and tested, £20. Order Ref: 20P39.
MOST USEFUL POWER SUPPLY. Rated at 9V 1A,
Wis plugs into a 13A socket Is really nicety boxed.
£2. Order Ret: 2P733.
VARTA BATTERIES. A dg purchase enables us to
offer you 8 Vana AA batteries for only £1. These are
really good batteries. give you long life. Order Ref:
D511.
BT TELEPHONE EXTENSION WIRE. Thiss proper
heavy duty cade for running around the skirting
board when you want to make a permanent exten-
sion. 4 cores properly co': coded, 25111 length. Only
El. Order Ref: 1067.

SPECIAL PRICE FOR TWO MONTHS
A SUPER 12V YUASA BATTERY. It is 18AH
Yuasa made jelly type so maintenance free
and usable in any position. Brand new and
guaranteed 12 months. The regu4r price of these
if £40 but for the months of September and
October you can buy at £15 including VAT, two
or more also carriage free. Order Ref: 15P78.

LIGHT ALARM. A circuit for this appears in the
February issue. however, we have a rather less
complicated model already made up and in a nice
case. Price only E3. Order Ret: 3P155.
ULTRA VIOLET VIEWING UNIT. This is a very neat
metal enclosure about the size of a Sin. cube. The
lamp and oontrol gear are in the top compartment
and an open space with a platform below allows you
to inspect paper or other objects under the UV light.
Intended for 230V mains operation. Price £12. Order
Ref: 12P35.
TWIN 13A SWITCHED SOCKET. Standard in all
respects and compete with fixing screws. White,
standard size and suitable for flush mounting or in a
surface box. Price £1.50. Order Ref: 1.5P61.

Me as

VERY POWERFUL BATTERY MOTORS. Were
intended to operate portable screwdrivers. Approxi-
mately 2liin. long, 11/2in. diameter, with a good length
of spindle. Will operate with considerable power off
any voltage between 6V and 12V D.O. Price £2.
Order Ref: 2P456. Quantity discount 25% for 100.
RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES. AA size, pack of 4.
£2.50. Order Ret: 2 5P32.
BIG 12V TRANSFORMER. It is 55VA so that is over
4A which is normal working, intermittently it would
be a much higher amperage. Beautiful transformer.
well made and very well insulated, terminals are in a
plastic frame so can't be accidentally touched. Prix
£3_50. Order Ref: 3.5P20.
SPECIAL YUASA BATTERY OFFER. You can have
5 x 12V Yuasa batteries, the one we normally sell for
£3.50. for £15. These batteries have a capacity of
2.3AH. This may be a bit low for some sibs. but
remember you can loth them in parallel to give you a
higher amperage. Order Ref: 15P77.
CHARGER FOR YUASA BATTERY. This battery
charger plugs into a 13A socket, charges at approxi-
mately 1/2A so it would charge this battery overnight
Complete with croc clips, ready to go. £5. Order Ret
5P269.

GROWERS PLEASE NOTE: We now have a very
useful 100W soil heater. This is essentially 5V 20A
power supply, completely encased and with buitt-in
cool.ng fan. We supply with it 10m of cable with in-
structions on how to couple it to give the recom-
mended tOW per sq. ft. or 5W per sq. ft or a very low
2.5W per sq. ft Price for complete i.c.u. £15. Order
Ref: 15P79.
BIG 12V TRANSFORMER. It is 55VA so over 4k
Beautifully made and well Insulated. Live parts are in
a plastic frame so cannot be accidentally touched.
£3.50. Order Ref: 3.5P20.
TWIN 13A SOCKET. Good British make. white, quite
standard size so suitable for flush mounting or in a
surface box_ £1.50. Order Ref: 1.5p61
lmA PANEL METER. Approximately 80mm x 50mm,
front engraved 0-100. price £1.50. Order Ref: 1/16R2.
LIGHT ALARM. Or it could be used to warn when
any cupboard door is opened. The tight shinthg on
the unit makes the bell ring. Completely built and
neatly cased, requires only a battery. £3. Order Ret:
3P155.
WATER LEVEL ALARM. Be it bath. sink, cellar,
sump or any other thing that could flood. This device
will tell you when the water has risen to the
level. Adjustable over quite a useful range.?Z=
cased for wall mounting, ready to work when battery
fitted. £3. Order Ref: 3P156. -

BIKE RADIO. In fact. it's more than a radio, It's an
alarm and a stottight. The radio is battery operated,
of course, and needs 3 AA cells. Only one band but
this is the FM band so WI receive Radio 1 and 2.
Comes complete with handlebar fixing clips. Price £4.
Order Ref: 4P72.'
PHILIPS 91n. MONITOR. Not cased. but it is In a
frame for rack mounting. It is high resolution and was
made to work with the IBM. 'One per disk' computer.
Price E15. Order Ref: 15P1.
METAL CASE FOR 9In, MONITOR. Suppted as a
fiat pack. Price £12. Order Ret: 12P3.
TELEPHONE EXTENSION LEAD. Nicely made and
BT approved. Has the plug into BT socket one end
and the telephone socket the other end. total length
12m. £2. Order Ref: 2P338.
INSULATION TESTER WITH MULTIMETER. In-
ternally generates voltages which enable you to read
insulation dues* In megohms. The multimeer has
four ranges AC -DC volts, 3 ranges DC milhamps, 3
ranges resistance and 5 amp range. Ex -British
Telecom but in very good condition, tested and
guaranteed, probably cost at least £50 each, yours
for only £7.50 with leads, carrying case £2 each.
Order Ref: 7.5P4.
REPAIRABLE METERS. We have some of the
above testers but faulty, not working on all ranges,
should be repairable, we supply diagrams. M. Order
Ref: 3P 176.
FOR QUICK HOOK-UPS.
You can't beat leads with a
croc clip each end. You can
have a set of 10 leads, 2
each of 5 assorted colours
with insulated crocodile dips
on each end. Lead length
36=1. £2 per set. Order
Ret: 2P459.
RECHARGEABLE NICAD AA BATTERIES. You
can have these at a bargain price of 50p each, but
you have to buy a pack of 10 which would give you a
12V rechargeable battery. However, it is quite easy to
divide into 2 x 6V rechargeables or 10,x 1.2V
rechargeables. Order Ret: 5P287. Made by Varta.
A REALLY POWERFUL ROTATOR. It is a mains
motor, rated at 1200W, which means that it would
tadde jobs requiring up to Ili h.p. It revs at 2900 and
is reversible and it can be used horizontally or verti-
cally and although it is a very powerful motor, it will
do any job requiring up to this amount of power,
providing, of course, you have the room for It. It is

diameter and Sin. long. It has a mounting date
and 2in. spindle corning out of one end. To the other
end is a tan, but this could be removed and you
would then have another spindle. Price £14. Order
Ref: 14P1.
1-5-6V MOTOR WITH
GEARBOX. Motor is
mounted on the gearbox
which has Interchangeable
gears giving a range of
speeds and motor torques.
Comes with full Instructions
for changing gears and
calculating speeds. £6.
Order Ref: 7P26.

TERMS
Sand cash, PO, cheque or gums credit card number
- orders under M.5 add Mot) service charge.

J & N FACTORS
Pilgrim Works (Dept. E.E.)
Stairbridge Lane, Bolney,

Sussex RH17 5PA
Telephone: 01444 881965
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BOOK OF THE
MONTH

£1 off if purchased before
August 31, 1999

HOW ELECTRONIC THINGS WORK ... and
what to do when they don't
Robert Goodman
At some time or another, almost every
household electronic product, be it your VCR,
your PC, or your cellular phone, will ex-
perience some type of glitch. Many of the
so-called extensive repairs made by high-
priced repair shops actually involve adjusting
a few components or replacing a few cheap
parts. Other times the problem is beyond the
average do-it-yourselfer, and an expert is
required. The trick is knowing how and when
to perform the repair yourself, and when to
call in the pros. This book will provide
the do-it-yourselfer with a heavily illustrated
guide to performing basic troubleshooting
and repair on the most common electronic
equipment, safely and cost-effectively. This is
an American publication.
* Provides a basic introduction to trouble.

shooting and safety requirements.
* Provides a brief overview, easy -to -use

schematics and photographs for each of
the most common household devices.

* Written for a novice do-it-yourselfer and
assumes no prior troubleshooting and
repair experience.

* Contains the most common problems and
solutions for each device discussed.

260 pages Order code MGH3 £16-99

EPE BOOKS
711Tsz;ia.

7'7'77

TEACH -IN No. 7. plus FREE SOFTWARE
ANALOGUE AND DIGITAL ELECTRONICS COURSE
Haubtithed by Everyday Practical Electronics)
Alan Winstanley and Keith Dye 8.Eng(TechilLMIEE
This highly acclaimed EPE Teach-ln senft-,Ch included
the construction and use of the Mini Lab and Micro Lab
test and development units, has been put together in
book form. Additionally, EPT Educational Software have
developed a GCSE Electronics, software program to com-
pliment the course and a FREE DISK covering the first two
parts of the course is included with the book.

An interesting and thorough tutorial series aimed speci-
fically at the novice or complete beginner in electronics.
The series is designed to support those undertaking either
GCSE Electronics or GCE Advanced Levels. and starts
with fundamental principles.

If you era taking electronics or technology at school
or college, this book is for you. if you just want to
learn the basics of electronics or technology you must
make sure you see it. Teaoh-in No. 7 will be invaluable
if you are considering a career in electronics or even
if you are already training in one. The Mini Lab and
software enable the construction and testing of both
demonstration and development circuits. These learn-
ing aids bring electronics to life in an enjoyable and
interesting way: you will both see and hear the electron
in action' The Micro Lab microprocessor add-on system
will appeal to higher level students and those develop-
ing microprocessor projects.
10 pages METE= £3.95

PROJECT CONSTRUCTION
PRACTICAL REMOTE CONTROL PROJECTS
Owen Bishop
Provides a wealth of circuits and circuit modules for use in
remote control systems of all kinds; ultrasonic, infra-
red, optical fibre, cable arid radio. There are instructions
for building fourteen novel and practical rernote control
projects. But this is not all as each of these projects
provides a model for building dozens of other related
circuits by simply modifying parts of the design slightly to
suit your own requirements. This book tells you how.

Also included are techniques for connecting a PC to
a remote control system, the use of a miciccontroller
in remote control, as exemplified by the BASIC Stamp,
and the application of ready-made type -approved 418MHz
radio transmitter and receiver modules to remote control
Craiti ca -
T60 Pages Order code BP413 £5-99

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC MODEL RAILWAY
PROJECTS
R. A. Fanfold
The aim of this book is to provide the model railway
enthusiast with a number of useful but reasonably simple
projects that are easily constructed from readily available
components. Stripboard layouts arid wiring diagrams are
provided for each project. The projects covered include:
constant voltage controller; pulsed controller; pushbutton
pulsed controller; pulsed controller with simulated inertia,
momemum and braking; automatic signals; steam whistle
sound effect: two-tone hom sound effect; automat': two-
tone horn effect; automatic chaffer.

The fetal chapter covers the increasingly popular sub-
ject of usimp a computer to control a model railway layout
including circuits for computer -based controllers and sig-
nalling systems.
151 cages Order code BP384 £4.99

A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO SURFACE
MOUNT DEVICES
Bill Mooney
This bock takes you from the simplest possible starting
point to a high level of competence in hardworking with
surface mount devices (SMCr's). The wider subject of SM
technology is also introduced, so giving a feeling for its
depth and fascination.

Subjects witch as p.o.b. design, chip control, soldering
techniques and specialist tools for SM are fully explaine-d
and developed as the book progresses Some useful con-
structional projects are also included.

Whilst the book is mainly intended as an introduction, it
is also art invaluable reference book. and the browser
should find it engrossing.
120 pages Order code 8P411 £4.99

FAULT-FINDING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
Starting with mechanical faults such as dry joints,
short-circuits etc, coverage includes linear circuirs, using a
meter to make voltage checks, signal tracing techniques
and fault fining on logic circuits. The final chapter covers
ways of testing a wide range of electronic components,
such as resators, capacitors, operational amplifiers.
diodes, tramistors. SCRs and triacs, with the aid of only a
limited amount of test equipment

The construction and use of a Tristate Continuity Tester,
a Signal Trwer. a Logic Probe and a CMOS Tester are also
included.

odges Older code 1W3g1 £4.99

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
R. A. Penfold
This bock describes in detail how to construct some
simple and inexpensive but extremely useful, pieces of
test equipment_ Stripboard layouts are provided for
all designs, together with wiring diagrams where ap-
propriate, plus notes on construction arid

The following designs are included: -
AF Generator, Capacitance Mete, Test Bench Amplifier,
Ai' Frequency Meter, Audio Mulliveltmeter, Analogue
Probe. High Resistance Voltmeter, CMOS Probe. Transis-
tor Tester, TTL Probe.

The designs are suitable for both newcomers and more
experienced hobbyists
104 pages Order code 8P248 . £3.99

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN PC.B.s
R. A. Penfold
Deals with the simple methods of copying primed circuit
board designs from magazines and books and covers
all aspects of simple p.c.b. construction including photo-
graoh-c methods and designing your own p c.b.s.

es, -es Order code BP121 £3.99

ELECTRONIC PROJECT BUILDING FOR BEGINNERS
R. A. Penfold
This book is for complete beginners to electronic project

11 provides a complete introduction to the practical
side of this fascinaang hobby, including the following topics:Component

identification, and buying the right parts;
Resistor colour codes, capacitor value markiogs. etc: Advice
on buying the right toots for the job; Soldering, with ethice
on how to produce good joints and avoid -dry" joints:
Making easy work of the hard wring; Construction methods.
including Wripboani, custom printed circuit beards, Rlain
matrix board, surface mount boards and wire -wrapping;
Finishing off, and adding panel labels; Getting "problem"
projects to work, including simple methods of fault-finding;
In fact everything you need to know in order to get started in
the absorbing and mei. e nobb,.
135 pa-ges £4.95

The books listed have been
selected by Everyday Practi-
cal Electronics editorial staff
as being of special interest
to everyone involved in elec-
tronics and computing. They
are supplied by mail order
to your door. Full ordering
details are given on the last

book page.

FOR A SELEC PION
OF BOOKS SEE THE NEXT

TWO ISSUES OF E .

Note our UK postage costs
just £1.50 no matter how
many books you order!

RADIO/TV
VIDEO

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR VIDEO
ENTHUSIASTS
R. A. Penfold
This bock provides a number of practical designs for
video accessories that will help you get the best results
from your camcorder and VCR. All the projects use
inexpensive components that are readily available, and
they are easy to construct. Full construction details are
provided, including stripboard layouts and wiring dia-
grams_ Where appropriate, simple setting up procedures
are described in detail; no test equipment is needed.

The projects covered in this book include: Four channel
audio mixer, Four channel stereo mixer, Dynamic noise
lint ter (DNL). Automatic audio fader, Video faders. Video
wipers. Video crispener. Mains power supply unit.
109 pages Order code EP356 I4.95

SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION
I. D. Poole
The aim of this bock is to g, tieguidance on the decisions
which have to be made when setting up any amateur
radio or short wave listening station. Often the ex.
penance which is needed is learned by one's mistakes.
however, this can be expensive. To help overcome this.
guidance is given on many aspects of setting up and
running an efficient station. It then proceeds to the
steps that need to be taken in gaining a full transmitting
licence.

Topics covered include: The equipment that is
needed; Setting up the shack; Which aerials to use;
Methods of construction; Preparing for the licence.

An essential addition to the library of all those taking
their first steps in amateur radio.
85 pages Order code BP300 £3.95

EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS
H. C. Wright
Although neatly a century has passed since Marconi's first
demonstration or radio communication, there is still re-
search and experiment to be carried out in the field of
antenna design and behaviour.

The aim of the experimenter will be to make a
measurement or confirm a principle, and this can be done
with relatively fragile. short -life apparatus. Because of this.
devices described in this book make liberal use cf
cardboard, cooking foil. plastic bottles. cat food tins, etc.
These materials are, in general, cheap to obtain and easily
worked with simple tools. encouraging the trial -and -error
philosophy which leads to innovation and discovery.

Although pnmaniy a practical book with text closely
supported by diagrams, some formulae whIch can be
used by straightforward substitution and some simple
graphs have also been included.
72 pages Order cede OP278 £3.50

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS
E. M. Noll
Marry people Ina in fiats arid apartments v other types of
accommodation where outdoor aerials are prohioited, or
a lack of garden space etc. prevents aeies from belzig
erected. This does not mean you have to forgo shortwave
listening. for even a 20 -foot length of wire stretched out
along the skirting board of a room can produix accept-
able results. However. with some additional effort and ex-
perimentation one may well be able to improve perfor-
mance hother

This concise book tells the story, end shows the reader
how to construct and use 25 indoor arid window aeries that
the author has proven to be sure pc-rforrre-rs.

Much information is also given on shortwave bands, aerial
direcCwity. time zones, dimensions et:
50 pli; Order code 13P13.6 E1.75
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TWO EXCITING BOOKS
Specially imported by EPE

Bebop To The
Boolean Boogie
By Clive (call me Max) Maxfield
ORDER CODE BEB1 £24.95

An Unconventional Guide to Electronics
Fundamentals, Components and Processes

The Foreword by Pete Waddell, Editor, Printed Circuit Design. reads:
"Personally, I think that the title of this tome alone (hmmm, a movie?)
should provide some input as to what you can expect. But, for those
who require a bit more: be forewarned, dear reader, you will probably
learn far more than you could hope to expect from Bebop
to the Boolean Boogie, just because of the unique approach
Max has to technical material. The author will guide you from

the basics through a minefield
of potentially boring theoretical
mists -mash, to a Nirvana of
understanding. You will not suf-
fer that fate familiar to every
reader: re -reading paragraphs
over and over wondering what
in the world the author was
trying to say. For a limey, Max
shoots amazingly well and from
the hip, but in a way that
will keep you interested and
amused. If you are not vigilant,
you may not only learn some-
thing, but you may even enjoy
the process. The only further
advice I can give is to 'expect
the unexpected'."

This book gives the "big pic-
ture" of digital electronics. This

indepth, highly readable, up-to-the-minute guide shows you how
electronic devices work and how they're made. You'll discover how
transistors operate, how printed circuit boards are fabricated, and
what the innards of memory ICs look like. You'll also gain a working
knowledge of Boolean Algebra and Kamaugh Maps, and understand
what Reed -Muller logic is and how it's used. And there's much.
MUCH more (including a recipe for a truly great seafood gumbo!).

Hundreds of carefully drawn illustrations clearly show the impor-
tant points of each topic. The author's tongue-in-cheek British humor
makes it a delight to read, but this is a REAL technical book, ex-
tremely detailed and accurate. A great reference for your own shelf,
and also an ideal gift for a friend or family member who wants to
understand what it is you do all day....

By importing these books ourselves we have managed to
make them available In the UK at an exceptional price.

it (.13 p

R006,4
ROQV

A. Cr.pt Mdett-CA

Bebop Bytes Back
By Clive "Max" Maxfield and

Alvin Brown
ORDER CODE BEB2 £29.95

An Unconventional Guide To Computers
Plus FREE CD-ROM which includes: Fully Functional
Internet -Ready Virtual Computer with Interactive Labs

The Foreword by Lee Felsenstein reads:

"1. The more time you spend with this book and its accompany-
ing CD-ROM, the more you'll get out of it. Skimming through it
won't take you where you want to go. Paying serious attention, on
the other hand, will teach you more about computers than you can
imagine. (You might also see a few beautiful sunrises.)

2. The labs work on two levels: on and under the surface. When
you're performing the labs
you'll need to look for pat-
terns that build up from in-
dividual events.

3. When you're done,
you won't look any different.
You won't get a trophy or a
certificate to hang on your
wall. You'll have some
knowledge, and some skill,
and you'll be ready to
find more knowledge and
develop more skill. Much of
this will be recognisable
only to someone who has
the same knowledge and
skill."

This follow-on to Bebop
to the Boolean Boogie is a
multimedia extravaganza
of information about how
computers work. It picks
up where "Bebop I" left off, guiding you through the
fascinating world of computer design ... and you'll have a few
chuckles, if not belly laughs, along the way. In addition to over
200 megabytes of mega -cool multimedia, the accompanying
CD-ROM (for Windows 95 machines only) contains a virtual
microcomputer, simulating the motherboard and standard
computer peripherals in an extremely realistic manner. In
addition to a wealth of technical information, myriad nuggets of
trivia, and hundreds of carefully drawn illustrations, the book
contains a set of lab experiments for the virtual microcdmputer
that let you recreate the experiences of early computer
pioneers.

If you're the slightest bit interested in the inner workings of
computers, then don't dare to miss this one!

Audfio mud. Mu orIc
VALVE ft TRANSISTOR AUDIO
AMPUFIERS
John Linsley Hood
This is John Linsley Hood's greatest work yet, descnbing
the milestones that have marked the development of
audio amplifiers since the earliest drys to the latest
systems. Including classic amps with valves at their heart
and exciting new designs using the latest components.
this book is the complete world guide to audio amp
design.

Contents: Active components; Valves or vacuum tubes:
Solid-state devices; Passive components; Inductors and
transformers: Capacitors. Resistors, Switches and &scut -
cal contacts; Voltage amplifier stages using valves;
Valve audio amplifier Layouts; Negative feedback: Valve
operated power amplifiers; Solid state voltage amplifiers:
Early solid-state audio amplifiers: Contemporary power
amplifier designs; Preamplifiers: Power supplies IPSUs):
trdex.

250 p.sges Order code NE24 619.99

AUDIO AMPUAER PROJECTS
R. A. Fanfold
A wide range of useful audio amplifier projects each proiect
features a circuit diagram, an explanation of the circuit
operation and a shipboard layout diagram. au coratn,c-
tional details era provided along with a shopping list of
componems. and none of the designs regimes the use
of any test equipment in order to set up properly. All
the projecta are designed for straightforward aosornbly on
simple circkk boards

Orcuits include: High impedance ink cseemp, Low
impedance mic preamp, Crystal preamp, Giiier arid OP
preamplifier. Scratch and rumble filter. R1AA preamplifier,
Tape preamplifier. Audio limiter. Bass and treble tone
controls. Loudness filter, Loudness control. Simple graphic
equaliser. Basic audio mixer, Snell (306m141 audio power
amp, 8 watt audio power amp, 2632 watt power amp and
power supply, Dynamic noise

A must for audio enthusiasts with more sense than
money
116 paces IDECEIMMEll E9.95

MAKING MUSIC WITH DIGITAL AUDIO
Ian Waugh
In this practical and dearicnntten book Lan' augh explains
all aspects of the subject from digital audio beam to putting
together a system to skid four own music requirements.
Using the minimum of technical language, the book expiate
exactly whet you need to know about: Sound and digital
audio. Basic digital recording prirples. Sample rates and
resolutions, Consumer sound cards and dedicated digital
audio cards.

On a practical level you will team about: sample edit-
ing, digital multi -tracking. digital FX processing. integrat-
ing MIDI and digital audio, using sample CDs. mastering
to DAT and direct to CD, digital audio and Multimedia.

This book is for every musician who wants to be a part
of the most important development in music since the
invention of the gramophone. Its affordable, it's flexible.
Ws powerful arid it's Vera nowt It's digital and it's the
future of music mating.
255 pages i=13311:1 614.95

Bebop BYTES Back
An Unconventional Guide

Computers

POSTAGE
You only pay

£1 .50
per order -

(UK postage)
NO MATTER HOW

MANY BOOKS
. YOU ORDER

Overseas Readers see
ORDERING DETAILS on the

next page for overseas
postage prices
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_CUT TS A p DESIGN
AN INTRODUCTION TO PIC MICROCONTROLLERS
Robert Penfold
Deagnng your OWW NC based protects may seem a
daunting task, but it is really riot too difficult providing you
have some previous experience of electronics. The PIC
processors have plenty of useful features, but they are still
reasonably simple and straightforward to use. This book
should contain ever,Iii;ng you need to know.

Topics covered ..ae: the PlC tegi.ter _et. numbering
systems: bitwise o. its and rotation: the RC instruct -on
sat; using interrup: - rig the analogue to digital converter.
dock circuits; real time clock counter IRTCCI:
tering subroutines, or.. -g seven segment displays.
/65 paces Order 8P394 - E5.99

PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS
A. Rind
Extensive coverage is given to circuits using capacitors arid
resistors to control frequency Designs using CMOS. timer
Los and op.amps are all demnibed in detail, with a special
chapter on -waveorm generator ice_ Beattie -white" and
`pink" noise generator drcuits are also included.

Various circuits using inductors and capacitors are
covered, with emphasis on stable low frequency gener-
ation. Some of these are amazingly simple, but are still
very useful signal sources.

Crystal oscillators have their own chapter. Many of the
circuits shown are readily available special i.c.s for
simplicity and reliability, and offer several output fre-
quencies_ Finally. complete constructional details are
given for an audio sinevrave generator.
133 pleg. Order code RP393 E4.99

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC CONTROL PROJECTS
Owen Bishop
Explains electronic control theory in simple, non -
mathematical terms and is illtd-trated by 30 practical
designs suitable for the student or hobbyist to build.
Shows how to use sensors as input to the control system,
and how to provide output to lamps, heaters. solenoids,
relays and motors_

Computer based control is explained by practical
examples that can be run on a PC. For stand-alone
systems, the projects use microcontrollers, such
as the inexpensive and easy -to -use Stamp BASIC
mictocontrollet These projects are chosen to introduce
and demonstrate a= many aspects as possible of the
programming language and techniques.
199 pages Order code HP327 - E5.99

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK -
Fourth Edition. Ian Sinclair
Contain all of the everyday information that anyone
working in electronics will need.

It provides a practical and comprehensive collection
of circuits, rules of thumb end design data for profes-
sional engineers. students and enthusaists, and there-
fore enough background to allow the undemanding and
development cf a range of basic circuits.

Contents: Passive components, Active discrete
components, Discrete component circuits, Sensing
components, Linear I.Cs, Digital LC_s. Mrcroprir-essors
and microprocessor systems, Transferring digital data.
Digital -analogue conversions. Computer aids in
eectionics, Hardware components and practical work,
Standard metric wire table. fiWiliography. The HEX scale,
Index.
440 pages Order code NE21 E14.99

COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTIONAL MANUAL
B. B. Babani
A complete took for the home constructor on "how to
make" RF, IF. audio and power coils, chokes and trans-
formers. Practically every possible type is discussed and
calculations necessary are given and explained in detail.
Although this book is now Minty years old, with the
exception of toroids and pulse transformers little has
changed in coil design since it was written.
96 pages Order code 160 E3.99

OPTOELECTRONICS CIRCUITS MANUAL
R. M. Marston
A useful tingle -volume guide to the optoelectronics
device user, specifically aimed at the practical design
ennineer,lechnician, and the experimenter, as well as the
electronics student and amateur. It deals with the subject
in an easy -to -read. down-to-earth, and iron -mathematical
yet comprehensive manner, explaining the basic prin-
ciples and characteristics of the best known devices, and
presenting the reader with many practical applications
and aver 200 circuits. Most of the I c.s and other devices
used are inexpensive and readily available types. with
universally recognised type numbers
182 pages Order code NF.14 f 14.99

OPERATIONAL AMPUFIER USER'S HANDBOOK
a A. Penfold
The fist part of this book covers standard operational
amplifer based "building blocks" (integrator, precision
;edifier; function generator, amplifiers, etc). and con-
siders the ways in which modern devices can be used
to give superior performance in each one. The second
part describes a number of practical circuits that exploit
modem operational amplifiers, such as high slew -rate,
ultra low noise, and loin input offset devices. The projects
include: Low noise tape preamplifier, low noise RIAA
preamplifer, audio power amplifiers, do. power con-
trollers. opto-isolator audio link, audio millivolt meter,
temperature monitor, low distortion audio signal gener-
ator. simple video fler, and many more.
120 p.ages Order code 13P335 E4.95

A BEGINNERS GUIDE TO CMOS DIGITAL ICs
R. A. Penfold
Getting started with logic circuits can be difficult, smut
many cf the fundamental concepts of digital design tend
to seem rather abstract, and remote from obviously useful
applications. This book covers the basic theory of digital
electronics and the use of CMOS integrated It:courts, but
does not lose sight of the fact that digital electronic has
numerous -real world- applications.

The topics covered in this book include: the basic con-
cepts of logic circuits; the functions of gates, inverters and
other logic -building blocks"; CMOS logic i.c. characteris
tics, and their advantages in practical circuit design: oscil-
lators and monostables (timers); fiip'flops, binary dividers
arid binary counters; decade counters and display drivers_

The emphasis is on a practical treatment of the
and all the oircuits are based on "real" CMOS devices. A
number of the circuits demonstrate the use of CMOS logic
ifi9page.es in practical applications.

Order code BP333 E4.95

AUDIO AND MUSIC
INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL AUDIO
(Second Edition)
Ian Sinclair
Digital recording methods have existed for many years
and have become familiar to the prefeenal recording
engineer, but the compact disc ICDI was the first device to
bring audio methods into the home. The next step is the
appearance of dictital audio tape IDAT) equipment.

All this development has involved m.thods and circuits
that ere totally alien to the technician or keen amateur
who has previously worked with audio circuits. The prin-
ciples and practices of digital audio owe little or nothing
to the traditional linear and are much
more comprehensible to today's computer engineer than
the older generation of audio engineers.

This book is intended to bridge the gap of understand-
ing for the technician and enthusiast. The principles and

BOOK ORDERING DETAILS
Our postage price is the same no matter how many books you order, just add 0.50 to
your total order for postage and packing (overseas readers add £3 for countries in the
EEC, or add £6 for all countries outside the EEC, surface mail postage) and send a PO,
cheque, international money order (C sterling only) made payable to Direct Book Service
or credit card details, Visa or Mastercard - minimum credit card order is E5 - to:
DIRECT BOOK SERVICE, 33 GRAVEL HILL, MERLEY, WIMBORNE, DORSET BH21 1RW
(mail order only).

Books are normally sent within seven days of receipt of your order but please allow 28
days for delivery (more for overseas orders). Please check price and availability (see latest
issue of Everyday Practical Electronics) before ordering from old lists.

For a further selection of books see the next two issues of EPE.
DIRECT BOOK SERVICE IS A DIVISION OF WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD. Tel 01202 881749

Fax 01202 841692. Due to the cost we cannot reply to overseas orders or queries by Fax.
Emalkeditorialevepemag.wimborne.co.uk

i0UK MUER FORM
Full name:

Address:

Post code: .... . .... Telephone No:

Signature:

ni I enclose chequerPO payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for E

n Please charge my Visa -Mastercard £ Card expiry date

Card Number.......

Please send book order codes.

Please continue on separate sheet of paper if necessary Is I

methods are explained, but the mathematical background
and theory is avoided, other than to state the end product.
125 pages Order code PC102 E7.95

PROJECTS FOR THE ELECTRIC GUITAR
J. Chatwin
This book is for anyone interested in the electric guitar. It
explains how the electronic functions of the instrument
work together, and includes information on the various
pickups and transducer that can be fitted. There are com-
plete circuit diagrams for the major types of instrument,
as well as a selection of wiring modifications and pickup
switching circuits_ These can be used to help you create
your own custom wiring.

Along with the electric guitar, sections are also in-
cluded relating to acoustic instruments. The function of
specialised piezoelectric pickups is explained and there
are detailed instructions on how to make your own
contact arid bridge transducers. The projects range from
simple presrnps and tone boosters, to complete active
controls and equaliser units.
92 pages Order code BP358 £4.95

MIDI SURVIVAL GUIDE
Vic Lennard
Whether you're a beginner or a seasoned pro, the MIDI
Survival Guide shows you the way. No maths, no MIDI
theory, just practical advice on starting up. setting up
and ending up with a working MIDI system:,

Over 40 cabling diagrams. Connect synths, sound
modules, sequencers, drum machinesand muggiest's.
How to budget and buy secondhand. Using switch.
thru and merger boxes. Transfer songs between
different sequencers. Get the best cut of General MIDI.
Understand MIDI implementation charts No MIDI
theory.
104 pages Temporarily out of print

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC MUSICAL
EFFECTS UNITS
R. k Penfold
This book provides practical circuits for a number of
electronic musical effects units. All can be built at rela-
tively low cost, and use standard, readily available com-
ponents. The projects covered include: Waa-Woe Units;
Distortion Units; Phaser; Guitar Envelope Shaper;
Compressor; Tremolo Unit; Metal Effects Unit: Bass
and Treble Boasters; Graphic Equaliser; Parametric
Equaliser. The projects cover a range of complexities,
but most are well within the capabilities of the average
electronics hobbyist. None of them require the use of
test equipment and several are suitable for near
beginners.
102 pages Order code BP368 E4.95

LOUDSPEAKERS FOR MUSICIANS
Vlvan Cepel
This book contains all that a working musician needs to
know about loudspeakers; the different types, how they
work, the most suitable for different instruments, for
cabaret work and for vocals. It gives tips on construct-
ing cabinets, wiring up, when and where to use wad-
ding, and when not to, what fittings are available, finish-
ing, how to ensure they travel well, how to connect
multi -speaker arrays and much more.

Ten practical enclosure designs with plans and com-
ments are given in the lest chapter. but by the time
you've read that far you should be able to design your
own I
164 pages Order code HP297 14.99
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VIDEOS ON
ELECTRONICS

A range of videos selected by EPE and designed to provide instruc-
tion on electronics theory. Each video gives a sound introduction
and grounding in a specialised area of the subject. The tapes make
learning both easier and more enjoyable than pure textbook or
magazine study. They have proved particularly useful in schools.
colleges, training departments and electronics clubs as well as to
general hobbyists and those following distance learning courses etc

BASICS
vr201 to VT206 is a basic electronics course
and is designed to be used as a complete
series, if required.
VT201 54 minutes. Part One; D.C. Circuits.
This video is an absolute must for the begin-
ner. Series circuits. parallel circuits. Ohms
law, how to use the digital multimeter and
much more. Order Code VT201
VT202 62 minutes. Part Two; A.C. Circuits.
This is your next step in understanding the
basics of electronics. You will learn about how
coils, transformers, capacitors, etc are used in
common circuits. Order Code VT202
VT203 57 minutes. Part Three; Semicon-
ductors. Gives you an exciting look into the
world of semiconductors. With basic semicon-
ductor theory. Plus 15 different semiconduc-
tor devices explained.

Order Code VT203

VT204 56 minutes. Part Four; Power
Supplies. Guides you step-by-step through
different sections of a power supply.

Order Code VT204
VT205 57 minutes. Part Five; Amplifiers.
Shows you how amplifiers work as you have
never seen them before. Class A. class B,
class C, op.amps. etc. Order Code VT205
VT206 54 minutes. Part Six; Osdilators.
Oscillators are found in both linear and digi-
tal circuits. Gives a good basic background in
oscillator circuits. Order Code VT206

£34.95 each
inc. VAT & postage

Order 8 or more get one extra FREE
Order 16 get two extra FREE

VCR MAINTENANCE
V1102 84 minutes: Introduction to VCR
Repair. Warning, not for the beginner.
Through the use of block diagrams this
video will take you through the various
circuits found in the NTSC VHS system.
You will follow the signal from the input to
the audio video heads then from the
heads back to the output.

Order Code VT102
VT103 35 minutes: A step-by-step easy to
follow procedure for professionally clean-
ing the tape path and replacing many of
the belts in most VHS VCR's. The viewer
will also become familiar with the various
parts found in the tape path.

Order Code VT103

DIGITAL
Now for the digital series of six videos. This
series is designed to provide a good ground-
ing in digital and computer technology.
VT301 54 minutes. Digital One; Gates begins
with the basics as you learn about seven of
the most common gates which are used in
almost every digital circuit, plus Binary
notation. Order Code VT301

VT302 55 minutes. Digital Two; Flip Flops
will further enhance your knowledge of digital
basics. You will learn about Octal and
Hexadecimal notation groups, flip-flops.
counters, etc. Order Code VT302
VT303 54 minutes. Digital Three; Registers
and Displays is your next step in obtaining a
solid understanding of the basic circuits
found in today's digital designs. Gets into
multiplexers, registers, display devices. etc.

Order Code V1303
VT304 59 minutes. Digital Four. DAC and
ADC shows you how the computer is able to
communicate with the real world. You will
learn about digital -to -analogue and ana-
logue -to -digital converter circuits.

Order Code VT304
VT305 56 minutes. Digital Five: Memory
Devices introduces you to the technology
used in many of today's memory devices. You
will learn all about ROM devices and then
proceed into PROM, EPROM, EEPROM.
SRAM, DRAM, and MBM devices.

Order Code VT305
VT306 56 minutes. Digital Six: The CPU
gives you a thorough understanding in the
basics of the central processing unit and the
input/output circuits used to make the system
work. Order Code VT306

ORDERING: Price Includes postage to anywhere In the world.
OVERSEAS ORDERS: We use the VAT portion of the price to pay for airmail postage
and packing, wherever you live in the world. Just send £34.95 per tape. All payments

in £ sterling only (send cheque or money order drawn on a UK bank).
Visa and Mastercard orders accepted - please give card number, card expiry date and

cardholder's address if different from the delivery address.
Orders are normally sent within seven days but please allow a maximum of 28 days,

longer for overseas orders.
Send your order to: Direct Book Service, 33 Gravel Hill. Nlerley. Wimborne. Dorset

BH21 1RW (Mail Order Only)
Direct Book Service is a division of Wimborne Publishing Ltd.. Publishers of EPE

Tel: 01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692
Due to the cost we cannot reply to overseas orders or queries by Fax.

E-mail: editorial@ epemag.wimborne.co.uk

RADIO
VT401 61 minutes. A.M. Radio Theory. The
most complete video ever produced on a.m.
radio. Begins with the basics of a.m. trans-
mission and proceeds to the five major stages
of a.m. reception. Learn how the Signal is
detected. converted and reproduced. Also
covers the Motorola C-QUAM a.m. stereo
system. - Order Code VT401
VT402 58 minutes. F.M. Radio Part 1. EM.
basics including the functional blocks of a
receiver. Plus r.f. amplifier. mixer oscillator.
i.f. amplifier; limiter and f.m. decoder stages
of a typical f.m. receiver. Order Code VT402

VT403 58 minutes. F.M. Radio Part 2. A con-
tinuation of f.m. technology from Part 1.
Begins with the detector stage output, pro-
ceeds to the 19kHz amplifier, frequency dou-
bler, stereo demultiplexer and audio amplifier
stages. Also covers RDS digital data encoding
and decoding. Order Code VT403

MISCELLANEOUS
VT501 58 minutes. Fibre Optics. From the
fundamentals of fibre optic technology
through cable manufacture to connectors,
transmitters and receivers.

Order Code V1501
VT502 57 minutes. Laser Technology A basic
introduction covering some of the common
uses of laser devices, plus the operation of the
Ruby Rod laser, HeNe laser, CO2 gas laser
and semiconductor laser devices. Also covers
the basics of CD and bar code scanning.
Order Code VT502
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VT305

ach video uses a mixture of animated current
flow In circuits plus text, plus cartoon instruc-
tion etc., and a very full commentary to get the
points across. The tapes are imported by us and
originate from VCR Educational Products Co,
an American supplier. We are the worldwide
distributors of the PAL and SECAM vets ..f
these tapes. (All videos are to the UK PAL stan-
dard on VHS tapes unless you specifically
request SECAM versions.)
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SURFING THE IN ILANF,T

NET WORK
ALAN WINSTANLEY
HAPPY KRIZ-A4AS

lworm Happy99.exe is the most -reported virus in Europe,
ording to virus detection specialists Symantec (vrw-wsyman-

tec.com/avcenter) - discussions of worms, Trojan Horses and
viruses (or viri/virii!) took place in earlier editions of Net Work.

A new Windows virus called W32.Kriz.3863 (and variants) is
starting to appear, Symantec says, and this particularly nasty virus
can damage critical Windows system files. Furthermore, on
December 25th it will deliver a payload by flashing the BIOS of the
host computer. Damage to a PC's BIOS (Basic Input/Output
Operating System) chip is disastrous, because this PROM chip con-
tains all the system configuration which is interrogated when the PC
starts up.

A faulty BIOS can cripple a PC system completely: I discovered
this for myself when I installed a Philips 646 USB webcam, and
found that my PC would no longer boot up when the camera was
plugged in. Considering that USB is a hot-swappable technology, I
was not impressed. However it became apparent that the BIOS
required flashing to update the USB handling, and after a quickvisit
to the Dell web site, all was well.

Symantec have once again posted information on the latest virus-
es on their own web site, and as if Y2K worries aren't enough, this
Chernobyl -like virus is one to guard against if your Christmas on
the Net is to be a happy one.

I -SEEK -YOU
At nearly 750,000 hits per week, ICQ (I -Seek -You) must rate as

one of the world's most popular programs (followed by WinZip) if
the stats at download.com are to be believed. ICQ is a very useful
and customisable "chat" and messaging program which has a num-
ber of cute tricks up its sleeve. It is a neat and thoroughly sorted pro-
gram, and best of all - it's free!

An 1CQ user is allocated a unique digital ID number (this is the
"ICQ #23501235" that you often see in a user's signature) and users
can then compile a list of other ICQ users with whom they wish to
communicate.

When ICQ is started up (e.g. by dialling into the Internet), this
logs the user into the ICQ network, a process which can happen
instantaneously when the system isn't busy. After successfully log-
ging in, the network updates your ICQ list to show you who else on
your list is also on-line at that time. Similarly those users are also
alerted by ICQ that you have gone on-line.

At this point several options become available. You can simply
fire off a quick message to any user on your list. If they are logged
on they may receive it within a few seconds, and you might get a
reply say a minute or so after that; however if they are not current-
ly connected to ICQ, then the message can be delivered when they
next log on.

It is also possible to forward any web URLs which you think may
be of interest to other users, which is a good way of sharing web
resources. There are also plenty of web sites which are specially
provided to enable a sentiment (e.g. a poem or humour) to be
mailed to other users. ICQ lets you easily transfer files (e.g. word-
processing documents or other files) to other users on your list
when they are on line. An E-mail service is also provided by ICQ,
and you can send voice greetings when on-line too. Handy "To Do"
lists and \Widows desktop reminder notes are built in for the bene-
fit of those who run ICQ at their desks, and almost everything you
see is customisable. A reasonable ICQ search engine facilitates con-
venient web searches.

There's more fun still with the ICQ Chat facility; seasoned users
will probably have used IRC (Internet Relay Chat) but ICQ Chat adds
many amusing features. Messages can be typed in by one user which
appear in real time in the corresponding user's window. They reply

the. same way, and a conversation can carry on all night! There are
several Chat enhancements included: sound effects can be played on
the other user's computer, such as an attention -grabbing klaxon.
Sounds (e.g. giggling or coughing effects) can be associated with
typed messages too. Chat sessions can also be stored and played back
later, and like watching those pianos that play themselves, seeing the
chat unfold is quite an eerie feeling!

The versatility of ICQ doesn't -end there, however. I have some-
times envied a number of my American ICQ friends who leave their
ICQ connection live all day (or night). Remember that American
users can enjoy a full-time dialled -in connection by paying a stan-
dard flat rate per month. If they decide to go out, they can still leave
their system hooked up to the ICQ network, and they can notify that
they are away by changing their on-line ICQ status - such as
"Extended Away" or "Not Available." If they actually need to do
some work, they can leave ICQ running and display a "Do Not
Disturb" or "Occupied" message.

/CO IN PRIVATE
A number of privacy features are available. You can make your-

self "invisible" to certain other users so that they are unaware of
your presence on ICQ. You therefore call the shots and can then
decide whether or not to contact them. To prevent your ICQ num-
ber from finding its way onto the lists of countless other users, you
can set an option whereby permission must be sought first: seldom
will I give mine, before you ask! Hence your individual ICQ list
develops into a selected list of friends and contacts and there is no
worry about being pestered by other users (unless you choose a
"random chat" session with a complete stranger).

The use of ICQ for conversing with others has its share of dan-
gers though. There is the ever-present risk that a careless choice
of words could be misinterpreted by the recipient, so if you wish
to avoid any upsets or disappointments due care should be exer-
cised, especially with real-time ICQ Chat. Make liberal use of
emoticons (smileys) at appropriate times just to be sure. Also,
there can be delivery delays with ICQ messages sent to off-line
users, so this system should not necessarily be relied upon for
important communications.

It is best to tailor ICQ to fit your own work pattern, and don't feel
guilty if you simply cannot spare the time to engage in a discussion
at that moment. Everyone else on your list gets busy too, and a pat-
tern of sending quick ICQ messages usually emerges. Don't burden
yourself with a burgeoning list of users either: some occasional
housekeeping is useful in keeping the list down to manageable lev-
els. Life on ICQ can be rapid-fire and brief, or it can take up an
entire evening if desired. It's a sure way of making new friends, or
staying in touch with existing ones, and some users just can't live
without it.

How tti install ICQ: it is easiest to visit www.download.com and
search for the file. There have been rumours of virus -infected ver-
sions being distributed from unofficial sites, so be sure to fetch only
from trusted sources. You should also visit www.icq.com.

LINKS
Ever since Net Work started over three years ago, I have provid-

ed links for readers to check when surfing the Net. In practice,
because so many web sites are now available it is proving difficult
to provide a constantly updated link resource in the form of the Net
Work A -Z !Met Some links go down as quickly as they appear,
especially amongst hobbyist pages: users are sometimes keen to
announce new sites but less eager to say when they are deleted. I
feel that I have gathered sufficient links together to provide a rea-
sonable resource which I am trying to refine further. Readers' feed-
back is welcomed by E-mail to alan@epemag.demon.co.uk.
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BABANI BOOKS
We now supply an the books published by Bernard Banani (Publishing) Ltd.
We have always supplied a selected list of Babani books and you will find
many of them described on the Direct Book Service pages or the next two
issues of Everyday Practical Electronics (all books with a BP prefix to the order
code are Bahani books). Many readers have asked us to also supply various
other Babani books, which have a reputation for value for money.

Our customers tell us they appreciate our speedy service and low postage
charge and they would like to be able to purchase all the books from us and
thus keep the postage charge to an absolute minimum (1.50p for UK Op no
matter how many books you buy). We are pleased to be able to respond;
we are now able to meet all your requirements for Babani books - if It's in
print we can supply it.

Coda Title Price Code Tide Prize Cod* Thee Prise
5.36 50 Grass Using German:en, S-..cas end Zeiler EIP32-5 An Introduction to Satette C.on,-nunications 15.95 BP399 Sage Instant Accounting Exple,neO 15.55

Diodes 11_95 SP32_7 DOS One Step at a Time (corers Version 6.21 £4.99 BP3S9 Wr..dons '95 One Step at a Tare £4.95
6P37 12 95 BP3211 Sage ExpLaned £5.95 BP403 The Internet and weld Wide Web Bap:air-red 0_95

50 Pruiecs uSna Ream SCRs and TRIACs
6P44 IC 555 Proiem £3.99 a.329 Ekctreric Mutc Learning Proi.c.s 14.95 BP404 Hoe to Create Pages for the Web Using HTIAt. 1599BP125 25 Simple Amateur Band Aerials £1 95 8P331 A Begeners. Guide to HZ! 14.95 SP405 MS Works for Win:S.7ns 95 esp4a;ned 15.9560132 25 Samba SW &ca&ast Band Aerial £1,95 BP334 Mask Eltrariim £4.95

8.04.06 MS -Word 95 Expiared £69992144 Further Practical Electronics C.sCutatard BP337 A Concise Users Guide to Lotus 1-2-3
SP407 Excel Expiaked 16.99Fcemutee £445 far Windows £5 95
82408 Accra 95 - One Step at a Tetra £5_99BP145

SPIV
25 Simple Tropical and MW Bard Aeries
MIDI Projects

£1.75
1255

BP341
sp345

MS-DOS Explained loosen V6.2)
Getting Started in Practical Electrorks

£6o-)
1499 SPAM; MS Offs -a 95 One Step at a Time £6-99

£9154 An traroduction to 697.03 Asstrnbei Lang`. age £2. 95 EPA -t6 ProgrararMg in Wsi,ssi BASIC for Windows £5.55 62410 35 Otto-Desfeay Ter ii Mock Prciers 14.99
50192 More Accented Power Supply Proecn £2.95 BP349 Practical 0.-,.o-Ectrorti: Prefects £4 95 62412 A Pm:Li:al Approach to Excel for Wrdows 95 14_99
622558 £4 SS BP350 EL...emcee Board Games £4.95 BP415 Using Netscepe on the Internet E6.99(.earring to oz.., in C

A Concise Introduction to UNIX6P259 £4 95 BP352 Excel 5 Expleired £5.95 60416 Practical Mann Prciecm £4.99
BP261 A Corke introduction to Loans 1-2-3 A Gum to the Worsts Redo System 8;417 ExpWriing Mcrosoft Puhr:.i.she-r for widows 95 £5.99

Merited £3.95 119955 Ed.-oon) £5 55 9..418 Word 55 Anistent 1619
BP262 A Conte ;mutual:on to Wordperfect Access One Step at a Tins E455 BP419 Utng atcroset Explorer on the Internet 16_99

(Revised Edition) £3.95 132.363 Practical Electronic Music Prciects f495 SP420 E -Mail on the Internet £6.99
9P273 Practical BeztvonC Sensors £4.99 BM/ Eecoonic Protects fir the Garden £4 95 9242 t Windons 95 Assistant £699
BP275 9.grip;x Bloat Were Receiver Constriction 13 95 22370 The Superhet Redo Handbook £455 52422 Essentials of Cono..ter Sews, 15_99BP 91 An inmodcton to UHFIVHF for Redo Amateurs 14 99 BP373 An IntrodixtCn to fieteoris for PC and EP424 Microsoft Exchange for Business and H. -re Use £6999P254 Programming in OuCUSABC fresised edition) £5.99 Mac Users ES Si BP425 Micratof: Internet Explorer Assmant 15_99Pubic Address Loudspeaker Smarts £4.99 tams Tice tic-cae Red:o Amatas Eximnination

BP426 MS Offce 97 Ex pia rend 16.995P293
9P301

An introduction to Redo Went 1.70:.wtion
Ardennes for VHF and Ut.C.

£3.95
14 95 BP3X1

Hardback
Advanced Projects For The Electric Gloss

£4 99

£4 99
82427 Hex -ape Internet fix: gate Assistant £5.99

BP303 Preamplifier and Rrag Cirou £4.99 11.393 Undersandrig the Mathematics of Electronics £5.99
62422 MS Word 97 Expened 16.99

623t1 Ain introduction to Scanners and Scanning 14.99 SP397 IN -widows One Step at a Terra £4 95 57429 MS Excel 97 Exptared £699
5P312 An Introduction to filicrowavn £395 62388 Why Tao] Personals, Your PC £4 SI EP430 MS Access 97 - One Step at 3 Tare £5.99
5P315 intnxtuction to the tromagnetk: Ware 1495 I3 3E'9 Power Pont for Windows Ertaairocl £555 BP -132 Simple Sensor Terminal aixla Proteca £4.99
92316 Practical E vonic DeSsn Data £5.99 2333 An t n boduction to the World Wide Web py..134 PC Hardware AsScam 1693
BP317 Practical Bectronic Timing £4_95 for PC ard Mac Users £6.99 Provernm.,9 in C £5.99
5P320 Electronic Protects for Your PC 13 99
Brae The Art of Soktering £3 99

IF NO PRICE IS SHOWN THE BOOK IS OUT OF PRINT (0.0.R)A Corcise Users Guide to Windows 3.1 1495

SEE DIRECT BOOK SERVICE PAGES FOR FULL ORDERING DETAILS

PCB SERVICE
Printed circuit boards for certain EPE constructional protects are available from the
PCB Service. see fat. These are fabricated in glass libre, and are fully drilled and
roller tinned. M prices include VAT and postage and paing. Add £1 per board
for airmail outside of Europe. Remittances should be sent to The PCB Service,
Everyday Practical Electronics, Allen House, East Borough, Wimbome, Dorset
BH21 1PF. Tel: 01202 881749; Fax 01202 841692 (NOTE, we cannot reply to
orders or queries by Fax); Email: orders@epemag.wfmbome.co.uk . Cheques
should be crossed and made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics (Payment
in £ sterling only).
NOTE: While 95% of our boards are held in stock and are dispatched within
seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days for
delivery - overseas readers allow extra if ordered by surface mail.
Back numbers or photostats of articles are available if required - see the
Back Issues page for details.
Please check price and availability in the latest issue.

Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order basis.

Special KNOCK DOWN SALE of PCBs,
We have a few p.c.b.s left from past projects these are being
offered at the knock down price of £2.00 each -
no matter what size they are (some of these
boards are worth over £15.00 each) while
stocks last. This price includes VAT and UK
post - overseas orders please add 50p postage
(or £1 per board for airmail postage).

Print Timer, 874; Stereo HiFi Controller - Power
Supply, 886 - Main Board, 887 - Expansioniasplay Boards. (pair) 888;
Power Controller, 905: Active Guitar Tone Control, 907; TV Ott-er (pair).
908199; Video Modules - 1 Simple Fader, 910: Video Enhancer, 912; 12V
35W PA Amplifier, 930; *National Lottery Predictor, 935: MIDI Pedal, 938:
Club Vote Totaliser, 939: Ramp Generator - Logic Board (double -sided
p.t.h.), 944 - Analogue board. 945: Microcontrolled 3 -Digit Timer. 933;
Low -Range Ohmmeter Adaptor, 926; Vandata - Boot Control Unit, 953 -
Display Unit, 954; Capacitor Check, 955.

Any of the above for just £2 each inc. VAT and p&p.
Back numbers or photostats of articles are available see the

Back Issues page for details.

E2.00
EACH
inc. VAT
and p&p

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost
Digital Delay Line NOV'95 958 £8.04
50Hz Field Meter 959 £8.32
Temperature Warning Alarm (Teach -In 16) 950 £6.15

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost
Stereo "Cordless " Headphones DEC 95

Transmitter 961 £8.04
Receiver 962 £7.66

*EPE Met Office - SensoriRaintallNane 9631965 £11.33
Spiral transparency free with above p.c.b.

*EPE Met Office -JAN 96
Computer Interface (double -sided) 964 £7.69

Audio Signal Generator 969 £6.58
Automatic Camera Panning (Teach-ln '96) 972 £6.63
Printer Sharer 973 £9.93
Van -Speed Dice (Teach-In '96) 974 £5.69
Mains Signalling Unit -2 12V Capacitive 975 £6.07
Mufti -Purpose Mini Amplifier MAR16 976 £6.12
High Current Stabilised Power Supply 979 £6.62
Mir.d Machine Mk III - Sound and Lights 980 £7.39
Infra -Zapper Transmitterilleceiver (Teach -In '96)
Bat Band Converter/B.F.O. APR'96 984ah £5.80
Hearing Tester 985 £6.87
Event Counter (Teach -1n '96) 986 £8.39
B.F.O. and Bat Band Converter P.1AY 96 984at £5.80
Versatile PIR Detector Alarm 988 £6.76
Mind machine Mk III - Tape Controller 989 £6.70
Midi Analyser 992 £6.74
Sarah's Light JUNE 96 996 £7.17
Horne Telephone Link 997 (pr) £10.72
*PulStar 998 £6.60
VU Display and Alarm 999 £7.02
Ultra -Fast Frequency Generator JULY 96

994,995 (pr) £12.72and Counter - OscillatoriLC.D. Driver
Timed NiCad Charger 100 £6.99
Single -Station Radio 4 Tuner 101 £7.02
Twin -Beam infra -Red Alarm -TransmineriRc-ceiver 102/103 (pr) £10.50
*Games Compendium 104 £6.09
Mono "Cordless" Headphones

990191 (pr) £10.16- TransmitteriReceiver
Garden Mole -Ester 106 £6.07
Mobile Miser 107 £6.36
Bike Speedo 108 £6.61
*PIC-Tock Pendulum Clock SEPT96 109 £6.31
Power Check 110 £6.42
Analogue DelayiFlanger 111 £7.95
Draught Detector 112 £6.22
Simple Exposure Timer 113 £6.63
Video Fade -to -White C1316111 114 £6.98
Direct Conversion 80m Receiver 116 £7.52
Vehicle Alert 117 £6.55
10MHz Function Generator -Main Board 118 £7.33

- PSU 119 £5.39
Tuneable Scratch Filter OV 96 115 £7.83
*Central Heating Controller 120 £7.85
D.C. to D.C. Converters - Negative Supply Generator 122 £5.96

- Step -Down Regulator 123 £6.01
- Step -Up Regulator 124 £6.12
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PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost

*PIC Digital/Analogue Tachometer DEC 96 127 £7.23
Stereo Cassette Recorder

Playback/PSU 128 £7.94
Record/Erase 129 £9.04

*Eanh Resistivity Meter MEM
Current Gen.- AmpiRect. 131/132 (ca) £12.70

Theremin MIDI/CV Interface (double -sided p.t.h.) 130 (set) £40.00
Mains Failure Warning 126 £6.77
Pacific Waves 8 97 136 £9.00
PsiCom Experimental Controller 137 £6.78
Oil Check Reminder Kligaila 125 £7.16
Video Negative Viewer 135 £6.75
Tri-Colour NiCad Checker 138 £6.45
Dual -Output TENS Unit (plus Free TENS info. 139 £7.20
*PIC-Agoras - Wheelie Meter APRIL:97 141 £6.90
418MHz Remote Control - Transmitter 142 £5.36

- Receiver 143 £6.04
Puppy Puddle Probe 145 £6.10
MIDI Matrix - PSU 147 £5.42

- Interface 148 £5.91
Quasi -Bell Door Alert MAY 97 133 £6.59
2M F.M. Receiver 144 £7.69
*PIC-A-Tuner 149 £7.83
Window Closer - Trigger 150 £4.91

- Closer 151 £4.47
Child Minder Protection Zone ®-Transmitter

153 £6.58
- Receiver 154 £6.42

Pyrotechnic Controller 155 £6.93
*PIC D' ilogue Clock 156 £7.39
Narrow Rangge Thermometer 158 £6.37
Micropower IR Detector- 1 ZOOM 152 £6.69
Infra -Red Remote Control Repeater

(Multi -project P.C.B.) 932 £3.00
Karaoke Echo Unit - Echo Board 159 £6.40

- Mixer Board 160 £6.75
Convuter Dual User Interface 161 £6.70
*PEST Scarer 162 £6.60
Variable Bench Power Supply Mlatilli 932 £3.00
Universal Input Amplifier 146 £6.55
Micropower PIR Detector -2 Controller 163 £6.72
*PIC-OLO 164 £7.02
Active Receiving Antenna MAUI 140 £6.59
Soldering Iron Controller 157 £6.63
*PIC Noughts & Crosses Game 165 £7.82
Micropower PIR Detector -3

Alarm Disarm/Reset Switch 166 £5.72
Ironing Safety Device 167 £5.12

Remote Control Finder IMO. 168 £6.32
Rechargeable Handlamp 169 £6.23
*PIC Water Descaler 170 £6.90
*EPE Time Machine ELLIZIM 171 £8.34
Auto -Dim Bedlight 172 £6.63
Portable 12V PSU/Charger 173 £6.61
Car Immobiliser MISIM 175 £7.00
Safe and Sound (Security Bleeper) 179 £7.32
Surface Thermometer MX]. 174 £7.64
Disco Lights Flasher 178 £8.30
Waa-Waa Pedal (Multi -project PCB) FEB.98 932 £3.00
*Virtual Scope - Digital Board 176 £14.49

Analogue Board (per board) 177 £7.34
*Water Wizard 180 £7.69
Kissometer 181 £7.67
*EPE PIC Tutorial .IAR 98 182 £7.99
The Handy Thing (Double -Sided) 183 £6.58
Lighting -Up Reminder 184 £5.90
*Audio System Remote Controller-PSU 185 £7.05

Main Board 186 £8.29
Simple Metal Detector A   98

(Multi -project PCB) 932 £3.00
Single or Dual -Tracking Power Supply 187 £7.90
*RC -Meter 188 £7.66
Security Auto -Light
Stereo Tone Control plus 20W StereoAnLYEEM

189 £8.10

Tone Control 190 £7.78
20W Amplifier 191 £8.58

*Dice Lott 192 £8.05
EPE Mood Changer JUNE 98 193 £7.75
*AT89C2051/1051 Programmer

Main Board 194 £8.50
Test Board 195 £8.69

*Reaction Timer Software only - -
*PIC16x84 Toolkit MIMI 196 £6.96
*Greenhouse Computer

Control Board 197 £9.08
PSU Board 198 £8.10

Float Charger UG.98 199 £6.59
1.41tbutb Saver 202 £3.00
Personal Stereo Amplifier S P 98 932 £3.00

(Multi -project PCB)
*Greenhouse Radio Link 200 £8.32
*PIC Aftimeter 201 £8.15
Voice Processor Igrusitill21:41 203 £7.18
*Digisery R/C Expander 204 £7.69
IR Remote Control

Transmitter 205 £3.00
Receiver 206 £3.50

*PIC Tape Measure NO1198 207 £6.82
Electronic Thermostat

T-Stat 208 £4.00
PhizzyB £14.95

A -PCB B -CD-ROM C-Prog. Microcontroller Bee (A)(B)(C) each
15 -Way IR Remote Control

Switch Matrix 211 £3.00
15 -Way Rec'Decoder 212 £4.00

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost
Damp Stat DEC 98
Handheld Function Generator
*Fading Christmas Lights
PhizzyB 110 Board (4 -section)

209
213
215
216

£4.50
£4.00
£5.16
£3.95

Twinkle Twinkle Reaction Game JAN'99
*EPE Mind PICkier
PhizzyB I/0 Board (4 -section)
Alternative Courtesy Light Controller

.

210
214
216
217

£7.55
£6.30
£3.95
£6.72

Light Alarm FE8'99
*Wireless Monitoring System - Transmitter

Receiver
*PIC MIDI Sustain Pedal Software onl

218
219+a
220+a

£6.78
£9.92
£8.56
-

*Wireless Monitoring System -2-
F.M. TranstRec Adaptors

*Time and Date Generator
Auto Cupboard Light
Smoke Absorber

219a/220a
221
222
223

See
Feb'99

£7.37
£6.36
£5.94

Ironing Board Saver APR'99
Voice Record/Playback Module
Mechanical Radio (pair)
*Versatile Event Counter

224
225
226A&B
207

£5.15
£5.12

£7.40 pr.
£6.82

*PIC Tootkit Mk 2 MAY.99 227

228
229

£8.95

£3.00
£3.20

A.MJF.M. Radio Remote Control
Transmitter
Receiver

*Musical Sundial JUNES9 231
232

£9.51
£8.79PC Audio Frequency Meter

*EPE Mood PICker JULY'99 233
234
235
932

£6.78
£6.72
£7.10
£3.00

12V Battery Tester .

Intruder Deterrent 'LE.D. Stroboscope
(Mufti -project PCB)

Ultrasonic Puncture Finder AUG'99 236
237
238
239
240
932

£5.00
£8.88
£6.96
£6.77
£6.53
£3.00

*8 -Channel Analogue Data Logger
Buffer Amplifier (Oscillators Pt 2)
Magnetic Field Detective
Sound Activated Switch
Freezer Alarm (Multi -project PCB)

Child Guard SEPT99 241
242

£7.51
£7.64Variable Dual Power Supply

Mains Cable Locator 'MIMI
(Multi -project PCB)

Micro Power Supply
*Interior Lamp Delay

932

243
244

£3.00

£3.50
£7.88

Vibralann NOV-99
Demister One -Shot
*Ginormous Stopwatch - Pan 1

230
245
246

£6.93
£6.78
£7.82

EPE SOFTWARE
Software programs for EPE projects marked with an asterisk * are avail-
able on 3.5 inch PC -compatible disks or free from our Internet site. Five
disks are available: PIC Tutorial (Mar -May S8 issues); PIC Toolkit Mk2
(May -Jun '99 issues): PIC Disk 1 (Apr '95 -Dec '98 issues); EPE Disk 2
(Jan '99 issue to current cover date); EPE Teach -in 2000. The disks are
obtainable from the EPE PCB Service at £2.75 each (UK) to cover our
admin costs (the software itself is free). Overseas (each): £3.35 surface
mail, £425 each airmail. All files can be downloaded free from our Internet
FTP site: ftp://ttp.epemag.wimborrte.co.uk.

r
1,

1 Order

I
I
I Name
I
I Address
1

I
I I enclose
1

1

1

1=1

I

EPE

916

Code

.

payment

BOARD

Minimum

PRINTED

Project

of £.

Practical
MasterCard

order

Everyday

for

SERVICE

-

Electronics
or

Quantity

(chequeiPO

Visa
credit

CIRCUIT

No.
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i

1

1

I

1

I

I

I

to: 1

I

i

1

1

1

i

I I

II
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I

I Please supply name and address of cardholder if different from the address shown 1

I NOTE: You can order p.c.b.s via our Internet site on a secure server. 1

L http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk
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EVERYDAY

PRACTICAL

CLASSIFIED

ELECTRONICS
ETI
ELECTRONICS1::it lifEtlITIIIAl

Everyday Practical Electronics ETI reaches twice as
many UK readers as any other independent monthly
hobby electronics magazine, our audited sales
figures prove it. We have been the leading
independent monthly magazine in this market for the
last fourteen years.

If you want your advertisements to be seen by the largest readership at the most economical price our classified and semi -display
pages offer the best value. The prepaid rate for semi -display space is £8 (+VAT) per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm).
The prepaid rate for classified adverts is 30p (+VAT) per word (minimum 12 words).
All cheques. postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics. VAT must be added. Advertisements, together
with remittance, should be sent to Everyday Practical Electronics ETI Advertisements, Mill Lodge, Mill Lane, Thorpe-le-Soken, Essex
C016 OED. Phone/Fax (01255) 861161:
For rates and information on display and classified advertising please contact our Advertisement Manager, Peter Mew as above.

RCS VARIABLE VOLTAGE D.C. BENCH POWER SUPPLY
Up to 20 i.ntis d c. at 1 earn cc:Moth:4;s, 1.5 a n pea y..

tufty variatle from 1 to 29 volts. Twin
Voltage and
Current meters

Post E3for easy read-
out. 240 volt a.c.
input. RAY smoothed, sno 22cr1114c.-n.8cm.

£45 Ut

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON 1Z
SURREY, CR0 2itS. Tel: 0181-684 166S

nen rr.trnrs. miasma Mt
Pwss :a set flAl eL to to. Q.cre

zesa NOV/ AVAILABLE WITH
128K AND 512K - 024

ALSO SPECTRUM
AND CIL PARTS

W. N. RICHARDSON & CO.
PHONE:FAX 01494 8713196

PAVENSMEAD. CHALFONT ST PETER.
BUCKS. S1.9 ONB

X-100 Home Automation
We put you in control'"

Why tolerate when you can automate?
An extensive range of 230V X-10 products
and starater kits available.
Uses prove Power Line Carrier technology.
no wires required.
Products Catalogue available Online.
Worldwide delivery.

Laser Business Systems Ltd.
E -Mail: info g lasercom

lutp://www.laser.com ,ym.k.
Tel: (0181) 441 9788
Fax: (0181)449 0430 -III

BTEC ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN TRAINING

GNVO ADVANCED ENGINEERING
(ELECTRONIC) - PART-TIME

HND ELECTRONICS - FULL-TIME
B.Eng FOUNDATION - FULL-TIME

Next course commences
Monday 10th January 2000
FULL PROSPECTUS FROM

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE
(Dept EPE) 20 PENYWERN ROAD

EARLS COURT. LONDON SW5 9SU
TEL: 0171-373 8721

THE BRITISH AMATEUR
ELECTRONICS CLUB

exists to help electronics enthusiasts by
personal contact and through a quarterly

Newsletter.
For membership details, write to the

Secretary:
Mr. M. P. Moses,

5 Park View, Cwmaman,
Aberdare CF44 6PP

Sp3ce donated by
Everyday Practical Electronics

www.technolo

BEAM ROBOTS
i.w t em  rs Inc

Also:Robot Arms
Mobile Arms
Mlcromice
Rovers
Cybuqs
Robot Books

index.com

Untversal VCR Controller
Connecta to any normally open or
normally closed 12V sensor relay to add
event driven auto recording to klomestic
CCTV syderns.
£25 inc. vat + £2.50 p&p
The BlackBoxCarneraTm Company Ltd.
Unit U7. Lesson Boulevard,
Nottingham NG7 2BY. 0700-2522.526
WWW.ElLi,CKBOXCAMERA.COM

Miscellaneous

NIQUE DIY PLANS for wind, solar.
petrol, steam and water powered generators.
Plus loads of hard -to -find books on energy.
Testa, electric vehicles. Sterling engines, etc.
Send 2 x 1st class stamps for catalogue.
Jemmett Engineering, 8 Hallam Gardens,
Pinner, Middlesex HA5 4PR.
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS - QUICK
SERVICE. Prototype and Production. Artwork
raised from magazines or draft designs at low
cost. PCBs also designed from schematics.
Production assembly also undertaken. For
details send to P. Agar, Unit 5, East Belfast
Enterprise Park. 308 Albertbridge Road, Belfast.
BT5 40X, or phone/fax 01232 738897.
VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and other
parts in stock. For free advice/lists please ring.
Geoff Davies (Radio), Tel. 01788 574774.
PROTOTYPE PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARDS one offs and quantities, for details
send s.a.e. to B. M. Ansbro, 38 Poynings Drive,
Hove, Sussex BN3 8GR. or phone Brighton
883871. fax 01273 706670.

G.C.S.E. ELECTRONIC: 1:1 IS, at pocket
money prices. S.A.E. for FREE catalogue. SIR -
KIT Electronics, 52 Severn Road, Clacton,
C015 3RB.
P.C.B. MANUFACTURING SERVICE:
Prototype printed circuits, production from art-
work ein of magazines or CAD designs. Single
or double -sided, small and large, quantities and
one -,offs, at low cost. For more details phone
Mr. Belt on 01673 842338.
SAMPLE 20 ASSORTED COMPONENTS!!
+ 12 projects to build, + bargain audio list.
Enclose 26p s.a.e. K.LA.. 1 Regent Road, Ilkley
LS29 9EA.
P1C16F877-04, f6.00 each. s.a.e. plus cheque
to R. Boardman, 4 Chapel Close, Ellesmere
Port, South Wirral. CH65 2HP. Tel. 0151 356
4588.
SECOND USER TEST EQUIPMENT for
sale: Scopes, generators, dmms, etc. H.P.,
Tektronix, Damon. Haines. Marconi, Fluke, etc.
Low prices. Also some non -working equipment
for parts. experiments. etc. Ring or E-mail for
list. 07930 144803 or bfordernitectelcom.com.

EPE NET ADDRESSES
EPE FTP site: ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk
Access the FTP site by typing the above into your web browser, or by setting up an FTP
session using appropriate FTP software, then go into quoted sub -directories:

PIC-project source code files: /pubiPlCS
PIC projects each have their own folder; navigate to the correct folder and open it, then

fetch all the files contained within. Do not try to download the folder itself!
EPE text files: Ipub/docs
Basic Soldering Guide: solder.txt
EPE TENS Unit user advice: tens.doc and tens.txt
Ingenuity Unlimited submission guidance: ing_unit.txt
New readers and subscribers info: epe_info.txt
Newsgroups or Usenet users advice: usenet.txt
Ni-Cad discussion: nicadfaq.zip and nicad2.zip
UK Sources FAQ: uksource.zip

Writing for EPE advice: write4us.txt

On-line readers! Try the new EPE Chat Zone -a
virtually real-time Internet "discussion board" In

a simple to use web -based forum!
http: .www.epemag.vilmborne.co.uk wwwboard

Or buy EPE Online: www.epemag.com

Ensure you set your FTP
software to ASCII transfer
when fetching text files, or
they may be unreadable.
Note that any file which
ends in .zip needs unzip-
ping before use. Unzip utili-
ties can be downloaded
from:
http://www.winzip.com or
http://www.pkware.com
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Professional 88-108MHz FM Broadcasting Kits

Detailed Instructions with Schematics
High Quality Screen Printed PCBs
H:gh Oua!ity Components

Transmitters from 0 05W to 35W
RA Stereo Coders
Audio Compressor Limiters
Antennas
RF Power
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DIGITAL
TEST METE[
Ideal for TEACH -IN 2000

Built-in transistor test socket
and diode test position.

DC volts 200mV to 1000V.
AC volts 200V to 750V.

DC current 200mA to 10A
Resistance 200 ohms to

2000K ohms.

Special offer to EPE readers

£5.99 incl. VAT

Everyday Practical Electronics/ET!, November 1999 855
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Buy your magazine online. EPE, the first magazine
in the world to be available to buy from the web.

TAKE A LOOK, A FREE ISSUE
IS AVAILABLE

Black and White Pin Hole Board Cameras
with Audio. Cameras in RI.R.. Radios,

Clocks. Briefcases etc. Transmitting
Cameras with Receiver (Wireless).

Cameras as above with colour.
Audio Surveillance Kits and Ready Built

Units, Bug Detector etc.

EFKIECTROINIIICS
Please phone 0181 203 0161 for free catalogue.

Fax 0181 201 5359
New DTI approved Video Transmitters and Receivers (Wireless)

SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS
FREE COMPONENTS

Buy 10 x £1 Special Packs and choose another one FREE
SP1
SP2
SP3
SP6
SP7
SP10
SP11
S.P12
SP18
SF20
SP2I
SP23
SP24
SP25
SP26
SF28
SF29
SP31
SP36
SF37
SP39
SP40
SP41
SP42
SP47
SP102
SP103
SP104
SP105
SP109
SP111
SP112
SF115
SP116
SP118
SP120
SP124
SP130
SF131

15 x 5mm Red LEDs
12 x 5mm Green LEDs
12 x 5mm Yellow LEDs
15 x 3mm Red LEDs
12 x 3mm Green LEDs

100 x 1N4148 dodos
30 x 1144001 diodes
30 x 1N4002 diodes
20 x BC182 trarsistors
20 x BC184 transistus
20 x BC212 transistors
20 xl3C549 transistors
4 x CMOS 4001
4 x 555 Valets
4 x 741 OpArrps
4 x CMOS 4011
3 x CMOS ,4013
4 x CMOS 4071

25 5 1025V radial elect.
15 x 10035V radial elect. caps.
10 x 470'16V radial elect. caps_
15 a 80237 transistors
20 x Mixed transistors

200 x 'Axed 0-25W C F. resstors
5 x Mat. PB snitches

20 x 8-cAn DIL sockets
15 x 14 -pin DIL scoots
15 x 16 -pin DIL socket*,
4 x 74LS00

15 x 130557 transistors
15 x Assorted polyester caps
4 x CMOS 4093
3 x 10-nm Red LEDs
3 x 10mm Green LEDs
2 x CMOS 4047
3 x 74LS93

20 x Assorted ceramic disc caps
100 x Mixed 0-5W C.F. resistors
2 x TL071 OdAmps

RESISTOR PACKS -C.Film
RP3 5 eecn rime - total 365 0-25W M60
RP7 10 each yakre -tc4a1730 0-25W £4.00
P.PIO 1000 populm rates 425W £560
RP4 5 sad) vakie4M.V 365 0-5W x,3 75
RP8 10 ea:h v. -Le -total 730 0-5W £6.35
RP11 1000 poplar values 0-5W £8.10

SP133
SP134
SP135
SP136
SP137
SP138
SP140
SF142
SP143

SP145
SP146
SP147

SP151
SP152
SP153
SP154
SF156

SP160
SP161
SF165
SP167
SP168
SP175
SP177

SP16.2
SP183
SP187
SP191
SP192
SP193
SP194
SP195
SP197
SP198

20 x 1144004 diodes
15 x 1N4007 &odes
6 x WI. slide SW4e1S:
3 x BFY50 transisterz
4 x W005 1.5A bridge fez' 

20 x 2.2.63V rachal elect. caLs
3 x W04 1-5A bridge rect,
2 x CMOS 4017
5 Pars min. crocodile d:ps

(Red & BIadil
6 5 ZTX300 transistors

10 x 2N3704 transistors
5 x Stripboard 9 strips x

25 hoIes
4 x 5mm Red LEDs
4 x 8mm Green LEDs
4 x 8mtnYettow LEDs

15 x BC548 tranvstors
3 x Stripboard. 14 sips

27 holes
10 x 243904 transistors
10 x 2143906 transistors
2 x LF351 Op Amps
6 a BC107 transistors
6 x BC106 transistors

20 51/63V r -al eecs_ car,
10 x 1A 20mm quid( floor

fuses
20 x 4.783V meta! elect caps
20 a BC547 transistors
15 x 00239 transistors
3 x CMOS 4023
3 x CMOS 4066

20 x BC213 transistors
8 x 0A90 diodes
3 x 10mm Yellom LEDs
6 x 20 pin DIL .rx-fi(.ts
5 x 24 pas DIL sockets

1999 Catalogue now available £1
inc. P&P or FREE with first order.

P&P £1.25 per order. NO VAT
Orders to:

Sherwood Electronics,
7 Williamson St., Mansfield,

Notts. NG19 6TD.

Millions of quality cuiiipulitAiLt.-;
at lowest ever prices!

Plus anything from bankruptcy - theft recovery
- frustrated orders - over productions etc.
Send 50p stamped self-addrQssed label or

envelope for clearance lists.
Brian J Road

6 Oueensmead Avenue,.East Ewell,
Epsom, Surrey KT17 3E0

Tel: 07775 945386
Mall Order UK only.

Lists are updated -and only 40 are sent out every 2 weeks. This
normally ensures that orders can be fulfilled where only a few
thousands of an item is available. (Payment is returned if sold out. I do
not deal in credit notes). This will sometimes entail a delay of up to
eight weeks - but the prices will be worth the wait!

ADVERTISERS INDE)
A.L. ELECTRONICS 856
ANTEX 839
A.S.A 839
N. R. BARDWELL 855
B.K. ELECTRONICS Cover (iii)
BRIAN J. REED 856
BULL ELECTRICAL Cover (ii)
COOKE INTERNATIONAL 855
CROWNHILL ASSOCIATES 836
DISPLAY ELECTRONICS 778
ELECTROMAIL 830
EPT EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE Cover (iv)
ESR ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 786
FML ELECTRONICS 855
FOREST ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS . 830
ICS 855
J&N FACTORS 846
JPG ELECTRONICS 855
LABCENTER ELECTRONICS 803
LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY 833
MAGENTA ELECTRONICS 784,785
MILFORD INSTRUMENTS 815
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY . .. 780
PICO TECHNOLOGY 783
QUASAR ELECTRONICS 827
QUICKROUTE SYSTEMS 793
SERVICE TRADING CO 780
SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS 856
SLtvl (MODEL) ENGINEERS 780
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STEWART OF READING 833
SUMA DESIGNS 781
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ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER: PETER J. MEW
ADVERTISEMENT OFFICES:
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ESSEX C016 OED.
Phone -Fax: (01255) 861161
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OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS
HIGH POWER, TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

BK ELECTRONICS

1000's
SOLD

TO PRO
USERS

THE RENOWED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS:- MXF200 ( 100W + 100W ) MXF400 (200W + 200W)

MXF600 (300W + 300W) MXF900 (450W  450W)
ALL POWER RATINGS ARE RIA.S. INTO 4 OHMS, WITH BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN
FEATURES:  Independent power supplies with two toroidal Iransformers  Twin LED Vu Meters
 level controls  Ruminated on/oft switch  Jackinfl inputs  Speakon outputs  Standard 775mV
inputs  Open and theft circuit proof  Latest Mos-Fels for stress firepower dekvery into virtually any
bad  filth slew rate  Very low distortion  Aluminium cases  MXF600 E MXF900 Ian cooled with D C
loudspeaker and thermal protection

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC

MXF200 W19" D11" H3i" (2U)
MXF400 W19` D12' H51" (3U)
MXF600 W19' D13` H5-1" (3U)
MXF900 W19' D14+ H51" (3U)

PRICES:- MXF200 £175.00 MXF400 £233.85
11XF800 £329.00 MXF900 £449.15

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL £12.50 EACH

SIZES:-

OMP X03 -S STEREO 3 -WAY ACTIVE CROSS -OVER

BASS MID TOP

CONFIGURED 3 WAY 2 WAY BASS/MID COMBINED 2 WAY MID/TOP COMBINED

FEATURES:
Advanced 3.Way Stereo Active Cross -Over (minter:able two way), housed et a 19' s Si case Each channel
has three lent controls. Bass. LW 3 Top. The removatge front tescra alSaws access to the prop,arressele Di
switches to adpst the cross -over frequency: Bass -Mid 12.5lzeereeettz. u,41.Top 181315Hr. al at 24116 per
octave. The 2/3 way selector swuches are also accessed by nsinartig the front fascia. Each stereo channel
can be configured separately. Bass Invert Switches are incorporated on each channel Nominal 775mV
eputloutput Putty cementite with 01JF Rack A r^p:4-er ar-1 Modules

PRICE:- £117.44 + £5.00 P&P

*PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.*PRO DELIVERIES
*LARGE (A41 S.A.E. 60p STAMPEDMPTFOR CATALOGUE

oft FLIGHTCASED
Wal, LOUDSPEAKERS

A new range of quality loudspeakers, designed to take
advantage of the latest loudspeaker technology and
enclosure designs_ AU models utilize high quality studio

cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory fitted grilles, wide dispersion constant
directivity horns, extruded aluminium corner protection and steel ball corners,
complimented with heavy duty black covering. The enclosures are fitted as standard
with top hats for optional loudspeaker stands. TO FC15-300 incorpoTtes a large
16 X 6 inch horn. All cabinets are fitted with the latest Speakononnectors
for your convenience and safety. Five models to choose from.

0

U
O
N

T
0

PLEASE NOTE:- POWER RATINGS
QUOTED ARE IN WATTS R.M.S. FOR
EACH INDIVIDUAL CABINET.
ALL ENCLOSURES ARE 8 OHM.

15=15 inch speaker
12=12 inch speaker

Ibt FC15.300 WATTS Erect Range 35Hz-20KHz. Sens 10IdB, Size 11695 W502 D415mm
PRICE:- £299.00 per pair

ibt FC12-300 WATTS Freq Range 45Hz-20KHz, Sens 96dB. Size 11600 W405 D300mm
PRICE:- £249.00 per pair

ibt FC12-200 WATTS Freq Range 40Hz-20KHz, Sens 97dB, Size 11600 W405 D300mm
PRICE:- £199.00 per pair

ibl FC12-100 WATTS Freq Range 45Hz-20KHz, Sens 100dB, Size H546 W380 D300mm
PRICE:- £179.00 per pair

ibl WMI2-200 WATTS Freq Range 40Hz.20KHz, Sens 97a, Size H418 W600 D385mm
PRICE:- £125.00 EACH

SPECIAUST CARRIER DEL:- £12.50 per pair, Wedge Monitor £7.00 each
Optional Metal Stands PRICE- £49.00 per pair Delivery:- £5.00

/ BASS/MID AS MID/TOP

SoundLAB SPM 12 AND 16 CH.MDCERS
The 12 and 16 Channel SPM Series Of Studio Quality Mixers
Are Ideal For Fixed Installation Stage And Mobile Use.
* 48v PHANTOM POWER
* BUILT IN POWER SUPPLY
* 230V AC/50Hz
* PEAK INPUT LEVEL LEDS
* PRE FADE LISTEN (PFL)
* SUB MASTER OUTPUT
* COMBINED XLR/ 1; JACK
* 80mm FADERS * CH.MUTE
I 2 STEREO AUX.SEND/RETURNS
* CONSTANT PAN CONTROL
* 3 BAND EQ WITH MID SWEEP
* HEADPHONE/CONTROL ROOM 0/P
* CD/TAPE INPUTS & OUTPUTS
* BALANCED INPUTS & OUTPUTS
* BUS ASSIGN SWITCH
* MONITOR SEND SP161202 4UONO IIICILINE.4STEREO INPUTS £299.00 FREEPRICEs:- SPMI602 'MONO MIC/LINE.4STEREO INPUTS £399.00 UK PIP

STEREO DISCO MIXER MPX-7700

COLOSSUS POWER
VERY HIGH POWER LOUDSPEAKERS

THE COLOSSUS RANGE OF LOUDSPEAKERS
ARE DESIGNED FOR USE IN SUPERIOR HIGH
POWER OUTPUT SYSTE MS. ALL MODELS ARE OHM

COLOSSUS 12MB:-* 12 INCH * 450WATT H.M.S.
* 900 WATTS PEAK * Sens 98 dB.* Res Freq.55 Hz.
* Frequency Range 40 Hz-3.5KHzPRICE £129.00
COLOSSUS 15)(6:-* 15 INCH * 600WATTS
* 1200 WATTS PEAK * Sens 99 dB * Res Freq 35 Hz.
* Frequency Range 30 Hz-LOKHz PRICE £159.00
COLOSSUS 18XB:-* 18 INCH * 600WATTS R.M.S.
* 1200 WATTS PEAK *Sens 100dB.* Res Freq.30 Hz.
* Frequency Range 27 Hz-LOKz PRICE £183.00
ALL MODELS ARE DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREEIUK ONLY)

ECHO & SOUND EFFECTS
* 4 STEREO INPUT

CHANNELS
* 2 DJ MIC INPUT

CHANNELS
* 2X7 BAND GRAPHIC

EQUALISERS
* HEADPHONE

MONITOR WITH PFL
* ASSIGNABLE

CROSSFADE
* DIGITAL ECHO

STEREO DISCO MIXER WITH:- *2X7 GRAPHIC EQUALISERS *2 MONO MIC INPUTS MIC

WITH FADER, TALKOVER AND VOICE CHANGER *4 STEREO CHANNELS WITH INDIVIDUAL
FADERS AND ASSIGNABLE CROSSFADE *CHANNELS SWITCHABLE TURNTABLE (MAC
CARTRIDGE), CO, UNE. TAPE. ETC. *ECHO WITH BALANCE REPEAT AND DELAY
*HEADPHONE MONITOR WITH PREFADE LISTEN *CHOICE OF 6 SOUND EFFECTS *STEREO
MONO SWITCH *2 X LED VU METERS *MASTER FADER  OUTPUT 775mV

482X240)015mm *POWER:- 230V AC 50rsoitz.PRICE:- £189.00 + £5.00 PIP

RAD 0 CROPHONE CYBERWAVE FMM 1000 -
* IDEAL FOR:- UVE BANDS, PUBLIC ADDRESS A KARAOKE ETC.
*ON/STANDBY/OFF SWITCH MOUNTED OH WC BARREL FOR EASE OF USE
* 100 HOURS BATTERY RUNNING TIME 1 PP3 (NOT SUPPLIED)
* SINGLE CHANNEL RF MICROPHONE 174.23 OR 174.56MHz

MAINS ADAPTOR FOR RECEIVER SUPPLIED * FM LOCK INDICATOR
& VOL CONTROL ON RECEIVER. PRICE:- £119.99 FREE UK PIP

DELIVERY CHARGES:- PLEASE :NCLUDE AS AUOVE.TO A MAXIMUM
AMOUNT £30.00 OFFICIAL ORDERS FROM SCHOOLCOLLEGES.
GOVT. BODIES,PLOs ETC. PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V A T SALES
COUNTER CREDIT CARD ODER S ACCEPTED BY POST PHONE OR FAX

mr...41111;

IES=.1

OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES
SUPPLIED READY

BUILT AND TESTED
These trochees raw enjoy a world-wide feptealen Ion quIlity.telabEty and perk: mane at a resist= price. Feu
models are available le sea the needs oi the proteSSaSnal and Issbery market SG Inckstry.leelere, instruTental and
tit-Fi etc When compare prints.,93 T E Ural airnceelsincLvie tomital power suXty,isleseatileal Salk.glaSs fire
P CB and hire Circuits to passel a compattft Vu meter AI =deft we open and Weft emit wont
THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

OLIP/LIF 100 Mos-Fat Output power 110 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response tHz - 100KHz -
3d13. Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 45V/uS, THD
typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV SKR. -
110dB. Size 300 X 123 x 60mm

PRICE:- £42.85 + £4.00 PIP
OMP/MF 200 Ilos-Fet Output power 200 watts
a/AS:into 4 ohms, frequency response 11-lz - 100KHz
-3cIEL Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 50V/uS. TAD.
typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N R -110dB.
Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.

PRICE:- £68.35 + £4.00 PIP

fOLIP/11F 300 Mos-Fat Output power 300 watts
ELMS:Into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz -100KHz

w 3dEl, Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 60V/uS, TAD_
- typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 50OrnV. S.N.R. -1106111.

Size 330 x1175 x 100mm.

411111mmummmii; PRICE:- £83.75 + £5.00 PIP

OLIP/MF 450 Mos-Fat Output power 450 watts
R.M_S into 4 ohms. frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

3dEl. Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 75V/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, SN R.
-110d13. Fan Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2
Second Anti -Thump Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105mm.

PRICE:- £135.85 +£6.00 PAP
011P/MF 1000 Mos-Fat Output power 1000 watts
RTA S into 2 ohms. 725 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms,
frequency response liz 100KHz -3dI3. Damping
Factor >300, Slew Rate 75VMS. T.H.D. Typical
0.002%. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.NR. -110dB. Fan
Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2 Second
Anti -Thump Delay Size 422 x 300 x 125mm.

PRICE:- £281.00 + £12.00 PIP
NOTE: MOS FET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS:
STANDARD - INPUT SENS 500a11. BAND WIDTH 100XFIc OR
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT CONPATITILE)- INPUT SEWS
MEV. BAND WIDTH 50510._ ORDER STANDARD OR PEG

B.K. ELECTRONICS
UNIT 1 COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,

ESSEX, SS2 6TR.
TEL.: 01702 527572 FAX.: 01702-420243

Web:- http://www.bkelec.com E-mail:- Salesobkelec.com
11
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